CITY OF ARCATA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBER
736 F Street, Arcata

JUNE 21, 2017
Wednesday, 6:00 PM
AGENDA

Special accommodations for the disabled who attend City meetings can be made in advance by
contacting the City Clerk at 822-5953. Assistive listening devices are available.
Pursuant to Government Code section 54957.5, all writings or documents relating to any item on
this agenda which have been provided to a majority of the City Council, including those received
less than 72 hours prior to the City Council meeting, will be made available for public inspection
in the agenda binder located on the counter in the lobby at Arcata City Hall, 736 F Street, during
normal business hours, and on the City's website at www.cityofarcata.org.
PLEASE NOTE: Speakers wishing to distribute materials to the City Council at the meeting are
requested to provide 10 copies to the City Clerk.

SPECIAL MEETING
4:30 p.m.
1.

ROLL CALL

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT

3.

CLOSED SESSION
A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS Pursuant to Government
Code Section 54957.6 (Two Items). Employee Organizations: Arcata Police
Association; Operating Engineers, Local No. 3. Agency Negotiator: Danette
Demello.

4.

CLOSED SESSION REPORTS
A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS Pursuant to Government
Code Section 54957.6 (Two Items). Employee Organizations: Arcata Police
Association; Operating Engineers, Local No. 3. Agency Negotiator: Danette
Demello.

5.

ADJOURNMENT
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REGULAR MEETING
6:00 p.m.
I.
II.
III.

FLAG SALUTE
ROLL CALL
CEREMONIAL MATTERS
A. Proclamation in Celebration of the Fourth of July Jubilee, July 4, 2017.
B. Proclamation in Recognition of Locally Delicious’s Local Food Guide to Del
Norte, Humboldt and Trinity Counties.
C. Proclamation Designating June 2017 as Immigrant Heritage Month.

IV.

REPORT BY COMMISSION/COMMITTEE
A. Presentation by Joseph Arch, JJACPA, Inc., of Audited Financial Statements
for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016.
Joseph J. Arch, CPA, will present the City’s audited financial statements to
the City Council. The financial statements summarize the financial position
of the City of Arcata and the results of operations for the year ended on June
30, 2016.
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council receive a presentation by Joseph
Arch of JJACPA, Inc., on the audited financial statements of the City of
Arcata for the year ended June 30, 2016, the associated Single Audit
Report, and report on internal control-related matters.

V.

EARLY ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
This 15-minute time period is provided for people to address the Council on matters
not on the agenda. At the conclusion of all oral communications the Council may
respond to statements. Any request that requires Council action will be set by the
Council for a future agenda or referred to staff. Speakers addressing the Council at this
time may be limited to two minutes. All other Oral and Written Communications will
be heard at this meeting under Agenda Item XI.

VI.
VII.

N/A
CONSENT CALENDAR
All matters on the Consent Calendar are considered to be routine by the City Council
and are enacted in one motion. There is no separate discussion of any of these items. If
discussion is required, that item is removed from the Consent Calendar and considered
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separately. At the end of the reading of the Consent Calendar, Council members or
members of the public can request that an item be removed for separate discussion.
A.

Approve Minutes of the City Council Meeting of May 17, 2017.

B.

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

C.

Reject a Claim for Money or Damages Against the City of Arcata from
Maeve Talmantes and Refer it to the Redwood Empire Municipal
Insurance Fund.

D.

Adopt Ordinance No. 1488, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Amending Zoning Regulations Pertaining to Medical Marijuana
Regulation; Waive Reading of the Text and Consent to Read by Title Only.

E.

Adopt Ordinance No. 1491, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Flood Hazard Mitigation
Standards; Waive Reading of the Text and Consent to Read by Title Only.

F.

Adopt Resolution No. 167-49, A Resolution of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Setting Building, Plumbing, Electrical, Mechanical and Other
Related Permit Fees, Superseding Resolution No. 101-20, Resolution No.
090-02 and Resolution No. 090-17.

G.

Approve a Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement for City of Arcata for Fiscal
Year 2017/18 in the Amount of $53,815, and Authorize the City Manager
to Execute All Applicable Documents.

H.

Approve an Agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka, Inc., for
Extended Paratransit Transportation (Dial-A-Ride) Services for Fiscal
Year 2017/18 in the Amount of $12,000, and Authorize the City Manager
to Execute All Applicable Documents.

I.

Adopt Resolution No. 167-57, A Resolution of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Adopting a Public Participation Plan Program for the Arcata &
Mad River Transit in Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

J.

Approve a Grant Application in the Amount of $1 Million-$1.5 Million
from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife Proposition 1
Watershed Restoration Grant Program for the Upper Jacoby Creek
Emmerson Property Acquisition (967 acres).

K.

Adopt Resolution No. 167-56, A Resolution of the City Council of the City
of Arcata Amending the City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy
for Commercial Licensed Drivers.
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L.

VIII.

1) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current Memorandum of
Understanding Between the City of Arcata and Arcata Police Association
Regarding Medical Premium Cost Share and Second Medical Plan
Option; and 2) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current
Memorandum of Understanding Between the City of Arcata and
Operating Engineers, Local No. 3, Regarding Medical Premium Cost
Share and Second Medical Plan Option.

ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
Items removed from the Consent Calendar will be heard under this section.

IX.

OLD BUSINESS
A. Continuation of Public Hearing on the Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year
2017/18; and Consideration of Resolution No. 178-01 Adopting the City
Budget for Fiscal Year 2017/18, and Resolution No. 178-02 Updating the
Master Fee Schedule for Various Fees and Service Charges Within the City
of Arcata.
This is the second of two public hearings that will be held on the proposed
budget for Fiscal Year 2017/18.
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1) Continue the public hearing to receive public comment regarding
the proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2017/18;
2) Adopt Resolution No. 178-01, A Resolution of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Adopting the Annual Budget for the Fiscal Year
Beginning on July 1, 2017;
3) Adopt Resolution No. 178-02, A Resolution of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Updating the Master Fee Schedule for Various
Fees and Service Charges for the Fiscal Year 2017/18.
B. Approve the City of Arcata's Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive
Program Guidelines.
The Mills Act is a national property tax incentive program available to
property owners of local, state or nationally listed historic properties.
Properties can be either owner-occupied or income-producing. In exchange
for a reduction in property tax, the owner enters into a contract with the City
wherein they agree to maintain and/or improve their listed property to a level
agreed upon in the contract. This type of benefit would be most beneficial for
more recent purchasers of property as opposed to those who have owned
their property since prior to Proposition 13 (1978), as those properties have
already benefitted from decreased taxation. This incentive program is
intended to be a long-term tax savings program and it is automatically
renewed annually unless cancelled by the owner or the City at which time a
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tax “phase-out” would begin wherein the property taxes would rise up to
normal taxation levels over a 10-year period rather than immediately.
Furthermore, Mills Act contracts are conveyed with the property and would
automatically transfer to a new owner in the event of a sale.
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 167-54, A
Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata Adopting the Mills
Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program Guidelines, and direct staff
to advertise the opportunity to the community.
C. Receive a Status Report on the City Hall HVAC (Heating and Ventilation)
Project and Approve Work Plan for Design Development and Phased
Implementation.
The HVAC equipment at City Hall is beyond the recommended service life
and will need to be replaced. Additionally, several remodels have been
completed within the building which no longer match the existing duct work.
The changes within the building have resulted in areas that are often overheated and others that are substantially under-heated. The seven furnace
systems that comprise the HVAC system are all natural gas fired and thus
fossil fuel dependent. Staff have received direction from the Council to
explore a variety of models for the HVAC project to include consideration
for an all-electric heat system that would be compatible with a net-zero
carbon emissions energy source and the Council’s goal to decrease the City’s
operational carbon footprint.
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council receive a status report for the City
Hall HVAC (Heating and Ventilation) Project and approve a work plan
for design development and phased implementation.
X.
XI.

NEW BUSINESS—None
ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
This time is provided for people to address the Council or submit written
communications on matters not on the agenda. At the conclusion of all oral and
written communications, the Council may respond to statements. Any request that
requires Council action will be set by the Council for a future agenda or referred to
staff. Speakers addressing the Council may be limited to three minutes, with a
maximum of five minutes, and a time limit on the overall length of oral
communications may be imposed.

XII.

COUNCIL AND STAFF REPORTS
All reports shall be specifically limited to City business and shall not request or lead to
action by the Council at this meeting.
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XIII.

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS
A. City Council Study Session with the Transportation Safety Committee and
the Energy Committee, Thursday, June 22, 2017, at 6:00 p.m., in the Council
Chamber.
B. Regular City Council Meeting of August 16, 2017, Canceled.

XIV.
XV.
XVI.

CLOSED SESSION
CLOSED SESSION REPORTS
ADJOURNMENT
Other than items continued or tabled to a date certain, the Council may, by majority
vote, continue all matters not completed by 10:30 p.m. to the following Thursday at
6:00 p.m. in the Council Chamber. Should the Council vote to continue the meeting
past 10:30 p.m., discussion on an item on the agenda that either requires or allows for
public input may not begin without a unanimous vote of the City Council members
present. (Closed Session items may begin later.) (Reference: Resolution No. 101-69)
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Proclamation
in Celebration
of

the FOURTH OF JULY JUBILEE
July 4, 2017

WHEREAS, the birth of our country’s freedom was officially marked by the

adoption of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, 241 years ago; and

WHEREAS, the survival of our democracy depends upon the citizenry actively

continuing to honor and pursue the principles and ideals of the founding
philosophies; and

WHEREAS, the Arcata Chamber of Commerce will offer its gift to the community,
celebrating freedom of culture and commerce at the Fourth of July Jubilee; and

WHEREAS, the Jubilee is the longest running event on the Arcata Plaza dating
back over 150 years.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Arcata

encourages all citizens to reflect on the importance of the Declaration of
Independence and the Bill of Rights, and to celebrate and express their gratitude for
the potential that those founding documents bestow upon this nation and city, by
attending the Arcata Chamber of Commerce’s FOURTH OF JULY JUBILEE on the
Arcata Plaza on Tuesday, July 4, 2017.
June 21, 2017
Susan Ornelas
Mayor
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2.3.A

Proclamation
in Recognition of

locally delicious’ local food guide
to Del Norte, Humboldt and Trinity Counties
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata is proud of the expansion of organic and sustainably farmed
local food and the development of locally produced food products; and
WHEREAS, Locally Delicious recently published the first ever local food guide for
Humboldt, Del Norte, and Trinity Counties to provide new markets for local food
producers, strengthen the local economy by connecting locally produced food to new
customers and create a Humboldt Good Food culture; and
WHEREAS, by connecting Humboldt County with local food, “The Local Food Guide”
will address climate change impacts by minimizing food miles and emissions and honoring
sustainable farming practices that keep our air, land and water clean; and
WHEREAS, “The Local Food Guide” highlights opportunities for access to healthy food
for all Arcata residents—including those living in food deserts and low-income
neighbors—by illustrating how everyone can eat as locally as possible; and
WHEREAS, Locally Delicious has advocated for local agriculture for many years,
supported expansion of local food resources and connected Arcata to healthy, locally
produced food and food products; and
WHEREAS, “The Local Food Guide” upholds the commitment of Arcata’s community
food system to the values of justice and fairness, healthy people, strong communities,
sustainable ecosystems, vibrant farms and thriving local economies.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Arcata hereby
thanks LOCALLY DELICIOUS for enriching the economy, environment and equity,
and promoting a sustainable, local food system through the region’s first “LOCAL
FOOD GUIDE.”
Dated: June 21, 2017

Susan Ornelas
Mayor
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2.3.B

2.3.C

Designating June 2017
as

IMMIGRANT HERITAGE MONTH
WHEREAS, generations of immigrants from every corner of the globe have built
our country’s economy and created the unique character of our nation; and
WHEREAS, immigrants continue to grow businesses, innovate, strengthen our
economy, and create American jobs in Arcata; and
WHEREAS, immigrants have provided the United States with unique social and
cultural influence, fundamentally enriching the extraordinary character of our
nation; and
WHEREAS, immigrants have been tireless leaders not only in securing their own
rights and access to equal opportunity, but have also campaigned to create a fairer
and more just society for all Americans; and
WHEREAS, despite these countless contributions, the role of immigrants in
building and enriching our nation has frequently been overlooked and
undervalued throughout our history and continuing to the present day.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED that the City Council of the City of
Arcata hereby designates June 2017 to be IMMIGRANT HERITAGE MONTH.
The Council honors the efforts and contributions of immigrants, old and new, in
our community.
Dated: June 21, 2017

Susan Ornelas
Mayor
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Proclamation

2.4.A

STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

PREPARER:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

DATE:

June 09, 2017

TITLE:

Presentation by Joseph Arch, JJACPA, Inc., of Audited Financial Statements for
the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council receive a presentation by Joseph Arch of JJACPA, Inc., on the
audited financial statements of the City of Arcata for the year ended June 30, 2016, the associated
Single Audit Report, and report on internal control-related matters.

INTRODUCTION:
Joseph J. Arch, CPA, will present the City’s audited financial statements to the City Council. The
financial statements summarize the financial position of the City of Arcata and the results of
operations for the year ended on June 30, 2016.

DISCUSSION:
The financial statements summarize the financial position of the City of Arcata and the results of
operations for the year ended on June 30, 2016. In addition, Mr. Arch reported on the results of his
review of the City’s internal control structure and the City’s compliance with certain provisions of
law, regulations, contracts and grants (including federal award programs). He did not note any
significant internal control problems.

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
N/A

ATTACHMENTS:
A. City of Arcata Financial Statements 2015'16 Final
B. Arcata Single Audit 2015'16
(PDF)
C. Communication Letter Arcata 2015'16 (PDF)

(PDF)
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CITY OF ARCATA, CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30, 2016

Prepared by:
Janet Luzzi
Finance Director
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016
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January 6, 2017
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council and Citizens of the City of Arcata:
We are pleased to submit the City of Arcata’ Annual Financial Report for the fiscal year ended June
30, 2016. It is the policy of the Council that a licensed certified public accountant conducts an annual
audit at the end of each fiscal year and issue a complete set of financial statements to be submitted to
them. The financial statements are presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) and audited in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Responsibility for the accuracy of the data and the fairness of presentation, including all footnotes and
disclosures, rests with the City. We believe the data presented in this report is accurate in all material
respects and all statements and disclosures necessary for the reader to obtain a thorough understanding
of the City’s financial activities have been included.
Management of the City has established an internal control framework that is designed both to protect
the City’s assets from loss, theft, or misuse and to compile sufficient reliable information for the
preparation of the City’s financial statements in conformity with GAAP. Because the cost of internal
controls should not outweigh their benefits, the City’s framework of internal controls has been
designed to provide reasonable rather than absolute assurance that the financial statements will be free
from material misstatements.
While traditionally addressed to the governing body of the City, this report is intended to provide
relevant financial information to the citizens of the City of Arcata, City staff, creditors, investors, and
other concerned readers. We encourage all readers to contact the Finance Department with any
questions or comments concerning this report.
The City’s financial statements have been audited by JJACPA, Inc., a firm of certified public
accountants. The goal of the independent audit is to provide reasonable assurance that the financial
statements of the City for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, are free of material misstatements. The
independent audit involved examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. Based
upon the audit, the independent auditors concluded that there was reasonable basis for rendering an
unqualified opinion, which states that the City’s financial statements for the fiscal year ended June 30,
2016, are fairly presented in conformity with GAAP. The independent auditor’s report is presented as
the first component of the financial section of this report.
The independent audit of the financial statements of the City was part of a broader, federally mandated
“Single Audit” designed to meet the special needs of federal grantor agencies. The standards
governing Single Audit engagements require the independent auditor to report not only on the fair
v
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GAAP requires that management provide a narrative introduction, overview, and analysis to
accompany the basic financial statements in the form of Management’s Discussion and Analysis
(MD&A). This letter of transmittal is designed to complement MD&A and should be read in
conjunction with it. The City’s MD&A can be found immediately following the report of the
independent auditors.
Profile of the City of Arcata
The City of Arcata is located 275 miles north of San Francisco. It is situated in an 11 square mile area
in the northern coast region of California at the western mid-point of Humboldt County. The City is
framed by the Pacific Ocean on the west, forested hills on the east, the Mad River on the North, and
Humboldt Bay to the south. The City of Arcata was incorporated as the Town of Union in 1858. It
was renamed “Arcata” in 1860. Arcata reincorporated as a general law city on May 4, 1903, under the
Municipal Corporation Act of the State of California. The original township (including surrounding
area) had a population of 553 persons. By 2014, the City has grown to an estimated population of
approximately 17,750. It is 85.5% developed and is graced with a strong business base and a wellestablished residential community.
The City of Arcata operates under a Council-Manager form of government and provides municipal
services that include public safety, public works, community development and parks and recreation. In
addition, the City provides water, wastewater, transit, solid waste and stormwater services in the form
of enterprise activities. This report includes all funds of the City of Arcata and its blended component
unit, the Successor Agency of the Arcata Community Development Agency, for which the City is
financially accountable.
The City Council establishes annual budgets for the General Fund, Proprietary Funds, and all Special
Revenue Funds, except for certain Special Revenue Funds for which expenditures are controlled by
grant funding or by assessments received. Budgetary control is legally maintained at the fund level for
these funds. Department heads submit budget requests to the City Manager. The City Manager
prepares an estimate of revenues and prepares recommendations for the next year’s budget. The
preliminary budget may or may not be amended by the City Council and is adopted by resolution by
the City Council on or before June 30 in accordance with the municipal code.
The Arcata City Council consists of five members, elected at-large to four-year overlapping terms.
Council members must be residents of the City. The positions of Mayor and Vice Mayor are chosen
by the City Council through policy direction determined by the City Council. The Mayor conducts the
Council meetings and represents the City on ceremonial occasions.
The City Council serves as the policy board for the municipality. As an elected Board of Directors, the
City Council provides policy direction, establishes goals, and sets priorities for the City government.
In addition to serving as the policy makers for the community, the City Council also is responsible for
numerous land use decisions within its borders, including the General Plan. The City Council appoints
the City Manager, City Attorney, and all members of advisory boards, commissions, and committees.
Arcata is retail oriented and is fortunate to have a large area which serves as a hub for students at
Humboldt State University.

vi
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presentation of the financial statements, but also on the audited government’s internal controls and
compliance with legal requirements, with special emphasis on internal controls and legal requirements
involving the administration of federal awards. These reports are available in the City’s separately
issued Single Audit Reports.

2.4.A.a

The Arcata business climate has experienced benchmarked transformation initiated by local businesses
as well as City-business partnerships. Improvements and programs include infrastructure renovations,
façade improvements, a street banner program, and the adoption of a redevelopment plan area.

The City of Arcata is committed to providing high quality services in an economical manner. For
fiscal year 2015/16, the City’s efforts were focused in the following areas.
Economic Development – Promoting economic development (recruitment and retention of businesses)
continues to be one of the City’s key operational priorities. During the fiscal year, the City
accomplished the following projects relating to economic development:


Establishment of a Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone – Due to the changing social-economic
environment related to medical marijuana industry, the City worked hard to develop and
implement a Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone in the industrial part of the City for niche
manufacturing businesses that produce medical marijuana related products.



Development of key industrial sites – City staff worked closely with the development
community to promote the development of key industrial sites, particularly the old Humboldt
Flakeboard facility, which will be used for small manufacturing activities.



Issuance of Business Loans to encourage economic development – Staff worked closely with
several local business and was able to issue business loans totaling $2,940,000 for business
expansion activities within the City.

Current Economic Conditions and Outlook
The City’s economic development efforts and implementation of the City’s financial policies help to
promote Arcata’s long-term fiscal stability. Since incorporation, at the direction of Council, staff has
conducted a systematic review of operations, resulting in some cases in the transition from contract
service to an in-house operational model; in other instances a renegotiation of existing service
contracts; and in other instances, retention of the contract operational model with a different service
provider. These operational analyses and reforms are intended to promote long-term savings to the
City and ensure long-term stability. As part of this operation review, the City has established
appropriation limits in key operational areas such as law enforcement, which has promoted increased
operational efficiency.
The City’s principle general fund revenue sources are sales tax, transactions and use tax, and vehicle
license fees. For FY 2015/16, all these remained stable.
Sales tax is projected to remain steady for FY 2016/17. The City is 85.5% built out and no new
significant sales tax generating businesses are anticipated in the near future. Motor Vehicle License
Fees are projected to remain steady, also.
The City of Arcata anticipates a modest upsurge of revenue growth for the next ten years, particularly
related to the medical marijuana manufacturing industry. This is anticipated to enable the City to
continue to maintain its reserve policy which promotes maintaining a fund balances or working capital
balances of at least 20% of operating expenditures. However, in order to assure that the City Council
has some discretion, these reserves may be reduced in order to fund unforeseeable financial conditions
such as transition funding in a recessionary economy, one-time expenditures or other budget shortfall
stop gap measures of a temporary nature.
vii
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In Arcata, the total labor force is approximately 9,200. Unemployment in Arcata is approximately
7.4%. Within ten miles, there is a diverse labor force specializing in such occupations as sales,
executive and managerial services, technical support, professional specialties, and other services.
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During the past fiscal year, there were no changes to the City’s financial policies or items in which
policies impacted the financial information or presentation. Information concerning significant
accounting policies affecting the finances of the City is summarized in the Notes to the Financial
Statements.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
City of Arcata
Arcata, California

Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each
major fund, the aggregate remaining fund information, and the budgetary comparison information of the City of Arcata,
California (City), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2016, and the related notes to the financial statements, which
collectively comprise the City’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to
financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions.
Opinions
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial
position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, the aggregate remaining fund
information, and the budgetary comparison information of the City, as of June 30, 2016, and the respective changes in
financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

7080 Donlon Way, Suite 204, Dublin, CA 94568 ● phone (925) 556-6200 ● fax: (925) 556-6201
www.jjacpa.com
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To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
The City of Arcata
Arcata, California
Page 2
Other Matters

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s discussion and
analysis on pages 3–16, the Schedule of Funding Progress on page 96, the Schedules of Contribution on pages 97-102, and
the Schedules of the City’s Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability on page 103-108, be presented to supplement
the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the
basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited
procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and
comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements,
and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or
provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to
express an opinion or provide any assurance.
Other Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the
City’s basic financial statements. The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements and the introductory
section are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.
The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are the responsibility of management and were derived
from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and certain
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and
other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic financial statements themselves, and other
additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our
opinion, the combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements is fairly stated, in all material respects, in
relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.
The introductory section has not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial
statements, and accordingly, we do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on it.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated January 6, 2017 on our
consideration of the City's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions
of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope
of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide
an opinion on internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering City’s internal control over financial
reporting and compliance.

]]TVcT? \ÇvA
January 6, 2017

JJACPA, Inc.
Dublin, CA
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

This section provides a narrative overview and analysis of the financial activities of the City of Arcata
(City) for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016. It should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
transmittal letter and basic financial statements.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
This section of the annual financial report provides a narrative overview and analysis of the financial
activities of the City of Arcata (City) for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016. It should be read in
conjunction with the accompanying transmittal letter and basic financial statements.
The following outlines the financial highlights for the year:
 At June 30, 2016, the City’s net position (excess of assets and deferred outflows of resources of
the City over liabilities and deferred inflows of resources) was $71.9 million, an increase of
$8.2 million from the prior year. Of the total net position, $45.7 million was invested in capital
assets (net of related debt) and $1.7 had restrictions in their use leaving $24.5 as unrestricted.


Overall City-wide revenues from all governmental and business-type activities increased by
about $6.2 million compared to the 2015 fiscal year. Most of the increase resulted from
increased revenues for operating grants for street improvements and economic development,
and charges for services in the business-like activities. The City’s total expense for all
programs in fiscal 2016 increased by $7.9 million. This resulted primarily from the issuance
of several economic development loans and making the final payment on the amounts
remaining on the Housing Successor’s Due Diligence Report liability.

 The City’s governmental funds increased by approximately $6.6 million. This primarily results
from the transfer of $6.8 million of assets from the Successor Agency to the Arcata
Community Development to the City of Arcata as a result of the winding down of the former
Agency.
 The general fund reported a fund balance of $6.0 million at the end of the 2016 fiscal year, an
increase of about $840,000. This increase resulted from higher than anticipated property tax
revenue. Also, several projects budgeted as capital improvements using general funds were not
completed in fiscal year 2016, increasing fund balance by $680,000.
 The City also ended the fiscal year with $3.3 million reported in the proprietary enterprise
funds (the amount of net position available for use, including unrestricted net position, but
excluding the investment in capital assets net of related debt). This is an increase of
approximately $1.0 million from 2015 and primarily results from the accumulation of cash and
investments for major capital improvement projects that are anticipated in the near future.

3
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

OVERVIEW OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
This Annual Financial Report is in two major parts:
1) Introductory section, which includes the Transmittal Letter and general information; and,
2) Financial section, which includes the Management’s Discussion and Analysis (this part), the Basic
Financial Statements, which include the Government-wide and the Fund Financial Statements
along with the notes to these financial statements, and Combining and Individual Fund Financial
Statements and Schedules.
The Basic Financial Statements
The Basic Financial Statements are comprised of the Government-wide Financial Statements and the
Fund Financial Statements; these two sets of financial statements provide two different views of the
City’s financial activities and financial position.
Government-wide Financial Statements
The Government-wide Financial Statements provide a broad overview of the City’s activities as a
whole and are comprised of the Statement of Net position and the Statement of Activities. The
Statement of Net position provides information about the financial position of the City as a whole,
including all its capital assets and long-term liabilities on the full accrual basis, similar to that used by
private sector entities. The Statement of Activities provides information about all the City’s revenues
and all its expenses, also on the full accrual basis, with the emphasis on measuring net revenues or
expenses of each the City’s programs. The Statement of Activities explains in detail the change in Net
position for the year.
All of the City’s activities are grouped into Governmental Activities and Business-type activities, as
explained below. All the amounts in the Statement of Net position and the Statement of Activities are
separated into Governmental Activities and Business-type Activities in order to provide a summary of
these two activities of the City as a whole.
Government-wide financial statements, prepared on the accrual basis, measure the flow of all
economic resources of the City. There are two basic statements presented here: the Statement of Net
Position and Statement of Activities. These statements present information about the following
activities.
♦ Governmental activities – All of the City’s basic services are considered to be governmental
activities, including general government, community development, parks and recreation, public
safety, animal control, engineering, community events, public improvements, planning and zoning,
building inspections, and general administration. These services are supported by general City
revenues such as taxes and by specific program revenues such as developer fees.
4
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

OVERVIEW OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, Continued
♦ Business-type activities – All the City’s enterprise activities are reported here, including Water,
Wastewater, Transit, Solid Waste, and Stormwater. Unlike governmental services, these services
are supported by charges paid by users based on the amount of the service they use.
Fund Financial Statements
A fund is a grouping of related accounts that is used to maintain control over resources that have been
segregated for specific activities or objectives. The City, like other state and local governments, uses
fund accounting to ensure and demonstrate compliance with finance-related legal requirements. All of
the funds of the City can be divided into two categories: governmental funds and proprietary funds.
Governmental funds. Governmental funds are used to account for essentially the same functions
reported as governmental activities in the Government-wide Financial Statements. However, unlike the
Government-wide Financial Statements, Governmental Fund Financial Statements focus on near-term
inflows and outflows of spendable resources, as well as on balances of spendable resources available at
the end of the fiscal year. Such information may be useful in evaluating a government’s near-term
financing requirements.
Because the focus of the Governmental Fund Financial Statements is narrower than that of the
Government-wide Financial Statements, it is useful to compare the information presented for
governmental funds with similar information presented for governmental activities in the Governmentwide Financial Statement. By doing so, readers may better understand the long-term impact of the
government’s near-term financial decisions. Both the governmental fund balance sheet and the
governmental fund statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances provide a
reconciliation to facilitate this comparison between governmental funds and governmental activities.
The Governmental Fund Financial Statements provide detailed information about each of the City’s
most significant funds, called major funds. The concept of major funds, and the determination of which
are major funds, was established by GASB Statement No. 34 and replaces the concept of combining
like funds and presenting them as one total. Instead, each major fund is presented individually, with all
nonmajor funds summarized and presented only in a single column. Subordinate schedules present the
detail of these nonmajor funds. Major funds present the major activities of the City for the year, and
may change from year to year as a result of changes in the pattern of the City’s activities.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, the City’s major funds are as follows:
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS:





General Fund
CDBG Housing Special Revenue Fund
Housing Revolving Loan Special Revenue Fund
Basic Business Loan Revolving Special Revenue Fund
5
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OVERVIEW OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, Continued
Fund Financial Statements, Continued
PROPRIETARY FUNDS:






Water Enterprise Fund
Wastewater Enterprise Fund
Transit Enterprise Fund
Solid Waste Enterprise Fund
Stormwater Utility Enterprise Fund

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, the City adopted annual appropriated budgets for all
governmental funds.
Proprietary funds. The City maintains Enterprise-type and Internal Service proprietary funds.
Enterprise funds are used to report the same functions presented as business-type activities in the
Government-wide Financial Statements. The City uses enterprise funds to account for Water,
Wastewater, Transit, Solid Waste, and Stormwater activities. Internal service funds are an accounting
methodology used to accumulate and allocate costs internally among the City’s various functions. The
City uses internal service funds to account for its fleet of vehicles and its information technology
assets. Proprietary funds provide the same type of information as the Government-wide Financial
Statements, only in more detail. The proprietary fund financial statements provide separate information
for all of these operations.
Fiduciary Statements
The City’s fiduciary activities are reported in the separate Statement of Fiduciary Net Position. These
activities are excluded from the City’s other financial statements because the City cannot use these
assets to finance its own operations. The fiduciary statements provide financial information about the
activities of special deposits, such as successor agency activities for the former redevelopment agency,
for which the City acts solely as an agent. They provide information about the cash balances and
activities of these funds.
Notes to the Basic Financial Statements
The notes provide additional information that is essential to a full understanding of the data provided in
the Government-wide and Fund Financial Statements. The notes to the basic financial statements can
be found on pages 51–94 of this report. Required Supplementary Information follows the notes on
pages 96-108.
Combining and Individual Fund Financial Statements and Schedules
The combining statements referred to earlier in connection with nonmajor governmental funds are
presented immediately following the notes to the financial statements. Combining and individual fund
statements can be found on pages 112–154 of this report.
6
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
As noted earlier, net position may serve over time as a useful indicator of a government’s financial
position. In the case of the City, assets exceeded liabilities by $71,903,188 as of June 30, 2016. The
Summary of Net position as of June 30, 2016, and 2015, follows:
Summary of Net Position
2016
Governmental
Activities
Current and other assets
Noncurrent assets
Deferred outflows of resources
Total assets and deferred
outflows of resource s

$

41,021,584
32,018,223
4,268,057

2015

Businesstype
Activities
$

9,041,737
20,660,136
1,375,754

Governmental
Activities

Total
$

50,063,321
52,678,359
5,643,811

$

34,681,404
31,842,427
1,292,309

Businesstype
Activities
$

Total

7,675,484 $
20,396,793
407,509

42,356,888
52,239,220
-

77,307,864

31,077,627

108,385,491

67,816,140

28,479,786

94,596,108

Current and other liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Deferred inflows of re sources
Total liabilities and deferred
inflows of resources

3,354,608
18,818,905
4,404,399

1,445,964
7,052,412
1,406,015

4,800,572
25,871,317
5,810,414

6,975,556
14,082,556
2,696,213

1,273,230
6,688,064
850,208

8,248,786
20,770,620

26,577,912

9,904,391

36,482,303

23,754,325

8,811,502

29,019,406

Net position:
Net invested in
Capital Asse ts
Restricted
Unrestricted

27,841,973
1,651,639
21,236,340

17,871,543
3,301,693

45,713,516
1,651,639
24,538,033

30,783,043
2,475,312
10,803,460

17,383,483
2,284,801

48,166,526
2,475,312
13,088,261

19,668,284 $

63,730,099

Total net position

$

50,729,952

$

21,173,236

$

71,903,188

$

44,061,815

$

The City’s total net position increased by $8.2 million ($6.7 million and $1.5 million for governmental
activities and business-type activities, respectively). Total city-wide assets increased $8.1 million.
This primarily results from the transfer of $6.8 million of assets from the Successor Agency to the
Arcata Community Development to the City of Arcata as a result of the winding down of the former
Agency. Total city-wide liabilities, not including pension related liabilities, deferred outflows and
inflows of resources, decreased slightly by $700,000 primarily from decreased accounts payable and a
decrease in amounts due to the Successor Agency to the Arcata Community Development Agency
from the City. The adjustments related to the implementation of GASB Statement No. 68 during the
fiscal year results in a decrease of total net position of $700,000 (net pension liability and deferred
inflows of resources less deferred outflows of resources).
The largest portion of the City’s net assets, approximately 73.3 percent, is represented by the City’s net
investment in its capital assets such as buildings, land, equipment, utility systems, and facilities. The
City uses these capital assets to provide services to citizens, consequently, these assets are not
available for future spending.
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
A portion of the City’s net position (2.3 percent) represents resources that are subject to external
restrictions on how they may be used. The remaining unrestricted net position may be used to meet the
government’s ongoing obligations to citizens and creditors. Of this amount, $21.2 million is held by
governmental activities and $3.3 million is held by business-type activities.
The impact of the implementation of GASB Statement No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Pensions, is limited to the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements. Under GASB
68, the annual pension expense is no longer the cash-basis required contribution to CalPERS. Instead,
pension expense reported in fiscal year 2016 is the change in net pension liability from the previous
year (measured as of June 30, 2014) to the current year (measured as of June 30, 2015), along with
changes in pension related deferred outflows and inflows of resources. Deferred outflows and deferred
inflows of resources related to pensions are certain changes in the net position liability that are to be
recognized in future pension expense through amortization beginning in the current fiscal year. Such
items may include differences between expected and actual experience with regard to economic or
demographic factors in the measurement of total pension liability, changes of assumptions or other
inputs about future economic or demographic factors, and the difference between projected and actual
earnings on pension plan investments
Revenues
The City’s total revenues for governmental and business-type activities were $34.7 million for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, an increase of $6.2 million. Significant revenues for the City for fiscal
year 2015/16 were derived from taxes (26.8%), operating grants and contributions (28.6%), and
charges for services (38.9%).
The following discusses variances in key revenues from the prior fiscal year:
1. Charges for Services. Annual receipts for business-type activities increased $1.3 million,
or 12.9%. This is reflective of the increase in water and wastewater utility charges of 11%
2. Grants and Contributions – Operating. Annual receipts increased by $3.2 million, or
75.4%. The decrease in operating grants and contributions results from the one-time
receipt of grant funds for economic development business loans.
3. Grants and Contributions – Capital. Annual receipts increased $1.1 million.
increase results primarily from a donation of timber property valued at $880,000.

The

Expenses
Governmental and business-type activity expenses of the City for the year totaled $33.3 million. This
is an increase of $7.9 million from the prior fiscal year. Governmental activity expenses totaled $23.1
million, or 69.4% of total expenses. Business-type activities incurred $10.2 million of expenses during
the fiscal year. Community development costs represented 40.6% of total governmental activities
expenses, followed by public safety (26.0%) and general government (15.1%).
8
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
The change in net position for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2016, and 2015, follows:
2016
Businesstype
Activities

Governmental
Activities
Revenues:
Program revenues:
Charges for services
Grants and contributions:
Operating
Capital
General revenues:
Property taxes
and assessments
Transient occupancy taxes
Sales and use tax
Franchise taxes
Utility users tax
Other taxes
Motor vehicle in lieu
Use of money and property
Other general
Total revenues

$

1,933,040

$

Total

11,571,141

$

13,504,181

2015
Businesstype
Activities

Governmental
Activities

$

1,744,143

$

Total

10,247,717

$

11,991,860

7,418,396
2,512,338

-

7,418,396
2,512,338

4,055,787
1,433,433

172,737
-

4,228,524
1,433,433

1,701,931
1,365,897
4,757,515
238,397
1,215,097
30,796
1,518,106
303,172
43,329
23,038,014

79,536
11,650,677

1,701,931
1,365,897
4,757,515
238,397
1,215,097
30,796
1,518,106
382,708
43,329
34,688,691

1,506,192
1,298,523
4,536,515
238,493
1,213,323
31,008
1,478,488
138,248
333,609
18,007,762

33,478
10,453,932

1,506,192
1,298,523
4,536,515
238,493
1,213,323
31,008
1,478,488
171,726
333,609
28,461,694

3,497,246
6,000,877
2,446,496
9,386,294
1,746,073
40,510

-

3,497,246
6,000,877
2,446,496
9,386,294
1,746,073
40,510

1,787,580
5,971,318
1,842,645
4,696,766
1,799,022
39,726

-

1,787,580
5,971,318
1,842,645
4,696,766
1,799,022
39,726

23,117,496

3,462,360
3,541,635
1,379,880
383,051
1,443,217
10,210,143

3,462,360
3,541,635
1,379,880
383,051
1,443,217
33,327,639

16,137,057

3,391,254
3,496,415
1,171,385
326,556
889,418
9,275,028

3,391,254
3,496,415
1,171,385
326,556
889,418
25,412,085

Excess (Deficiency) of revenues over
expenditures before transfers
Transfer from fiduciary activities
Transfers

(79,482)
6,812,037
(64,418)

1,440,534
64,418

1,361,052
6,812,037
-

1,870,705
(7,515,966)
215,472

1,178,904
(215,472)

3,049,609
(7,515,966)
-

Change in net position

6,668,137

1,504,952

8,173,089

(5,429,789)

963,432

(4,466,357)

44,061,815
50,729,952

19,668,284
21,173,236

63,730,099
71,903,188

Expenses:
Governmental activities:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Interest and fiscal charges
Business-type activities:
Water
Wastewater
Transit
Solid Waste
Stormwater
Total expenses

Net position:
Beginning of year
Adjustments
Beginning, as adjusted
End of year

$

$

$

62,676,551
(13,184,947)
49,491,604
$ 44,061,815 $

22,862,519
85,539,070
(4,157,667)
(17,342,614)
18,704,852
68,196,456
19,668,284 $ 63,730,099
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Basic Financial Statements
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
Governmental Activities
The following table shows the cost of each of the City’s major programs and the net cost of the
programs. Net cost is the total cost less fees and other direct revenue generated by the activities. The
net cost reflects the financial burden that was placed on the City’s taxpayers by each of the programs.
The total cost of services and the net cost of services for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2016, and
2015, are as follows:
2016

2015

Total Cost
of Services
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Interest and fiscal charges
Total

Net Cost
of Services

Total Cost
of Services

Net Cost
of Services

$

3,497,246
6,000,877
2,446,496
9,386,294
1,746,073
40,510

$

614,040
5,317,649
(782,653)
4,810,355
1,253,821
40,510

$

1,787,580
5,971,318
1,842,645
4,696,766
1,799,022
39,726

$

1,485
5,531,725
(1,531,594)
3,660,588
1,201,764
39,726

$

23,117,496

$

11,253,722

$

16,137,057

$

8,903,694

Expenses for governmental activities were $23.1 million, which was $6.9 million or 43.3% higher than
the prior year. This results primarily from one-time grant funding for the issuance of several economic
development business loans, completion of street improvement projects, and making the final payment
on amounts remaining on the Housing Successor’s Due Diligence Report liability.
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
Governmental Activities, continued
Revenues by source for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2016, and 2015, are as follows:
Revenues by Source - Governmental Activities 2016
Motor vehicle in
lieu, $1,518,106 ,
6.6%
Other taxes,
$30,796 , 0.1%

Use of money and
property, $303,172
, 1.3%

Other general,
$43,329 , 0.2%
Charges for
services,
$1,933,040 , 8.4%

Utility users tax,
$1,215,097 , 5.3%
Operating grants,
$7,418,396 , 32.2%

Franchise Tax,
$238,397 , 1.0%
Sales and use tax,
$4,757,515 , 20.7%
Transient
Occupancy Tax,
$1,365,897 , 5.9%

Capital grants,
$2,512,338 , 10.9%

Property taxes,
$1,701,931 , 7.4%

Revenues by Source - Governmental Activities 2015
Motor vehicle in
lieu, $1,478,488
, 8.2%
Other taxes,
$31,008 , 0.2%
Utility users tax,
$1,213,323 ,
6.7%

Use of money
and property,
$138,248 , 0.8%

Other general,
$333,609 , 1.9%
Charges for
services,
$1,744,143 ,
9.7%

Operating grants,
$4,055,787 ,
22.5%

Franchise Tax,
$238,493 , 1.3%
Sales and use
tax, $4,536,515 ,
25.2%
Transient
Occupancy Tax,
$1,298,523 ,
7.2%

Capital grants,
$1,433,433 ,
8.0%
Property taxes,
$1,506,192 ,
8.4%
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
Business-type Activities
Business-type activities have increased the City’s net position by $1.5 million. The City has five
business-type activities: Water, Wastewater, Transit, Solid Waste, and Stormwater Operations. The
operating revenues and expenses for the business-type activities for the fiscal years ended June 30,
2016, and 2015, are as follows:
Operating Revenues and Expenses
Business-type Activities
2016
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$-

Operating revenues
Operating expenses

Water

Wastewater

Transit

Solid waste

Stormwater

Operating Revenues and Expenses
Business-type Activities
2015
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$-

Operating revenues
Operating expenses

Water

Wastewater

Transit

Solid waste

Stormwater
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
Business-type Activities, continued
The revenues by source for the business-type activities for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2016, and
2015, are as follows:
Revenues by Source - Business-type Activities
2016
Investment earnings
$79,536
0.7%

Charges for services
$11,571,141
99.3%

Investment
earnings
$33,478
0.3%

Revenues by Source - Business-type Activities
2015

Operating
contributions and
grants
$172,737
1.7%

Charges for
services
$10,247,717
98.0%
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
Financial Analysis of the Government’s Funds
The City of Arcata uses fund accounting to ensure and demonstrate compliance with finance-related
legal requirements. The fund financial statements focus on individual parts of the City government,
reporting the City’s operations in more detail than the government-wide financial statements.
Governmental funds. The City’s governmental funds provide information on near-term inflows,
outflows, and balances of spending resources. At the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016, the City’s
governmental funds reported combined fund balances of $12,980,306. This is an increase of
$6,635,802 or 104.5% from last year. This primarily results from the transfer of $6.8 million of assets
from the Successor Agency to the Arcata Community Development Agency to the City of Arcata as a
result of the winding down of the former Agency.
The General Fund is the chief operating fund of the City. At the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016,
General Fund unassigned fund balance totaled $6,094,651. This is an increase of $841,495 from the
prior year. This increase resulted from higher than anticipated property tax revenue. Also, several
projects budgeted as capital improvements using general funds were not completed in fiscal year 2016,
increasing fund balance by $680,000.
Several major capital construction projects were started and nearly completed during the fiscal year.
Work on the long-planned Foster Avenue Extension project and Rails with Trail Phase I were
completed during the year. The City spent approximately $1.2 million on these projects during
2015/16.
Also, during the 2015/16, the City of Arcata was able to pay off the liability identified by the
Department of Finance in its determination letter regarding the Low and Moderate Income Housing
Fund Due Diligence Review in the amount of $1,276,281.
Proprietary funds. The City ended the fiscal year with $3.3 million reported in the proprietary
enterprise funds (the amount of net position available for use, including unrestricted net position, but
excluding the investment in capital assets net of related debt). This is an increase of approximately
$1.0 million from 2015 and results primarily from the accumulation of cash and investments for major
capital improvement projects that are anticipated in the near future.
General Fund Budgetary Highlights
The difference between the final budget and actual revenues differs favorably by $249,752, or 1.7% of
budget. This was mainly due to increased property tax revenue. The difference between the final
budget and actual expenditures differs favorably by $1,848,361. This results primarily from capital
outlay expenditures which were budgeted but not completed during the year. These will be carried
over to the subsequent fiscal year.
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GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, Continued
There was a $2,501,969 difference between the total original expenditure budget and the total final
amended budget. This was due primarily to the carryover of various capital outlay appropriations for
street improvements from fiscal year 2014/15 in the amount of $1,825,452. Actual expenditures were
$1,848,361 under budget (12.2% of budget). This resulted primarily from unspent capital outlay
appropriations for street projects.
Capital Assets
The City’s investment in capital assets for its governmental and business-type activities as of June 30,
2016, amount to $52,600,466. This investment in capital assets includes land, construction in progress
costs for road and median improvements, buildings and improvements, infrastructure, furniture and
equipment, and vehicles.
Governmental Activities
2016
2015
Land
Undergrounding facilities
Buildings and structures
Furniture and equipment
Other Improvements
Infrastructure
Vehicles
Total

Business-type Activities
2016
2015

Totals
2016

2015

$

16,213,181
90,025
5,474,410
693,831
3,295,873
5,443,880
807,023

$

15,588,539
90,025
5,860,996
758,712
2,778,781
5,923,823
841,551

$

7,396,179
4,020,795
2,699,495
200,794
4,744,550
1,520,430

$

7,390,409
4,183,054
2,943,110
212,677
3,934,847
1,648,136

$

23,609,360
4,110,820
8,173,905
894,625
8,040,423
5,443,880
2,327,453

$

22,978,948
4,273,079
8,804,106
971,389
6,713,628
5,923,823
2,489,687

$

32,018,223

$

31,842,427

$

20,582,243

$

20,312,233

$

52,600,466

$

52,154,660

More detail of the capital assets and current activity can be found in the notes to the financial
statements on page 57 for significant accounting policies and Note 5 on pages 69 – 70 for other capital
asset information.
Long-Term Debt
At June 30, 2016, the City had a $9,251,329. During the year, the City refinanced a portion of the
City’s unfunded actuarial liability with CalPERS in the amount of $3,226,000. Additional information
about the City’s long-term debt can be found in Note 7 to the basic financial statements.

Capital Lease Obligations
2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease
CalPERS UAL Debt
2015 Refunding of 2008 Loan
Compensated absences
Net OPEB obligation
Total

Governmental Activities
2016
2015
$
43,933 $
57,334
950,250
1,002,050
3,226,000
441,836
397,724
1,504,178
1,224,545
$ 6,166,197 $ 2,681,653

Business-type Activities
2016
2015
$
$
1,764,750
1,860,950
1,164,000
1,307,000
156,382
149,737
$ 3,085,132 $ 3,317,687

Totals
2016
$
43,933
$
2,715,000
3,226,000
1,164,000
598,218
1,504,178
$ 9,251,329
$

2015
57,334
2,863,000
1,307,000
547,461
1,224,545
5,999,340
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Economic Outlook and Next Year’s Budget and Rates
The budget for Fiscal Year 2016/17, adopted on June 15, 2016, is balanced and the economic outlook
for the short- and long-term is considered stable. This is a result of a continuing and reliable tax
revenue stream and the City’s efforts over the past several years to contain and control expenditures.
Tax revenues, particularly property and sales taxes, continue to be steady through economic cycles
which provides stability to the City’s financial position. These revenues have increased modestly since
the Great Recession. Maintaining and growing the City’s revenue base is a high priority for City staff.
Just as important as the maintaining and growing the City’s revenue base, moderating expenditure
growth is also imperative and will continue be challenging to the City. Personnel cost is the largest
expense category and addressing personnel expenditure growth will remain a priority. The City,
working together with bargaining units, has taken action to control the growth of pension and health
insurance costs. However, these costs continue to rise sharply. In addition, CalPERS has approved a
plan to lower its assumed rate of return from 7.5% to 6.5% over several years which will result in
increased employer contribution rates.
In summary, the City enters Fiscal Year 2016/17 in a solid position financially based on past efforts
made to restructure itself to operate more efficiently and better contain costs. It has also benefitted
from an ongoing economic recovery that is increasing revenues modestly. While vulnerabilities exist,
some within the City’s control and some not, the City believes it has taken, and will continue to take,
the actions necessary to maintain a solid financial foundation.
Requests for Information
This Annual Financial Report is intended to provide citizens, taxpayers, investors, and creditors with a
general overview of the City’s finances. If you have any questions about this report, need additional
financial information, or would like to obtain component unit financial statements, contact the City of
Arcata Finance Department, 736 F Street, Arcata, CA 95521, or visit the City’s web page at
www.cityofarcata.org.
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Statement of Net Position
June 30, 2016

Business-type
Activities

Total

Governmental
Activities
2015

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and investments
Restricted cash and investments
Receivables:
Accounts
Loans/Notes receivable
Internal balances
Due from Successor Agency
Inventory
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets:
Prepaid issuance costs
Capital assets:
Nondepreciable
Depreciable
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension Plan
Total assets and deferred outflows of resources
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Interest payable
Deposits payable
Compensated absences - current portion
Other liabilities
Payable to Fiduciary Activities
Due within one year
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Long-term liabilities:
Compensated absences
Due after one year
Net OPEB obligation
Net pension liability
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

$

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension Plan
Total defered inflows of resources
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total net position
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources and
net position

$

11,354,455
2,663,105

$

7,723,747
-

$

19,078,202
2,663,105

$

11,053,891
-

2,752,786
24,114,326
136,912
41,021,584

1,219,134
98,856
9,041,737

3,971,920
24,114,326
235,768
50,063,321

2,875,827
20,608,651
143,035
34,681,404

-

77,893

77,893

-

16,303,206
15,715,017
32,018,223
73,039,807

7,390,409
13,191,834
20,660,136
29,701,873

23,693,615
28,906,851
52,678,359
102,741,680

15,678,564
16,163,863
31,842,427
66,523,831

4,268,057
77,307,864

1,239,971
21,865
110,458
1,225,842
179,512
576,960
3,354,608

$

$

1,375,754
31,077,627

917,666
1,993
269,159
39,096
218,050
1,445,964

$

$

5,643,811
108,385,491

$

1,292,309
67,816,140

2,157,637
1,993
291,024
149,554
1,225,842
179,512
795,010
4,800,572

2,537,106
20,306
99,431
984,378
3,269,134
65,201
6,975,556

331,378
3,643,223
1,504,178
13,340,126
18,818,905
22,173,513

117,286
2,710,700
4,224,426
7,052,412
8,498,376

448,664
6,353,923
1,504,178
17,564,552
25,871,317
30,671,889

298,293
994,183
1,224,545
11,565,535
14,082,556
21,058,112

4,404,399
4,404,399

1,406,015
1,406,015

5,810,414
5,810,414

2,696,213
2,696,213

27,841,973
1,651,639
21,236,340

17,871,543
3,301,693

45,713,516
1,651,639
24,538,033

30,783,043
2,475,312
10,803,460

50,729,952

21,173,236

71,903,188

$

44,061,815

108,385,491

$

67,816,140

77,307,864

$

31,077,627

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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City of Arcata, California

Functions/Programs
Primary government:
Governmental activities:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Interest and fiscal charges

Expenses

$

Total governmental activities
Business-type activities:
Water
Wastewater
Transit
Solid waste
Stormwater utility
Total business-type activities
Total primary government

Charges for
Services

$

3,497,246
6,000,877
2,446,496
9,386,294
1,746,073
40,510

$

29,334
306,610
682,543
457,131
457,422
-

Program Revenues
Operating
Grants and
Contributions

$

1,973,872
376,618
914,268
4,118,808
34,830
-

Capital
Grants and
Contributions

$

880,000
1,632,338
-

23,117,496

1,933,040

7,418,396

2,512,338

3,462,360
3,541,635
1,379,880
383,051
1,443,217
10,210,143

4,282,987
4,712,300
1,001,405
435,752
1,138,697
11,571,141

-

-

33,327,639

$

13,504,181

$

7,418,396

$

2,512,338

General revenues:
Taxes:
Property taxes, levied for general purposes
Transient occupancy tax, levied for general purposes
Sales taxes
Franchise taxes
Utility users tax
Other taxes
Intergovernmental:
State motor vehicle in-lieu tax (MVLF)
Use of money and property
Other general revenues
Total general revenues
Transfer from Fiduciary Activities
Transfers
Total general revenues and transfers
Change in net position
Net position:
Beginning of year
End of year
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Net (Expense) Revenue and
Changes in Net Position
Governmental
Activities

$

Business-Type
Activities

(614,040)
(5,317,649)
782,653
(4,810,355)
(1,253,821)
(40,510)

$

-

$

(614,040)
(5,317,649)
782,653
(4,810,355)
(1,253,821)
(40,510)

(11,253,722)

-

(11,253,722)

-

820,627
1,170,665
(378,475)
52,701
(304,520)
1,360,998

820,627
1,170,665
(378,475)
52,701
(304,520)
1,360,998

1,360,998

(9,892,724)

(11,253,722)

1,701,931
1,365,897
4,757,515
238,397
1,215,097
30,796
1,518,106
303,172
43,329
11,174,240
6,812,037
(64,418)
17,921,859
6,668,137

$

Totals

44,061,815
50,729,952

$

-

1,701,931
1,365,897
4,757,515
238,397
1,215,097
30,796

79,536
79,536
64,418
143,954

1,518,106
382,708
43,329
11,253,776
6,812,037
18,065,813

1,504,952

8,173,089

19,668,284
21,173,236

$

63,730,099
71,903,188
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FUND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
MAJOR FUNDS
Fund

Governmental funds are used for taxes and grants.

General

Primary operating fund of the City; accounts for all activities
except those legally or administratively required to be accounted
for in other funds.

CDBG Housing Special Revenue

Accounts for activities related to housing and the related CDBG
funding.

Housing Revolving Special Revenue

Accounts for activities related to housing and the related funding
applicable to the City's loan programs.

Basic Business Loan Revolving

Accounts for the City's business loan program.

STIP

Accounts for funds received and expended for the State
Transportation Improvement Program.

Housing Successor

Accounts for funds received and expended for City low and
moderate income housing.
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Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30, 2016

Major Funds

General
Fund

CDBG
Housing
Housing
Revolving
Special Revenue Special Revenue

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Taxes
Intergovernmental
Loans/Notes receivable
Other receivable
Due from other funds
Inventory
Total assets

$

6,477,795

$

565,755
1,244,827
6,024
10,113
2,642

11,343

$

7,414,404
107,945
10,793
-

399,069
11,487,173
3,442
22,092
-

$

8,307,156

$

7,544,485

$

11,911,776

$

890,759
8,563
1,225,842
2,125,164

$

2,212
2,212

$

-

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS
AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to other funds
Deposits payable
Other liabilities
Payable to Successor Agency Private Purpose Trust
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources:
Unavailable revenue
Total deferred inflows of resources:
Total Liabilities and deferred inflows
Fund balances:
Nonspendable
Restricted
Assigned
Unassigned (Deficit)
Total fund balances
Total liabilities, deferred inflows and fund balances

$

87,341
87,341

7,414,404
7,414,404

11,487,170
11,487,170

2,212,505

7,416,616

11,487,170

2,642
6,092,009

127,869
-

424,606
-

6,094,651

127,869

424,606

8,307,156

$

7,544,485

$

11,911,776

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Major Funds
Basic
Business
Loan
Revolving
$

828,513

Housing
Successor

STIP
$

2,853,684
2,736
-

-

$

264,499
-

595,997

Nonmajor
Governmental
Funds
$

2,359,065
31
-

1,756,236

Totals
$

556,927
600
271,856
120,690

10,068,953
565,755
2,066,253
24,114,326
120,778
314,854
123,332

$ 3,684,933

$

264,499

$

2,955,093

$

5,369,414

$

40,037,356

$

$

271,856
271,856

$

995
179,512
180,507

$

219,240
34,435
21,865
275,540

$

1,113,311
314,854
21,865
1,225,842
179,512
2,855,384

105
105
2,853,685
2,853,685

-

2,359,066
2,359,066

-

24,201,666
24,201,666

2,853,790

271,856

2,539,573

275,540

27,057,050

831,143
-

(7,357)

415,520
-

120,690
1,099,164
3,885,417
(11,397)

123,332
1,651,639
5,132,080
6,073,255

831,143

(7,357)

415,520

5,093,874

12,980,306

$ 3,684,933

$

264,499

$

2,955,093

$

5,369,414
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City of Arcata, California

$ 12,980,306

Total fund balances - total governmental funds
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Net Position are
different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not current financial
resources and, therefore, are not reported in the governmental funds balance
sheet.

31,031,401

Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and,
therefore, are not reported in the governmental funds balance sheet.
Compensated absences
Due within one year
Due after one year
Net OPEB obligation
Net pension liability

$

(429,041)
(562,955)
(3,613,295)
(1,504,178)
(12,880,958)

Governmental funds notes receivable from various loan programs are
deferred under the current financial resources measurement focus. The notes
receivable are recognized in the government-wide Statement of Net Position
under the accrual basis of accounting.
Pension obligations result in deferred outflows and inflows of resources
associated with the actuarial value of contributions, assets and liabilities.
Deferred outflows
Deferred inflows

(18,990,427)

24,201,666

4,268,057
(4,404,399)

(136,342)

Internal services funds are used by management to charge the costs of certain
activities, such as central garage, to individual funds. The assets and
liabilities of the internal service funds are:
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities

1,299,082
986,822
(143,863)
(498,693)

Net Position of governmental activities

1,643,348
$ 50,729,952

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Reconciliation of the Governmental Funds Balance Sheet
to the Statement of Net Position
June 30, 2016

2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Governmental
Funds
Balance Sheet
ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Current assets:
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Taxes
Intergovernmental
Loans/Notes receivable
Other receivable
Due from other funds
Inventory
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets:
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets
Deferred outflows of resources:
Pension Plan
Total assets and deferred outflows of recources
LIABILITIES AND DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to other funds
Deposits payable
Compensated absences - current portion
Other liabilities
Payable to Successor Agency Private Purpose Trust/Fiduciary Activities
Due within one year
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Long-term liabilities:
Compensated absences
Due after one year
Net OPEB obligation
Net pension liability
Total noncurrent liabilities

$

$

$

Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources
Unavailable revenue
Pension plan
Total liabities and deferred inflows of resources:

Reclassifications

10,068,953

$

-

Internal
Services
Balances

Changes
in GAAP

$

-

$

Statement of
Net Position

1,285,502

$

11,354,455

565,755
2,066,253
24,114,326
120,778
314,854
123,332
40,037,356

(314,854)
(314,854)

-

13,580
1,299,082

565,755
2,066,253
24,114,326
120,778
136,912
41,021,584

40,037,356

(314,854)

31,031,401
31,031,401
31,031,401

986,822
986,822
2,285,904

32,018,223
32,018,223
73,039,807

40,037,356

1,113,311
314,854
21,865
1,225,842
179,512
2,855,384

$

$

(314,854)

(314,854)
(314,854)

$

$

4,125,150
35,156,551

107,260
562,955
670,215

$

$

142,907
2,428,811

126,660
3,198
14,005
143,863

$

$

4,268,057
77,307,864

1,239,971
21,865
110,458
1,225,842
179,512
576,960
3,354,608

-

-

321,781
3,613,295
1,504,178
12,880,958
18,320,212

9,597
29,928
459,168
498,693

331,378
3,643,223
1,504,178
13,340,126
18,818,905

2,855,384

(314,854)

18,990,427

642,556

22,173,513

24,201,666
-

-

(24,201,666)
4,254,663

149,736

4,404,399

27,057,050

(314,854)

(956,576)

792,292

26,577,912

123,332
1,651,639
5,132,080
6,073,255

(123,332)
(1,651,639)
(5,132,080)
(6,073,255)

-

-

-

12,980,306

12,980,306
-

26,855,151
1,651,639
7,606,337
36,113,127

986,822
649,697
1,636,519

27,841,973
1,651,639
21,236,340
50,729,952

FUND BALANCES/NET POSITION
Fund balances:
Nonspendable
Restricted
Assigned
Unassigned (deficit)
Net position:
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total fund balances/net position
Total liabilities, deferred inflows and net position

$

40,037,356

$

(314,854)

$

35,156,551

$

2,428,811

$

77,307,864

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Reconciliation of Fund Basis Balance Sheet to Government-wide Statement of Net Position
Governmental Activities
June 30, 2016

2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2016

General
Fund
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeitures
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Charges for services
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

Total revenues

9,278,837
338,150
261,699
2,004,401
221,709
803,086
1,633,302
217,209

Total expenditures

345,085
-

$

207,096
207,096

2,840,421
5,633,683
533,884
1,047,216
1,365,932
1,785,573

1,762,210
-

126
-

51,800
40,510

-

-

13,299,019

1,762,210

126

1,459,374

(1,417,125)

206,970

3,226,000
(3,226,000)
(617,879)

(75,643)

44,416
-

(617,879)

(75,643)

44,416

(1,492,768)

251,386

1,620,637

173,220

Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances

841,495

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

345,085

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Proceeds from issuance of long term debt
Payments to CALPERS
Proceeds from sales of assets
Transfer from private purpose trust
Transfers in
Transfers out

CDBG
Housing
Housing
Revolving
Special Revenue Special Revenue

14,758,393

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Debt service:
Principal
Interest and fiscal charges

5,253,156
$

6,094,651

Attachment: A. City of Arcata Financial Statements 2015'16 Final (1503 : Financial Statement Presentation)

Major Funds

$

127,869

$

424,606

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Basic
Business
Loans
Revolving
$

STIP
-

$

136,787
-

$

Other
Governmental
Funds

Housing
Successor

1,111,084
-

$

10,570
-

$

30,796
3,888
109,364
3,406,374
261,847
2,828
1,254,007

Totals
$

9,309,633
342,038
371,063
6,521,859
1,183,094
803,086
1,636,130
1,471,216

136,787

1,111,084

10,570

5,069,104

21,638,119

974
-

285,272

1,317,996
-

278,152
796,170
3,680,088
287,906
1,388,688

2,840,421
5,911,835
1,330,054
7,808,610
1,653,838
3,459,533

-

-

-

-

51,800
40,510

974

285,272

1,317,996

6,431,004

23,096,601

135,813

825,812

(1,307,426)

(1,361,900)

(1,458,482)

-

-

-

-

1,399,895
2,873,276
-

3,938,761
808,224
(276,766)

3,226,000
(3,226,000)
1,399,895
6,812,037
852,640
(970,288)

-

-

4,273,171

4,470,219

8,094,284

135,813

825,812

2,965,745

3,108,319

6,635,802

695,330

(833,169)

(2,550,225)

1,985,555

6,344,504

831,143

$

(7,357)

$

415,520

$

5,093,874
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City of Arcata, California

Compensated

Capital

Absences/

Asset

Fund Based

Debt

Internal

Totals

Service

Service

Functions/Programs

Depreciation

Government-

(Additions)/

OPEB

Pension

Retirements

Obligation

Plan

wide
Other

Totals

Governmental activities:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Debt service/Interest
Total governmental activities

$

2,840,421

$

44,112

5,911,835

$ (315,514)

$

158,287

-

89,042

$

-

$

279,633

$

490,307

-

-

-

$

3,497,246

-

6,000,877

1,330,054

-

-

1,116,442

-

-

-

-

2,446,496

11,034,610

-

-

95,655

1,767,306

-

-

(3,511,277)

9,386,294

1,653,838

-

-

92,235

-

-

-

-

1,746,073

3,459,533

-

-

-

(3,459,533)

-

-

-

-

92,310

(51,800)

-

-

-

-

-

-

40,510

(7,688)

$ (315,514)

490,307

$ (3,511,277)

$ 26,322,601

$

$

1,551,661

$

(1,692,227)

$

279,633

$

$

23,117,496

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

$

Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds

6,635,802

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Activities are different
because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures while governmental activities
report depreciation expense to allocate those expenditures over the life of the assets:
Capital asset purchases capitalized
Disposal of capital assets
Depreciation expense

$

4,096,180
(2,403,953)
(1,551,661)

140,566

Certain notes receivable are reported in the governmental funds as expenditures and
then offset by a deferred revenue as they are not available to pay current expenditures.
Likewise, when the note is collected it is reflected in revenue. This is the net change
between notes receivable collected and issued.

3,511,277

Repayment and issuance of debt is an expenditure and other financing source in the
governmental funds, but the repayment reduces and the issuance increases long-term
liabilities in the Statement of Net Position:
51,800
(3,226,000)

Debt principal payments
Debt issuance

(3,174,200)

Some expenses reported in the Statement of Activities do not require the use of current
financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in governmental
funds:
Change in compensated absences

(44,112)

Certain employee benefit obligations are recorded on a pay-as-you-go basis in the
governmental funds, but are accrued as liabilities in the Statement of Net Position:
Net OPEB obligation
Pension Plan

(279,633)
(490,307)

(769,940)

Internal services funds are used by management to charge the costs of certain activities,
such as central garage, to individual funds. The change in Net Position of the Internal
Service Funds is included in the governmental activities in the government-wide
Statement of Net Position less transfers.

315,514
53,230

368,744

Change in Net Position of governmental activities

$

6,668,137

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in
Fund Balances of Governmental Funds to the Statement of Activities
For the year ended June 30, 2016

2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

General Fund
Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeitures
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Charges for services
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Debt service:
Principal
Interest and fiscal charges
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Proceeds from issuance of long term debt
Payments to CALPERS
Proceeds from sales of assets
Transfer from private purpose trust
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances

$

$

9,278,837
338,150
261,699
2,004,401
221,709
803,086
1,633,302
217,209

$

115,435
(750)
14,699
16,323
77,409
89,893
(69,902)
6,645

14,508,641

14,758,393

249,752

2,916,762
5,647,017
564,839
1,039,015
1,248,478
1,163,300

2,998,617
5,780,360
556,501
1,151,678
1,423,903
3,170,321

2,840,421
5,633,683
533,884
1,047,216
1,365,932
1,785,573

158,196
146,677
22,617
104,462
57,971
1,384,748

51,800
14,200

51,800
14,200

51,800
40,510

12,645,411

15,147,380

13,299,019

1,848,361

(26,310)

755,414

(638,739)

1,459,374

2,098,113

(662,568)

(662,568)

3,226,000
(3,226,000)
(617,879)

3,226,000
(3,226,000)
44,689

(662,568)

(662,568)

(617,879)

(1,301,307)

5,253,156
$

9,163,402
338,900
247,000
1,988,078
144,300
713,193
1,703,204
210,564

13,400,825

92,846

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

8,662,550
328,900
265,000
1,639,326
170,700
675,650
1,632,199
26,500

Actual

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

5,346,002

5,253,156
$

3,951,849

$

44,689

841,495

2,142,802

5,253,156

-

6,094,651

$

2,142,802

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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For the year ended June 30, 2016

CDBG Housing Special Revenue Fund
Variance w/Final
Budgeted Amounts
Positive
Original
Final
Actual
(Negative)
$

$

220,000
-

$

219,925
-

$

345,085
-

220,000

219,925

345,085

1,736,887
-

1,755,962
-

1,762,210
-

-

-

1,736,887

$

125,160
-

Housing Revolving Special Revenue Fund
Variance w/Final
Budgeted Amounts
Positive
Original
Final
Actual
(Negative)
$

$

40,000
-

$

207,096
-

$

167,096
-

40,000

40,000

207,096

167,096

(6,248)
-

215,504
-

215,504
-

126
-

215,378
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,755,962

1,762,210

(6,248)

215,504

215,504

126

215,378

(1,516,887)

(1,536,037)

(1,417,125)

(175,504)

(175,504)

206,970

382,474

-

-

(75,643)

(75,643)

-

-

44,416
-

44,416
-

-

-

(75,643)

(75,643)

-

-

44,416

44,416

(1,516,887)

(1,536,037)

(1,492,768)

(175,504)

(175,504)

251,386

426,890

1,620,637

1,620,637

1,620,637

173,220

173,220

173,220

-

103,750

$

84,600

$

127,869

125,160

40,000
-

118,912

43,269

$

43,269

$

(2,284)

$

(2,284)

$

424,606

$

426,890

(continued)
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City of Arcata, California

Basic Business Loan Revoving
Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeitures
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Charges for services
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Debt service:
Principal
Interest and fiscal charges
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Proceeds from issuance of long term debt
Payments to CALPERS
Transfer to Successory Agency
Transfer from private purpose trust
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)

0

Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
0
End of year

$

36,000
-

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

35,950
-

$

136,787
-

$

100,837
-

36,000

35,950

136,787

100,837

15,504
-

25,554
-

974
-

24,580
-

-

-

-

-

15,504

25,554

974

24,580

20,496

10,396

135,813

125,417

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20,496

10,396

135,813

125,417

695,330

695,330

695,330

-

715,826

34
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705,726

$

831,143

$

125,417
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Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances Budget to Actual - Major Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2016

STIP
Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
$

$

-

$

Housing Successor
Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

225,588
-

$

1,111,084
-

-

225,588

1,111,084

-

225,588

-

$

885,496
-

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
$

81,400
-

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

81,400
-

$

10,570
-

$

(70,830)
-

885,496

81,400

81,400

10,570

(70,830)

285,272

(59,684)

80,380
-

1,371,661
-

1,317,996
-

53,665
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

225,588

285,272

(59,684)

80,380

1,371,661

1,317,996

53,665

-

-

825,812

825,812

1,020

(1,290,261)

(1,307,426)

(17,165)

-

-

-

-

200,000
-

1,399,895
-

1,399,895
2,873,276
-

2,873,276
-

-

-

-

-

200,000

1,399,895

4,273,171

2,873,276

-

-

825,812

825,812

201,020

109,634

2,965,745

2,856,111

14,004

14,004

14,004

-

-

-

-

-

109,634

$ 2,965,745

14,004

$

14,004

$

839,816

$

825,812

$

201,020

$

$

2,856,111

(concluded)
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ENTERPRISE FUNDS
Fund

Description

Water Fund

Accounts for the operation and maintenance of the City’s water
treatment and distribution system.

Wastewater Fund

Accounts for the operation and maintenance of the City’s
wastewater treatment plant and collection facilities.

Transit Fund

Accounts for Transportation Development Act revenues restricted
for the City's transportation needs and fare revenue for the City's
Dial a Ride program.

Solid Waste Fund

Accounts for all activities associated with the operation and
maintenance of providing solid waste services.

Stormwater Utility Fund

Accounts for revenues and expenses associated with the
administration and coordination of stormwater drainage activities
in conjunction with the County of Humboldt.
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Water
Fund
ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Accounts
Intergovernmental
Inventory
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets:
Prepaid debt issuance costs
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total Assets
DEFFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension plan
Total assets and deferrd outflows of resources
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued payroll
Interest payable
Deposits payable
Compensated absences - current portion
Due within one year
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Compensated absences
Due after one year
Net pension liability
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities

$

3,228,942

$

Net Position:
Net investment in capital assets
Unrestricted
Total net position
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources and
net position

$

3,290,454

$

553,661

541,966
10,724
3,843,144

553,661

49,571
3,617,931
3,667,502
7,387,813

28,322
7,331,627
7,359,949
11,203,093

2,012,300
2,012,300
2,565,961

216,369
49,285
266,759
13,148
63,050
608,611

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension plan
Total deferred inflows of resources

$

Transit
Fund

405,690
85,679
3,720,311

462,133
7,849,946

$

Wastewater
Fund

$

$

560,462
11,763,555

280,589
59,331
1,993
15,529
155,000
512,442

$

$

145,245
2,711,206

68,872
27,295
4,598
100,765

39,444
1,701,700
1,476,556
3,217,700
3,826,311

46,585
1,009,000
1,683,392
2,738,977
3,251,419

13,795
416,762
430,557
531,322

482,712
482,712

565,987
565,987

143,148
143,148

1,916,231
1,624,692
3,540,923

6,322,627
1,623,522
7,946,149

2,012,300
24,436
2,036,736

7,849,946

$

11,763,555

$

2,711,206

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements
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Proprietary Funds
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2.4.A.a

Solid Waste
Fund

$

$

$

$

497,273

$

153,417

Totals

$

7,723,747

Governmental
Activities
Internal
Service Funds

$

1,285,502

33,445
19,577
550,295

133,874
84,582
2,453
374,326

1,114,975
104,159
98,856
9,041,737

13,580
1,299,082

1,992
1,992
552,287

7,618,393
7,618,393
7,992,719

77,893
20,582,243
20,660,136
29,701,873

986,822
986,822
2,285,904

134,895
8,127,614

1,375,754
$ 31,077,627

$

$

$

73,019
625,306

17,584
7,448
2,158
27,190

$

$

176,887
14,006
2,400
3,663
196,956

760,301
157,365
1,993
269,159
39,096
218,050
1,445,964

142,907
2,428,811

109,577
17,083
3,198
129,858

6,473
210,271
216,744
243,934

10,989
437,445
448,434
645,390

117,286
2,710,700
4,224,426
7,052,412
8,498,376

9,597
43,933
459,168
512,698
642,556

72,100
72,100

142,068
142,068

1,406,015
1,406,015

149,736
149,736

1,992
307,280
309,272

7,618,393
(278,237)
7,340,156

17,871,543
3,301,693
21,173,236

986,822
649,697
1,636,519

625,306

$

8,127,614

$ 31,077,627
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Stormwater
Utility
Fund

$

2,428,811
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City of Arcata, California

Water
Fund
OPERATING REVENUES:
Charges for service
Interdepartmental charges
Other operating revenue
Total operating revenues

$

OPERATING EXPENSES:
Salaries and benefits
Contractual services
Materials and supplies
Repairs and maintenance
Purchased water
Utilities
Insurance
Taxes and fees
Allocated overhead
Depreciation
Total operating expenses

4,282,987
4,282,987

Wastewater
Fund
$

4,712,300
4,712,300

1,229,102
94,469
155,035
155,930
1,076,337
48,012
73,683
14,310
407,630
130,005
3,384,513

1,499,361
531,082
385,745
95,594
150,706
73,683
29,243
407,620
358,398
3,531,432

OPERATING INCOME

898,474

1,180,868

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES):
Intergovernmental revenues (expenses)
Interest revenue
Interest expense
Total non-operating revenues, net

36,072
(77,847)
(41,775)

NET INCOME BEFORE TRANSFERS

856,699

Transfers in
Transfers out
Total transfers

(55,000)
(55,000)

CHANGE IN NET POSITION

801,699

NET POSITION:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

2,739,224
3,540,923

Transit
Fund
$

522,177
286,507
104,773
130,655
520
35,621
324
79,090
220,213
1,379,880
(378,475)

20,893
33,183
(31,096)
22,980

4,524
4,524

1,203,848

(373,951)

(74,000)
(74,000)

(31,000)
(31,000)

1,129,848

$

6,816,301
7,946,149

1,009,487
(8,082)
1,001,405

(404,951)

$

2,441,687
2,036,736

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Net Position
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2016

2.4.A.a

$

429,144
6,608
435,752

$

179,040
79,997
31,328
3,832
4,534
84,320
383,051

(304,520)

5,685
5,685

72

(304,448)

(50,000)
(50,000)

274,418
274,418

8,386

(30,030)

$

7,370,186
7,340,156

11,566,951
4,190
11,571,141

$

403,456
61,031
230,892
39,808
123,959
42,667
263,958
1,165,771

1,449,048

250,175
11,844
265
12,109
262,284

1,440,534
274,418
(210,000)
64,418

53,230
53,230

1,504,952

$

1,385,617
30,329
1,415,946

3,753,325
1,102,603
1,518,326
397,346
1,076,337
199,484
200,557
54,784
1,069,340
749,991
10,122,093

20,893
79,536
(108,943)
(8,514)

72

58,386

300,886
309,272

$

323,645
110,548
841,445
11,335
246
13,036
10,907
90,680
41,375
1,443,217

52,701

$

1,133,033
5,664
1,138,697

Totals

19,668,284
21,173,236
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Stormwater
Utility
Fund

Solid Waste
Fund

Governmental
Activities
Internal
Service Funds

315,514

$

1,321,005
1,636,519
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City of Arcata, California

Water
Fund
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Cash received from customers/users for services provided
Cash received from interfund services provided
Cash payments to suppliers for goods and services
Cash payments to employees for services
Net cash provided by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Transfers received
Transfers paid
Net cash used by noncapital financing activities

$

4,207,400
(1,937,637)
(1,154,147)
1,115,616

CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Capital grants received
Acquisition and construction of capital assets
Principal paid on long term debt
Interest paid on long term debt
Proceeds from the sale of capital assets
Net cash (used) by capital and related financing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Investment income received
Net cash provided by investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS:
Beginning of year
End of year
Reconciliation of income from operations to net
cash provided by operating activities:
Operating income
Adjustments to reconcile operating income
to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation
Pension expense
(Increase) decrease in current assets:
Accounts receivable
Intergovernmental receivables
Inventory
Prepaid items
Increase (decrease) in liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deposits payable
Compensated absences

$

4,607,003
(1,491,356)
(1,408,537)
1,707,110

(55,000)
(55,000)

(74,000)
(53,107)

(568,094)
(96,200)
(77,847)
(742,141)

(350,304)
(143,000)
(31,354)
(524,658)

36,072
36,072

33,183
33,183

354,547

1,162,528

2,874,395

2,127,926

$

3,228,942

$

3,290,454

$

898,474

$

1,180,868

$

Net cash provided by operating activities

Wastewater
Fund

130,005
54,244

358,398
67,976

(63,467)
1,636
2,614

(105,297)
1,737
4,053

83,519
15,762
(12,120)
4,949

176,527
15,850
6,998

1,115,616

$

1,707,110

There were no noncash investing, capital, or financing activities affecting recognized assets and liabilities for the year ended June 30, 2016.
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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Statement of Cash Flows
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2016

2.4.A.a

$

1,234,503
(595,732)
(502,804)
135,967

Solid Waste
Fund
$

432,261
(191,761)
(165,458)
75,042

$

Governmental
Activities
Internal
Service Funds

Totals

1,403,246
(1,233,909)
(305,188)
(135,851)

$

11,884,413
(5,450,395)
(3,536,134)
2,897,884

$

1,415,946
(410,736)
(381,366)
623,844

(31,000)
(31,000)

(50,000)
(50,000)

274,418
274,418

274,418
(210,000)
85,311

53,230
53,230

(61,984)
(61,984)

-

(39,619)
(39,619)

(1,020,001)
(239,200)
(109,201)
(1,368,402)

(299,188)
(26,225)
265
(325,148)

4,524
4,524

5,685
5,685

72
72

79,536
79,536

11,844
11,844

47,507

30,727

99,020

1,694,329

363,770

506,154

466,546

54,397

6,029,418

921,732

$

553,661

$

497,273

$

153,417

$

7,723,747

$

1,285,502

$

(378,475)

$

52,701

$

(304,520)

$

1,449,048

$

250,175

220,213
18,014

9,041

41,375
15,702

749,991
164,977

233,098
-

956
(4,447)
-

7,555
256,994
(689)

(160,253)
485,645
2,684
6,667

41,758
7,483
(6,124)

12,250
2,979
1,562

(155,023)
3,495
(740)

159,031
45,569
(12,120)
6,645
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Transit
Fund

Stormwater
Utility
Fund

263,958
16,722
7,382
.

$

135,967

$

75,042

$

(135,851)
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$

2,897,884

80,239
4,072
1,296
$

623,844
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FIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES

Description

Private Purpose Trust Funds are used for resources held for other individuals and entities in a
manner similar to private enterprise.
Private Purpose Trust Funds

Successor Agency - Arcata Community Development
Agency

45

Accounts for funds collected and disbursed for the
dissolution of the former Arcata Community
Development Agency related to Administration and
Retirement of enforceable obligations
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City of Arcata, California
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Statement of Fiduciary Net Position
Fiduciary Activities
June 30, 2016

Successor Agency
Former Arcata
Community
Development
Agency
ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and investments
Cash and investments with trustee/fiscal agent
Due from the City of Arcata
Total current assets

$

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension plan
Total assets and deferred outflows of resources

$

681,984
1
179,512
861,497
64,821
926,318

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due within one year
Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities:
Compensated absences
Due after one year
Net pension liability
Total long-term liabilities
Total liabilities

$

2,032
361,612
363,644
1,078
5,782,362
200,211
5,983,651
6,347,295

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension plan
Total deferred inflows of resources

66,458
66,458

NET POSITION (DEFICIT)
Net position held in trust for
Redevelopment Dissolution
Total Net Position (deficit)

(5,487,435)
(5,487,435)
$

Total liabilities and net position

926,318

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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City of Arcata, California
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Statement of Changes in Fiduciary Net Assets
Private Purpose Trust Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Successor Agency
Former Arcata
Community
Development
Agency
ADDITIONS:
Property taxes
Investment income
Other additions
Transfer from City
Gain on refunding
Total operating revenues

$

DEDUCTIONS:
Community development
Interest and trustee fees
Depreciation and amortization
Transfer to City
Total operating expenses

535,188
22,151
200,533
757,872

1,266,569
220,405
6,812,037
8,299,011
(7,541,139)

CHANGE IN FIDUCIARY NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year
Adjustments
Beginning of year, as adjusted
End of year

$

2,053,704
2,053,704
(5,487,435)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

The City of Arcata (City) was incorporated in 1858, under the laws and regulations of the State of
California (State). The City operates under a City Council/Manager form of government and provides
the following services: public safety (Police), highways and streets, solid waste, storm water utility,
public improvements, planning and zoning, and general administration.
The financial statements of the City have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP) as applied to governmental units. The
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the standard-setting body for governmental
accounting and financial reporting. On June 15, 1987, GASB issued a codification of the existing
Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards which, along with subsequent GASB
pronouncements (Statements and Interpretations), constitutes GAAP for governmental units. The City
applies all GASB pronouncements to its activities.
In addition, the City applies all Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statements and
Interpretations, Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinions, and Accounting Research Bulletins
(ARB) issued after November 30, 1989, unless they conflict with or contradict GASB
pronouncements. The more significant of these accounting policies are described below and, where
appropriate, subsequent pronouncements will be referenced.
Financial Reporting Entity
The City operates as a self-governing local government unit within the State. It has limited authority to
levy taxes and has the authority to determine user fees for the services that it provides. The City’s main
funding sources include sales taxes, other intergovernmental revenue from state and federal sources,
user fees, and federal and state financial assistance.
The financial reporting entity consists of (a) the primary government, the City, (b) organizations for
which the primary government is financially accountable, and (c) other organizations for which the
primary government is not accountable, but for which the nature and significance of their relationship
with the primary government are such that exclusion would cause the reporting entity’s financial
statements to be misleading or incomplete. Financial accountability is defined as the appointment of a
voting majority of the component unit’s board, and either (a) the City has the ability to impose its will
on the organization, or (b) there is a potential for the organization to provide a financial benefit to or
impose a financial burden on the City.
As required by GAAP, these financial statements present the government and its component units,
entities for which the government is considered to be financially accountable. These component units
are reported on a blended basis. Blended component units, although legally separate entities, are, in
substance, part of the government’s operations and so data from these units are combined with data of
the primary government. The financial statements of the individual component units, if applicable as
indicated below, may be obtained by writing to the City of Arcata, Finance Department, 736 F Street,
Arcata, CA 95521.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Basis of Presentation
Government-Wide Financial Statements
The statement of net position and statement of activities display information about the reporting
government as a whole. They include all funds of the reporting entity except for fiduciary funds. The
statements distinguish between governmental and business-type activities. Governmental activities
generally are financed through taxes, intergovernmental revenues, and other nonexchange revenues.
Amounts reported as program revenues include 1) charges to customers or applicants for goods,
services, or privileges provided by a given function or segment, 2) operating grants and contributions,
and 3) capital grants and contributions restricted to the operating or capital requirements of a specific
function or segment. All taxes and internally dedicated resources are reported as general revenues
rather than program revenues.
Fund Financial Statements
Fund financial statements of the reporting entity are organized into funds, each of which is considered
to be a separate accounting entity. Each fund is accounted for by providing a separate set of selfbalancing accounts, which constitute its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues, and
expenditures/expenses. Funds are organized into three major categories: governmental, proprietary,
and fiduciary. An emphasis is placed on major funds within the governmental and proprietary
categories. A fund is considered major if it is the primary operating fund of the City or meets the
following criteria:
a. Total assets, liabilities, revenues, or expenditures/expenses of that individual
governmental fund are at least ten percent of the corresponding total for all funds of that
category or type; and
b. Total assets, liabilities, revenues, or expenditures/expenses of the individual
governmental fund are at least five percent of the corresponding total for all
governmental funds combined.
The City reports the following major funds:




General Fund
CDBG Housing Special Revenue Fund
Housing Revolving Special Revenue Fund
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Basis of Presentation, Continued
Descriptions of these funds are included on the divider page preceding the Governmental Funds
Balance Sheet.
The funds of the financial reporting entity are described below:
Governmental Funds
General Fund
The General Fund is used to account for resources traditionally associated with the City which are not
required legally or by sound financial management to be accounted for in another fund. From this fund
are paid the City’s general operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital costs that are not
paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds
The Special Revenue Funds are used to account for specific revenues that are legally or otherwise
restricted to expenditures for particular purposes.
Capital Project Funds
The Capital Projects Funds are used to account for financial resources used for the acquisition or
construction of major capital facilities other than those financed by proprietary funds.
Proprietary Funds
Enterprise Funds
Enterprise Funds are used to account for operations that are financed and operated in a manner similar
to private business enterprises. Costs are financed or recovered primarily through user charges.
Internal Service Funds
Internal Service Funds are used to account for financial transactions related to the City’s Garage
Department and Information Technology Department. These services are provided to other
departments or agencies of the City on a cost reimbursement basis.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Fiduciary Funds
Basis of Presentation, Continued
Private Purpose Trust Funds
Private Purpose Trust Funds account for resources held for other individuals or entities in a manner
similar to private enterprise.
Measurement Focus
Measurement focus is a term used to describe which transactions are recorded within the various
financial statements.
On the government-wide Statement of Net position and the Statement of Activities, governmental and
business-type activities are presented using the economic resources measurement focus. The
accounting objectives of this measurement focus are the determination of net income, financial
position, and cash flows. All assets and liabilities (whether current or noncurrent) associated with their
activities are reported. Fund equity is classified as Net position, which serves as an indicator of
financial position.
In the fund financial statements, the “current financial resources” measurement focus is used for
governmental funds. Only current financial assets and liabilities are generally included on their balance
sheets. Their operating statements present sources and uses of available spendable financial resources
during a given period. These funds use fund balance as their measure of available spendable financial
resources at the end of the period.
The enterprise funds and private purpose trust funds utilize an “economic resources” measurement
focus. The accounting objectives of this measurement focus are the determination of net income,
financial position, and cash flows. Enterprise fund and private purpose trust funds equity is classified as
net position.
Agency funds are not involved in the measurement of results of operations; therefore, measurement
focus is not applicable to them.
Basis of Accounting
In the government-wide Statement of Net position and Statement of Activities, governmental and
business-type activities are presented using the accrual basis of accounting. Under the accrual basis of
accounting, revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recorded when the liability is
incurred or economic asset used. Revenues, expenses, gains, losses, assets, and liabilities resulting
from exchange and exchange-like transactions are recognized when the exchange takes place.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Basis of Accounting, Continued
In the fund financial statements, governmental funds are presented on the modified accrual basis of
accounting. Under this modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized when
“measurable and available.” Measurable means knowing or being able to reasonably estimate the
amount. Available means the amount is collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter
to pay current liabilities. The City considers all revenues reported in the governmental funds to be
available if the revenues are collected within 60 days after year end, with the exception of grant
revenues and Transportation Development Act (TDA) revenues. Grant revenues are considered to be
available if collected within 180 days and TDA revenues are considered to be available if collected
within 90 days of the end of the current fiscal period.
Property taxes, franchise taxes, licenses, and interest associated with the current fiscal period are all
considered to be susceptible to accrual and so have been recognized as revenues of the current fiscal
year. All other revenue items are considered to be measurable and available only when cash is received
by the government. Expenditures (including capital outlay) are recorded when the related fund liability
is incurred.
The enterprise funds and agency funds utilize the accrual basis of accounting. Under the accrual basis
of accounting, revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recorded when the liability is
incurred or economic asset used. Operating revenues in the fund are those revenues that are generated
from the primary operations of the fund. All other revenues are reported as non-operating revenues.
Operating expenses are those expenses that are essential to the primary operations of the fund. All
other expenses are reported as non-operating expenses.
Assets, Liabilities, and Equity
Cash Deposits and Investments
The City’s cash and cash equivalents are considered to be cash on hand, demand deposits, and shortterm investments with original maturities of three months or less from the date of acquisition.
The City pools cash and investments from all funds for the purpose of increasing income through
investment activities. Highly liquid money market investments with maturities of one year or less at
time of purchase are stated at amortized cost. All other investments are stated at fair value in
accordance with GASB Statement No. 31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain
Investments and for External Investment Pools. Market value is used as fair value for those securities
for which market quotations are readily available.
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Assets, Liabilities, and Equity, Continued
Interfund Receivables and Payables
During the course of operations, numerous transactions occur between individual funds that may result
in amounts owed between funds. Those related to goods and services type transactions are classified
as “due to and from other funds.” Long-term interfund loans (noncurrent portion) are reported as
“advances from and to other funds.” Interfund receivables and payables between funds within
governmental activities are eliminated in the Statement of Net position. See Note 9 for details of
interfund transactions, including receivables and payables at year-end.
Receivables
In the government-wide statements, receivables consist of all revenues earned at year-end and not yet
received. Major receivable balances for the governmental activities include property taxes, sales and
use taxes, utility user taxes, intergovernmental subventions, interest earnings, and expense
reimbursements.
In the fund financial statements, material receivables in governmental funds include revenue accruals
such as property tax, sales tax, utility user tax, and intergovernmental subventions since they are
usually both measurable and available. Non-exchange transactions collectible but not available, such
as property tax, are deferred in the fund financial statements in accordance with the modified accrual
basis, but not deferred in the government-wide financial statements in accordance with the accrual
basis.
Interest and investment earnings are recorded when earned only if paid within 60 days since they
would be considered both measurable and available. The loans receivable are recorded in the fund
statements, but are deferred to indicate they do not represent current financial resources. The loans are
recognized when advanced in the government-wide statements. The City’s experience is that all
accounts receivable are collectible; therefore an allowance for doubtful accounts is unnecessary.
Inventory
All inventories are valued at cost using the first-in/first-out (FIFO) method. Inventories of supplies are
expended when purchased because the amounts are not considered to be material. Inventories of
governmental funds are recorded as expenditures when used or consumed.
Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are recorded as
prepaid items in both government-wide and fund financial statements. In the governmental fund
financial statements, prepaid items are offset with a reservation of fund balance for long-term assets to
indicate they do not constitute current resources available for appropriation.
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Assets, Liabilities, and Equity, Continued
Capital Assets
The City's assets are capitalized at historical cost or estimated historical cost, if actual is unavailable,
except for donated Capital Assets which are recorded at their estimated fair value at the date of
donation. Policy has set the capitalization threshold for reporting at $5,000 for non-infrastructure
capital assets and $25,000 for infrastructure capital assets.
Government-Wide Statements
Public domain (infrastructure) capital assets include roads, bridges, curbs and gutters, streets,
sidewalks, drainage systems, and lighting systems.
The accounting treatment of property, plant and equipment (capital assets) depends on whether the
assets are used in governmental fund operations or proprietary fund operations and whether they are
reported in the government-wide or fund financial statements.
Depreciation of all exhaustible capital assets is recorded as an allocated expense in the Statement of
Activities, with accumulated depreciation reflected in the Statement of Net position. Depreciation is
provided over the assets’ estimated useful lives using the straight-line method of depreciation. No
depreciation is recorded in the year of acquisition or in the year of disposition.
The range of estimated useful lives by type of asset is as follows:
Buildings and improvements
Roadway improvements
Sidewalks, curbs, and gutters
Storm drain pipes/structures
Traffic signal devices

5 – 50 years
50 years
50 years
50 years
5 – 40 years

Landscaping
Signage
Leasehold improvements
Machinery and equipment
Vehicles

30 years
25 years
5 years
3 – 5 years
3 years

Fund Financial Statements
In the fund financial statements, capital assets used in governmental fund operations are accounted for
as capital outlay expenditures of the governmental fund upon acquisition. Capital assets used in
proprietary fund operations are accounted for the same way as in the government-wide statements.
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Deferred outflows/inflows of resources
In addition to assets, the statement of financial position will sometimes report a separate section for
deferred outflows of resources. This separate financial statement element, deferred outflows of
resources, represents a consumption of net position that applies to a future period(s) and so will not be
recognized as an outflow of resources (expense/ expenditure) until then. The government only has one
item that qualifies for reporting in this category, deferred charges on the city’s pension plans reported
on the government-wide statement of net position.
In addition to liabilities, the statement of financial position will sometimes report a separate section for
deferred inflows of resources. This separate financial statement element, deferred inflows of resources,
represents an acquisition of net position that applies to a future period(s) and so will not be recognized
as an inflow of resources (revenue) until that time. The government has only one type of item, deferred
inflows on the City’s pension plans reported in the government-wide statement of net position.
Compensated Absences
Employees accrue vacation, sick, holiday, and compensatory time off benefits. City employees have
vested interests in the amount of accrued time off, with the exception of sick time, and are paid on
termination. Also, annually an employee may elect to be compensated for 40 to 120 hours of unused
annual leave depending upon their length of service. All vacation pay is accrued when incurred in the
government-wide and proprietary financial statements. A liability for these amounts is reported in the
governmental funds only if they have matured, for example, as a result of employee resignations or
retirements and is currently payable. The City had no employee resignations or retirements for which
compensated absences should be accrued in governmental funds at year-end. The general fund is
typically used to liquidate compensated absences.
Unearned Revenues
Unearned revenues in governmental funds arise when potential revenue does not meet both the
“measurable” and “available” criteria for recognition in the current period. Unearned revenues in
enterprise funds and the statement of net position arise when resources are received by the City before
it has legal claim to them, (i.e., when grant monies are received prior to the incurrence of qualifying
expenses).
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Assets, Liabilities, and Equity, Continued
Equity Classification
Government-Wide Statements
Equity is classified as net position and is displayed in three components:
a. Invested in capital assets, net of related debt – consists of capital assets, including
restricted capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation and reduced by the outstanding
balances of any bonds, mortgages, notes, or other borrowings that are attributable to the
acquisition, construction, or improvement of those assets.
b. Restricted net position – consists of net position with constraints placed on the use by
external groups such as creditors, grantors, contributors, or bylaws or regulations of other
governments or law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.
c. Unrestricted net position – all other net position that do not meet the definition of
“restricted” or “invested in capital assets, net of related debt.”

Fund Financial Statements
Governmental fund equity is classified as fund balance. Fund balance is classified as nonspendable,
restricted, committed, assigned, or unassigned. Proprietary fund equity is classified the same as in the
government-wide statements. The classifications for governmental funds are defined as follows for the
City:
Nonspendable Fund Balance –




Assets that will never convert to cash (prepaid items, inventory).
Assets that will not convert to cash soon enough to affect the current period (long-term notes or
loans receivable).
Resources that must be maintained intact pursuant to legal or contractual requirements (the
principal of an endowment).

Restricted Fund Balance –



Resources that are subject to externally enforceable legal restrictions imposed by parties
altogether outside the government (creditors, grantors, contributors and other governments).
Resources that are subject to limitations imposed by law through constitutional provisions or
enabling legislation (Gas Tax).
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Equity Classification, Continued
Fund Financial Statements, continued
Committed Fund Balance –




Self imposed limitations set in place prior to the end of the period (encumbrances, economic
contingencies and uncertainties).
Limitation at the highest level of decision-making (Council) that requires formal action at the
same level to remove.
Council resolution is required to be taken to establish, modify or rescind a fund balance
commitment

Assigned Fund Balance –



Amounts in excess of nonspendable, restricted and committed fund balance in funds other than
the general fund automatically are reported as assigned fund balance.
Assigned amounts for a specific purpose are as authorized by the City’s Finance Director
through its fund balance policy.

Unassigned Fund Balance –




Residual net resources
Total fund balance in the general fund in excess of nonspendable, restricted, committed, and
assigned fund balance (surplus).
Excess of nonspendable, restricted, and committed fund balance over total fund balance
(deficit).

Revenues, Expenditures, and Expenses
Property Tax
Property taxes in the State of California are administered for all local agencies at the county level and
consist of secured, unsecured, and utility tax rolls. The following is a summary of major policies and
practices relating to property taxes.
Property Valuations – are established by the Assessor of the County of Humboldt (County) for
the secured and unsecured property tax rolls; the utility property tax rolls are valued by the
State Board of Equalization. Under the provisions of Article XIIIA of the State Constitution
(Proposition 13 adopted by voters on June 6, 1978) properties are assessed at 100% of full
value. From this base of assessment, subsequent annual increases in valuation are limited to a
maximum of 2%. However, increases to full value are allowed for property improvements or
upon change in ownership. Personal property is excluded from these limitations, and is subject
to annual reappraisal.
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Revenues, Expenditures, and Expenses, continued
Property Tax, continued
Tax Levies – are limited to 1% of full value which results in a tax rate of $1.00 per $100
assessed valuation, under the provisions of Proposition 13. Tax rates for voter-approved
indebtedness are excluded from this limitation.
Tax Levy Dates – are attached annually on January 1 preceding the fiscal year for which the
taxes are levied. The fiscal year begins July 1 and ends June 30 of the following year. Taxes
are levied on both real and unsecured personal property as it exists at that time. Liens against
real estate, as well as the tax on personal property, are not relieved by subsequent renewal or
change in ownership.
Tax Collections – are the responsibility of the County Tax Collector. Taxes and assessments on
secured and utility rolls which constitute a lien against the property, may be paid in two
installments: The first is due on November 1 of the fiscal year and is delinquent if not paid by
December 10; and the second is due on March 1 of the fiscal year and is delinquent if not paid
by April 10. Unsecured personal property taxes do not constitute a lien against real property
unless the taxes become delinquent. Payment must be made in one installment, which is
delinquent if not paid by August 31 of the fiscal year. Significant penalties are imposed by the
County for late payments.
The County levies, bills, and collects property taxes and special assessments for the City. Property
taxes levied are recorded as revenue when received, in the fiscal year of levy, due to the adoption of
the “alternate method of property tax distribution”, known as the Teeter Plan, by the City and the
County. The Teeter Plan authorizes the Auditor/Controller of the County to allocate 100% of the
secured property taxes billed, but not yet paid. The County remits tax monies to the City in three
installments as follows:
50 percent remitted in December
45 percent remitted in April
5 percent remitted in June
Interfund Transfers
Resources are reallocated between funds by reporting them as interfund transfers. For the purposes of
the Statement of Activities, all interfund transfers between individual governmental funds have been
eliminated.
Budgetary Accounting
The City Council establishes budgets for the General Fund and all Special Revenue Funds, except for
certain Special Revenue Funds for which expenditures are controlled by grant funding or by
assessments received. Budgetary control is legally maintained at the fund level for these funds.
Department heads submit budget requests to the City Manager. The City Manager prepares an estimate
of revenues and prepares recommendations for the next year’s budget.
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The preliminary budget may or may not be amended by the City Council and is adopted by resolution
by the City Council on or before June 30 in accordance with the municipal code.
The City Council may amend the budget by motion during the fiscal year. Only the Council can
authorize transfers between funds and approve inter-fund loans. The City Manager is authorized to
transfer budgeted amounts within a fund without formal council action or approval. The City Manager
is authorized to increase expenditures in relation to revenues in funds receiving assigned revenues
without approval by the City Council.
Expenditures may not legally exceed appropriations at the fund level, which is the legal level of
control. Supplemental appropriations, which increase appropriations, may be made during the fiscal
year. There were no material supplemental appropriations made for the fiscal year ended June 30,
2015. Budget information is presented for the General and budgeted Special Revenue Funds in the
fund financial statements. The budget information is presented on a basis consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles. Appropriations, except open project appropriations, and unexpended
grant appropriations, lapse at the end of each fiscal year.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses. Actual results could differ from those
estimates.
Reclassifications
Certain amounts have been reclassified to provide for comparable results on a year to year basis.
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At June 30, 2016, the City’s pooled cash and investments, classified by maturity, consisted of the
following stated at fair value:
Maturities (in years)
1 to 3

<1
Cash equivalents and investments pooled
Pooled cash, at fair value
Cash in bank
Petty cash
Total pooled items
Pooled investments, at fair value
Interest obligations
Par
Rate
$ 4,991,000
0.375 - 2.05% Federal Agency Securities
1,813,000
0.700 - 2.300% Corporate notes
3,940,000
0.25 - 2.050% US Treasury Notes
Cash equivalent
State of California Local Agency Investment Fund
Total pooled investments - interest obligations
Total cash equivalents and investments pooled

$

$

-

694,502
374,507
315,449
28,151
3,245,677
4,658,286
4,658,286

$

-

2,231,512
1,329,505
2,210,996
5,772,013
$ 5,772,013

3 to 5

$

-

2,003,774
425,630
1,755,339
4,184,743
$ 4,184,743

$

$

7,806,925
1,325
7,808,250

7,808,250

Amounts reported in:
Governmental activities
Governmental activities - Restricted
Business-type activities
Fiduciary activities
Total

Investment Type
U.S. Treasury notes
Federal agency securities
Corporate notes
Money market funds
State investment pool
Total fair value

Fair Value
4,281,784
4,929,788
2,129,642
28,151
3,245,677
$ 14,615,042

$

Portfolio weighted average maturity

Fair
Market Value

Deposits

$

$
$

$

7,806,925
1,325
7,808,250

4,929,788
2,129,642
4,281,784
28,151
3,245,677
14,615,042
22,423,292
11,354,455
2,663,105
7,723,747
681,985
22,423,292

Maturity (Years)
2.69
2.69
2.09
0.46

2.10
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California statutes authorize cities to invest idle or surplus funds in a variety of credit instruments as
provided for in the California Government Code, Section 53600, Chapter 4 – Financial Affairs. The
table below identifies the investment types that are authorized for the City by the California
Government Code (or the City’s investment policy, where more restrictive) that address interest rate
risk, credit risk, and concentration of credit risk. The table does not address investments of debt
proceeds held by bond trustees that are governed by the provisions of debt agreements of the City,
rather than the general provisions of the California Government Code of the City’s investment policy.
During the year ended June 30, 2016, the City’s permissible investments included the following
instruments:

Authorized Investment Type
Bankers' Acceptances
Certificates of Deposits
Negotiable Certificates of Deposit
Commercial Paper
State of California Local Agency
Investment Fund (State Pool)
Medium Term Notes
Money Market Funds
Passbook Savings and Money Market
Accounts (Insured)
U.S. Treasury Obligations
U.S. Government Agency Issues
Repurchase Agreements
Mortgage pass-through and
asset backed securities

Maximum
Maturity
180 days
180 days
180 days
180 days

Maximum
Percentage
of Portfolio
40%
20%
30%
15%

Maximum
Investment
in One Issuer
None
None
None
None

N/A
5 years
N/A

Unlimited
30%
Unlimited

$50 Million per entity
None
None

None
None
None
30 days

Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
10%

None
None
None
None

5 years

20%

None

Investment of debt proceeds held by bond trustees are governed by provisions of the debt agreements,
rather than the general provisions of the California Government Code or the City’s investment policy.
The table below identifies the investment types that are authorized for investments held by bond
trustees. The table also identifies certain provisions of these debt agreements that address interest rate
risk, credit risk, and concentration of credit risk.
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Authorized Investment Type
U.S. Treasury Obligations
U.S. Agency Securities
Commercial Paper
Money Market Mutual Funds
Investment Contracts
Local Agency Investment Fund (State Pool)
Certificates of Deposit with Banks
and Savings and Loans
Municipal Obligations

Maximum
Maturity
None
None
270 days
N/A
None
N/A

Maximum
Percentage
of Portfolio
None
None
None
None
None
None

Maximum
Investment
in One Issuer
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None

None
None

None
None

Interest rate risk –Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will adversely affect
the fair value of an investment. Generally, the longer the maturity of an investment the greater the
sensitivity of its fair value to changes in market interest rates. One of the ways that the City manages
its exposure to interest rate risk is by purchasing a combination of shorter term and longer term
investments and by timing cash flows from maturities so that a portion of the portfolio is maturing or
coming close to maturity evenly over time as necessary to provide the cash flow and liquidity needed
for operations.
Credit risk – As of June 30, 2016, the City’s investments in money market funds were rated AAA by
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings, and Aaa by Moody’s Investors Service. The State of California
Local Agency Investment Fund is not rated.
Concentration of credit risk – The City’s investment policy does not allow for an investment in any
one issuer that is in excess of five percent of the government’s total investments. The investments
made by the City Treasurer are limited to those allowable under State statutes as incorporated into the
City’s Investment Policy, which is accepted annually by the City Council. There were no
concentrations in any one issuer for the year.
The City participates in an investment pool managed by the State of California titled Local Agency
Investment Fund (LAIF) which has invested 1.55% of the pool funds in Structured Notes and AssetBacked Securities. LAIF's investments are subject to credit risk with the full faith and credit of the
State of California collateralizing these investments. In addition, these Structured Notes and AssetBacked Securities are subject to market risk as to changes in interest rates.
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Custodial credit risk – deposits. For deposits, this is the risk that, in the event of a bank failure, the
City’s deposits may not be returned. The City’s Investment Policy addresses custodial credit risk,
which follows the Government Code.
At June 30, 2016, the carrying amount of the City’s deposits was $8,108,335 and the balances in
financial institutions were $8,251,223. Of the balance in financial institutions, $250,000 was covered
by federal depository insurance and $8,001,223 was collateralized as required by State law
(Government Code Section 53630), by the pledging financial institution with assets held in a common
pool for the City and other governmental agencies, but not in the name of the City. As of June 30,
2016, the City’s investments were held by the City’s custodial agent, but not in the City’s name, and
were insured up to specified limits by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) and
supplemental private insurance up to a limit of $150 million.
Custodial credit risk – investments. For investments, this is the risk that, in the event of the failure of
the counterparty, the City will not be able to recover the value of its investments or collateral securities
that are in the possession of an outside counterparty. For the investments maintained by the City, no
security was uninsured or unregistered or held by a brokerage firm which is also the counterparty for
the security.
Investment in LAIF
The City is a voluntary participant in California Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF), which is
regulated by California Government Code Section under the oversight of the Local Investment
Advisory Board (Board). The Board consists of five members as designated by state statute, and is
chaired by the State Treasurer who is responsible for day to day administration of LAIF. The total
amount invested by all public agencies as of June 30, 2016 was $22,712,084,628 of which the City had
a balance of $3,245,677. LAIF is part of the California Pooled Money Investment Account (PMIA),
which at June 30, 2016 has a portfolio with market valuation of $75,442,588 thousand. Of the total
invested, 98.45% was invested in non-derivative financial products and 1.55% in structured notes and
asset-backed securities. The fair value of the City’s investment in this pool is reported in the
accompanying financial statements at amounts based upon the City’s pro-rata share of the fair value
provided by LAIF for the entire LAIF portfolio (in relation to the amortized cost of that portfolio). The
balance available for withdrawal is based on the accounting records maintained by LAIF, which are
recorded on an amortized cost basis.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Accounts receivable consisted of the following at June 30, 2016:
Receivables
Governmental Activities
Accounts receivable
Intergovernmental
Taxes

$

121,678
2,066,253
565,755
2,753,686

$

$

1,172,475
104,159

$

1,276,634

$
Business-type activities
Accounts receivable
Intergovernmental

Allowance

Net

(900)
(900)

$

$

(57,500)
-

$

1,114,975
104,159

$

(57,500)

$

1,219,134

$

$

120,778
2,066,253
565,755
2,752,786

These amounts resulted in the following concentrations in receivables:
Other Governments
Individuals/Business

68.89%
31.11%

Amounts do not indicate a significant concentration (greater than 25%) with any single individual,
business or agency.
4. LOANS AND NOTES RECEIVABLE
Through the City’s various housing rehabilitation funds and first-time home buyer’s funds, the City
has loaned funds to qualifying individuals and businesses. Interest rates vary depending on the terms
of the loan. Interest is accrued on the loans that bear interest.
Loans and notes receivable for the year ended June 30, 2016, consisted of the following:
Beginning
July 1, 2015
Community Development Block Grant
HOME loans
Basic business revolving loans
Mobile home park low income housing assistance
First time home buyers
Rehabilitation loans
Housing successor loans
Total loans/notes receivable

$

Additions

Deletions

Ending
June 30, 2016

3,736,789
11,635,480
95,247
1,721,299
180,538
880,000
2,359,298

$

3,677,613
-

$

(148,309)
(6,062)
(17,335)
(232)

$

7,414,402
11,487,171
89,185
1,721,299
163,203
880,000
2,359,066

$ 20,608,651

$

3,677,613

$

(171,938)

$

24,114,326
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The following is a summary of the loans and notes receivable outstanding as of June 30, 2015:
Community Development Block Grant – The City participates in a CDBG Revolving loan
program. The program is federally funded and provides housing rehabilitation loans to eligible
applicants. The City makes loans to resident homeowners who qualify as low income, some of
which are deferred and are not repaid until the title to property changes. The balance of these
loans at June 30, 2016, was $7,414,402.
HOME Loans – The City participates in a HOME Loan program. The program is federally
funded and provides loans for first-time homebuyers to eligible participants. The City makes
loans available to resident homeowners who qualify as low income. These loans are deferred
and the City maintains an equity sharing agreement with the participant. The balance of these
loans at June 30, 2015, was $11,487,171.
Basic Business Revolving Loans – These loans are made from unrestricted program income
for the purpose of assisting local business with economic development loans for specifically
identified purposes. The balance of these loans at June 30, 2016, was $89,185.
Mobile Home Park Low Income Housing Assistance – The City began a program of housing
assistance to help low and moderate income individuals with purchases of a mobile home.
Qualifying individuals receive down payment assistance with the loan deferred as long as it is
an owner-occupied dwelling. Interest and/or principal may be waived if certain terms are met
by the borrower. The balance of these loans at June 30, 2016, was $1,721,299.
First-Time Home Buyers – The City maintains loans receivable for Low and Moderate Income
Housing. The notes receivable principal balances are recorded in the fund-based statements as
loans receivable. Interest on certain loans may be waived by the City if the loan remains
outstanding for the full term; therefore, interest income is recorded when received. The balance
of these loans at June 30, 2016, was $163,203.
Rehabilitation Loan – The City loaned $880,000 to the Humboldt Bay Housing and
Development Corporation for Low and Moderate Income Housing for Janes Creek Meadows.
Land purchased by the City was deposited into the Community Land Trust for development
purposes. The notes receivable principal balances are recorded in the fund-based statements as
loans receivable. Upon development, the principal and interest on the loan may be waived by
the City if the loan remains outstanding for the full term and the development is accepted by
the City; therefore, interest income is recorded when received. The balance of these loans at
June 30, 2016, was $880,000.
Housing Successor Loans – In its April 2014 Asset Transfer Review Report (“SCO Review
Report”), the State Controller’s Office determined that the former Arcata Community
Development Agency had transferred $30,586,012 in cash, investment funds and other assets
to the City of Arcata and ordered the City to transfer $8,751,168 of these assets to the
Successor Agency.
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In order to comply with the SCO Review Report, the Arcata City Council approved the transfer
of non-housing real property (valued at $1,320,297) and non-housing note receivable
($294,226) to the Successor Agency. On August 20, 2014, the remaining cash and investments
on hand, which totaled $3,881,539, was also transferred to the Successor Agency. The City of
Arcata entered into a promissory note in favor of the Successor Agency for the remaining
balance of $3,255,106. At June 30, 2016, the balance of this promissory note was $3,359,066.
5. CAPITAL ASSETS
Governmental capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2016, was as follows:
Balance
June 30, 2015
Governmental activities:
Nondepreciable assets:
Land
Undergrounding facilities
Total nondepreciable assets

$

Depreciable assets:
Buildings and structures
Furniture and equipment
Improvements
Infrastructure
Vehicles
Total depreciable assets
Total
Accumulated depreciation:
Buildings and structures
Furniture and equipment
Improvements
Infrastructure
Vehicles
Total accumulated depreciation

$

$

Deletions

2,386,524
2,386,524

$

12,382,517
5,235,407
5,654,949
44,364,873
3,840,421
71,478,167
87,156,731

157,379
699,052
853,226
299,187
2,008,844
4,395,368

(6,521,521)
(4,476,695)
(2,876,168)
(38,441,050)
(2,998,870)
(55,314,304)

(270,189)
(141,605)
(181,960)
(965,174)
(333,715)
(1,892,643)

16,163,863

Net depreciable assets
Total net capital assets

15,588,539
90,025
15,678,564

Additions

31,842,427

$

(342,220)
(300)
(367,995)
(710,515)
(2,472,397)

116,201
$

(1,761,882)
(1,761,882)

Transfers

2,502,725

$

-

Balance
June 30, 2016

$

16,213,181
90,025
16,303,206

-

12,197,676
5,235,107
6,354,001
44,850,104
4,139,608
72,776,496
89,079,702

68,444
77,024
145,468

-

(6,723,266)
(4,541,276)
(3,058,128)
(39,406,224)
(3,332,585)
(57,061,479)

(565,047)

-

15,715,017

(2,326,929)

$

-

$

32,018,223

Depreciation expense for capital assets was charged to functions as follows:
General government
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Central Garage
Information Technology

$

$
69
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Business-type capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2016, was as follows:
Balance
June 30, 2015
Business-type activities
Nondepreciable assets:
Land
Total nondepreciable assets

$

Depreciable assets:
Underground facilities
Buildings and structures
Furniture and equipment
Other improvements
Vehicles
Total depreciable assets
Total

$

8,559,327
9,247,339
3,105,375
6,975,042
2,747,479
30,634,562
38,024,971

Accumulated depreciation:
Undergrounding facilities
Buildings and structures
Furniture and equipment
Other improvements
Vehicles
Total accumulated depreciation
Net depreciable assets
Total net capital assets

7,390,409
7,390,409

Additions

$

Deletions

5,770
5,770

$

11,076
952,298
49,340
1,012,714
1,018,484

(4,376,273)
(6,304,229)
(2,892,698)
(3,040,195)
(1,099,343)
(17,712,738)

(162,259)
(233,796)
(31,877)
(142,546)
(179,513)
(749,991)

12,921,824

262,723

20,312,233

$

-

Transfers

$

-

$

7,396,179
7,396,179

(155,010)
(3,950)
(19,968)
(178,928)
(178,928)

21,551
(19,581)
1,970
1,970

8,559,327
9,258,415
2,971,916
7,903,809
2,776,851
31,470,318
38,866,497

155,010
3,900
19,968
178,878

(20,895)
(1,557)
19,582
2,467
(403)

(4,538,532)
(6,558,920)
(2,771,122)
(3,159,259)
(1,256,421)
(18,284,254)

1,567

13,186,064

(50)

268,493

Balance
June 30, 2016

$

(50)

$

1,567

$

20,582,243

Depreciation expense for capital assets was charged to functions as follows:
Water
Wastewater
Transit
Solid Waste
Stormwater

$

$

70
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Accounts payable and accrued liabilities consisted of the following at June 30, 2016:

Accounts payable
Accrued payroll and related liabilities
Total

Governmental
Activities

Business-type
Activities

Fiduciary
Activities

$

595,372
644,599

$

760,301
157,365

$

101
1,931

$ 1,355,774
803,895

$ 1,239,971

$

917,666

$

2,032

$ 2,159,669

Total

These amounts resulted in the following concentrations in payables:
Vendors
Employees

63%
37%

Amounts do not indicate a significant concentration (greater than 25%) with any single vendor or
employee.
7. LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
The following is a summary of changes in long-term liabilities for the year ended June 30, 2016:
Balance
July 1, 2015
Governmental Activities:
Capital Lease Obligations
2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease
Governmental share
CalPERS UAL Debt
Total governmental debt
Compensated absences
Net OPEB obligation
Total governmental activities

$

57,334

$

1,002,050
1,059,384

$

397,724
1,224,545
2,681,653

Business-type activities
2015 Refunding of 2008 Loan
2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease
Water Enterprise Share
Total business-type activity debt
Compensated absences
Total business-type activities
Fiduciary Activities:
2015 Tax Allocation Refunding Bonds
Total fiduciary activity debt

Additions

Retirements

$

-

$

3,226,000
3,226,000

$

143,543
279,633
3,649,176

$

(13,401)

$

(51,800)
(65,201)

$

(99,431)
(164,632)

Balance
June 30, 2016
$

43,933

$

950,250
3,226,000
4,220,183

$

441,836
1,504,178
6,166,197

Due Within
One Year
$

14,005

$

33,950
515,000
562,955

$

110,458
673,413

1,307,000

-

(143,000)

1,164,000

155,000

1,860,950
3,167,950
149,737

44,079

(96,200)
(239,200)
(37,434)

1,764,750
2,928,750
156,382

63,050
218,050
39,096

$

3,317,687

$

44,079

$

(276,634)

$

3,085,132

$

257,146

$

6,655,926

$

-

$

(511,952)

$

6,143,974

$

361,612

$

6,655,926

$

-

$

(511,952)

$

6,143,974

$

361,612
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LONG-TERM LIABILITIES, continued

Governmental Activities
Capital Lease Obligations
The City entered into a lease/purchase agreement to purchase a new telephone system. The lease
obligation is payable through fiscal year 2019, at which time the buyout will be $1. The lease
obligation, proceeds, and the related asset was recorded in the internal service fund. The principal
balance of the capital lease as of June 30, 2016, was $43,933.
2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease
On June 24, 2015, the City of Arcata obtained a $1,050,000 loan to refund and defease the 2008 lease
from Municipal Finance Corporation which was used to finance city hall and water system
improvements. The loan is distributed among the general fund (35%) and the water enterprise fund
(65%). The loan bears an interest of 4.15% per annum and are payable on January 1 and July 1 of each
year the bonds are outstanding beginning July 1, 2015. Principal is repaid annually beginning January
1, 2025. The loan will mature on January 1, 2035.
CalPERS UAL Debt
In fiscal year 2016, the City authorized and directed the execution and delivery of its City of Arcata,
Series 2015 Refunding Lease Obligation with Umpqua Bank in the amount of $3,226,000 to refinance
a portion of the City’s unfunded accrued actuarial liability with California Public Employee’s
Retirement System (CalPERS). Under the City’s contract with CalPERS the City is obligated to make
certain payments to CalPERS in respect of retired public safety and miscellaneous employees under
the Side Fund program of CalPERS which amortizes such obligations over a fixed period of time. The
current annual interest rate imputed by PERS to side funds is 7.5%. Debt service will be funded from
the revenue of the general fund. The interest rate is 3.75%. The principal installments and interest are
payable annually beginning on December 1, 2016 and the final payment will be made on June 1, 2029.
Business-type Activities
2015 Refunding of 2008 Loan
On June 24, 2015, the City obtained $1,307,000 loan to defease the 2008 Municipal Loan. The loan
bears an interest of 2.37% per annum and are payable on June 1 and December 1 of each year
beginning December 1, 2015. Principal repayment is payable annually on December 1 beginning
December 1, 2015. The loan will mature on December 1, 2022.
Fiduciary Activities
2015 Tax Allocation Refunding Bond
On January 28, 2015, the Community Development Agency of the City of Arcata issued the 2015 Tax
Allocation Refunding Bonds in the amount of $6,655,926. The proceeds of the Bonds was used to
defease the 1994 and 2003 loans from the Arcata Joint Powers Financing Authority. The bonds bear
an interest rate of 3.35% per annum. Interests and principal are payable annually on February 1 and
August 1 beginning on August 1, 2015. The bonds will mature on August 1, 2031.
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Compensated Absences
The City records employee absences, such as vacation and holidays, for which it is expected that
employees will be paid as compensated absences. Compensated absences had a balance of $598,218 at
June 30, 2016, of that amount $149,554 is expected to be paid within a year.
Net OPEB Obligation
A net OPEB obligation is the cumulative differences between annual OPEB cost and an employer’s
contributions to a plan. At June 30, 2016, the City had a Net OPEB Obligation of $1,504,178. See Note
12 for further discussion on OPEB.
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Debt Service
Future debt service for Governmental Activities at June 30, 2016, is as follows for all debt except
compensated absences and claims liabilities:
Governmental Activities
Year Ending

2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease

June 30,

Capital Lease Obligations
Principal

2017

$

Governmental Share

Interest

14,005

$

Principal

1,977

$

33,950

CalPERS UAL Debt

Interest
$

39,435

Principal
$

Interest

515,000

$

170,969

2018

14,635

1,347

35,350

38,026

517,000

96,863

2019

15,293

688

36,750

36,560

414,000

78,431

2020

-

-

38,150

35,034

301,000

63,956

2021

-

-

39,900

33,451

279,000

52,875

2022 - 2026

-

-

225,050

141,096

999,000

130,013

2027 - 2031

-

-

276,150

90,302

201,000

10,313

2032 - 2036

-

-

264,950

28,048

-

-

Total

$

Due within one year

$

Due after one year

43,933

$

14,005

$

29,928
Total

$

43,933

Year Ending
June 30,

4,012

$

1,977

$

2,035
$

4,012

950,250

$

33,950

$

916,300
$

950,250

441,952

$

39,435

$

402,517
$

441,952

3,226,000

$

515,000

$

2,711,000
$

3,226,000

603,420
170,969
432,451

$

603,420

Total
Principal

Interest

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022 - 2026
2027 - 2031
2032 - 2036

$

562,955
566,985
466,043
339,150
318,900
1,224,050
477,150
264,950

$

212,381
136,236
115,679
98,990
86,326
271,109
100,615
28,048

Total

$

4,220,183

$

1,049,384

$

562,955
3,657,228

$

212,381
837,003

$

4,220,183

$

1,049,384

Due within one year
Due after one year
Total
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Future debt service for Business-type Activities at June 30, 2016, is as follows:
Business Type Activities
Year Ending

2015 Refunding of 2008 Lease

June 30,

2015 Refunding of 2008 Loan
Principal

2016

$

2017

Water Enterprise share

Interest

155,000

$

159,000

Principal

25,750

$

Interest

63,050

22,029

Total

$

73,237

65,650

Principal
$

70,621

218,050

Interest
$

224,650

98,987
92,650

2018

162,000

18,225

68,250

67,896

230,250

86,121

2019

166,000

14,339

70,850

65,064

236,850

79,403

2020

170,000

10357

74,100

62,123

244,100

72,480

2021 - 2025

352,000

8,390

417,950

262,035

769,950

270,425

2026 - 2030

-

-

512,850

167,704

512,850

167,704

2031 - 2035

-

-

492,050

52,089

492,050

52,089

Total

$

Due within one year

$

Due after one year

1,164,000

$

155,000

$

1,009,000
Total

$

1,164,000

99,090

$

25,750

$

73,340
$

99,090

1,764,750

$

63,050

$

1,701,700
$

820,769

$

73,237

$

747,532

1,764,750

$

820,769

2,928,750

$

218,050

$

2,710,700
$

2,928,750

919,859
98,987
820,872

$

919,859

Future debt service for all debt, except compensated absences and claims liabilities, of Fiduciary
Activities at June 30, 2016, is as follows
Year Ending
June 30,

Fiduciary Activities
Principal

Interest

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022-2026
2027-2031
2032-2036

$

361,612
374,471
386,483
340,144
215,999
1,633,356
2,688,716
143,193

$

202,825
190,599
177,949
164,904
154,398
662,991
265,638
2,398

Total

$

6,143,974

$

1,821,702

$

361,612
5,782,362

$

202,825
1,618,877

$

6,143,974

$

1,821,702

Due within one year
Due after one year
Total
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Net position
Governmental
Activities
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total

Business-type
Activities

Total

$

27,841,973
1,651,639
21,236,340

$ 17,871,543
3,301,693

$ 45,713,516
1,651,639
24,538,033

$

50,729,952

$ 21,173,236

$ 71,903,188

 Restricted balances are for the same purposes as fund balance restrictions because external
restriction requirements are the same. See descriptions of the restrictions below.
Fund Balance
Nonspendable and Restricted fund balance consisted of the following at June 30, 2016:
Nonspendable:
Inventory
Total Nonspendable

$
$

Restricted:
Governmental Funds:
CDBG Housing
Housing Revolving
Traffic Safety
Gas Tax
Federal Grants
Total Restricted

123,332
123,332

$

127,869
424,606
85,154
531,792
482,218
$ 1,651,639

The following describe the purpose of each nonspendable, restricted, and committed category used by
the City:
Nonspendable


Inventory – represents nonspendable amounts classified as inventory.

Restricted
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CDBG Housing and Housing Revolving – represents amounts restricted for the City’s
HOME revolving loan program and CDBG housing activities as these programs are
supported by specific grants requiring the restriction.
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Traffic Safety – represents restricted revenue received for the City’s programs associated
with the maintenance of equipment and supplies for traffic law enforcement and traffic
accident prevention as provided by Office of Traffic Safety grant provisions.



Gas Tax – represents amounts restricted for street maintenance purposes as defined in
Sections 2105, 2106, 2107 and 2107.5 of the Streets and Highway Code.



Federal Grants – represents restricted amounts received from Federal Grants for various
city programs.

Fund Balance Deficits
Deficit fund balances consisted of the following:
As of
June 30, 2016
Major Funds
STIP
Total Major Funds

$

Nonmajor Spcial Revnue Funds:
Federal Grant Funds:
HOME Grants
Total Nonmajor Funds
Total Fund Balance Deficits

$

7,357
7,357

11,397
11,397
18,754

The above deficit fund balances have occurred due to the spending of funds prior to the receipt of
revenues (cost reimbursements). The Fund balances will be restored in the near future as revenues are
received.
Excess of Expenditures and Transfers over Appropriations:
Expenditures and transfers exceeded appropriations for the year ended June 30, 2016, for the following
funds:
Fund
Major Funds
Special Revenue Funds
CDBG Housing
STIP
Nonmajor Funds
Special Revenue Funds:
Forest Management
Public Improvement Program

Final
Appropriations

Expenditures and
Transfers

$

$

1,755,962
225,588

311,511
-

77

1,837,853
285,272

1,173,975
1,320,297

Excess

$

(81,891)
(59,684)
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Due to and from balances result from the time lag between the dates that (1) interfund goods and
services are provided or reimbursable expenditures occur, (2) transactions are recorded in the
accounting system, and (3) payments between funds are made.
Due to and due from other funds consisted of the following as of June 30, 2016:

Due from
Other Funds

Due to
Other Funds

Governmental Funds
Major Funds:
General Fund
CDBG Housing Revolving Loan
Housing Revolving
STIP

$

Total Major Funds
Nonmajor Funds:
Public Improvement Program
HUD Block Grant
State Gas Tax 2017
HOME Grants
Total Nonmajor Funds
Total Governmental Funds
Total Transfers

$

10,113
10,793
22,092
-

$

8,563
271,856

42,998

280,419

271,856
271,856

1,550
10,793
22,092
34,435

314,854

314,854

314,854

$

314,854

Transfers are used to (1) move revenues from the fund that statute or budget requires to collect them to
the fund that statute or budget requires to expend them, and (2) use unrestricted revenues collected in
the general fund to finance various programs accounted for in other funds in accordance with
budgetary authorizations.
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9. INTERFUND TRANSACTIONS, continued

Transfers In
Governmental Funds
Major Funds:
General Fund
CDBG Housing
Housing Revolving
Total Major Funds
Nonmajor Funds:
Special Revenue Funds
Traffic Safety
Industrial Park
Gas Tax 2107 and 2107.5
HUD Block Grant
ISTEA
HOME Grants
In Lieu Fee
Janes Creek Meadows
Windsong
Capital Projects Fund
City Capital Projects Fund
Total Nonmajor Funds
Total Governmental Funds

$

44,416
44,416

Proprietary Funds
Water
Wastewater
Transit
Solid waste
Stormwater
Total Proprietary Funds
Internal Service Funds
Central Garage
Information Technology
Total Internal Service Funds
Total

$

Transfers Out

$

617,879
75,643
693,522

123,728
653,269
20,532
10,695
-

3,000
57,500
94,922
15,000
15,000

808,224
852,640

91,344
276,766
970,288

274,418
274,418

55,000
74,000
31,000
50,000
210,000

50,323
2,907
53,230

-

1,180,288
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Transfers consisted of the following at June 30, 2016:

$

1,180,288

The transfers out from the enterprise funds were primarily incurred to support street maintenance
activities due to wear and tear on streets due to utility infrastructure maintenance and repairs, and from
heavy trucks and buses.
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The City is an associate member of the Redwood Empire Municipal Insurance Fund (REMIF), a public
entity pool comprised of fifteen member cities (seven voting and eight associate members) and three
non-member cities. REMIF is organized under a Joint Powers Agreement pursuant to the California
Government Code. The purpose of REMIF is to arrange and administer programs of insurance for the
pooling of self-insured losses and to purchase excess insurance coverage.
The following is a summary of the financial statements of REMIF as of and for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2015, the most recent period available:

Total assets
Total deferred outflows of resources
Total liabilities
Total Deferred inflows of resources
Members' equity

$

18,342,019
259,592
(20,949,852)
(338,476)
$ (2,686,717)

Total revenue
Total expense
Operating income (loss)

$

8,748,360
(12,424,822)
$ (3,676,462)

For each of its insurance programs, REMIF has a multilevel risk sharing arrangement. Initially, each
individual charter or associate member city participating in a program assumes its own losses up to a
predetermined deductible level. Losses and claims in excess of the deductibles and within REMIF’s
stated retention limits are paid out of a central pool maintained by REMIF. This central pool is funded
by all of the cities participating in that program through premium assessments. REMIF purchases
excess loss insurance policies (reinsurance) to provide coverage for losses and claims in excess of
REMIF’s stated retention limits up to specified amounts. Losses and claims ceded to reinsurers would
represent a contingent liability to REMIF if the reinsurers were unable to meet their existing
obligations under the reinsurance agreements. Losses and claims which surpass the limits of the excess
of loss insurance policies are the responsibility of the individual city in which the loss or claim
originates.
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The City of Arcata participates in the following REMIF programs:
General Liability Insurance
Annual premiums are paid by the member cities and are adjusted retrospectively to cover costs. The
City of Arcata self-insures for the first $5,000 of each loss and pays 100% of all losses incurred under
$5,000. The City does not share or pay for losses of other cities under $5,000, depending on the
entity’s deductible amount. Participating cities then share in the next $5,000 to $500,000 per loss
occurrence. Specific coverage includes comprehensive and general automotive liability, personal
injury, contractual liability, professional liability, and certain other coverage. REMIF is a member of
the California Joint Powers Risk Management Authority, which provides REMIF with an additional
$4,500,000 liability insurance coverage over and above REMIF retention level of $500,000.
Worker’s Compensation
Periodic deposits are paid by member cities and are adjusted retrospectively to cover costs. The City of
Arcata is self-insured for the first $5,000 of each loss and pays 100% of all losses incurred under
$5,000. The City does not share or pay for losses of other cities under $5,000.
Losses of $10,000 to $300,000 are prorated among all participating cities. Losses in excess of
$300,000 are covered by excess insurance purchased by participating cities, as part of the pool, to State
statutory limits.
Property Insurance
The City participates in REMIF’s property insurance program. The annual deposits paid by
participating member cities are based upon deductibility levels and are not subject to retroactive
adjustments. The City of Arcata has a deductible level of $10,000 and a coverage limit of
$290,000,000 declared value.
11. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM
General Information about the Pension Plans
Plan Descriptions - All qualified permanent and probationary employees are eligible to participate in
the City's separate Safety (police and fire) and Miscellaneous (all other) Employee Pension Plans, costsharing multiple employer defined benefit pension plans administered by the California Public
Employees' Retirement System (CaIPERS). Benefit provisions under the Plans are established by State
statute and City resolution. CalPERS issues publicly available reports that include a full description of
the pension plans regarding benefit provisions, assumptions and membership information that can be
found on the CalPERS website.
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Benefits Provided - CalPERS provides service retirement and disability benefits, annual cost of living
adjustments and death benefits to plan members, who must be public employees and beneficiaries.
Benefits are based on years of credited service, equal to one year of full time employment. Members
with five years of total service are eligible to retire at age 50 with statutorily reduced benefits. All
members are eligible for non-duty disability benefits after 10 years of service. The death benefit is one
of the following: the Basic Death Benefit, the 1957 Survivor Benefit, or the Optional Settlement 2W
Death Benefit. The cost of living adjustments for each plan are applied as specified by the Public
Employees' Retirement Law.
The Plans' provisions and benefits in effect at June 30, 2016, are summarized as follows:
Miscellaneous
Prior to
January 1, 2013

Miscellaneous Second Tier
Prior to
January 1, 2013

2.7% @ 55
5 years service
monthly for life
50 - 55
2% - 7%
8%
10.958%

2% @ 55
5 years service
monthly for life
50 - 63
1.4% - 2.4%
7%
8.003%

PEPRA Miscellaneous
On or after
January 1, 2013

Safety Plan
On or after
January 1, 2013

2% @ 62
5 years service
monthly for life
52 - 67
1.0% to 2.5%
6.25%
2.37%

3% @ 50
5 years service
monthly for life
50
3%
9.0%
18.524%

Safety Second Tier
Prior to
January 1, 2013

PEPRA Safety Police
On or after
January 1, 2013

3% @ 55
5 years service
monthly for life
50 - 55
2.4% - 3.0%
9%
15.627%

2.7% @ 57
5 years service
monthly for life
50 - 57
2.0% to 2.7%
11.5%
11.153%

Hire date
Benefit formula
Benefit vesting schedule
Benefit payments
Retirement age
Monthly benefits, as a % of eligible compensation
Required employee contribution rates
Required employer contribution rates

Hire date
Benefit formula
Benefit vesting schedule
Benefit payments
Retirement age
Monthly benefits, as a % of eligible compensation
Required employee contribution rates
Required employer contribution rates

Hire date
Benefit formula
Benefit vesting schedule
Benefit payments
Retirement age
Monthly benefits, as a % of eligible compensation
Required employee contribution rates
Required employer contribution rates
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Contributions - Section 20814(c) of the California Public Employees' Retirement Law requires that the
employer contribution rates for all public employers be determined on an annual basis by the actuary
and shall be effective on the July 1 following notice of a change in the rate. Funding contributions for
both Plans are determined annually on an actuarial basis as of June 30 by CaIPERS. The actuarially
determined rate is the estimated amount necessary to finance the costs of benefits earned by employees
during the year, with an additional amount to finance any unfunded accrued liability. The City is
required to contribute the difference between the actuarially determined rate and the contribution rate
of employees.
For the year ended June 30, 2016, the contributions recognized as part of pension expense for each
Plan were as follows:

Contributions - employer
Contributions - employee (paid employer)

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous
Second Tier

PEPRA
Miscellaneous
Plan

Safety Plan

$ 1,013,511
$ 345,688

$
$

$
$

$ 569,723
$ 139,570

31,225
19,136

35,197
35,197

Safety Second
Tier Plan

$
$

37,501
15,364

PEPRA
Safety Police
Plan

$ 19,840
$ 20,140

Pension Liabilities, Pension Expenses and Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources Related to
Pensions
As of June 30, 2016, the City reported net pension liabilities for its proportionate shares of the net
pension liability of each Plan as follows
Proportionate Share
of Net Pension Liability
$
11,755,277
(3,407)
(843)
6,020,390
(5,886)
(768)
$
17,764,763

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Second Tier
PEPRA Miscellaneous
Safety
Safety Second Tier
PEPRA Safety Police
Total Net Pension Liability

The City's net pension liability for each Plan is measured as the proportionate share of the net pension
liability. The net pension liability of each of the Plans is measured as of June 30, 2015, and the total
pension liability for each Plan used to calculate the net pension liability was determined by an actuarial
valuation as of June 30, 2014 rolled forward to June 30, 2015 using standard update procedures. The
City's proportion of the net pension liability was based on a projection of the City's long-term share of
contributions to the pension plans relative to the projected contributions of all participating employers,
actuarially determined.
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The City’s proportionate share of the net pension liability for each Plan as of June 30, 2015 and 2014
was as follows:

Proportion - June 30, 2014
Proportion - June 30, 2015
Change - Increase (Decrease)

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous
Second Tier

PEPRA
Miscellaneous

Safey

0.15990%
0.42848%
0.26858%

0.00006%
-0.00012%
-0.00018%

0.00000%
-0.00003%
-0.00003%

0.08723%
0.14611%
0.05888%

Safety Second PEPRA Safety
Tier
Police
0.00006%
-0.00014%
-0.00020%

0.00000%
-0.00002%
-0.00002%

For the year ended June 30, 2016, the City recognized pension expense of $679,756. At June 30, 2016,
the City reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions
from the following sources:
Deferred Outflows
Pension contributions subsequent to measurement date

$

of Resources
2,176,088

Adustments due to differences in proportion

Deferred Inflow
of Resources
$

736,495.00

-

Changes in assumptions

-

(1,074,261)

Differences between the employer's contributions and the
employer's proportionate share of the contributions

-

(2,218,476)

Differences between expected and actual experiences
Net differences between projected and actual earnings on plan
investments
Total

$

71,913

(85,643)

2,724,135

(2,498,492)

5,708,631

$

(5,876,872)

$2,176,088 reported as deferred outflows of resources related to contributions subsequent to the
measurement date that will be recognized as a reduction of the net pension liability in the year ended
June 30, 2016. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of
resources related to pensions will be recognized as pension expense as follows:
Year Ended
30-Jun
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter

$

84

810,518
810,518
810,518
675,258
(762,483)
-
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Actuarial Assumptions -The total pension liabilities in the June 30, 2014 actuarial valuations were
determined using the following actuarial assumptions:

Valuation Date
Measurement
Actuarial Cost Method
Actuarial Assumptions:
Discount Rate
Inflation
Salary Increase
Investment Rate of Return
Mortality

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous
Second Tier

30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15

30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15

7.65%
2.75%
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
7.5% (2)

PEPRA
Miscellaneous

Safety

30-Jun-14
30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15
30-Jun-15
Entry-Age Normal Cost Method

Safety Second
Tier

PEPRA Safety
Police

30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15

30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15

7.65%
7.65%
7.65%
7.65%
2.75%
2.75%
2.75%
2.75%
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
7.5% (2)
7.5% (2)
7.5% (2)
7.5% (2)
Derived using CalPERS' Membership Data for all Funds

7.65%
2.75%
3.3% - 14.2% (1)
7.5% (2)

(1) Depending on age, service, and type of employment
(2) Net of pension plan investment expenses, including inflation

The underlying mortality assumptions and all other actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2014
valuation were based on the results of a January 2014 actuarial experience study for the period 1997 to
2011. Further details of the Experience Study can found on the CalPERS website.
Discount Rate -The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.65% for the Plan.
To determine whether the municipal bond rate should be used in the calculation of a discount rate for
the plan, CalPERS stress tested plans that would most likely result in a discount rate that would be
different from the actuarially assumed discount rate. Based on the testing, none of the tested plans run
out of assets. Therefore, the current 7.65 percent discount rate is adequate and the use of the municipal
bond rate calculation is not necessary. The long term expected discount rate of 7.65 percent will be
applied to all plans in the Public Employees Retirement Fund (PERF). The stress test results are
presented in a detailed report that can be obtained from the CalPERS website.
According to Paragraph 30 of Statement 68, the long-term discount rate should be determined without
reduction for pension plan administrative expense. The discount rate was changed from 7.5 percent
(net of administrative expense) to 7.65 percent to correct for an adjustment to exclude administrative
expense.
CalPERS is scheduled to review all actuarial assumptions as part of its regular Asset Liability
Management (ALM) review cycle that is scheduled to be completed in February 2018. Any changes to
the discount rate will require Board action and proper stakeholder outreach. For these reasons,
CalPERS expects to continue using a discount rate net of administrative expenses for GASB 67 and 68
calculations through at least the 2017-18 fiscal year. CalPERS will continue to check the materiality of
the difference in calculation until such time as we have changed our methodology.
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The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was determined using a buildingblock method in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return (expected returns,
net of pension plan investment expense and inflation) are developed for each major asset class.
In determining the long-term expected rate of return, CalPERS took into account both short-term and
long-term market return expectations as well as the expected pension fund cash flows. Using historical
returns of all the funds' asset classes, expected compound returns were calculated over the short-term
(first 10 years) and the long-term (11-60 years) using a building-block approach. Using the expected
nominal returns for both short-term and long-term, the present value of benefits was calculated for
each fund. The expected rate of return was set by calculating the single equivalent expected return that
arrived at the same present value of benefits for cash flows as the one calculated using both short-term
and long-term returns. The expected rate of return was then set equivalent to the single equivalent rate
calculated above and rounded down to the nearest one quarter of one percent.
The table below reflects the long-term expected real rate of return by asset class. The rate of return was
calculated using the capital market assumptions applied to determine the discount rate and asset
allocation. These rates of return are net of administrative expenses.

Asset Class
Global Equity
Global Fixed Income
Inflation Sensitive
Private Equity
Real Estate
Infrastructure and Forestland
Liquidity
Total

New
Strategic
Allocation
47%
19%
6%
12%
11%
3%
2%
100%

(a) An expected inflation of 2.5% used for this period.
(b) An expected inflation of 3.0% used for this period.
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Real Return
Years 1 - 10 (a)
5.25%
0.99%
0.45%
6.83%
4.50%
4.50%
-0.55%

Real
Return
Years 11+
(b)
5.71%
2.43%
3.36%
6.95%
5.13%
5.09%
-1.05%
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PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM (PERS), continued

Sensitivity of the Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate The following presents the City's proportionate share of the net pension liability for each Plan,
calculated using the discount rate for each Plan, as well as what the City's proportionate share of the
net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-percentage point
lower or 1-percentage point higher than the current rate:
1% Decrease
(6.65%)
Net Pension Liability as of
June 30, 2015
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Second Tier
PEPRA Miscellaneous
Safety
Safety Second Tier
PEPRA Safety Police
Total

$

$

19,714,421
(5,715)
(1,414)
(1,231)
9,652,752
(9,438)
29,349,375

Current
Discount Rate
(7.65%)

$

$

11,755,277
(3,408)
(843)
(768)
6,050,390
(5,886)
17,794,762

1% Increase
(8.65%)

$

$

5,184,080
(1,503)
(372)
(388)
1,767,743
(1,728)
6,947,832

Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position - Detailed information about each pension plan's fiduciary net
position is available in the separately issued CalPERS financial reports.
12.

OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS

Plan Description
The City provides certain health insurance benefits to retired employees in accordance with
memorandums of understanding with each employee group as follows:
For employees who retire from the City of Arcata after at least ten (10) years of service with the City
and who continue health insurance through a City-sponsored health insurance plan, the City will
contribute two percent (2%) of the health insurance premium for each year of service, as an employee
with the City, rounded to the nearest whole year. For employees with at least twenty (20) years of
service for the City who qualify for this benefit, the rate of the City’s contribution will be three percent
(3%) of the health insurance premium. Such contributions will not continue past Medicare eligibility.
Funding Policy
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The City’s policy is to contribute an amount sufficient to pay the current year’s premium. For fiscal
year 2015-16, the City contributed $202,692 which covered current premiums, but did not include any
additional prefunding of benefits. Currently, there are 15 retirees who are receiving benefits.
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Annual OPEB Cost and Net OPEB Obligation
The City’s annual other postemployment benefit (OPEB) cost (expense) is calculated based on the
annual required contribution of the employer (ARC), and an amount actuarially determined in
accordance with the parameters of GASB Statement No. 45. The ARC represents a level of funding
that, if paid on an ongoing basis, is projected to cover normal cost each year and amortize any
unfunded actuarial liabilities (or funding excess) over a period not to exceed thirty years. The
following table shows the components of the City’s annual OPEB cost for the year, the amount
actually contributed to the plan, and changes in the City’s net OPEB obligation.
Annual required contribution
Interest on net OPEB obligation
Adjustment to annual required contribution
Annual OPEB cost / expense
Contributions made
Benefit payments made outside of trust
Increase in net OPEB obligation

$

Net OPEB obligation - beginning of year
Net OPEB obligation - end of year

464,978
58,166
(40,819)
482,325
(202,692)
279,633
1,224,545
1,504,178

$

The City ‘s annual OPEB cost, the percentage of annual OPEB cost contributed to the plan, and the net OPEB
obligation for June 30, 2016 and the two preceding fiscal years were as follows:
Fiscal
Year
Ended
6/30/2014
6/30/2015
6/30/2016

Annual
OPEB Cost
$

Percentage of
Annual OPEB
Cost Contributed

423,764
443,893
464,978

Net OPEB
Obligation

57%
67%
44%

$

1,063,408
1,224,545
1,504,178

Funded Status and Funding Progress.
The funded status of the Plan as of February 1, 2014, the Plan’s most recent actuarial valuation date,
was as follows:
Actuarial accrued liability (AAL)
Actuarial value of plan assets
Unfunded actuarial accrued liability (UAAL)
Funded ratio (actuarial value of plan assets/AAL)
Covered payroll (active plan participants)
UAAL as a percentage of covered payroll
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$
$
$

3,156,235
3,156,235
0.0%
8,235,524
38%
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OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, Continued

Actuarial valuations of an ongoing plan involve estimates of the value of expected benefit payments
and assumptions about the probability of occurrence of events far into the future. Examples include
assumptions about future employment, mortality, and the healthcare cost trend. Amounts determined
regarding the funded status of the plan and the annual required contributions of the employer are
subject to continual revision as actual results are compared with past expectations and new estimates
are made about the future. The schedule of funding progress, presented as required supplementary
information following the notes to the financial statements, presents multi-year trend information about
whether the actuarial value of plan assets is increasing or decreasing over time relative to the actuarial
accrued liabilities for benefits.
Actuarial Methods and Assumptions
Projections of benefits for financial reporting purposes are based on the substantive plan (the plan as
understood by the employer and the plan participants) and include the types of benefits provided at the
time of each valuation and the historical pattern of sharing of benefit costs between the employer and
plan participants to that point. The actuarial methods and assumptions used include techniques that are
designed to reduce the effects of short-term volatility in actuarial accrued liabilities and the actuarial
value of assets, consistent with the long-term perspective of the calculations.
In the February 1, 2014 actuarial valuation, the entry age normal cost method was used. The actuarial
assumptions included a 4.75 percent investment rate of return, which is the expected long-term
investment returns on plan assets, a projected salary increase assumption rate of 2.75 percent, and an
annual healthcare cost trend rate of 4 percent. The actuarial value of assets is not applicable (no assets
as of the initial valuation date). The UAAL is being amortized as a flat percentage of covered payroll
over thirty years. The remaining amortization period at February 1, 2014 was thirty years.

13. SUCCESSOR AGENCY TRUST FOR ASSETS OF FORMER REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCY
On December 29, 2011, the California Supreme Court upheld Assembly Bill 1X 26 (“the Bill”) that
provides for the dissolution of all redevelopment agencies in the State of California. This action
impacted the reporting entity of the City of Arcata that previously had reported a redevelopment
agency within the reporting entity of the City as a blended component unit.
The Bill provides that upon dissolution of a redevelopment agency, either the city or another unit of
local government will agree to serve as the “successor agency” to hold the assets until they are
distributed to other units of state and local government. On January 12, 2015, the City Council elected
to become the Successor Agency for the former redevelopment agency in accordance with the Bill as
part of City resolution number 112-10.
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After enactment of the law on June 28, 2011, redevelopment agencies in the State of California cannot
enter into new projects, obligations or commitments. Subject to the control of a newly established
oversight board, remaining assets can only be used to pay enforceable obligations in existence at the
date of dissolution (including the completion of any unfinished projects that were subject to legally
enforceable contractual commitments).
In future fiscal years, successor agencies will only be allocated revenue in the amount that is necessary
to pay the estimated annual installment payments on enforceable obligations of the former
redevelopment agency until all enforceable obligations of the prior redevelopment agency have been
paid in full and all assets have been liquidated.
The Bill directs the State Controller of the State of California to review the propriety of any transfers
of assets between redevelopment agencies and other public bodies that occurred after January 1, 2011.
If the public body that received such transfers is not contractually committed to a third party for the
expenditure or encumbrance of those assets, the State Controller is required to order the available
assets to be transferred to the public body designated as the successor agency by the Bill.
Management believes, in consultation with legal counsel, that the obligations of the former
redevelopment agency due to the City are valid enforceable obligations payable by the successor
agency trust under the requirements of the Bill. The City’s position on this issue is not a position of
settled law and there is considerable legal uncertainty regarding this issue. It is reasonably possible that
a legal determination may be made at a later date by an appropriate judicial authority that would
resolve this issue unfavorably to the City.
In accordance with the timeline set forth in the Bill (as modified by the California Supreme Court on
December 29, 2011) all redevelopment agencies in the State of California were dissolved and ceased to
operate as a legal entity as of February 1, 2012. Prior to that date, the final seven months of the activity
of the redevelopment agency continued to be reported in the governmental funds of the City included
in the fund financial statements as Former Redevelopment Agency Special Revenue Fund and
Low/Moderate Income Housing Fund.
After the date of dissolution, the assets and activities of the dissolved redevelopment agency are
reported in a fiduciary fund (private-purpose trust fund) in the financial statements of the City. The
transfer of the assets and liabilities of the former redevelopment agency as of February 1, 2012
(effectively the same date as January 31, 2012) from governmental funds of the City to fiduciary funds
was reported in the governmental funds as an extraordinary loss (or gain) in the governmental fund
financial statements. The receipt of these assets and liabilities as of January 31, 2012 was reported in
the private-purpose trust fund as an extraordinary gain (or loss).
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Long-term Liabilities
The following is a summary of changes in long-term liabilities for the year ended June 30, 2015:
Balance
July 1, 2015

Trust Activities:
2015 Tax Allocation Refunding Bonds
Total trust fund debt

Additions

6,665,926

-

$ 6,665,926

$

Balance
June 30, 2015

Due Within
One Year

(511,952)

6,153,974

361,612

(511,952)

$ 6,153,974

$ 361,612

Retirements
-

$

2015 Tax Allocation Refunding Bonds
On January 28, 2015, the Community Development Agency issued $6,655,926 of Tax Allocation
Refunding Bonds for the purpose of defeasing 1994 and 2003 Loans from the Arcata Joint Powers
Financing Authority.
The 2015 Tax Allocation Refunding Bonds bear interest rates of 3.35 percent per annum. Principal
and interest are payable on each August 1 and February 1, on and after August 1, 2015 through August
1, 2031. The bonds are subject to optional early redemption on or after February 1, 2015, from any
available funds with premium as specified in the bond documents.
Future debt service for Fiduciary Activities at June 30, 2016, is as follows
Year Ending
June 30,

Fiduciary Activities
Principal

Interest

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022-2026
2027-2031
2032-2036

$

361,612
374,471
386,483
340,144
215,999
1,633,356
2,688,716
143,193

$

202,825
190,599
177,949
164,904
154,398
662,991
265,638
2,398

Total

$

6,143,974

$

1,821,702

$

361,612
5,782,362

$

202,825
1,618,877

$

6,143,974

$

1,821,702

Due within one year
Due after one year
Total
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Litigation
The City is involved in litigation incurred in the normal course of conducting City business. Although
the outcome of these lawsuits is not presently determinable, in the opinion of the City’s counsel, the
resolution of these matters will not have a material adverse effect on the financial condition of the City.
Grants and Allocations
Amounts received or receivable from grant agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by grantor
agencies, principally the federal and state government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts
already collected, may constitute a liability of the applicable funds. The amount, if any, of
expenditures that may be disallowed by the grantor cannot be determined at this time, although the
City expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
Commitments
The City had no significant unexpended contractual commitments as of June 30, 2016.
15. NEW ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
The GASB has issued Statement No. 72, “Fair Value Measurement and Application”. The objective
of this Statement is to improve financial reporting by clarifying the definition of fair value for financial
reporting purposes, establishing general principles for measuring fair value, providing additional fair
value application guidance, and enhancing disclosures about fair value measurements. These
improvements are based in part on the concepts and definitions established in Concepts Statement No.
6, Measurement of Elements of Financial Statements, and other relevant literature. The requirements
of this Statement are effective for financial statements for reporting periods beginning after June 15,
2015. The City implemented this statement for year ended June 30, 2016. The implementation of this
statement did not have an effect on the financial statements.
The GASB has issued Statement No. 73, “Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions and
Related Assets That Are Not within the Scope of GASB Statement 68, and Amendments to Certain
Provisions of GASB Statements 67 and 68”. The objective of this Statement is to improve the
usefulness of information about pensions included in the general purpose external financial reports of
state and local governments for making decisions and assessing accountability. This Statement results
from a comprehensive review of the effectiveness of existing standards of accounting and financial
reporting for all postemployment benefits with regard to providing decision-useful information,
supporting assessments of accountability and interperiod equity, and creating additional transparency.
This Statement establishes requirements for defined benefit pensions that are not within the scope of
Statement No. 68, “Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions”, as well as for the assets
accumulated for purposes of providing those pensions. In addition, it establishes requirements for
defined contribution pensions that are not within the scope of Statement 68. It also amends certain
provisions of Statement No. 67, “Financial Reporting for Pension Plans”, and Statement 68 for
pension plans and pensions that are within their respective scopes.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

NEW ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS, Continued

The requirements of this Statement that address accounting and financial reporting by employers and
governmental nonemployer contributing entities for pensions that are not within the scope of
Statement 68 are effective for financial statements for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2016, and
the requirements of this Statement that address financial reporting for assets accumulated for purposes
of providing those pensions are effective for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2015. The
requirements of this Statement for pension plans that are within the scope of Statement 67 or for
pensions that are within the scope of Statement 68 are effective for fiscal years beginning after June
15, 2015. The City will evaluate the applicability of the provisions of this Statement and implement it
in the applicable year, accordingly.
The GASB has issued Statement No. 74, “Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefit Plans
Other Than Pension Plans”. The objective of this Statement is to improve the usefulness of
information about postemployment benefits other than pensions (other postemployment benefits or
OPEB) included in the general purpose external financial reports of state and local governmental
OPEB plans for making decisions and assessing accountability. This Statement results from a
comprehensive review of the effectiveness of existing standards of accounting and financial reporting
for all postemployment benefits (pensions and OPEB) with regard to providing decision-useful
information, supporting assessments of accountability and interperiod equity, and creating additional
transparency. This Statement replaces Statements No. 43, “Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Benefit Plans Other Than Pension Plans”, as amended, and No. 57, OPEB Measurements by Agent
Employers and Agent Multiple-Employer Plans. It also includes requirements for defined contribution
OPEB plans that replace the requirements for those OPEB plans in Statement No. 25, Financial
Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans and Note Disclosures for Defined Contribution Plans, as
amended, Statement 43, and Statement No. 50, Pension Disclosures. The provisions in Statement 74
are effective for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2016. The City will implement this Statement in
fiscal year ending June 30, 2017.
The GASB has issued Statement No. 75, “Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Benefits Other Than Pensions”. The primary objective of this Statement is to improve accounting and
financial reporting by state and local governments for postemployment benefits other than pensions
(other postemployment benefits or OPEB). It also improves information provided by state and local
governmental employers about financial support for OPEB that is provided by other entities. This
Statement results from a comprehensive review of the effectiveness of existing standards of
accounting and financial reporting for all postemployment benefits (pensions and OPEB) with regard
to providing decision-useful information, supporting assessments of accountability and interperiod
equity, and creating additional transparency. This Statement replaces the requirements of Statements
No. 45, “Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than
Pensions”, as amended, and No. 57, “OPEB Measurements by Agent Employers and Agent MultipleEmployer Plans”, for OPEB. Statement No. 74, “Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefit
Plans Other Than Pension Plans”, establishes new accounting and financial reporting requirements for
OPEB plans. The provisions in Statement 75 are effective for fiscal years beginning after June 15,
2017. The City will implement this statement, as applicable, to its financial statements for the year
ending June 30, 2018.
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City of Arcata, California
Basic Financial Statements
For the year ended June 30, 2016

NEW ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS, Continued

The GASB has issued Statement No. 76, “The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
for State and Local Governments”. The objective of this Statement is to identify—in the context of
the current governmental financial reporting environment—the hierarchy of generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP). The “GAAP hierarchy” consists of the sources of accounting
principles used to prepare financial statements of state and local governmental entities in conformity
with GAAP and the framework for selecting those principles. This Statement reduces the GAAP
hierarchy to two categories of authoritative GAAP and addresses the use of authoritative and
nonauthoritative literature in the event that the accounting treatment for a transaction or other event is
not specified within a source of authoritative GAAP. This Statement supersedes Statement No. 55,
“The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for State and Local Governments”. The
requirements of this Statement are effective for financial statements for periods beginning after June
15, 2015, and should be applied retroactively. The City implemented this statement for year ended
June 30, 2016. The implementation of this statement did not have an effect on the financial statements.
The GASB has issued Statement No. 77, “Tax Abatement Disclosures”. This information is intended,
among other things, to assist these users of financial statements in assessing (1) whether a
government’s current-year revenues were sufficient to pay for current-year services (known as
interperiod equity), (2) whether a government complied with finance-related legal and contractual
obligations, (3) where a government’s financial resources come from and how it uses them, and (4) a
government’s financial position and economic condition and how they have changed over time. The
requirements of this Statement are effective for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2015.
The City will implement this statement, as applicable, to its financial statements for the year ending
June 30, 2017.
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City of Arcata, California

Actuarial
Valuation
Date
2/1/2008
2/1/2011
2/1/2014

Actuarial
Value of
Assets
(a)
$
$
$

-

Actuarial
Accrued
Liability
(b)

Unfunded
Actuarial
Accrued
Liability
(b-a)

$ 2,293,829
$ 2,483,585
$ 3,156,235

$ 2,293,829
$ 2,483,585
$ 3,156,235

96

Funded
Ratio
(a/b)
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Covered
Payroll
(c)
$ 5,391,561
$ 6,764,536
$ 8,235,524

UAAL as a
Percentage of
Covered
Payroll
(b-a)/c
42.5%
36.7%
38.3%
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014

1,063,722

$

(1,063,722)

1,131,712

(1,131,712)

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

-

Covered-employee payroll

$

4,379,641

$

5,065,089

24.29%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

22.34%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014
31,225

$

(31,225)

28,452

(28,452)

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

-

Covered-employee payroll

$

280,050

$

263,255

11.15%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

10.81%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014
35,197

$

(35,197)

17,406

17,406

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

34,812

Covered-employee payroll

$

548,803

$

38,152

6.41%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

45.62%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014

594,256

$

(594,256)

553,708

(553,708)

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

-

Covered-employee payroll

$

1,570,442

$

1,627,185

37.84%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

34.03%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014
(37,501)

$

37,501

34,223

(34,223)

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

-

Covered-employee payroll

$

167,911

$

164,511

-22.33%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

20.80%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Contractually required contribution (actuarially determined)

$

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined
contributions

2014
(19,840)

$

19,840

15,883

(15,883)

Contribution deficiency (excess)

$

-

$

-

Covered-employee payroll

$

171,524

$

48,950

-11.57%

Contribution as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

32.45%

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of retirement
benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

2014

0.42848%

0.15990%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

11,755,277

$

9,949,800

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

4,379,641

$

5,065,089

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

$

268.41%

196.44%

73.59%

77.07%

1,352,874

$

904,392

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

-0.00012%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

2014

$

(3,408)
280,050

0.00006%
$

3,950

$

263,255

-1.22%

1.50%

104.57%

83.03%

39,714

$

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

-0.00003%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

2014

$

(843)
548,803

0.00000%
$

51

$

38,152

-0.15%

0.13%

102.15%

82.83%

45,081

$

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

2014

0.14611%

0.08723%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

6,020,390

$

5,427,839

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

1,570,442

$

1,627,185

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

$

383.36%

333.57%

74.17%

76.22%

711,601

$

492,676

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

-0.01400%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

2014

$

(5,886)
167,911

0.00006%
$

3,923

$

164,511

-3.51%

2.38%

109.55%

81.42%

45,052

$

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation, therefore only the first two years were available.
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City of Arcata, California

2015
Plan's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

-0.00002%

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)

$

Plan's Covered-Employee Payroll

$

Plan's Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability/(Asset)
as a Percentage of its Covered-Employee Payroll
Plan's Proportionate Share of the Fiduciary Net Position as a
Percentage of the Plan’s Total Pension Liability
Plan's Proportionate Share of Aggregate Employer Contribution

2014

$

(768)
171,524

0.00000%
$

73

$

48,950

-0.45%

0.15%

101.96%

81.47%

25,154

$

Notes to Schedule
1) Covered employee payroll represents compensation earnable and pensionable compensation. Only
compensation earnable and pensionable compensation that would possibly go into the determination of
retirement benefits are included.
* - Fiscal year 2014 was the first year of implementation,
implementation therefore only the first two years were available.
available
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NON-MAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
Description

Special Revenue

These funds account for restricted revenues (for specified
purposes).

City Capital Projects Fund

This fund accounts for construction or acquisition of
governmental capital assets (capital outlay).
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City of Arcata, California

Governmental Funds
Special
City Capital
Revenue Funds
Projects Fund

Non-Major
Funds Totals

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Restricted cash and investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental
Inventory

$

1,592,993
2,663,105

$

556,927
120,690

Total assets

163,243
-

$

-

1,756,236
2,663,105
556,927
120,690

$

5,206,171

$

163,243

$

5,369,414

$

219,240
34,435
21,865
275,540

$

-

$

219,240
34,435
21,865
275,540

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS
AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to other funds
Deposits Payable
Total liabilities:
Deferred inflows of resources:
Unavailable revenue
Total deferred inflows of resources
Total liabilities and deferred inflows
Fund Balances:
Nonspendable
Restricted
Assigned
Unassigned (deficit)
Total fund balances
Total liabilities, deferred inflows and fund balances

$

112

-

-

-

275,540

-

275,540

120,690
1,099,164
3,722,174
(11,397)

163,243
-

120,690
1,099,164
3,885,417
(11,397)

4,930,631

163,243

5,093,874

5,206,171

$

163,243

$

5,369,414
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City of Arcata, California

Governmental Funds
Special
City Capital
Revenue Funds
Projects Fund
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeitures
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES

30,796
3,888
109,364
3,406,374
259,576
2,828
1,254,007

$

Non-Major
Funds Totals

2,271
-

$

30,796
3,888
109,364
3,406,374
261,847
2,828
1,254,007

5,066,833

2,271

5,069,104

278,152
796,170
3,680,088
287,906
1,388,688

-

278,152
796,170
3,680,088
287,906
1,388,688

6,431,004

-

6,431,004

(1,364,171)

2,271

(1,361,900)

3,938,761
808,224
(185,422)

(91,344)

3,938,761
808,224
(276,766)

4,561,563

(91,344)

4,470,219

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES OVER
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)

3,197,392

(89,073)

3,108,319

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year

1,733,239

252,316

1,985,555

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfer from private purpose trust
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing
sources (uses)

End of year

$

113

4,930,631

$

163,243

$

5,093,874
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NON-MAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
Description

Forest Management

Accounts for funds received and expended for the City's forest
management programs.

Traffic Safety

Accounts for revenue received for the City’s programs associated
with the maintenance of equipment and supplies for traffic law
enforcement and traffic accident prevention.

Industrial Park

Accounts for revenues received for the maintenance and
rehabilitation of the industrial park.

Housing Improvement Projects

Accounts for funds transferred to the City from the former Arcata
Community Development Agency for housing improvement
projects.

Public Improvement Program

Accounts for funds transferred to the City from the former Arcata
Community Development Agency for public improvement
projects.

Gas Tax Funds:

Accounts for funds received and expended for street maintenance
purposes as defined in Sections 2105, 2106, 2107, and 2107.5 of
the Streets and Highway Code.

2105
2106
2107 & 2107.5
Federal Grant Funds:
HUD Block Grant

Accounts for activities related to housing and the related
Community Development Block Grant funding.

ISTEA

Accounts for activities related to streets and the related Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act funding.

FEMA/OES

Accounts for revenues and expenditures associated with grants
provided from the Federal Emergency Management Agency and
Office of Emergency Services.
(continued)
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NON-MAJOR SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS, Continued
Description

COPS

Accounts for revenues and expenditures associated with
community policing grants.

HOME Grants

Accounts for activities related to housing and the related Home
Program funding.

In Lieu Fee Funds:
Parkland

Accounts for revenues and expenditures associated with the
parkland maintenance.

Parking

Accounts for revenues and expenditures associated with
downtown parking programs.

Assessment Districts:
Curtis Heights
Janes Creek Meadows
Windsong

Accounts for funds collected for the assessment districts shown
within the City limits for which the City is obligated to maintain.
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City of Arcata, California

Forest
Management

Traffic
Safety

Industrial
Park

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Restricted cash and investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental
Other receivable
Due from other funds
Inventory
Total assets

$

365,605
-

$

-

72,617
-

$

21,077
119,154

305,324
600
-

$

365,605

$

212,848

$

305,924

$

9,527
9,527

$

8,540
8,540

$

7,287
21,865
29,152

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS
AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other funds
Deposits payable
Total liabilities:
Deferred inflows of resources:
Unavailable revenue
Total deferred inflows of resources:

-

-

-

Total liabilities and deferred inflows

9,527

8,540

29,152

356,078
-

119,154
85,154
-

276,772
-

356,078

204,308

276,772

Fund Balances:
Nonspendable
Restricted
Assigned
Unassigned (deficit)
Total fund balances
Total liabilities deferred inflows and fund balances

$

365,605
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$

212,848

$

305,924
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Public
Improvement
Program
$

2,663,105

Gas Tax
Funds
$

-

Federal Grant
Funds

298,598
-

$

31,863
271,856
1,536

124,052
-

In Lieu Fee
Funds
$

502,703
-

410,042
-

Assessment
District
Funds
$

-

16,755
-

Totals
$

1,284
-

1,592,993
2,663,105
556,927
600
271,856
120,690

$

2,663,105

$

603,853

$

626,755

$

410,042

$

18,039

$

5,206,171

$

312
1,550
1,862

$

70,525
70,525

$

123,049
32,885
155,934

$

-

$

-

$

219,240
34,435
21,865
275,540

$

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,862

70,525

155,934

-

-

275,540

2,661,243
-

1,536
531,792
-

482,218
(11,397)

410,042
-

18,039
-

120,690
1,099,164
3,722,174
(11,397)

2,661,243

533,328

470,821

410,042

18,039

4,930,631

2,663,105

$

603,853

$

626,755

$

410,042
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$

18,039

$

5,206,171
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Forest
Management
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeitures
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

3,958
1,254,007

End of year

$

109,364
586
-

$

206,272
-

109,950

206,272

287,906
886,069

203,108
-

136,193
7,062

1,173,975

203,108

143,255

83,990

(93,158)

63,017

-

123,728
-

(3,000)

-

123,728

(3,000)

83,990

30,570

60,017

272,088

173,738

216,755

Total other financing
sources and uses

FUND BALANCES (DEFICITS):
Beginning of year

$

Industrial
Park

1,257,965

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfer from private purpose trust
Transfers in
Transfers out

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING
SOURCES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)

Traffic
Safety

356,078
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$

204,308

$
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Public
Improvement
Program
$

42,779
-

Gas Tax
Funds
$

387,214
2,828
-

Federal Grant
Funds
$

3,019,160
692
-

Assessment
District
Funds

In Lieu Fee
Funds
$

3,888
5,080
-

$

30,796
209
-

Totals
$

30,796
3,888
109,364
3,406,374
259,576
2,828
1,254,007

42,779

390,042

3,019,852

8,968

31,005

5,066,833

1,320,297
-

794,024
321,414

75,044
2,146
2,223,598
174,143

-

-

278,152
796,170
3,680,088
287,906
1,388,688

1,320,297

1,115,438

2,474,931

-

-

6,431,004

(1,277,518)

(725,396)

544,921

8,968

31,005

(1,364,171)

3,938,761
-

653,269
-

31,227
(57,500)

(94,922)

(30,000)

3,938,761
808,224
(185,422)

3,938,761

653,269

(26,273)

(94,922)

(30,000)

4,561,563

2,661,243

(72,127)

518,648

(85,954)

1,005

3,197,392

605,455

(47,827)

495,996

17,034

1,733,239

18,039

$ 4,930,631

$ 2,661,243

$

533,328

$

470,821

$

410,042
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$
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property
Other revenues

$

1,000
298,000

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

1,000
355,316

$

3,958
1,254,007

$

2,958
898,691

Total revenues

299,000

356,316

1,257,965

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay

275,195
15,000

296,511
15,000

287,906
886,069

8,605
(871,069)

Total expenditures

290,195

311,511

1,173,975

(862,464)

8,805

44,805

83,990

39,185

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Net change in fund balances

8,805

44,805

83,990

39,185

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

272,088

272,088

272,088

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Total other financing sources (uses)

End of year

$

280,893
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$

316,893

$

356,078

901,649

$

39,185
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Fines and forfeitures
Use of money and property

$

100,000
1,000

Total revenues

101,000

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public safety

234,728

$

100,000
1,000

Actual
$

109,364
586

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

9,364
(414)

101,000

109,950

8,950

220,728

203,108

17,620

234,728

220,728

203,108

17,620

(133,728)

(119,728)

(93,158)

26,570

123,728

123,728

123,728

-

Total other financing sources (uses)

123,728

123,728

123,728

-

Net change in fund balances

(10,000)

4,000

30,570

26,570

173,738

173,738

-

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

173,738
$

163,738
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$

177,738

$

204,308

$

26,570
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property

$

Total revenues

201,000

$

201,000

Actual
$

206,272

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

5,272

201,000

201,000

206,272

5,272

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development
Capital outlay

147,853
20,000

153,853
19,000

136,193
7,062

17,660
11,938

Total expenditures

167,853

172,853

143,255

29,598

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

33,147

28,147

63,017

34,870

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in

(2,000)

(2,000)

(3,000)

(1,000)

Total other financing sources (uses)

(2,000)

(2,000)

(3,000)

(1,000)

Net change in fund balances

31,147

26,147

60,017

33,870

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

216,755

216,755

216,755

-

End of year

$

247,902
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$

242,902

$

276,772

$

33,870
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property

$

-

Total revenues

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
-

$

-

$

-

-

-

-

-

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

-

-

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in

-

-

-

-

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

-

-

Net change in fund balances

-

-

-

-

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

-

-

-

-

End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

-

$

-
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property

$

-

Total revenues

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
-

$

42,779

$

42,779

-

-

42,779

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

-

-

1,320,297

(1,320,297)

Total expenditures

-

-

1,320,297

(1,320,297)

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

(1,277,518)

(1,277,518)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out

-

-

3,938,761

3,938,761

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

3,938,761

3,938,761

Net change in fund balances

-

-

2,661,243

2,661,243

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

-

-

-

-

End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

2,661,243

42,779

$

2,661,243
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

2105

2107 &
2107.5

2106

Totals

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental
Due from other funds
Inventory
Total assets

$

-

$

-

-

$

-

298,598

$

31,863
271,856
1,536

298,598
31,863
271,856
1,536

$

-

$

-

$

603,853

$

603,853

$

-

$

-

$

70,525
-

$

70,525
-

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Deposits payable
Total liabilities

-

-

70,525

70,525

-

-

1,536
531,792

1,536
531,792

-

-

533,328

533,328

Fund Balances:

Nonspendable
Restricted
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances

$

-
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$

-

$

603,853

$

603,853
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

2105

2107 &
2107.5

2106

Totals

REVENUES:

Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Charges for services
Reimbursements
Other revenues

$

-

$

-

$

387,214
0
2,828
-

$

387,214
2,828
-

-

-

390,042

390,042

-

-

794,024
321,414

794,024
321,414

Total expenditures

-

-

1,115,438

1,115,438

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

(725,396)

(725,396)

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Transfers out

-

-

653,269
-

653,269
-

Total other financing sources and uses

-

-

653,269

653,269

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)

-

-

(72,127)

(72,127)

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year

0

0

605,455

605,455

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:

Public works
Capital outlay

End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

533,328

$

533,328
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental

$

-

Total revenues

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
-

$

-

$

-

-

-

-

-

EXPENDITURES:
Community development

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

-

-

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out

-

-

-

-

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

-

-

Net change in fund balances

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

-

$

-
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental

$

-

Total revenues

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
-

$

-

$

-

-

-

-

-

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

-

-

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out

-

-

-

-

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

-

-

Net change in fund balances

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

-

$

-
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property
Reimbursements

$

481,700
2,000
5,000

$

481,700
2,000
5,000

Actual
$

387,214
2,828

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

(94,486)
(2,000)
(2,172)

Total revenues

488,700

488,700

390,042

(98,658)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public works
Capital outlay

900,569
215,000

851,719
394,652

794,024
321,414

57,695
73,238

1,115,569

1,246,371

1,115,438

130,933

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

(626,869)

(757,671)

(725,396)

32,275

653,269
-

653,269
-

653,269
-

-

653,269

653,269

653,269

-

26,400

(104,402)

(72,127)

605,455

605,455

605,455

631,855
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$

501,053

$

533,328

32,275

$

32,275
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

HUD
Block
Grant

FEMA/
OES

ISTEA

COPS

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental

$

Total assets

$

25,767

$

458,418

$

70,510

$

61,365

$

1,779
10,793

$

59,123
-

$

62,147
-

$

-

-

$

25,767

6,108

$

452,310

70,510

$

-

36,739
24,626

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other funds
Total liabilities
Fund Balances:
Restricted
Unassigned (deficit)
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances

$

12,572

59,123

62,147

-

13,195
-

399,295
-

8,363
-

61,365
-

13,195

399,295

8,363

61,365

25,767
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$

458,418

$

70,510

$

61,365
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HOME
Grants
$

Totals

10,695

$

-

124,052
502,703

$

10,695

$

626,755

$

22,092

$

123,049
32,885

$
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22,092

155,934

(11,397)

482,218
(11,397)

(11,397)

470,821

10,695

$

626,755
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

HUD
Block
Grant
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property

$

2,241,260
-

FEMA/
OES

ISTEA
$

654,340
-

$

COPS

7,950
413

$

115,610
279

2,241,260

654,340

8,363

115,889

2,223,598
-

2,146
174,143

-

75,044
-

2,223,598

176,289

-

75,044

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

17,662

478,051

8,363

40,845

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Transfers out

20,532
-

(57,500)

-

-

Total other financing sources and uses

20,532

(57,500)

-

-

38,194

420,551

8,363

40,845

(24,999)

(21,256)

-

20,520

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public safety
Public works
Community development
Capital outlay
Total expenditures

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)
FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year
End of year

$

13,195
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$

399,295

$

8,363

$

61,365
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HOME
Grants
$

$
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Totals
-

$

3,019,160
692

-

3,019,852

-

75,044
2,146
2,223,598
174,143

-

2,474,931

-

544,921

10,695
-

31,227
(57,500)

10,695

(26,273)

10,695

518,648

(22,092)

(47,827)

(11,397)

$

470,821
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental

$

Total revenues

1,800,000

$

Actual

4,164,492

$

2,241,260

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

(1,923,232)

1,800,000

4,164,492

2,241,260

(1,923,232)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

1,800,000

4,165,492

2,223,598

1,941,894

Total expenditures

1,800,000

4,165,492

2,223,598

1,941,894

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

(1,000)

17,662

18,662

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in

-

-

20,532

20,532

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

20,532

20,532

Net change in fund balances

-

(1,000)

38,194

39,194

(24,999)

(24,999)

(24,999)

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

(24,999)
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$

(25,999)

$

13,195

$

39,194
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property

$

4,194,000
2,000

$

Actual

4,287,748
2,000

$

654,340
-

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

(3,633,408)
(2,000)

Total revenues

4,196,000

4,289,748

654,340

(3,635,408)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public works
Capital outlay

7,500
4,100,000

7,500
4,193,748

2,146
174,143

5,354
4,019,605

4,107,500

4,201,248

176,289

4,024,959

88,500

88,500

478,051

389,551

(57,500)
-

(57,500)
-

(57,500)

57,500
(57,500)

(57,500)

(57,500)

(57,500)

-

31,000

31,000

420,551

389,551

-

-

(21,256)

(21,256)

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt
Payments to refunding bond escrow agent
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

31,000
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$

31,000

$

399,295

$

368,295
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City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

-

-

-

-

8,363

8,363

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

8,363

8,363

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out

-

-

-

-

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

-

-

Net change in fund balances

-

-

8,363

8,363

-

-

-

-

Total revenues

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

-
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$

-

$

$

7,950
413

8,363

$

$

7,950
413

8,363
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City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental
Use of money and property

$

100,000
100

$

Actual

100,000
100

$

115,610
279

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)
$

15,610
179

Total revenues

100,100

100,100

115,889

15,789

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Public safety

100,000

100,000

75,044

24,956

100,000

100,000

75,044

24,956

100

100

40,845

40,745

100

100

40,845

40,745

20,520

20,520

20,520

-

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

20,620
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$

20,620

$

61,365

$

40,745
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Intergovernmental

$

Total revenues

475,000

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

475,000

$

-

$

(475,000)

475,000

475,000

-

(475,000)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Community development

475,000

475,000

-

475,000

Total expenditures

475,000

475,000

-

475,000

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

-

-

-

-

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in

-

-

10,695

10,695

Total other financing sources (uses)

-

-

10,695

10,695

Net change in fund balances

-

-

10,695

10,695

(22,092)

(22,092)

FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

(22,092)
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$

(22,092)

(22,092)
$

(11,397)

$

10,695
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City of Arcata, California

Parking In
Lieu

Parkland In
Lieu

Totals

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Total assets

$

138,933

$

271,109

$

410,042

$

138,933

$

271,109

$

410,042

$

-

$

-

$

-

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Total liabilities

-

-

-

138,933

271,109

410,042

138,933

271,109

410,042

Fund Balances:

Assigned
Total fund balances
$

Total liabilities and fund balances

142

138,933

$

271,109

$

410,042
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Parking In
Lieu

Parkland In
Lieu
REVENUES:
Licenses and permits
Use of money and property

$

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Capital outlay
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

3,888
2,032

$

Totals

3,048

$

3,888
5,080

5,920

3,048

8,968

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,920

3,048

8,968

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Transfers out

(94,922)

-

(94,922)

Total other financing sources and uses

(94,922)

-

(94,922)

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)

(89,002)

3,048

(85,954)

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

227,935

End of year

$

143

138,933

268,061
$

271,109

495,996
$

410,042
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Licenses and permits
Use of money and property

$

Total revenues

7,500
1,500

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

7,500
1,500

$

3,888
2,032

$

(3,612)
532

9,000

9,000

5,920

(3,080)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
General government

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

9,000

9,000

5,920

(3,080)

-

-

(94,922)

(94,922)

-

-

(94,922)

(94,922)

9,000

9,000

(89,002)

(98,002)

227,935

227,935

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

236,935

144

$

236,935

227,935
$

138,933

$

(98,002)
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City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property

$

1,500

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

1,500

$

3,048

$

1,548

Total revenues

1,500

1,500

3,048

1,548

EXPENDITURES:
Capital outlay

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,500

1,500

3,048

1,548

1,500

1,500

3,048

1,548

268,061

268,061

268,061

-

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

269,561
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$

269,561

$

271,109

$

1,548
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Curtis
Heights

Janes Creek
Meadows

Windsong

Totals

ASSETS
Cash and investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental

$

Total assets

$

1,176

$

10,845

$

6,018

$

18,039

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

1,176

$

-

10,037

$

808

5,542

$

476

16,755
1,284

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable

-

-

-

-

1,176
1,176

10,845
10,845

6,018
6,018

18,039
18,039

Total liabilities
Fund Balances:
Assigned
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances

$

1,176

146

$

10,845

$

6,018

$

18,039
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City of Arcata, California

Curtis
Heights
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Use of money and property

$

Janes Creek
Meadows
13

Total revenues
EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Parks and recreation
Capital outlay
Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES

$

Windsong

15,946
122

$

Totals

14,850
74

$

30,796
209

13

16,068

14,924

31,005

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13

16,068

14,924

31,005

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out

-

(15,000)

(15,000)

(30,000)

Total other financing sources and uses

-

(15,000)

(15,000)

(30,000)

REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER
FINANCING (USES)
FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT) :
Beginning of year
End of year

$

13

1,068

1,163

9,777

1,176

147

$

10,845

(76)

1,005

6,094
$

6,018

17,034
$

18,039
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Use of money and property

$

5

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
5

$

13

$

8

Total revenues

5

5

13

8

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Parks and recreation

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

5

5

13

8

5

5

13

8

1,163

1,163

1,163

-

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

1,168

148

$

1,168

$

1,176

$

8
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City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Use of money and property

$

16,000
100

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

16,000
100

$

15,946
122

$

(54)
22

Total revenues

16,100

16,100

16,068

EXPENDITURES:
Capital outlay

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16,100

16,100

16,068

(15,000)

(15,000)

(15,000)

-

(15,000)

(15,000)

(15,000)

-

Net change in fund balances

1,100

1,100

1,068

FUND BALANCES (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year

9,777

9,777

9,777

Total expenditures
REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)

End of year

$

10,877
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$

10,877

$

10,845

(32)

(32)

(32)

$

(32)
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City of Arcata, California

Budgeted Amounts
Original
Final
REVENUES:
Taxes and assessments
Use of money and property

$

Total revenues

16,000
100

$

Variance w/Final
Positive
(Negative)

Actual

16,000
100

$

14,850
74

$

(1,150)
(26)

16,100

16,100

14,924

(1,176)

EXPENDITURES:
Current:
Parks and recreation

-

-

-

-

Total expenditures

-

-

-

-

16,100

16,100

14,924

(1,176)

(15,000)

(15,000)

(15,000)

-

(15,000)

(15,000)

(15,000)

-

1,100

1,100

(76)

(1,176)

6,094

6,094

REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
FUND BALANCES:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

7,194

150

$

7,194

6,094
$

6,018

$

(1,176)
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INTERNAL SERVICE FUNDS
Description

Central Garage Fund

Accounts for all activities of the City's central garage operations,
the costs of which are distributed among designated user
departments.

Information Technology Fund

Accounts for all activities of the City's computer networks,
the costs of which are distributed among user departments
using equitable formulas.
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City of Arcata, California

Central Garage
Fund

Information
Technology
Fund

Totals

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and investments
Inventory
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets:
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets

$

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension Plan
Total assets and deferred outflows of resources

1,232,864
13,580
1,246,444

$

52,638
52,638

$

1,285,502
13,580
1,299,082

930,696
930,696
2,177,140

56,126
56,126
108,764

986,822
986,822
2,285,904

75,517
2,252,657

67,390
176,154

142,907
2,428,811

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Compensated absences - current portion
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Compensated absences
Due after one year - capital lease payable
Net pension liability
Total liabilities

$

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Pension Plan
Total deferred inflows of resources
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets
Unrestricted
Total net position

106,630
10,272
2,527
119,429

$

$

152

$

109,577
17,083
3,198
129,858

7,583
259,292
386,304

2,014
43,933
199,876
256,252

9,597
43,933
459,168
642,556

82,141
82,141

67,595
67,595

149,736
149,736

930,696
853,516
1,784,212

Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources and
net position

2,947
6,811
671
10,429

2,252,657

56,126
(203,819)
(147,693)
$

176,154

986,822
649,697
1,636,519
$
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Central Garage
Fund
OPERATING REVENUES:
Interdepartmental charges
Other

$

1,144,392
1,197

Information
Technology
Fund
$

241,225
29,132

Totals
$

1,385,617
30,329

1,145,589

270,357

1,415,946

236,614
38,467
199,075
29,354
123,959
33,967
256,942

166,842
22,564
31,817
10,454
8,700
7,016

403,456
61,031
230,892
39,808
123,959
42,667
263,958

Total operating expenses

918,378

247,393

1,165,771

OPERATING INCOME (LOSS)

227,211

22,964

250,175

Total operating revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES:
Salaries and benefits
Contractual services
Materials and supplies
Repairs and maintenance
Insurance
Allocated overhead
Depreciation

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES):
Interest revenue
Interest expense

11,844
-

265

11,844
265

Total non-operating revenues (expenses)

11,844

265

12,109

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE TRANSFERS

239,055

23,229

262,284

50,323
50,323

2,907
2,907

53,230
53,230

289,378

26,136

315,514

Transfers in
Transfers out
Total transfers
Change in net position
NET POSITION (DEFICIT):
Beginning of year
End of year

$

153

1,494,834
1,784,212

$

(173,829)
(147,693)

$
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2.4.A.a

City of Arcata, California

Information
Technology
Fund

Central Garage
Fund
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Cash received from interfund services provided
Cash paid to suppliers for goods and services
Cash paid to employees for services
Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

$

CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Transfers received
Net cash provided (used) by noncapital financing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Acquisition and construction of capital assets
Principal paid on long-term debt
Interest paid on long-term debt
Net cash (used) by capital and related financing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Interest on investments
Net cash provided by investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS:
Beginning of year
End of year
Reconciliation of income from operations to net
cash provided (used) by operating activities:
Operating income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile operating income
to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation
Pension espense
(Increase) decrease in current assets:
Inventory
Increase (decrease) in liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Compensated absences

1,145,589
(337,637)
(222,560)
585,392

$

270,357
(73,099)
(158,806)
38,452

$

1,415,946
(410,736)
(381,366)
623,844

50,323
50,323

2,907
2,907

53,230
53,230

(299,188)
(299,188)

(26,225)
265
(25,960)

(299,188)
(26,225)
265
(325,148)

11,844
11,844

-

11,844
11,844

348,371

15,399

363,770

884,493

37,239

921,732

$

1,232,864

$

52,638

$

1,285,502

$

227,211

$

22,964

$

250,175

256,942
8,497

7,016
8,225

263,958
16,722

7,382

-

7,382

79,803
3,988
1,569
$

Net cash provided by operating activities

Totals

585,392

436
84
(273)
$

38,452
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80,239
4,072
1,296
$

623,844

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these basic financial statements
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City of Arcata, California
Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Federal Grantor/Pass-through
Grantor/Program or Cluster Title

Federal
CFDA
Number

Pass-through
Entity
Identification
Number

Federal
Expenditures
Non-ARRA

Expenditures
ARRA*

Total
Expenditures

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

State of California Department of Housing and
Community Development
Community Development Block Grant
Community Development Block Grant
Community Development Block Grant
Total for Community Development Block Grant

14.228
14.228
14.228

2014-CDBG-9811
2015-CDBG-10672
Program Income

$

Total U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development

-

$

24,737
2,216,522
1,762,209
4,003,468

$

24,737
2,216,522
1,762,209
4,003,468

-

4,003,468

4,003,468

-

3,406
17,250
9,335
33,995

3,406
17,250
9,335
33,995

-

63,986

63,986

-

23,194

23,194

-

23,194

23,194

U.S. Department of the Interior
Direct Program:
US Fish and Wildlife
US Fish and Wildlife
US Fish and Wildlife
US Fish and Wildlife

15.630
15.630
15.630
15.630

Total U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Department of Commerce
Direct Program:
Habitat Conservation

11.463

Total U.S. Department of Commerce
$

Total Federal Expenditures

-

$

4,090,648

* ARRA indicates American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.

The accompanying notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
are an integral part of this supplementary information.

1

$

4,090,648
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City of Arcata, California
Notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
For the year ended June 30, 2016

The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards includes the federal grant activity of
the City and is presented on the accrual basis of accounting. The information in this schedule is
presented in accordance with the requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit requirements for Federal Awards
(Uniform Guidance). Therefore, some amounts presented in this schedule may differ from amounts
presented in, or used in the preparation of, the basic financial statements.
2. DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR PROGRAMS
Community Development Block Grants/State's program and Non-Entitlement Grants in Hawaii
(CFDA # 14.228)
This program allows for the City carry out community development activities funded by the State.
Eligible activities are directed toward neighborhood revitalization, economic development, or
provision of improved community facilities and services. Specific activities that can be carried out
with block grant funds include: Acquisition, rehabilitation or construction of certain public works
facilities and improvements, such as streets, water and sewer facilities, neighborhood centers,
recreation facilities, and other public works; demolition and clearance; rehabilitation of public and
private buildings including housing; code enforcement; relocation payments and assistance; economic
development; planning activities; certain public services with some restrictions; and administrative
expenses. Grant recipients may provide assistance to for-profit entities when the recipient determines
that the provision of such assistance is appropriate to carry out an economic development project.
Communities are restricted from constructing or rehabilitating public facilities for the general conduct
of government and from making housing allowances or other income maintenance-type payments.
Each State may use a limited portion of its grant, subject to a matching requirement, to administer the
program. Each State may also use a limited portion of its grant, with no matching requirement, to
provide technical assistance to local governments and nonprofit program recipients. At least seventy
percent of the funds received must benefit low and moderate income persons.
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REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON
COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING
STANDARDS

Independent Auditor’s Report

The Honorable City Council
City of Arcata
Arcata, California
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of the governmental activities, the businesstype activities, each major fund, the aggregate remaining fund information and the budgetary comparison
information of the City of Arcata, California (City), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2016, and the related
notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the City’s basic financial statements, and have
issued our report thereon dated January 6, 2017.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the City’s internal control over
financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances
for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the City’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the City’s internal control.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct,
misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial
statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a
deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet
important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.
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Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this section
and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material weaknesses or
significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any deficiencies in internal
control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been
identified.

7080 Donlon Way, Suite 204, Dublin, CA 94568 ● phone (925) 556-6200 ● fax: (925) 556-6201
www.jjacpa.com
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Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the City’s financial statements are free from material
misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the determination of
financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an
objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government Auditing
Standards.

The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance and
the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or on
compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not
suitable for any other purpose.

]]TVcT? \ÇvA
January 6, 2017

JJACPA, Inc.
Dublin, CA
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Independent Auditor’s Report

The Honorable City Council
City of Arcata
Arcata, California
Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program
We have audited the City of Arcata, California’s (City) compliance with the types of compliance requirements described in
the OMB Compliance Supplement that could have a direct and material effect on each of the City’s major federal programs
for the year ended June 30, 2016. The City’s major federal programs are identified in the summary of auditor’s results
section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
Management’s Responsibility
Management is responsible for compliance with the requirements of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable to its
federal programs.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of the City’s major federal programs based on our audit
of the types of compliance requirements referred to above. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained
in Government Auditing Standards, is-sued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements of
Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those standards and the Uniform Guidance re-quire that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance
requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the City’s compliance with those requirements and performing such
other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
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REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR EACH MAJOR FEDERAL PROGRAM; REPORT ON
INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE; AND REPORT ON SCHEDULE OF
EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for each major federal program.
However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of the City’s compliance.
Opinion on Each Major Federal Program
In our opinion, the City complied, in all material respects, with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that
could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal programs for the year ended June 30, 2016.
7080 Donlon Way, Suite 204, Dublin, CA 94568 ● phone (925) 556-6200 ● fax: (925) 556-6201
www.jjacpa.com
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Report on Internal Control Over Compliance

A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control over compliance does not
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and
correct, noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness
in internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance,
such that there is a reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal
program will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in internal control over
compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance with a type of compliance
requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material weakness in internal control over compliance, yet
important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over compliance that might be material
weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we
consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal
control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of the Uniform Guidance. Accordingly,
this report is not suitable for any other purpose.
Report on Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards Required by the Uniform Guidance
We have audited the financial statements of the City as of and for the year ended June 30, 2016, and have issued our report
thereon dated January 6, 2017, which contained an unmodified opinion on those financial statements. Our audit was
conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements as a whole. The accompanying schedule of
expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes of additional analysis as required by the Uniform Guidance and is
not a required part of the financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and was derived from
and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional
procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records
used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the schedule of
expenditures of federal awards is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole.

]]TVcT? \ÇvA
January 6, 2017

JJACPA, Inc.
Dublin, CA
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Management of the City is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control over compliance with the
types of compliance requirements referred to above. In planning and performing our audit of compliance, we considered the
City’s internal control over compliance with the types of requirements that could have a direct and material effect on each
major federal program to determine the auditing procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on compliance for each major federal program and to test and report on internal control over
compliance in accordance with the Uniform Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the City’s internal
control over compliance.
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City of Arcata, California
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Section I – Summary of Auditor’s Results
Financial Statements
Unqualified

Internal control over financial reporting:


Material weakness(es) identified?

No



Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

None reported

Noncompliance material to financial statements noted?

No

Federal Awards
Internal control over major programs:


Material weakness(es) identified?

No



Significant deficiency(ies) identified?

None reported

Type of auditor’s report issued on compliance for major programs:

Unqualified

Any audit findings disclosed that are required to be reported in
accordance with 2 CFR 200.516(a)?

No

Identification of major programs:
CFDA Number
14.228

Name of Federal Program or Cluster
Community Development Block Grants/State's program and
Non-Entitlement Grants in Hawaii

Dollar threshold used to distinguish
between Type A and Type B programs:

$750,000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee?

Yes

7
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City of Arcata, California
Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs, Continued
For the year ended June 30, 2016

Section II – Financial Statement Findings
No matters were reported.

No matters were reported.

Section IV – Status of Prior Year Audit Findings
No prior year audit findings.

Section V – Corrective Action Plan
There were neither current year findings nor questioned costs (see Section III above).

8
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CITY OF ARCATA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
COUNCIL CHAMBER

MAY 17, 2017

A special meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata was held on the above date at 5:15
p.m. with Mayor Ornelas presiding. Notice of this meeting was posted on May 12, 2017.
PRESENT: Ornelas, Pereira, Pitino, Watson, Winkler. ABSENT: None. STAFF PRESENT:
City Manager Diemer, City Attorney Diamond.
PUBLIC COMMENT
City Manager Diemer invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. City Manager
Diemer closed the public comment period.
CLOSED SESSION—A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS Pursuant to
Government Code Section 54957.6 (One Item). Employee Organization: Arcata Police
Association. Agency Negotiator: Danette Demello.
CLOSED SESSION REPORTS—A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54957.6 (One Item). Employee Organization:
Arcata Police Association. Agency Negotiator: Danette Demello
The Council returned to open session in the Council Chamber at 6:00 p.m.
Mayor Ornelas said there was nothing to report out of the closed session.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 6:06 p.m.
REGULAR MEETING
A regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata was held on the above date at 6:06
p.m. with Mayor Ornelas presiding. Notice of this meeting was posted on May 12, 2017.
PRESENT: Ornelas, Pereira, Pitino, Watson, Winkler. ABSENT: None. STAFF PRESENT:
City Manager Diemer, City Attorney Diamond, Director of Environmental Services André, Chief
of Police Chapman, Director of Community Development Loya, City Engineer Class, Assistant
City Engineer Khatri.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

SPECIAL MEETING

CEREMONIAL MATTERS—A. Proclamation in Memory of Dr. Lowell Diller.
Councilmember Pitino read the proclamation and presented it to Russell Forsburg, a member of
the Forest Management Committee, who said that Mr. Diller's energy and friendship benefited
everyone on the committee and they would surely miss his counsel.

1
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May 17, 2017

Yana Valachovic, a member of the Forest Management Committee, appeared before the Council
and stated that Mr. Diller was a friend, colleague, and mentor, and everyone benefited from his
wisdom, energy, spirit, and true dedication to science. She said he was the person to go to for
information. She spoke of his passion and commitment to environmental education. She
declared that the entire community had benefited from Lowell Diller.
Certificate of Recognition Presented to Jason Akana.

Mayor Ornelas read the certificate and presented it to Jason Akana who said it had been a
pleasure and honor to serve the city of Arcata and that he couldn't have had a better group with
which to serve.
C.

Proclamation in Recognition of National Public Works Week, May 21–27, 2017.

Councilmember Pereira read the proclamation and presented it to Mark André, Arcata's Director
of Environmental Services, who said that every day was public works day in Arcata and that the
City had a great staff in the field keeping the services running.
D.

Proclamation in Honor of the Kinetic Grand Championship, May 27–29, 2017.

Councilmember Watson read the proclamation and presented it to the 2017 Rutabaga Queen
Poison Candie/Candie of Confection, Candice Campbell, who thanked the Council for the
proclamation. Queen Poison Candy extended an invitation to the Rutabaga Ball to be held on
Saturday, May 20, 2017, where a new queen would be crowned.
E.
Proclamation Supporting the City of Arcata's Participation in Humboldt Lemonade
Day, June 3, 2017.
Councilmember Winkler read the proclamation and presented it to Cameron Widdop, Lemonade
Day Coordinator with the Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC), who thanked the
Council on behalf of AEDC and the Humboldt County Office of Education's Decade of
Difference program. He explained the purpose of Lemonade Day and invited the Council
members to be VIPs that day.
F.

Proclamation in Recognition of Classified School Employee Week, May 21–27, 2017.

Councilmember Watson read the proclamation and presented it to Colette Aitken, Regional
Representative, Region 14, President, Lumberjacks 145, California School Employees
Association. Ms. Aitken thanked the Council for its recognition of the local non-teaching school
staff.
REPORT BY COMMISSION/COMMITTEE

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

B.

A. 2017 Annual Report from the Economic Development Committee.
Brian Willkomm, Chairperson of the Economic Development Committee, appeared before the
Council and gave an oral version of the Committee's annual report.
Councilmember Pitino said it would be helpful to have the Economic Development Committee
give the Council a recommended number of and location for recreational marijuana retail
establishments, and recommend how to coordinate them with the Medical Marijuana Innovation
Zone.
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Councilmember Winkler said he would like the Committee to study where and how sales tax was
captured.
Councilmember Pereira requested the Committee give assistance to the Council with identifying
economic opportunities in the Valley West area, marsh district, and West End Road area.

Senior Planner Joe Mateer announced that there were vacancies on the Committee.
Desee appeared before the Council and asked if cultural sensitivity training had been budgeted
for Police Officers and Emergency Medical Technicians.
Mayor Ornelas closed the public comment period.
City Manager Diemer responded that the draft City budget included training for officers on
micro-aggression, implicit bias, and tools for tolerance and community policing. In addition, the
City was continuing its workshops in social justice and racial equity.
EARLY ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Ornelas invited public comment.
Gregory Rodriguez appeared before the Council and said there would be a proposal in the near
future for an informative and educational plaque for the President William S. McKinley statue on
the Plaza.
Renee Saucedo appeared before the Council and requested it look into proactively making sure
the murder of David Josiah Lawson was prosecuted.
Lisa Pelletier appeared before the Council and encouraged it to stand up for the undocumented
students who had been targeted, discriminated against, segregated, etc.
Mayor Ornelas closed Early Oral Communications.
CONSENT CALENDAR

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

Mayor Ornelas invited public comment.

Councilmember Pitino requested item K be removed from the Consent Calendar for further
discussion.
Mayor Ornelas invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Ornelas closed
the public comment period.
ON MOTION BY PEREIRA, SECONDED BY PITINO, AND WITH A UNANIMOUS
VOICE VOTE THE COUNCIL ADOPTED THE CONSENT CALENDAR FOR MAY 17,

-3-
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May 17, 2017

A.

Approve Minutes of the City Council Meeting of April 19, 2017.

B.

Approve Minutes of the City Council Meeting of May 3, 2017.

C.

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

D.

1) Accept an Application for Late Filing of Claim from Ashley M. Neddo; and 2)
Reject a Claim for Money or Damages Against the City from Ashley M. Neddo and
Refer to the Redwood Empire Municipal Insurance Fund.

E.

Review and Adopt the Council's 2017/2018 Goals, Policy Objectives and Priority
Projects.

F.

Award Bid for the 2017 Timber Sale of Redwood Logs to Willits Redwood
Company, Willits, Ca. ($1,110/Thousand Board Feet [mbf] for Logs Less Than 17"
Diameter, $1,360/mbf for Logs 17-23" and $1,490/mbf for Logs 24"+); and
Douglas Fir and Grand Fir Logs to Humboldt Redwood Company, Scotia, Ca.,
($575/mbf for Douglas Fir, $425/mbf for Grand Fir); and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute All Necessary Contracts and Agreements.

G.

Award a Contract to GHD in the Amount of $48,000 to Assist With Construction
Inspection and Monitoring Services for the Humboldt Bay Trail North Project and
Authorize the City Manager to Execute All Applicable Documents.

H.

Award Professional Service Contract for Preparation of West End Specific Plan,
Not to Exceed $76,000, to Planwest Partners; Authorize Staff to Work with
Planwest Partners to Finalize Contract Documents; and Authorize the City
Manager to Execute All Necessary Documents.

I.

Adopt Resolution No. 167-50, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Authorizing the City Manager to Execute All Master Agreements, Program
Supplemental Agreements, Fund Exchange Agreements, Fund Transfer Agreements
and Any Amendments for the Arcata Safe Routes to School Project With the
California Department of Transportation.

J.

Approve a Mariculture Lease Extension Through December 31, 2017, with Scott
Sterner, dba North Bay Shellfish, for a Portion of Tide and Submerged Land in
Arcata Bay.

K.

Item VII-K was moved to Items Removed from the Consent Calendar.

L.

Approve the 2017/2018 Senior Resource Center's Arcata Community Center
Application and Permit for Use of Facilities, Waive Usage Fees Associated with the
Senior Resource Center's Meal and Activity Programs at the Arcata Community
Center, and Approve the City Manager Signing These Agreements through 2022.
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2017, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ITEM K. ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 167-51
AMENDING RESOLUTION NO. 156-10 DESIGNATING STREETS SUBJECT TO STOP
SIGNS. AYES: ORNELAS, PEREIRA, PITINO, WATSON, WINKLER. NOES: NONE.
ABSENT: NONE. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
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ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR—K. Adopt Resolution No. 167-51
Amending Resolution No. 156-10 Designating Streets Subject to Stop Signs.
Councilmember Pitino stated it was great to see a stop sign going in at Eighth and I Streets.

WINKLER MOVED TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 167-51 AMENDING
RESOLUTION NO. 156-10 DESIGNATING STREETS SUBJECT TO STOP SIGNS.
AYES: ORNELAS, PEREIRA, PITINO, WATSON, WINKLER. NOES: NONE.
ABSENT: NONE. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
OLD BUSINESS—A. Ordinance No. 1490, an Ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Declaring Itself a Sanctuary City and Safeguarding the Civil Rights, Safety and
Dignity of all Arcata Residents, for Introduction
City Manager Diemer said this ordinance would declare Arcata a sanctuary city safeguarding the
civil rights, safety, and dignity of all Arcata residents and that it was very similar to Resolution
No. 167-45 previously adopted by the Council.
Mayor Ornelas invited public comment,
Shay King, from Centro del Pueblo, appeared before the Council and said that Humboldt State
University (HSU) supported its undocumented students and she, too, stood with those who
deserved protection. She asked the Council to make Arcata a safer place by adopting the
sanctuary ordinance.
Socie Cabreda, from Central del Pueblo, appeared before the Council and said Arcata needed to
become a sanctuary to fight for the undocumented members of the community. She said she
hoped Arcata could be a role model for the rest of Humboldt County.
An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council and urged it to work for a
sanctuary ordinance so that the community could stand in solidarity with the undocumented
community.
Naomi appeared before the Council to advocate for Arcata becoming a sanctuary.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

Mayor Ornelas invited public comment. No one came forward to speak. Mayor Ornelas closed
the public comment period.

Gabriel Aquino, a student at HSU, appeared before the Council and said the ordinance was for
his family and community members.
Maddie Solo Wexler appeared before the Council and said the community needed to push back
against the administration that threatened undocumented people. She urged an affirmative vote
for Arcata to become a sanctuary city.
Maria Guttierez appeared before the Council on behalf of Centro del Pueblo.
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Marta Rocha appeared before the Council in support of the sanctuary law. She said she was
speaking on behalf of mothers and children who feared they could be separated.

César Abarca, Assistant Professor in the Social Work Program at HSU, appeared before the
Council and commended it for its courage in creating a sanctuary city.
Carlos Sanchez, an HSU student and student teacher, appeared before the Council and said he
saw concern in his students that their parents might be deported. He said the ordinance would
affect his students and the community.
Carla Rae del Gustio, a recent graduate of HSU, appeared before the Council and said it was the
duty of all citizens to help others. She stated that she supported the sanctuary ordinance.
Julio Torres appeared before the Council and spoke in support of the ordinance. He said his
family in Southern California would feel better knowing he was safe.
Daniella Vargas, Chair of the Sanctuaries Committee of Centro del Pueblo, appeared before the
Council and said the ordinance was important to anyone who felt they were marginalized. She
said she felt it was important to add language making it clear that anyone coming into the
community would be abiding by the ordinance.
Lisa Pelletier, a resident of Arcata, appeared before the Council and said that, as a resident, she
supported the ordinance.
Grecia Rojas, Coordinator of the Multi-Cultural Center at HSU, appeared before the Council and
said this wouldn't have been possible without all the students working for it.
An unidentified member of the audience appeared before the Council and said he was grateful
for the ordinance, but felt it needed more teeth to actually make people feel comfortable with it.
Jennifer Knight, a resident of Humboldt County, appeared before the Council and said she
wanted to make sure that everyone knew that the Northern Humboldt Union High School District
was a safe haven for undocumented students.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

Renee Saucedo, from Centro del Pueblo, appeared before the Council and suggested a few
changes to the wording in the ordinance. She also requested the ordinance be published in a
pamphlet so it could be disseminated in the community.

An unidentified member of the audience thanked Mayor Ornelas for meeting with the
undocumented community and requested the Public Safety Task Force be given a copy of the
ordinance for dissemination to the public.
Claire Roth, a graduate of HSU, appeared before the Council and voiced her support of the
sanctuary city ordinance.
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Ryan Cantor, a resident of Arcata, appeared before the Council and said he supported a sanctuary
status for everyone in the community.
Naomi appeared again before the Council and said she felt documents should not determine
where one could live, what job they could get, how they would be paid, or if they would be
deported.

Councilmember Pitino requested this ordinance be referenced in the Public Safety Task Force's
pamphlet.
BY GENERAL CONSENSUS, THE COUNCIL CHANGED THE WORDING IN
SECTION 4600(A) TO READ: THE ARCATA CITY COUNCIL CALLS UPON ALL
CITY RESIDENTS, VISITORS, AND CITY EMPLOYEES TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST
ACTS OF BULLYING, DISCRIMINATION, HATE AND VIOLENCE, AND TO STAND
UP FOR THOSE WHO ARE TARGETED FOR SUCH ACTS," AND CORRECTED THE
SECTION NUMBERS TO 4600, 4601, 4602, AND 4603.
BY GENERAL CONSENSUS, THE COUNCIL REWORDED SECTION 4601(B) TO
READ: "CITY DEPARTMENTS SHALL NOT COLLECT IMMIGRATION-RELATED
INFORMATION, EXCEPT AS NECESSARY FOR EMPLOYMENT PURPOSES, AND
SHALL ENSURE NONDISCRIMINATORY ACCESS TO CITY BENEFITS AND
SERVICES."
BY GENERAL CONSENSUS, THE COUNCIL ADDED PARAGRAPH D TO SECTION
4602: "THE ARCATA POLICE DEPARMENT SHALL NOT COLLABORATE OR
SHARE INFORMATION WITH FEDERAL IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES UNLESS
REQUIRED BY FEDERAL OR STATE LAW."
ON MOTION BY PITINO, SECONDED BY PEREIRA, AND WITH A FOUR-TO-ONE
VOICE VOTE, THE COUNCIL INTRODUCED ORDINANCE NO. 1490, AN
ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA DECLARING
ITSELF A SANCTUARY CITY AND SAFEGUARDING THE CIVIL RIGHTS, SAFETY,
AND DIGNITY OF ALL ARCATA RESIDENTS, WAIVED READING OF HTE TEXT
AND CONSENTED TO READ THE ORDINANCE BY TITLE ONLY, INCLUDING THE
CHANGES SPOKEN ABOUT AS AMENDMENTS AND THE ADDITIONAL
PARAGRAPH IN SECTION 4603. AYES: ORNELAS, PEREIRA, PITINO, WATSON.
NOES: WINKLER. ABSENT: NONE. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

Mayor Ornelas closed the public comment period.

NEW BUSINESS—A. Provide Direction on Tigers Inc.'s Request for the Donated Use of
the Arcata Community Center for a Safe and Sober Graduation Party.
Director of Environmental Services André requested direction from the Council regarding Tiger
Inc.'s request for donation of the use of the Community Center for the Safe and Sober
Graduation event. He said that the City received many of these requests from worthy non-profit
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Mayor Ornelas invited public comment.
A letter was received from Sarah Knight of Tigers Inc., requesting the City donate the use of the
Community Center for the Safe and Sober graduation celebration.
Sarah Knight appeared before the Council and noted that most other non-profit entities were
renting the Community Center for a fund raiser, and the Safe and Sober event was not a fund
raiser. She stated that the students had worked all year to raise funds for this event which
provided a safe place for them to celebrate together. She said that if the Council waived the fees,
it would be giving to the community in general. She asked that if the fee could not be waived
completely, a reduction be considered.
Mayor Ornelas closed the public comment period.
ON MOTION BY PITINO, SECONDED BY WINKLER, AND WITH A UNANIMOUS
VOICE VOTE, THE COUNCIL DIRECTED STAFF TO CHARGE TIGERS INC. 50
PERCENT OF THE FLAT RATE FOR RENTAL OF THE COMMUNITY CENTER
FOR THE ARCATA HIGH SCHOOL SAFE AND SOBER EVENT 2017. AYES:
ORNELAS, PEREIRA, PITINO, WATSON, WINKLER. NOES: NONE. ABSENT:
NONE. ABSTENTIONS: NONE.
ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
Mayor Ornelas opened Oral and Written Communications. No one was present to speak. Mayor
Ornelas closed Oral and Written Communications.
COUNCIL AND STAFF REPORTS
City Manager Diemer thanked the Council for its work at the budget study sessions.

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

groups and staff tried to hold the line on those because there is a financial effect to the City. He
stated that the City currently provided Tigers Inc. a 30-percent discount as a youth-serving nonprofit. He explained that the annual rental fees for the Community Center did not actually cover
the full cost for the facility. He noted that last year the Council reduced fees for Godwit Days
and Arcata House's Thanksgiving meal. He stated that the $500 deposit and fees directly related
to the event had been paid. With the inclusion of the 30-percent discount for the youth-serving
non-profit, the fees for rental of the Community Center to Tigers Inc. this year came to $1,225,
and the cost to the City for the event was $1,304.

Councilmember Watson reported on his attendance at a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Arcata Chamber of Commerce.
Councilmember Pereira reported that she met with Greg Rodriguez to talk about a plaque at the
statue of President McKinley. She reported on her attendance at a Valley West Business
Workshop and a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Humboldt Waste Management
Authority.
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Councilmember Pitino reported on his attendance at events regarding sea level rise, the Brown
Act, Valley West, and City employee recognition. He announced he would be attending the
meeting in Fort Bragg of the Redwood Empire Division of the League of California Cities. He
reported he met with the Executive Director of Arcata House to discuss lunch service. He
requested this be on a future City Council agenda.
Mayor Ornelas reported on her attendance at the Brown Act training and her completion of the
AB 1234 ethics training. She announced she changed her Sunday "Paint with the Mayor" events
to 10:00 a.m. to noon. She announced she was appointed to the California Road Charge
Technical Advisory Committee. She designated Councilmember Winkler as Acting Mayor on
May 18 and 19, 2017.
DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS—A. Discussion and Determination of the City
Council's Summer Meeting Schedule.
BY GENERAL CONSENSUS, THE CITY COUNCIL DECIDED TO CANCEL ITS
REGULAR MEETING OF AUGUST 16, 2017.
CLOSED SESSION—A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS Pursuant to
Government Code Section 54957.6 (One Item). Employee Organization: Arcata Police
Association. Agency Negotiator: Danette Demello. The Council retired to the City Manager's
Conference Room at 8:42 p.m. to meet in closed session.
CLOSED SESSION REPORTS—A. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54957.6 (One Item). Employee Organization:
Arcata Police Association. Agency Negotiator: Danette Demello. Mayor Ornelas reported
that the Council took no action during the closed session.
ADJOURNMENT

Minutes Acceptance: Minutes of May 17, 2017 6:00 PM (CONSENT CALENDAR)

Councilmember Winkler reported on his attendance at a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Redwood Coast Energy Authority and a meeting of the Friends of the Arcata Marsh. He
announced he would be attending a meeting of the building de-carbonization group working to
shift energy use from natural gas to electricity. He announced the kick-off event for the Oyster
Festival would be held on Thursday, May 18, 2017, at 6:00 p.m., at Plaza Grill.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:12 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Bridget Dory
City Clerk
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

PREPARER:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

DATE:

June 12, 2017

TITLE:

Bi-Weekly Report on General Warrants.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council approve the warrant listing for the period May 20, 2017, to June
9, 2017.

INTRODUCTION:
Pursuant to Section 37208 of the California Government Code, warrants drawn in payment of
demands certified by the City Finance Director as conforming to the authorized expenditures set
forth in the City Council adopted budget need not be audited by the City Council prior to payment,
but may be presented to the City Council at the first meeting after delivery.

DISCUSSION:
The attached Warrant Listing lists the warrants that have been paid for the period identified above.
The Finance Director certifies that the listed warrants were drawn in payment of demands
conforming to the adopted budget and that these demands are being presented to the City Council at
its first meeting after the delivery of the warrants.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The warrants presented were drawn in payment of demands included within the adopted budget.
ATTACHMENTS:
Warrants 2017'06'09 (PDF)
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Accounts Payable
Warrant Listing

Check Numbe

Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228103
228103
228103
228103
228103
228103
228103
228103
228104
228105
228106
228106
228107
228108
228108
228109
228109
228109
228109
228109
228109
228109
228109
228109
228110
228111
228112
228113
228114
228115
228115
228115
228115
228115
228115
228116
228116
228117
228117
228117
228117
228118
228118
228119
228119

PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
ADAMS998
BROWN888
CHURC998
CHURC998
DELLA999
LEWIS997
LEWIS997
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
PACIF020
SHAFFER
UB*03553
AFLAC015
ARCAT320
ARCAT320
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT620
ARCAT620
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
B&BPO010
BENVIEEM
BENVIEEM
BOLDI010
BOLDI010

Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Adams Commercial General Contracting
Brown Brandon
Churchill Carl
Churchill Carl
Dell Arte
Lewis Michael
Lewis Michael
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
Shaffer Stanley
Tyler, Jr Ernest
AFLAC Group Insurance
Recology Arcata
Recology Arcata
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
Arcata Used Tire & Wheel
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
B & B Portable Toilets
Benvie Emily
Benvie Emily
Bold Images
Bold Images

101-00-00-21000
101-50-41-51100
101-50-81-51100
101-50-85-51100
661-60-64-51100
662-60-67-51100
663-50-91-51100
666-60-51-51100
662-00-00-46830
101-00-00-23070
662-00-00-46810
662-00-00-46820
101-00-00-23070
662-00-00-46810
662-00-00-46820
101-50-41-51100
101-50-81-51100
101-50-81-51100
101-50-81-51100
101-50-41-51100
101-50-41-51100
101-50-41-51100
101-50-41-51100
212-30-11-55400
101-50-81-51500
661-00-00-21000
101-00-00-22110
664-60-73-51752
212-30-11-55400
101-30-11-54200
101-30-11-54200
662-60-67-53300
662-60-67-53300
101-40-21-53300
101-40-21-53300
771-50-57-54600
771-50-57-54600
662-60-67-51770
666-60-51-55600
101-50-81-55600
205-60-87-55600
662-60-67-51400
666-60-51-51400
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200

1,962.55
6,346.84
1,406.86
5,395.51
5,180.33
15,273.59
45.80
20.18
1,473.00
50.00
776.43
125.83
300.00
1,196.10
103.16
11.05
50.43
14.26
140.85
9.82
49.70
92.11
13.48
2,516.27
250.00
60.14
245.74
3,187.68
212.51
46.25
18.22
52.41
9.65
12.69
35.08
15.00
30.00
300.00
15.41
253.39
15.60
266.31
42.21
6.73
6.73

5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)
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User: mbowen
Printed: 06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM
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Check Numbe

Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228119
228119
228119
228119
228119
228119
228119
228120
228121
228122
228123
228124
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228125
228126
228127
228128
228129
228130
228131
228132
228133
228134
228134
228135
228136
228137
228138
228138
228138
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228139
228140

BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BOLDI010
BORGE010
CWEAI010
EMPLO040
EUREK130
FERNB010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HUMAD010
HUMBO063
HUMBO116
HUMPE010
IBSOF010
IDEXX010
IRVIN010
KEENA010
KERNE010
KERNE010
KTPRI010
LIERL010
LUMBE010
MADRI060
MADRI060
MADRI060
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MENDE010
MERCE010

Bold Images
Bold Images
Bold Images
Bold Images
Bold Images
Bold Images
Bold Images
Borges & Mahoney Inc.
CWEA
Employment Development Department (EDD)
Eureka Ready Mix Concrete Co Inc
Fernbridge Tractor & Equipment
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Co of Humboldt - Administrative Office
Humboldt County Dept of Agriculture
Humboldt Fasteners
Humboldt Pet Supply
IBS Of The Redwoods
Idexx Distribution Corp
Irvine & Jachens
Keenan Supply
Kernen Construction
Kernen Construction
Pence Christopher
Lierly Jeffrey Scott
Associated Students of HSU
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mad River Union
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mendes Supply Co
Mercer Fraser Company

661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
661-60-64-54200
662-60-67-53500
661-60-64-51600
211-30-13-58201
662-50-65-53800
771-50-57-54400
101-50-85-55300
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55300
101-50-85-55300
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-10-03-51770
101-50-81-51600
101-50-81-54300
101-40-21-54200
771-50-57-54400
661-60-64-53500
101-40-21-51500
661-50-63-53900
207-50-45-53800
207-50-45-57600
101-20-07-53300
101-40-21-51770
664-60-73-51300
101-60-89-51300
255-30-14-58300
101-50-81-57611
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
212-30-11-55400
212-30-11-55400
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
101-50-85-53600
662-50-65-53800

3.36
10.85
21.70
10.85
32.55
147.40
36.02
410.67
332.00
490.88
383.24
530.52
9.82
28.18
1.71
1.73
10.84
65.86
9.74
17.33
18.43
9.75
40.12
7.58
39.03
20.60
425.74
37.00
83.98
59.66
119.21
161.66
313.80
548.79
26,938.06
20,000.00
182.52
300.00
71.40
75.00
87.00
144.00
375.58
484.34
438.15
124.85
102.51
34.10
4,644.15
421.68
72.82
49.08
526.56
311.60
3,000.00

5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
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Name

Account

228140
228141
228141
228141
228142
228142
228142
228142
228143
228144
228145
228145
228146
228147
228147
228147
228147
228148
228148
228148
228148
228148
228148
228148
228148
228149
228150
228151
228152
228152
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228153
228154
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228155

MERCE010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MUNIC010
NFP010
NILSE010
NILSE010
NORTH115
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
NORTH317
PETER040
PLANW010
PLATT010
PROFE015
PROFE015
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
REMIF010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010

Mercer Fraser Company
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Municipal Maintenance
NFP National Account Services, Inc.
Nilsen Feed & Grain, Inc.
Nilsen Feed & Grain, Inc.
North Coast Growers Association
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Northern CA Safety Consortium
Peterson Tractor
Planwest Partners Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Professional Foresters Regist
Professional Foresters Regist
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
R.E.M.I.F.
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc

207-50-45-57600
212-30-11-55400
101-50-81-55400
101-50-81-55400
212-30-11-55400
212-30-11-55400
212-30-11-55400
661-60-64-51500
771-50-57-54400
101-00-00-22206
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-51600
662-60-67-51742
661-60-64-51742
662-60-67-51742
662-60-67-51742
662-50-65-51400
661-60-64-51400
771-50-57-51400
661-50-63-51400
661-60-64-51400
771-50-57-51400
661-50-63-51400
662-50-65-51400
771-50-57-54400
211-30-13-58201
101-50-85-55300
205-60-87-51600
205-60-87-51400
101-00-00-22205
559-00-00-24059
101-00-00-22205
101-00-00-22203
101-00-00-22203
101-00-00-22203
101-00-00-22203
559-00-00-24059
101-00-00-22204
559-00-00-24059
101-00-00-22204
101-00-00-22203
101-00-00-49900
101-00-00-22206
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
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Amount
2,592.64
24.94
51.64
249.88
32.98
50.98
11.50
102.54
118.81
1,155.38
41.72
13.01
100.00
170.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
560.00
560.00
70.00
70.00
280.00
70.00
70.00
280.00
65.86
1,687.50
14.93
182.00
8.00
11,295.25
2,341.12
912.88
13.00
32.75
153,069.01
10,290.82
16,909.18
2,088.45
236.27
418.93
4.55
-0.01
350.88
26.79
143.84
1,198.70
502.69
612.01
423.93
210.52
1,106.25
571.95
378.30
113.06

Check Date
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
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Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228155
228155
228155
228155
228155
228156
228157
228158
228158
228158
228159
228159
228159
228159
228159
228159
228159
228159
228159
228160
228160
228160
228160
228160
228161
228162
228163
228164
228165
228166
228167
228168
228169
228170
228171
228172
228173
228174
228175
228176
228177
228178
228179
228180
228181
228182
228183
228184
228185
228185
228185
228185
228185
228185
228185

RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
RENNE010
REVEN010
ROTOR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
TELST010
THRIF010
THRIF010
THRIF010
THRIF010
THRIF010
WATCH010
PERSLONG
UB*03603
UB*03611
UB*03597
UB*03593
UB*03606
UB*03601
UB*03594
UB*03598
UB*03596
UB*03600
UB*03610
UB*03607
UB*03608
UB*03602
UB*03609
UB*03604
UB*03595
UB*03599
UB*03605
ARCAT720
ATT020
att030
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE

L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
L & M Renner Inc
Revenue Recovery Group, Inc.
Roto-Rooter
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Telstar Instruments Inc.
Thrifty Supply Company
Thrifty Supply Company
Thrifty Supply Company
Thrifty Supply Company
Thrifty Supply Company
WatchGuard Video
PERS Long Term Care
Boris Jasmine
Caceres Hudson
Childress Norma
Constant Emily
Crisanto Thien
Cuerpo-Hadsall Kiara
Curiel Rodolfo
Gulland Sandra
Valentin Jason
Knori Isabella
Lopez Sebastian
Medina Maria
Miller Tom
O'Rosley Hannah
Perry Matthew
Ramirez Melina
Scott Perry
Thomas Kelsey
Townsend Christopher
City Of Arcata-Greyhound
AT&T
A. T. & T.
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T

771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
771-50-57-54700
101-20-07-51770
101-50-85-51770
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
662-60-67-55300
661-50-63-53900
662-50-65-53900
661-50-63-53900
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-40-21-55300
101-00-00-22202
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
661-00-00-21000
663-00-00-11120
101-50-85-51200
662-60-67-51200
101-40-21-51200
663-50-91-51200
662-60-67-51200
664-60-73-51200
101-50-85-51200
661-60-64-51200
662-50-65-51200

43.25
1,215.33
400.18
254.08
343.98
3,263.62
299.00
35.48
30.00
11.99
429.14
174.27
21.79
140.50
52.29
4.35
6.54
44.60
4.36
874.71
1,500.00
533.72
242.78
-192.91
57.51
236.29
139.66
69.59
68.97
107.72
165.80
33.33
125.24
99.82
568.48
9.46
160.00
154.17
96.25
25.73
76.78
61.53
179.73
157.95
5.44
14,096.81
70.00
151.69
77.39
1,433.84
187.13
19.16
195.24
47.70
59.70

5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
5/26/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)

Attachment: Warrants 2017'06'09 (1505 : Warrant Listing)

2.7.B.a

Page 4 of 10

Packet Pg. 207

2.7.B.a
Vendor No

Name

Account

228185
228185
228185
228185
228186
228187
228188
228189
228190
228191
228192
228193
228194
228195
228195
228195
228196
228197
228198
228199
228199
228200
228200
228201
228202
228203
228203
228203
228204
228204
228205
228205
228205
228205
228206
228207
228208
228209
228210
228210
228211
228212
228213
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214
228214

ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
ATTCALNE
BEANL999
BOBER999
BROWN889
CASEC999
DALES999
HEMMINGS
HUNTS999
PEREZ998
SHAHA999
SILVERS
SILVERS
SILVERS
SUDDE010
UB*01830
WEAVERGR
WEBBH998
WEBBH998
WRIGH997
WRIGH997
AFLAC010
ALAME999
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
CAMPT010
CAMPT010
CAMPT010
CAMPT010
CLIFTONJ
COLLE010
COMPU020
CPRS010
CPRS010
CPRS010
DAVID020
EUREK120
GEARH010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HENSE010

AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
Bean Lou Ann
Boberg Dan
Brown, CSR 3908 Sheryl
Case Cheryl
D'Alessandro Christina
Hemmingsen Brian
Hunt Sarah
Perez-Yanez Josefina
Shaha, CSR Nol. 9665 Sabrina
Silvers Bart
Silvers Bart
Silvers Bart
Suddenlink
Werner Elizabeth
Weaver Grant
Webb Heidi
Webb Heidi
Wright Heather
Wright Heather
Aflac
Alameda Co Sheriff's Office
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Campton Electric Supply
Campton Electric Supply
Campton Electric Supply
Campton Electric Supply
Clifton Jess
Redwoods Communiy College Dist
Compumeric Engineering Inc.
CPRS
CPRS
CPRS
Davidson Bros Lock & Safe
Eureka Rubber Stamp
Gearheart Robert A
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware

101-30-11-51200
661-50-63-51200
101-20-07-51200
101-10-03-51200
101-00-00-23070
101-00-00-23070
101-10-03-54200
101-00-00-46310
101-00-00-46338
207-50-45-54200
101-00-00-23070
101-00-00-23070
101-10-03-54200
101-40-21-51500
101-00-00-21090
101-40-21-51500
212-30-11-55400
101-00-00-23070
662-60-67-51500
101-00-00-46331
101-00-00-46365
101-00-00-46331
101-00-00-46365
101-00-00-22110
204-40-21-51420
101-20-07-53220
101-20-07-53300
101-40-21-53300
101-40-23-51762
101-40-23-51762
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-50-41-51400
204-40-21-51420
664-60-73-54200
101-50-81-51400
101-50-81-51400
101-50-85-51400
101-50-85-55400
101-10-03-53300
662-60-67-51728
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200
101-50-81-54200

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)

Amount
54.13
59.70
26.86
18.67
50.00
50.00
139.80
10.00
135.00
15.00
50.00
50.00
427.20
243.22
-6.78
6.78
94.95
50.00
250.00
279.00
30.00
95.00
10.00
1,524.58
195.00
489.27
315.90
298.14
55.00
55.00
1,241.90
190.00
450.84
256.70
1,043.43
98.00
5,752.46
590.00
204.00
561.00
23.56
76.60
7,200.00
3.24
0.87
12.95
30.34
10.71
21.45
8.67
11.92
89.60
76.95
19.52
49.19

Check Date
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017

Attachment: Warrants 2017'06'09 (1505 : Warrant Listing)

Check Numbe

Page 5 of 10

Packet Pg. 208

Check Numbe

Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228214
228215
228216
228217
228217
228217
228218
228219
228220
228220
228221
228222
228222
228222
228222
228223
228223
228223
228224
228225
228225
228225
228225
228225
228226
228226
228227
228227
228227
228227
228227
228228
228228
228228
228228
228228
228228
228228
228229
228229
228229
228230
228230
228230
228230
228231
228232
228232
228233
228234
228234
228235
228236
228237
228238

HENSE010
HMBLD010
HUMBO200
KERNE010
KERNE010
KERNE010
MADRI060
MENDE010
MERCE010
MERCE010
MILLE020
MILLY010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MILLY010
MISSI010
MISSI010
MISSI010
NAPAA010
NATIO040
NATIO040
NATIO040
NATIO040
NATIO040
NORTH150
NORTH150
PARAD010
PARAD010
PARAD010
PARAD010
PARAD010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
RAMON010
RAMON010
RAMON010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
SEQUO020
TIMES020
TIMES020
WESTE020
XYLEM020
XYLEM020
HEALT010
OPERA010
PERSLONG
ADAMS010

Hensels Hardware
Humboldt Builders' Exchange
Humboldt Termite & Pest Control
Kernen Construction
Kernen Construction
Kernen Construction
Mad River Union
Mendes Supply Co
Mercer Fraser Company
Mercer Fraser Company
Miller Farms Nursery Inc
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
The Mill Yard
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
Mission Linen Ind.Inc.
NAPA Auto Parts
National Meter & Automation
National Meter & Automation
National Meter & Automation
National Meter & Automation
National Meter & Automation
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Paradise Cay Publications, Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications, Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications, Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications, Inc.
Paradise Cay Publications, Inc.
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Ramone's Bakeries, Inc.
Ramone's Bakeries, Inc.
Ramone's Bakeries, Inc.
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Sequoia LP Gas Corp.
Times Printing
Times Printing
Western Chain Saw
Xylem Water Solutions USA, Inc
Xylem Water Solutions USA, Inc
Healthsport
Operating Engineers No 3
PERS Long Term Care
Adamson Police Products

101-40-21-54200
101-10-03-51600
212-30-11-55400
205-60-87-57600
205-60-87-57600
205-60-87-57600
101-30-11-51300
212-30-11-55400
207-50-45-57600
207-50-45-57600
101-50-81-55300
101-50-85-55400
101-50-81-55400
101-50-81-55400
101-50-81-55400
771-50-57-51500
212-30-11-55400
662-60-67-51500
771-50-57-57800
661-60-64-57500
661-60-64-57500
661-60-64-57500
661-60-64-57500
661-60-64-57500
662-60-67-51770
662-60-67-51742
662-60-67-55400
662-60-67-55400
662-60-67-55400
662-60-67-55400
662-60-67-55400
662-60-67-55300
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-40-21-54200
101-40-21-54200
101-40-21-54200
101-20-07-57800
101-20-07-53210
101-20-07-53210
101-20-07-53210
207-50-45-57600
101-60-79-54200
101-60-79-54200
101-50-81-55300
662-60-67-57600
662-60-67-57600
101-00-00-22112
101-00-00-22113
101-00-00-22202
101-40-21-54200

19.50
256.67
300.00
378.20
216.26
481.74
165.00
303.84
2,425.15
2,542.26
306.15
29.11
330.99
112.19
249.88
53.75
44.48
76.12
4,482.73
6,516.52
237.10
87.88
110.67
995.49
818.00
50.00
23.06
24.27
46.28
20.30
9.22
18.39
340.12
136.31
96.81
809.60
215.20
111.50
88.89
88.89
88.89
14,999.00
138.27
138.27
-592.51
20.81
205.61
15.00
457.61
14,066.09
903.00
487.00
2,652.00
236.29
2,133.29

6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/2/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)

Attachment: Warrants 2017'06'09 (1505 : Warrant Listing)

2.7.B.a

Page 6 of 10

Packet Pg. 209

Check Numbe

Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228239
228240
228241
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228242
228243
228244
228245
228245
228246
228247
228247
228248
228249
228251
228252
228252
228253
228254
228254
228254
228255
228255
228256
228257
228258
228259
228259
228260
228261
228262
228262
228263
228264
228264
228265
228265
228266
228267
228268
228269
228270
228270
228271
228272
228273

ALMQU010
ARCAT280
ARCAT320
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
ARCAT580
B&BPO010
BERG010
BICOA010
BICOA010
BROES010
BUDDY010
BUDDY010
BUNTI999
CALIF020
CASEC999
CHAND010
CHAND010
CONTI010
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
CUMMI020
DAYWI010
DAYWI010
EELRI010
EUREK080
FEDER010
FRONT020
FRONT020
GARCI996
GRIFF998
GRIFF999
GRIFF999
HEAD010
HENSE010
HENSE010
HOLLA997
HOLLA997
HUMBO010
HUMBO040
JACOB020
JEWETTJE
JMBOD010
JMBOD010
KELSE999
KERNE010
LACOA010

Almquist Lumber Company
Arcata Fire Protection District
Recology Arcata
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
Arcata Stationers
B & B Portable Toilets
Berg Julian
Bicoastal Media LLC
Bicoastal Media LLC
Broese's Uniforms
Buddy's Auto Center
Buddy's Auto Center
Buntin Amber
California Heating
Case Cheryl
Chandler Asset Management
Chandler Asset Management
CIC
Cummins Pacific, LLC
Cummins Pacific, LLC
Cummins Pacific, LLC
Day Management Corporation
Day Management Corporation
Eel River Transportation & Sal
Eureka-Humboldt Fire Extinguisher
Fedex
Frontier Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Frontier Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Garcia Maria
Griffith Jennifer
Griffin Christine
Griffin Christine
Head Thomas William
Hensels Hardware
Hensels Hardware
Holland Elise
Holland Elise
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District
Humboldt Co Assessor
Jacoby Creek Water Dist
Jewett Jessica
J & M Body Shop/Towing
J & M Body Shop/Towing
Kelsey Debbie
Kernen Construction
LACO Associates

101-50-81-53500
101-30-31-51722
212-30-11-55400
101-20-07-53300
101-20-07-53300
101-60-70-53300
101-40-21-53300
101-30-11-54200
101-30-11-54200
101-30-11-54200
101-50-41-53300
101-30-31-57800
101-50-41-53300
101-30-31-57800
101-50-81-51770
101-50-85-57300
101-60-89-51300
101-60-89-51300
101-40-21-51500
101-40-23-51762
101-40-23-51762
101-00-00-23070
101-50-85-51770
101-00-00-46310
101-00-00-44100
245-00-00-44100
212-30-11-55400
771-50-57-55100
771-50-57-55100
771-50-57-55100
101-40-21-55300
101-40-21-55300
101-40-23-51762
101-50-85-51770
662-60-67-53100
101-50-85-57300
101-50-85-57300
101-00-00-23070
101-00-00-46335
101-00-00-46310
101-00-00-46365
101-50-81-57600
101-50-85-55300
101-50-85-55400
101-00-00-46341
101-00-00-46365
661-60-64-54000
101-50-41-53200
661-00-00-46711
662-60-67-51500
101-40-23-51762
101-40-23-51762
662-00-00-23060
101-50-45-57601
662-60-67-57600

732.87
470.00
212.51
-4.43
5.76
56.18
19.51
5.29
14.79
21.98
6.90
41.60
18.18
63.40
1,094.01
475.00
550.00
550.00
347.04
55.00
55.00
50.00
626.78
5.00
1,047.57
311.33
18.00
675.81
1,537.83
249.92
569.13
471.25
1,032.50
664.79
54.44
2,100.00
900.00
500.00
190.00
10.00
1.00
2,150.00
2.99
4.33
75.00
10.00
94,922.33
12.80
1,973.35
135.19
300.00
300.00
4,500.00
15,000.00
3,261.01

6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)
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2.7.B.a
Vendor No

Name

Account

228273
228274
228275
228276
228276
228277
228277
228278
228279
228280
228281
228282
228283
228284
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228285
228286
228286
228286
228286
228287
228287
228288
228289
228290
228290
228290
228290
228290
228290
228291
228291
228292
228292
228293
228294
228295
228295
228296
228296
228296
228296
228296
228296
228296

LACOA010
LAIRD010
MANFR999
MARIT010
MARIT010
MARTI889
MARTI889
MCCUL010
MELLO997
MILLE020
MILLY010
MITCH998
MOORE020
MUNIM010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORMA010
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH150
NORTH330
NORTH330
PEREZ010
PEREZCRY
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
PLATT010
RAOCO010
RAOCO010
RAYMO010
RAYMO010
REDWO100
RIDDL010
SARTO010
SARTO010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010

LACO Associates
Christy Laird
Manfredda June
Humboldt Bay Maritime Museum
Humboldt Bay Maritime Museum
Martin Amy
Martin Amy
McCullough Construction Inc
Mello Becky
Miller Farms Nursery Inc
The Mill Yard
Mitchell Lorelei
Moore Iacofano Goltsman Inc
Munimetrix Inc
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Norman's Dry Cleaners
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northcoast Laboratories Inc
Northern Humboldt U.H.S.D
Northern Humboldt U.H.S.D
Perez Daniel R
Perez Crystal
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
Platt Electric Supply Inc
RAO Construction
RAO Construction
Ray Morgan Company
Ray Morgan Company
Redwood Region Audubon Society
Riddle Atlantis
Sartorius Corporation
Sartorius Corporation
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata

219-50-45-57600
101-00-00-41400
662-00-00-46830
101-60-89-55700
101-60-89-55700
101-00-00-46335
101-00-00-46365
219-50-45-57600
101-00-00-46310
245-30-35-51790
212-30-11-55400
661-00-00-46740
101-50-81-57613
101-10-05-51770
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
101-40-21-51500
662-60-67-51742
662-60-67-51742
662-60-67-51742
662-60-67-51742
207-50-45-51770
662-60-67-51770
101-60-89-51710
101-40-21-54200
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
101-60-70-57800
207-50-45-57600
207-50-45-57600
101-40-21-55600
101-50-41-53200
662-60-67-55400
101-60-89-51710
661-60-64-53500
661-60-64-53500
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)

Amount
1,050.50
1,117.32
1,120.00
215.00
215.00
95.00
10.00
496,329.17
45.00
257.94
44.88
565.87
6,250.00
39.99
95.93
69.31
82.63
69.33
140.19
8.86
64.87
20.44
82.61
51.63
12.44
144.63
50.00
50.00
170.00
255.00
677.14
212.29
246.00
31.47
1,110.41
1,439.03
350.33
78.27
876.89
169.47
9,100.00
2,675.00
363.36
112.71
25.00
51.60
220.00
55.00
22.09
202.29
70.96
69.35
33.23
16.65
67.38

Check Date
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
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Vendor No

Name

Account

228296
228296
228296
228296
228296
228296
228297
228298
228299
228300
228301
228301
228302
228303
228304
228304
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228305
228306
228307
228308
228308
228308
228308
228308
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309
228309

SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHIR010
SCHLINKE
SHN010
SHORE999
STATE015
STOLL999
STOLL999
TABLE010
TETRA010
THRIF010
THRIF010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
TURFS010
UB*00420
UB*03596
USABL010
USABL010
USABL010
USABL010
USABL010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010

NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
NAPA Auto Parts of Arcata
Ryan Samantha
SHN Consulting Engineers & Geo
Shores Susan
SWRCB
Stollmeyer Katie
Stollmeyer Katie
Wiyot Tribe--THPO Program
WN Tetrault & Co Inc
Thrifty Supply Company
Thrifty Supply Company
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Turf Star
Humboldt Patient Resc Ctr
Valentin Jason
USA Blue Book
USA Blue Book
USA Blue Book
USA Blue Book
USA Blue Book
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless

771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
771-50-57-54400
661-60-64-51400
101-50-45-57601
662-00-00-46830
661-60-64-51600
101-00-00-46331
101-00-00-46341
219-50-45-57600
771-50-57-51770
101-50-85-55400
101-50-85-55400
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-50-81-55300
101-00-00-23070
661-00-00-21000
662-60-67-53500
662-60-67-53500
662-60-67-53500
662-60-67-53500
662-60-67-53500
101-40-21-51200
101-10-03-51200
101-30-11-51200
101-30-31-51200
101-50-41-51200
101-50-81-51200
101-50-85-51200
101-60-89-51200
207-50-45-51200
666-50-52-51200
661-50-63-51200
661-60-64-51200
662-50-65-51200
662-60-67-51200
664-60-73-51200
666-60-51-51200
771-50-57-51200
212-30-11-55400
101-20-07-51200

Accounts Payable - Warrant Listing (06/12/2017 - 10:54 AM)

Amount
22.41
176.31
73.79
29.56
425.64
220.06
136.00
420.00
299.85
80.00
594.00
95.00
1,395.00
108.00
144.58
35.23
354.98
76.98
96.84
160.38
28.67
381.24
171.16
10.48
106.96
8.62
13.36
3.28
13.78
500.00
568.48
283.46
28.10
46.98
46.98
137.12
866.33
82.73
63.23
25.22
1,110.31
253.07
124.67
17.53
126.84
45.61
174.98
221.50
120.61
201.86
0.05
0.05
22.60
106.00
33.82

Check Date
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
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Check Numbe

Vendor No

Name

Account

Amount

Check Date

228309
228309
228309
228310
228311
228312
228313
228313
228314
228314

VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERIZ010
VERMO010
WHITNEYA
WITME010
CAPIT020
CAPIT020
CAPIT020
CAPIT020

Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Vermont Systems Inc.
Whitney Andrew
Witmer-Tyson Imports
Capital One Public Funding
Capital One Public Funding
Capital One Public Funding
Capital One Public Funding

775-10-71-51200
663-50-91-51200
101-10-01-51200
101-60-89-55300
101-30-11-51300
101-40-21-54200
101-50-85-56205
661-50-63-56205
662-50-65-56202
662-60-67-56202

64.06
316.53
77.99
3,444.05
110.69
584.72
19,013.23
35,310.27
9,804.45
2,152.20

6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017
6/9/2017

Attachment: Warrants 2017'06'09 (1505 : Warrant Listing)
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Andrew Whitney, Deputy Director of Community Development

PREPARER:

Andrew Whitney, Deputy Director of Community Development

DATE:

June 08, 2017

TITLE:

Adopt Ordinance No. 1488, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending Zoning Regulations Pertaining to Medical Marijuana
Regulation; Waive Reading of the Text and Consent to Read by Title Only.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Ordinance No. 1488, an Ordinance of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Amending Zoning Regulations Pertaining to Medical Marijuana Regulation;
Waive Reading of the Text and Consent to Read by Title Only.

INTRODUCTION:
On June 7, 2016, Staff made a presentation on proposed amendments to the zoning regulations
pertaining to medical marijuana. The City Council heard testimony from the public and the City
Council introduced Ordinance No. 1488 after making revisions to the staff-proposed ordinance. The
revisions were made and included in the adoption-ready Ordinance No. 1488 (Attachment A).

DISCUSSION:
Based on the Planning Commission’s recommendation of approval on May 9, 2017, in Resolution
No. PC-17-03, and the record provided in the staff report and related documents at the June 7, 2017,
City Council meeting, the City Council introduced Ordinance No. 1488 and held a public hearing.
Staff have made the minor revisions to proposed Ordinance No. 1488 that were made at the June 7,
2017, City Council Meeting prior to Council action to introduce the Ordinance (Attachment A).
Specific areas of Land Use Code revision in Ordinance No. 1488 are outlined below:
1. Table 1-1 Zoning Districts in Section 9.12.020, minor formatting change was made for
consistency;
2. Table 2-10—Allowed Land Uses and Permit Requirements for Commercial, Industrial,
Public Facility Zoning Districts in Section 9.26.030, changes were made for clarity and
consistency;
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3. Section 9.28.130—Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone (:MMIZ) Combining Zone, the
cap on cannabis use permits in Area 2 of the :MMIZ Combining Zone was raised to 20,
and this section was condensed to remove duplicative requirements;
4. Section 9.42.105—Medical Marijuana: Cultivation and Dispensing, this section was
edited to reduced redundancies and conflicts in terminology that were created with the
adoption of Arcata’s Commercial Cannabis Activity Permit program and changes to state
law.
The Code changes included in Ordinance No. 1488 reduce the redundancies and inconstencies in the
City’s cannabis regulatory program in the Land Use Code and bring Arcata’s zoning regulations in
line with state regulations. Arcata’s Commercial Cannabis Activity Permit process establishes local
licensing and performance standards for commercial cannabis operations. These two elements of
Arcata’s medical cannabis regulatory program, combined with other state and local regulations,
create a robust regulatory program for medical cannabis compatible with current state law. This
updated cannabis regulatory program provides a framework for future discussions on non-medical
commercial cannabis policy.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
A California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Negative Declaration was previously adopted by
the City of Arcata City Council for the City’s medical marijuana regulatory program and the :MMIZ
Combining Zone in accordance with the CEQA—State Clearinghouse No. 2016012039. The
proposed Land Use Code amendments are exempt from environmental review according to CEQA §
15061(b)3. The proposed amendments to the Land Use Code do not authorize uses that are not
currently allowed under current zoning. Rather, the amendments simplify and clarify current
regulation of medical cannabis activities in Arcata. The revised Medical Cannabis regulatory
program would authorize additional cannabis related use permits in Area 2, however additional use
permits are consistent with the conclusions of the Negative Declaration adopted with the MMIZ
zoning. The impacts of allowed cannabis activities in the :MMIZ Combining Zone are not
significantly different than other uses allowed in the primary zone as principally or conditionally
permitted uses. As such there is no possibility the activity will have a significant effect on the
environment.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The changes to the Land Use Code proposed in Ordinance No. 1488 will not have a direct impact on
the City Budget. Any costs associated with additional staff time necessary to process Use Permits or
Commercial Cannabis Activity Permits will be covered by fees from the applicants.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Ordinance No. 1488

(DOCX)
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ORDINANCE NO. 1488
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA AMENDING
ZONING REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO MEDICAL MARIJUANA REGULATION

Section 1. Amendment to Table 1-1 – Zoning Districts: The Zoning Districts as shown in
Table 1-1 of Title IX, Planning and Zoning, Chapter 1, Planning and Zoning Standards, Section 9000,
Land Use Code, Article 1, Land Use Code Applicability, Section 9.12.020 Zoning Map and Zoning
Districts, are hereby amended to add Industrial – General as a General Plan Designation Implemented by
Zoning District to the :MMIZ Combining Zone as shown in the following strike through and bold double
underscore text (unchanged text within the Table is omitted and is shown by “* * *”):
Table 1-1 – Zoning Districts
Zoning District
Symbol

Name of Zoning District

General Plan Designation
Implemented by Zoning District

***
Combining Zones
:CD

Creamery District

Industrial - Limited

:HL

Historic Landmark

All

Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone

Specific industrial Industrial –
Limited and Industrial – General
properties - See Section 9.28.130,
Figure 2-25.

:MMIZ

***
Section 2. Amendment to Allowable Land Uses; Table 2-10. The Allowable Land Uses for the
Commercial, Industrial, and Public Facility Zoning Districts depicted in Table 2-10 of Title IX, Planning
and Zoning, Chapter 1, Planning and Zoning Standards, Section 9000, Land Use Code, Article 2, Zoning
Uses, Section 9.26.030 Commercial, Industrial, And Public Facility Zoning District Allowable Land
Uses, are hereby amended by the revisions to the permit requirements for Agricultural cultivation Medical Marijuana as shown in the following strike through and bold double underscore text (unchanged
text within the Table is omitted and is shown by “* * *”):

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

The City Council of the City of Arcata does hereby ordain as follows:
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Table 2-10 –
Allowable Land Uses and Permit Requirements for Commercial, Industrial, And Public Facility
Zoning Districts
Permitted Use, Zoning Clearance required
Minor Use Permit required
Use Permit required (2)
Permit determined by specific use regulations
Use not allowed
PERMIT REQUIRED BY DISTRICT
LAND USE (1)

CC

CG

CV

Specific Use Regulations

CM

IL

IL-2

IG

PF

—

UP/P
(9)

—

P

—

INDUSTRY, MANUFACTURING & PROCESSING, WHOLESALING
Agricultural cultivation - Medical Marijuana
Agricultural processing- Very low impact

UP(9)

UP(9)

—

—

UP/P
(9)

—

—

—

—

P

MUP(4)

MUP(4)

—

—

P

P

—

Biodiesel production

—

—

—

—

UP

UP

—

Composting

—

—

—

—

MUP

MUP

—

Construction contractors

—

—

—

—

P

P

—

Furniture and fixtures manufacturing, cabinet
shop

—

UP

—

—

P

P

—

Laboratory- Medical, analytical, R&D

—

P(10)

—

—

P(10)

P(10)

—

Laundry, dry cleaning plant

—

UP

—

UP

P

P

—

Agricultural processing- Low impact

9.28.130 and 9.42.105

MUP(4)

MUP(4)

—

—

P

P

—

Manufacturing/processing- Moderate impact

—

—

—

—

MUP

MUP

—

Manufacturing/processing- High impact

—

—

—

—

—

UP

—

Media production

P

P

—

—

P

P

—

Printing and publishing

P

P

—

—

P

P

—

Recycling- Processing facility

—

—

—

—

MUP

P

—

9.42.160

Recycling- Reverse vending machines

—

P

P

—

P

P

—

9.42.160

Recycling- Scrap and dismantling yards

—

—

—

—

—

MUP

—

9.42.160

Recycling- Small collection facility

—

MUP

—

—

MUP

P

P

9.42.160

Manufacturing/processing- Low impact

—

—

—

—

UP

UP

—

Storage - Business records

MUP

MUP

—

—

MUP

MUP

—

Storage - Outdoor

Solid waste disposal transfer station

MUP

MUP

P

P

P

Storage - Personal storage facility (ministorage)

—

UP

MUP MUP
—

—

P

P

—

Storage - Warehouse, indoor storage

—

UP

—

—

P

P

—

Wholesaling and distribution

—

P

—

—

P

P

—

—

—

—

—

—

9.42.150

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

P
TABLE 2-10
MUP
Allowed Land Uses and Permit
UP
Requirements for Commercial, Industrial,
S
and Public Facility Zoning Districts
—

***
SERVICES - BUSINESS, FINANCIAL, PROFESSIONAL
Medical services - Medical marijuana
cooperative or collective dispensary

UP

UP

UP

9.42.105

***

Page 2 of 11
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Notes:
(1) See Article 10 (Glossary) for land use definitions.
(2) Use Permit required for any proposed retail use with either: (a) a floor greater than 30,000 square feet; or (b) physical
alteration of eight or more acres; or (c) generation of 1,000 or more vehicle trips per day. See also Section 9.26.060.
(3) Residential units should only be located above nonresidential uses or at ground level behind the street-fronting
nonresidential uses pursuant to Section 9.42.110.
(4) Allowed only in conjunction with the on-site retail sale of products produced on the site.
(5) More than one caretaker/employee unit per parcel requires a Use Permit pursuant to Section 9.72.080.
(6) Principally permitted if the standards of Section 9.42.070 are met; otherwise a Minor Use Permit (MUP) is required.
(7) Permitted Use in IL-2 Creamery District Overlay Zone Subarea A only. Subarea B requires either a MUP or UP as specified
in Table 2-10.
(8) Permitted Use in IL-2 Creamery District Overlay Zone Subarea B only. Subarea A requires either a MUP or UP as specified
in Table 2-10.
(9) Cultivation allowed only in conjunction with a dispensary pursuant to 9.42.105See Section 9.28.130, Medical
Marijuana Innovation Zone (:MMIZ) Combining Zone, for allowable cultivation areas.
(10) Commercial Cannabis Activity Permit required for a state licensed cannabis testing laboratory.

Section 3. Zoning Text Amendment, Amendment to Combining Zone. The Combining Zone
of Title IX, Planning and Zoning, Chapter 1, Planning and Zoning Standards, Section 9000, Land Use
Code, Article 2, Zoning Uses, Section 9.28.130 Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone (:MMIZ) Combining
Zone are hereby amended by the revisions to the text as shown in the following strike through and bold
double underscore text:
9.28.130 – Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone (:MMIZ) Combining Zone
A.

Purpose. The :MMIZ combining zone is applied to all sites and areas identified in Figure 2-25.The
intent of the :MMIZ Combining Zone is to establish an area where niche manufacturing businesses
can safely that produce medical marijuana related products such as edibles, oils, tincture sprays,
lotions and a variety of other products can be safely produced. Medical marijuana cultivation,
processing, and warehousing, research, and testing are also allowed. Research, testing, and
nNew medical marijuana product development is strongly encouraged. The :MMIZ Combining
Zone was created to stimulate investment, new business creation, and to eliminate blight.
Since the closure of the former Humboldt Flakeboard plant, Assessor Parcel Number’s (APN’s)
507-081-043, 507-121-013, and 507-081-050 have rapidly deteriorated into a state of blight. The
establishment of the :MMIZ combining zone on those parcels, will assist with the removal of blight
from the properties. The :MMIZ cCombining zZone establishes special standards to address the
unique legal, social, security, enforcement, and environmental concerns that have been well
documented to be associated with medical marijuana while maintaining compatibility with the other
uses that either currently exist or are allowed in the primary zone likely to exist in the area
immediately around the :MMIZ.

B.

Applicability. The :MMIZ cCombining zZone is comprised applies to commercial cannabis
activities inof Areas 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 2-25, and applies only to those parcels specifically
identified in Figure 2-25. Additions or deletions from the :MMIZ require an amendment to Figure
2-25.

C.

Permit requirements. In addition to any planning permits required in Table 2-10 and any
other Federal, State, or local approval, a City of Arcata Commercial Cannabis Activity
Permit is required for Areas 1 and 2. A Zoning Clearance is required for Area 1and a Conditional
Use Permit is required for All commercial cannabis activities in Area 2 require a Use Permit.
The total number of active Use Permits in Area 2 is limited to twenty (20). The total number of
Conditional use Permits for Area 2 shall be limited to four (4).

D.

Land use and development standards. Proposed development and new land uses within the
:MMIZ Combining Zone shall comply with the requirements of the primary zoning district, and all
other applicable provisions of this Land Use Code.except that each parcel In addition, the

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)
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following specific regulations apply within the :MMIZ Combining Zone:
1. Shall be limited to cultivating medical marijuana on no more than 25 percent of the total
building floor area per parcel without a Conditional Use Permit. For the purposes of this
section, the term “cultivation” includes all growing processes from seed to cutting.
Cultivation does not include the area where drying or storing of harvested plant or plant
material occurs.

3. Shall have at least one 600 square foot or greater in size commercial food grade
manufacturing area, laboratory, or other comparable improved space that meets state
requirements ready for occupancy, prior to receiving a final building permit for
cultivation on a parcel. This requirement shall not apply if no cultivation is taking place
on the parcel.
4. No residential uses shall be allowed with the exception of one caretaker unit which is
intended for security purposes.
The minimum lot area on APNs 507-081-043, 507-121-013, and 507-081-050 may be
reduced to 10,000 square feet through the Land Use Code Subdivision Regulations and
Procedures.
1. Medical marijuana cultivation is an allowable use pursuant to permit requirements
indicated by Figure 2-25 and Table 2-10. For the purposes of this section, the term
"cultivation" includes all growing processes from seed to cutting. Cultivation does
not include the area where drying or storing of harvested plant or plant material
occurs. Standards specific to parcels that have medical marijuana cultivation are as
follows:
a. Cultivation area shall be limited to no more than 25 percent of the total building
floor area per parcel.
b. Cultivation area shall be no more than 4,000 square feet per lease area or
business.
c. Limitations on cultivation area in section a. and b. above may be exceeded
through the issuance of a Use Permit.
d. Each parcel shall have at least one independently accessible, occupancy ready,
commercial or industrial space designed and designated for allowable uses in the
primary zone or :MMIZ Combining Zone that is 600 square feet or greater in
size, and is not used for cannabis cultivation. This space must be provided prior
to receiving a Certificate of Occupancy for cultivation on a parcel.

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

2. Shall not have an area utilized for cultivation that is greater 4,000 square feet per
lease/business without a conditional use permit.

2. The minimum lot area on Assessor’s Parcel Number’s 507-081-043, 507-121-013,
and 507-081-050 shall be reduced to 10,000 square feet.

Section 4. Zoning Text Amendment, Revision of 9.42.105. Title IX, Planning and Zoning,
Chapter 1, Planning and Zoning Standards, Section 9000, Land Use Code, Article 4, Standards for
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Specific Land Uses, Section 9.42.105, Medical Marijuana: Cultivation and Dispensing, is hereby
amended by the revisions to the text as shown in the following strike through and bold double underscore
text:
Medical Marijuana: Cultivation and Dispensing

A.

Purpose. The purpose and intent of this section is to regulate the cultivation and dispensing of
medical marijuana in a manner that protects the health, safety and welfare of the community. This
section is not intended to interfere with a patient’s right to medical marijuana, as provided for in the
Compassionate Use Act (California Health & Safety Code Section 11362.5), the Medical
Marijuana Program (Health and Safety Code Section 11362.7 et seq.) and the Medical
Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act, codified at Chapter 3.5 of Division 8 of the California
Business and Professions Code, Section 19300 et seq., nor does it criminalize medical marijuana
possession or cultivation by specifically defined classifications of persons, in accordance with
state law.

B.

Applicability. No part of this ordinance shall be deemed to conflict with federal law as contained in
the Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. §800 et seq., nor to otherwise permit any activity that is
prohibited under that Act or any other local, state, or federal law, statute, rule or regulation. The
cultivation, processing and dispensing of medical marijuana in the City of Arcata is controlled by
the provisions of this section and Section 9.28.130 of the Land Use Code. Accessory uses and
home occupations, where medical marijuana is involved shall be governed by the provisions of this
section.

C.

Release of Liability and Hold Harmless. The owner and permittee of a medical marijuana
cooperative, collectivedispensary or cultivation facility shall release the City of Arcata, and its
agents, officers, elected officials, and employees from any injuries, damages, or liabilities of any
kind that result from any arrest or prosecution of cooperative or collectivedispensary or cultivation
facility owners, operators, employees, or clients for violation of state or federal laws in a form
satisfactory to the Director. In addition, the owner and permittee of each medical marijuana
cooperative, collectivedispensary or cultivation facility shall indemnify and hold harmless the City
of Arcata and its agents, officers, elected officials, and employees for any claims, damages, or
injuries brought by adjacent or nearby property owners or other third parties due to the operations at
the cooperative, collectivedispensary or cultivation facility, and for any claims brought by any of
their clients for problems, injuries, damages, or liabilities of any kind that may arise out of the
distribution, cultivation and/or on- or off-site use of medical marijuana provided at the cooperative,
collective dispensary or cultivation facility in a form satisfactory to the Director.

D.

Medical Marijuana for Personal Use. An individual qualified patient shall be allowed to cultivate
medical marijuana within his/hertheir private residence. A primary caregiver shall only cultivate
medical marijuana at the residence of a qualified patient for whom he/she is the primary caregiver.
Medical marijuana for personal use shall be in conformance with the following standards:
1. The medical marijuana cultivation area shall not exceed 50100 square feet and not
exceed ten feet (10’) in height per residence;

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

9.42.105

a. Medical marijuana cultivation lighting shall not exceed 1200 watts;
2.b. The sale of medical marijuana produced for personal use is prohibitedThe use of gas
products (CO2, butane, etc.) for medical marijuana cultivation or processing is
prohibited;
3.c. No more than six (6) living plants may be planted, cultivated, harvested, dried, or
processed within a single private residence or upon the grounds of that private
residence at any one timeIn accordance with Section 9.42.090.B.2., medical marijuana
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cultivation and sale is prohibited as a Home Occupation. Per Section 9.42.040, Accessory
Uses, medical marijuana cultivation and sales is not considered an accessory use. No sale
or dispensing of medical marijuana for personal use is allowed;
4.d.

From a public right of way, there shall be no exterior evidence of medical marijuana
cultivation either within or outside the residence;
e. The qualified patient shall reside in the residence where the medical marijuana
cultivation occurs;

g. The residence shall maintain kitchen, bathrooms, and primary bedrooms for their
intended use and not be used primarily for medical marijuana cultivation;
5.h. The medical marijuana cultivation area shall be in compliance with the current, adopted
edition of the California Building Code § 1203.4 Natural Ventilation or § 402.3
Mechanical Ventilation (or its equivalent(s)); and;
6.i. The medical marijuana cultivation area shall not adversely affect the health or safety of
the nearby residents by creating dust, glare, heat, noise, noxious gasses, odor, smoke,
traffic, vibration, or other impacts, or be hazardous due to use or storage of materials,
processes, products or wastes.
2. Any proposed medical marijuana cultivation by an individual qualified patient or primary
caregiver that does not meet the grow area standard of Section 9.42.105 D. 1. shall require a
Zoning Administrator Interpretation of the need for additional cultivation area.
Documentation, such as a physician’s recommendation or verification of more than one
qualified patient living in the residence, shall be submitted with the request showing why the
cultivation area standard is not feasible. The request for Interpretation shall include written
permission from the property owner. The Zoning Administrator shall review the submitted
information and make an interpretation in accordance with Section 9.10.050. The Building
Official may require additional specific standards to meet the California Building Code and
Fire Code, including but not limited to installation of fire suppression sprinklers. Approved
medical marijuana cultivation for personal use that exceeds 50 square feet shall conform to
the following standards:
a. Shall be in compliance with §9.42.105 D 1 a. - i. above; and
b. The medical marijuana cultivation area shall not exceed an additional 50 square feet
for the total of 100 square feet and not exceed ten feet (10’) in height per residence;
and
c. At a minimum, the medical marijuana cultivation area shall be constructed with a 1hour firewall assembly of green board; and

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

f. The qualified patient shall not participate in medical marijuana cultivation in any
other residential location within the City of Arcata;

d. Cultivation of medical marijuana for personal use is limited to detached single family
residential properties, or the medical marijuana cultivation area shall be limited to a
garage or self-contained outside accessory building that is secured, locked, and fully
enclosed.
E.

Permit requirements for Medical Marijuana Cooperatives or CollectivesDispensaries. Medical
marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries may be established only in those zoning districts
listed in Table 2-10, "Allowable Land Uses and Permit Requirements for Commercial, Industrial,
and Public Facility Zoning Districts." Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries
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shall only be allowed with an approved Use Permit in conformance with Section 9.72.080 (Use
Permit and Minor Use Permit). The fact that an applicant possesses other types of sState or City
permits or licenses does not exempt the applicant from the requirement of obtaining a Use Permit to
operate a medical marijuana cooperative or collectivedispensary. A mMedical marijuana
cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries shall obtain a Commercial Cannabis Activity Permit
from the City and any licenses required by the State of California.consist of a business form
that satisfies state law to act cooperatively or collectively in the acquisition and distribution of
medical marijuana.

1.

Specific Regulations. The following specific regulations apply to medical marijuana
cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries:.
a. The total number of medical marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries
within the City of Arcata shall be limited to four (4) until which time one (1) or two
(2) of the four (4) cooperatives or collectives ceases to operate, then the total number
shall be reduced to three (3) and ultimately two (2).
b. In addition to Section 9.72.080 F (Use Permit Findings and decision), the review
authority should give special consideration to approving cooperatives or
collectivesdispensaries located: within a 300 foot radius from any existing
residential zoning district, within 500 feet of any other medical marijuana
cooperative or collectivedispensary as defined in the glossary which is located either
inside or outside the jurisdiction of the City, or within 500 feet from any existing
public park, playground, day care, or school.
c. If the Use Permit authorizes on-site medical marijuana cultivation at the
dispensary, on-site cultivation shall not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the
dispensary’s total floor area, and in no case shall cultivation area be greater
than 1,500 square feet.
c. Source of medical marijuana. A medical marijuana cooperative or collective shall
only dispense marijuana from the following sources:
(1)

Permitted Cooperative or Collective. If the Use Permit authorizes limited, onsite medical marijuana cultivation at the cooperative or collective, a permitted
medical marijuana cooperatives’ or collectives’ on-site cultivation shall not
exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the cooperatives’ or collectives’ total floor
area, but in no case greater than 1,500 square feet and not exceed ten feet (10’) in
height.

(2)

Off-site Permitted Cultivation. The cooperative or collective cultivates medical
marijuana in an off-site location in accordance with applicable zoning regulations
from the jurisdiction in which it is located. Zoning compliance documentation
from the applicable jurisdiction shall accompany the Use Permit application and
be updated annually.

(3)

Qualified Patients. In the case of a medical marijuana cooperative or collective,
the medical marijuana is acquired from an individual qualified patient who
cultivated the medical marijuana in accordance with the standards in Section
9.42.105.D., the qualified patient received no monetary remittance, and the
qualified patient is a member of the medical marijuana cooperative or collective.

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter 9 (Nonconforming Uses, Structures, and Parcels), an
existing cooperative or collective in operation as of the effective date of this ordinance shall be
brought into full compliance with the provisions of this section within one year of the effective date
of the ordinance establishing this section.
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Pursuant to California Health and Safety Code §11362.765 (c) a collective or
cooperative my credit its members for medical marijuana provided to the
collective or cooperative, which they may allocate to other members.

(1)

Authorization for the City, its agents and employees, to seek verification of the
information contained within the application;

(2)

A description of the staff screening process including appropriate background
checks;

(3) The hours and days of the week the medical marijuana cooperative or collective
will be open;
(4) Text and graphic materials showing the site, floor plan and facilities of the
medical marijuana cooperative or collective. The material shall also show
adjacent structures and land uses;
(5)

A description of the security measures located on the premises, including but
not limited to, lighting, alarms, and automatic law enforcement notification;

(6)

A description of the screening, registration and validation process for qualified
patients;

(7)

A description of qualified patient records acquisition and retention procedures;

(8) The process for tracking medical marijuana quantities and inventory controls
including on-site cultivation, processing, and/or medical marijuana products
received from outside sources;
(9)

Description of measures taken to minimize or offset energy use from the
cultivation or processing of medical marijuana;

(10) Description of chemicals stored, used and any effluent discharged into the
City’s wastewater and/or stormwater system; and
(11) Other information required by the Community Development Director.
2.

Operating Standards. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall comply with all of
the following operating standards.
a. No dispensing medical marijuana to an individual qualified patient or primary
caregiver more than twice a day;

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

d. Notwithstanding Section 9.72.080 (Use Permit and Minor Use Permit) a medical
marijuana cooperative or collective application for a Use Permit shall include a
detailed Operations Manual including but not necessarily limited to the following
information:

b. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall only dispense medical marijuana
to an individual qualified patient who has a valid, verified physician’s
recommendation. The medical marijuana cooperative or collective shall verify that
the physician’s recommendation is current and valid;
c. Medical cooperatives or collectives shall display the client rules and/or regulations in
a conspicuous place that is readily seen by all persons entering the cooperative or
collective. The client rules and/or regulations shall include, but not limited to:
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(1)

Each building entrance to a medical marijuana cooperative or collective shall be
clearly and legibly posted with a notice indicating that smoking, ingesting or
consuming medical marijuana on the premises or in the vicinity of the
cooperative or collective is prohibited unless specifically authorized with the Use
Permit.

d. The hours of operation for an approved medical marijuana cooperative or collective
shall be limited to between 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. or as specified within the Use
Permit.
d.e Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries shall not permit the use
smoking, ingestion, or consumption of medical marijuana on-site unless
specifically authorized under the Use Permit.
e.f Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries shall not permit the onsite display of marijuana plants except for approved signs according to Chapter 9.38
(Signs),.
f.g Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectivesdispensaries shall only permit the
distribution of live plants, starts and clones only as allowed by the approved Use
Permit. Such distribution shall be limited to qualified patients or primary caregiver;
h. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall only permit the on-site display or
sale of marijuana paraphernalia used for the consumption of medical marijuana as
allowed by the approved Use Permit;
i. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall comply with other conditions as
outlined in the Use Permit;
j. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall maintain all necessary permits,
and pay all appropriate taxes. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall
also provide invoices to vendors to ensure vendor’s tax liability responsibility;
k. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall implement procedures as
outlined in their approved Operations Manual;
l. Medical marijuana cooperatives or collectives shall submit an "Annual Performance
Review Report" for review and approval by the Community Development Director.
The "Annual Performance Review Report" is intended to identify effectiveness of the
approved Use Permit, Operations Manual, and Conditions of Approval, as well as the
identification and implementation of additional procedures as deemed necessary. The
Community Development Director may review and approve amendments to the
approved "Operations Manual"; and the frequency of the "Annual Performance
Review Report". Medical marijuana cultivation and dispensing monitoring review
fees pursuant to the current Planning and Zoning Fee Resolution shall accompany the
"Annual Performance Review Report" for costs associated with the review and
approval of the report.

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

(2) The building entrance to a medical marijuana cooperative or collective shall be
clearly and legibly posted with a notice indicating that persons under the age of
eighteen (18) are precluded from entering the premises unless they are qualified
patients and/or they are under the supervision of their parent or legal guardian.

3. Permit Revocation or Modification. A use permit may be revoked or modified according
to Section 9.96.070 (Permit Revocation or Modification). Use Permit revocation
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proceedings may occur for non-compliance with one or more of the items 2.a. through l.
above.
4. Transfer of Use Permit. The rights of an approved Use Permit to operate a medical
marijuana cooperative or collective may be transferred to another cooperative or
collective as a Use Permit modification according to Section 9.96.070 (Permit
Revocation or Modification). (Ord. 1468, eff. 4/1/2016)

1. On January 18, 2017, the City Council received a report and heard testimony about the first
year of the implementation of the Medical Marijuana Innovation Zone (:MMIZ) and the
Medical Marijuana Regulatory Program.
2. The :MMIZ Combining Zone was created to be amended after a pilot period.
3. The proposed Land Use Code, text and map amendments are consistent with all other
provisions of the General Plan and would not be detrimental to the public interest, health,
safety, convenience, or welfare of the City.
4. The affected sites are physically suitable for the proposed or anticipated uses and/or
development.
5. A California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Negative Declaration was previously
adopted by the City of Arcata City Council for the City’s medical marijuana regulatory
program and the :MMIZ Combining Zone in accordance with the CEQA - State
Clearinghouse #2016012039. The proposed LUC amendments are exempt from
environmental review according to California Code of Regulations § 15061(b)3 as there is no
possibility the activity will have a significant effect on the environment.
Section 6. Severability. If any provision of this ordinance is invalidated by any court of
competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions shall not be affected and shall continue in full force and
effect.
Section 7. Limitation of Actions. Any action to challenge the validity or legality of any
provision of this ordinance on any grounds shall be brought by court action commenced within ninety
(90) days of the date of adoption of this ordinance.
Section 8. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective thirty (30) days after adoption.

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

Section 5. Findings. Based upon the whole record, information received in public hearings,
comments from responsible agencies, and the Arcata Planning Commission recommendation PC-17-03,
dated May 9, 2017, the following findings are hereby adopted:
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DATED:
ATTEST:
__________________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

__________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 1488, passed and adopted at
a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt, State of California, on
the ____ day of ___________________, 2017, by the following vote:

NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
_______________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

Attachment: A. Ordinance No. 1488 (1501 : Medical Cannabis LUC Amendments)

AYES:
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Doby Class, City Engineer

PREPARER:

Melanie Dabill, Administrative Assistant

DATE:

June 13, 2017

TITLE:

Adopt Ordinance No. 1491, An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Flood Hazard Mitigation
Standards; Waive Reading of the Text and Consent to Read by Title Only.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Ordinance No. 1491, an Ordinance of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Amending the Arcata Municipal Code Flood Hazard Mitigation Standards; waive
reading of the text and consent to read by title only.
INTRODUCTION:
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has been working since 2015 towards
updating the Flood Insurance Study (FIS) for the entire Pacific coastal flood hazard areas to define
the 1% and 0.2% annual chance of coastal flooding, and revise the boundaries of the Special Flood
Hazard Areas (SFHA). Special Flood Hazard Areas will now be mapped based on the modelling
performed for these areas and detailed survey information collected to date. This work addresses
“V” zones which are areas subject to wind and tidal-driven velocities which can lead to overtopping
or erosion which could specifically affect the Arcata Bayfront areas such as the diked/levee areas,
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary. There is no
residential development existing within these areas nor would they likely be approved based on the
proposed Flood Hazard Mitigation Standards update.

DISCUSSION:
The City’s last update to FIS was in November 2016. At that time some minor mapping changes
were made to clarify the SFHA and a change was made in the flood elevation bench mark being
moved to the more modern standard of North American vertical datum of 1988 (NAVD88).
With this update, only those SFHA’s South of Samoa Boulevard (SR 255) and West of US 101 (nonriverine) areas are being updated. Additionally, some areas which had previously been without a
FEMA-determined base flood elevation will receive one where the City Engineer/Flood Plain
Administrator was previously required to make a determination.
During our consultation with the City’s local FEMA representatives in Oakland, California, we
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determined based, on the scale and “rough” line work denoting the boundaries of the VE zones and
AE zones surrounding the WWTP, some minor clarifications will be necessary. This will be made
through a letter of map revision (LOMR) where some line work extended beyond the realistic
boundaries of the existing diked areas. This will be completed this next fiscal year in advance of any
work requiring a flood determination, certificate or related permit.
This will clarify any future issues regarding necessary work and finished elevations of dikes/levees
and structures as part of our proposed short- and long-term WWTP improvements. These revisions
must be effective by June 21, 2017 to remain in compliance with the National Flood Insurance
Program. If Ordinance 1491 is introduced by the Council on June 7, 2017 and adopted on June 21,
2017, it will not be effective until 30 days later, which is 30 days after the National Flood Insurance
Program requirement. Because of this the City Engineer is prepared to issue a moratorium for
building in the V Zones of the flood plain until the ordinance is effective and the mapping updated.
This should have no practical impact, however, because the only V Zones mapped in the City of
Arcata are located on the Bay side of the constructed berm at the Waste Water Treatment Plant
where no building is anticipated to occur in the foreseeable future.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
This ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to
Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, because it implements existing policy and practices
and can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that implementation of existing policies or
practices may have a significant effect on the environment
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
None at this time
ATTACHMENTS:
Ordinance No. 1491 (PDF)
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ORDINANCE NO. 1491
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
AMENDING THE ARCATA MUNICIPAL CODE
FLOOD HAZARD MITIGATION STANDARDS
The City Council of the City of Arcata does ordain as follows:

SEC. 8405.

Standards for Flood Hazard Reduction
***

F. Coastal High Hazard Areas. Unless exempted by General Plan: 2020 policies PS4b, PS-4g, and any other applicable City regulation or standard, it is the general policy of the
City not to allow any development in the area identified as Coastal Flooding (V Zones) on the
FIRM Map. When the Flood Plain Administrator approves an exemption for development
within coastal high hazard areas, Zones V, V1-30, and VE, as established under Section
8402. A. the following standards shall apply:

1. All new residential and non-residential construction, including substantial
improvement/damage, shall be elevated on adequately anchored pilings or
columns and securely anchored to such pilings or columns so that the bottom of
the lowest horizontal structural member of the lowest floor (excluding the pilings
or columns) is elevated a minimum of 1.0 feet above the base flood level. The
pile or column foundation and structure attached thereto is anchored to resist
flotation, collapse, and lateral movement due to the effects of wind and water
loads acting simultaneously on all building components. Water loading values
used shall be those associated with the base flood. Wind loading values used
shall be those required by applicable state or local building standards.

Attachment: Ordinance No. 1491 (1508 : FEMA - Ordinance 1491)

Section 1: Title VIII (Building Regulations), Chapter 4 (Flood Hazard Mitigation
Standards), Section 8405 (Standards for Flood Hazard Reduction), is hereby amended by the
addition of the following language shown in bold double underscore (unchanged text within the
Section is omitted as shown by “* * *”):

2. All new construction and other development shall be located on the landward
side of the reach of mean high tide.
3. All new construction and substantial improvement shall have the space below
the lowest floor free of obstructions or constructed with breakaway walls as
defined in this Chapter. Such enclosed space shall not be used for human
habitation and will be usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or
storage.
4. Fill shall not be used for structural support of buildings.

Ordinance 1491, Flood Plain Standards
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5. Man-made alteration of sand dunes which would increase potential flood
damage is prohibited.
6. The Floodplain Administrator shall obtain and maintain the following records:
a) Certification by a registered engineer or architect that a proposed structure
complies with Section 8405.G. 1 above; and

Section 2: Severability. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this
chapter is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the decision shall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of the Chapter. The City Council hereby declares that it would
have passed this Chapter, and each section, subsection, sentence, clause and phrase thereof,
irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases
be declared invalid under law.
Section 3: This ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) pursuant to Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, because it implements
existing policy and practices and can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that
implementation of existing policies or practices may have a significant effect on the
environment.
Section 4: This ordinance will take effect thirty (30) days after the date of its adoption.
DATE:

, 20___

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
Clerk’s Certificate

Attachment: Ordinance No. 1491 (1508 : FEMA - Ordinance 1491)

The elevation (in relation to mean sea level) of the bottom of the lowest horizontal
structural member of the lowest floor (excluding pilings or columns) of all new and
substantially improved structures, and whether such structures contain a basement.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. ________,
passed and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt
County, California on the __________ day of ___________________, 20____, by the following
vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
City Clerk, City of Arcata

Ordinance 1491, Flood Plain Standards
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Doby Class, City Engineer

PREPARER:

Melanie Dabill, Administrative Assistant

DATE:

June 13, 2017

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 167-49, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Setting Building, Plumbing, Electrical, Mechanical and Other Related
Permit Fees, Superseding Resolution No. 101-20, Resolution No. 090-02 and
Resolution No. 090-17.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 167-49, a Resolution of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Setting Building, Plumbing, Electrical, Mechanical and Other Related Permit fees
Superseding Resolution No. 101-20, Resolution No. 090-02 and Resolution No. 090-17.
INTRODUCTION:
Resolution No. 167-49, if adopted by the Council, will establish building permit and plan review fees
based on project valuation and adopt separate plumbing, electrical, mechanical and other related
permit fees replacing the current building permit fee structure that is based solely on square feet of the
project.
DISCUSSION:
At the June 7, 2017 City Council meeting, the Council considered Resolution No. 167-49
that, if adopted, will establish building permit and plan review fees based on project valuation
and will set separate plumbing, electrical, mechanical and other related permit fees, replacing
the current building permit fee structure based on square feet of the project.
After considering staff’s report and opening the agenda item for public comment, the City
Council directed staff to place Resolution No. 167-49 on the June 21, 2017 City Council
agenda for final Council consideration and adoption.
Resolution No. 167-49, if approved by the City Council, will establish a valuation-based
building permit and plan review fee schedule that is:


consistent with well-established industry standards utilized by most California
jurisdictions and local jurisdictions including Humboldt County and the City of
Eureka; and
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the valuation based fee structure can be applied consistently and fairly to a wide range
of complex projects; and



The attached fee schedule includes a separate plumbing, electrical and mechanical fee
schedule. These sub-trade fee schedules are an industry standard and utilized
throughout California and locally.



Resolution No. 167-49 includes adoption of the August 2016 Building Valuation
Data, published by the International Code Council. The Building Valuation Data
provides “average” sq. ft. construction costs for all occupancy and construction types,
which will be used in determining building permit and plan review fees for new
construction and additions. Many jurisdictions adopt the Building Valuation tables, in
order to consistently establish “average” construction costs which results in building
permit and plan review fees being applied consistently.



The attached fee schedule sets a plan review fee deposit of 65 percent of the building
permit fee that is to be collected at the time of application, which is an industry
standard.



Effective date is July 1, 2017.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
Section 14: CEQA. This resolution is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines pursuant to Section 15061(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
None
ATTACHMENTS:
Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments

(PDF)
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RESOLUTION NO. 167-49

WHEREAS, California Health and Safety Code requires the Building Department of
every city and county to enforce the building standards contained in Title 24, California Code of
Regulations, known as the California Building Standard Code to protect the health, safety and
property of the community; and
WHEREAS, California Health and Safety Code requires that Building Officials, Plan
Reviewers and Building Inspectors must be certified and these personnel must have qualified
continuing education of 45 hours in each three-year period; and
WHEREAS, California Health and Safety Code provides that every city and county may
establish fees to offset the cost of enforcement of the building codes and that fees for
enforcement activities shall be reasonable and shall not be levied for general fund revenue
purposes; and
WHEREAS, the square foot fee approach adopted by Resolution 101-20 have been
determined to not be fiscally sustainable and have problems that led to inconsistent permit
charges; and
WHEREAS, the attached valuation based building permit fee schedule contained in
attachment “A” is consistent with well-established industry standard and utilized by most
California jurisdictions and local jurisdictions including Humboldt County and the City of
Eureka; and
WHEREAS, the valuation for new construction will be based on the Building Valuation
Data – August 2016, published by the International Code Council and semi-annually. The
Building Valuation table provides the “average” construction costs per square foot, for all
occupancy and construction types, which will be used in determining building permit fees for
new construction and additions; and
WHEREAS, valuations for tenant improvements and remodel projects shall be prepared
by a licensed Engineer, Architect or Contractor based on the submitted plans and specifications
of the project to be considered for approval by the Building Official; and

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

A RESOLTUION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
SETTING BUILDING, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, PLUMBING AND OTHER
RELATED PERMIT FEES SUPERCEEDING RESOLUTION NO. 101-20,
RESOLUTION NO. 090-02 AND RESOLUTION NO. 090-17

WHEREAS, the attached building permit fee schedule and plumbing, electrical and
mechanical fee schedules have been determined to be reasonable costs of providing service for
this state mandated program for which the fees or service charges are levied.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Arcata
hereby approves and adopts the following:

A. attachment “A” sets reasonable building permit fees and plan review fees based on
valuation, and includes separate plumbing, electrical and mechanical fee schedules
B. attachment “B” adopts the 2016 Building Valuation Data published by the
International Code Council;
SECTION 2: Effective Date
This resolution is effective July 1, 2017
DATED:
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution 167-49, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt,
California, held on the 21st day of June, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

SECTION 1:

City Clerk, City of Arcata
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CITY OF ARCATA - BUILDING DIVISION
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
2017-18
BUILDING, GRADING, AND MISCELLANEOUS PERMIT FEES
Building Permits
Service
Minimum Permit Fee
Permit Issuance
Building Permit Under $500 Valuation
Building Permit $501-$2,000 Valuation
Building Permit $2,001-$25,000 Valuation
Building Permit $25,001-$50,000 Valuation
Building Permit $50,001-$100,000 Valuation
Building Permit $100,001-$500,000 Valuation
Building Permit $500,001-$1,000,000 Valuation
Building Permit Over $1,000,000 Valuation
Plan Review - collected at time of application
SMIP fee, Commercial
SMIP fee, Residential

2017-18
$117.70
$62.31
$62.31
$62.31 + $4.41 for each $100 over $500
$128.57 + $20.24 for each $1,000 over $2,000
$594.44 + $13.73 for each $1,000 over $25,000
$937.90 + $9.24 for each $1,000 over $50,000
$1,400.07 plus $7.19 for each $1,000 over $100,000
$4,277.68 + $6.24 for each $1,000 over $500,000
$7,400.56 + $4.80 for each $1,000 over $1,000,000
65% of Building Permit Fee
(Valuation x $0.00021) or $0.50, whichever is greater
(Valuation x $0.0001) or $0.50, whichever is greater

BSC Administration Fund

$1.00 per $25,000 Valuation

ES Waste Diversion Fee

4% of Building Permit Fee

CASp Cost Recovery Fee (Commercial Projects Only)

Valuation x $0.00062

Grading Permits
Service
Minimum Permit Fee
Permit Issuance
50 Cubic Yards or Less
51-100 Cubic Yards
101-1,000 Cubic Yards
1,001-10,000 Cubic Yards
10,001-100,000 Cubic Yards
100,000 Cubic Yards or More
Plan Review - collected at time of application

2017-18
$117.70
$56.64
$56.64
$89.18
$89.18 + $23.02 for each 100 CY over 100 CY
$296.44 + $19.06 for each 1,000 CY over 1,000 CY
$467.99 + $86.81 for each 10,000 CY over 10,000 CY
$1,249.35 + $48.01 for each 10,000 CY over 100,000 CY
65% of Grading Permit Fee

2.7.F.a

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

ATTACHMENT A
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CITY OF ARCATA - BUILDING DIVISION
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
2017-18
Service
Re-inspection fee, or inspections for which no fee is
specifically indicated (billed per half hour)
Additional plan review costs required by use of consultant,
or changes, additions, or revisions to plans
Code compliance/re-inspection fee
Investigation fees: work without permit
Expedited plan review
Permit or plan review renewal fee: to renew an expired
permit or plan review when the same construction codes
remain in effect

Refunds

2017-18
$117.70

Actual costs
$117.70
The investigation fee shall be equal to the amount of the
permit fee required and in addition to the permit fee
150% of regular Plan Review Fee

50% of original fee
The Building Official may authorize the refund of permit
and/or plan review fees of up to 80% if the plan review has
not been initiated and the permit not acted on and has not
been expired

* Valuation for new construction projects and additions shall be determined by the adopted Building Valuation Data
published by the International Code Council. The Building Official may consider an engineer's estimate or contract price
for the entirety of the work. For tenant improvements and remodel projects, the valuation shall be determined by a
licensed Engineer, Architect or Contractor and shall be based on the plans and specifications of the project submitted for
review and approval by the Building Official. Alternatively, a means cost estimate for the construction project may be
submitted for review and approval by the Building Official.

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

Miscellaneous Fees
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ELECTRICAL FEES

Service
Minimum Permit Fee
Electrical Permit Issuance
Lighting Fixtures
21 and up
Switches/receptacles/outlets
21 and up
Residential Appliance
Service over 200 amp
Service to 200 amp
Subpanel
Temporary power
Misc. electric permit
Electric System, Multi-Family (per square foot)
Electric System, 1 & 2 family (per square foot)
Sign-additional circuits
Sign/marquees
Meter reset
Disconnect
Solar PV System - less than 3 kW
Solar PV System - 3-5 kW
Solar PV System - 6-10 kW
Solar PV System - 11-15 kW
Solar PV System - 16-25 kW
Solar PV System - 26-50 kW
Solar PV System - 51-100 kW
Solar PV System - 101 kW or greater
Power apparatus - through 1 (HP, KW, kVA, or kVAR)
Power apparatus - 2 through 9
Power apparatus - 10 through 50
Power apparatus - 51 through 100
Power apparatus - 101 and over

2017-18
$117.70
$45.69
$1.59
$1.04
$1.59
$1.04
$6.85
$89.93
$44.17
$26.31
$33.99
$26.31
$0.07
$0.08
$6.85
$35.58
$26.31
$26.31
$290.11
$408.79
$593.41
$768.79
$1,035.17
$1,384.62
$1,652.31
$1,918.69
$6.85
$17.80
$35.58
$71.65
$107.80
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CITY OF ARCATA - BUILDING DIVISION
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
2017-18
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CITY OF ARCATA - BUILDING DIVISION
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
2017-18

Service
Minimum Permit Fee
Mechanical Permit Issuance
Misc. Appliance Vent
Air-handling unit to 10,000 cu. ft.
Air-handling unit over 10,000 cu. ft.
FAU <= 100K
FAU > 100K
Fireplace/wood stove
Appliance Vent
Commercial Hood
Incin/kiln (residential)
Incin/kiln (commercial)
Boilers/Compressors/A-C (1hp =1 ton =12btu)
up to 3 hp
>3hp to 15 hp
>15hp to 30 hp
>30hp to 50 hp
>50hp

2017-18
$117.70
$45.69
$15.44
$15.44
$26.17
$21.46
$26.31
$15.44
$10.52
$15.44
$26.31
$20.98
$21.25
$39.25
$53.93
$80.23
$134.03

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

MECHANICAL FEES
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CITY OF ARCATA - BUILDING DIVISION
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
2017-18

Service
Minimum Permit Fee
Plumbing Permit Issuance
Plumbing Fixture
Sewer pressure pump (add house sewer $25.75)
Water piping system
Water heater
House sewer (sewer line)
Gas line system
6 or more, each
Back flow device < 2"
Back flow device > 2"
Floor drain/sink
Grease/oil/water separator
Gas meter reset
Misc. plumbing permit
Lawn sprinkler system
Swimming pool plumbing/private
Swimming pool plumbing/public

2017-18
$117.70
$45.69
$14.19
$28.79
$6.85
$17.80
$35.65
$8.93
$1.59
$17.80
$35.65
$14.19
$28.79
$14.19
$14.19
$21.39
$87.92
$132.02

Attachment: Resolution No. 167-49 - with attachments (1506 : Adopt Building Division Fees)

PLUMBING FEES
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Doby Class, City Engineer

PREPARER:

Melanie Dabill, Administrative Assistant

DATE:

June 14, 2017

TITLE:

Approve a Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement for City of Arcata for Fiscal Year
2017/18 in the Amount of $53,815, and Authorize the City Manager to Execute
All Applicable Documents.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1. Approve a Dial-A-Ride funding agreement for the City of Arcata for Fiscal Year
2017/18 in the amount of $53,815; and
2. Authorize the City Manager to execute all applicable documents.
INTRODUCTION:
The City of Arcata will be continuing to participate in a Countywide Dial-A-Ride (DAR) program
which will be managed beginning July 1, 2017, by the Humboldt Transit Authority (HTA).

DISCUSSION:
The HTA will serve as a Coordinated Transportation Service Agency for the entire region and is
tasked with consolidating contracts, zones, and schedules to streamline the system to keep costs
down and make it easier for the passengers to navigate the system.

Over the past year the HTA, the Humboldt County Association of Governments (HCAOG) and the
member agencies, including the City of Arcata, have been working on this consolidation process.
The HTA staff has consolidated the zones, implemented a new dispatch software, streamlined the
contract for services and prepared the attached funding agreement which was approved by the HTA
board this April.
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The previously existing contracts were individually structured by each of the participating agencies
since 2001 and the City was in an annual contract with the County of Humboldt. The services were
provided by City Ambulance of Eureka.

With the assistance of HTA legal counsel, Ms. Nancy Diamond, HTA staff has consolidated the
contracts into one funding agreement which will ensure that the DAR program is consistent
throughout the County. The proposed contract is only for a term of one year beginning July 1, 2017,
with no increase to the members from the previous year. City staff will evaluate the ridership and
value of this new agreement over the course of this next year and present the Council with options, if
any, for next fiscal year to retain this valuable service and remain in compliance with the law.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The contract amount is within the budget allocation for the 2017/18 Fiscal Year. This project is
budgeted in account 663-50-92-52560.

ATTACHMENTS:
Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (PDF)
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REGARDING DIAL-A-RIDE SERVICES OPERATING AND
ADMINISTRATIVE COST-SHARING
This Agreement Regarding Dial-a-Ride Services Operating and Administrative Cost-sharing is
made as of the date of the last party signing below by and among the Humboldt Transit Authority,
a joint powers public agency of the State of California (hereinafter referred to as “HTA”), the City
of Arcata, a municipal corporation of the State of California (hereinafter referred to as
“ARCATA”), the City of Eureka, a municipal corporation of the State of California (hereinafter
referred to as “EUREKA”), the County of Humboldt, a political subdivision of the State of
California (hereinafter referred to as “COUNTY”), and the Humboldt County Association of
Governments, a joint powers public agency of the State of California (hereinafter referred to as
“HCAOG”). This Agreement is effective July 1, 2017.
RECITALS
1. Effective July 1, 2016, HCAOG designated HTA as the Consolidated Transportation Services
Agency (CTSA) for Humboldt County, with responsibility, among other things, for
administering a consolidated region-wide program to provide advance-reservation, curb-tocurb transportation for qualified elderly and disabled persons in the Cities of Arcata and Eureka
and un-mandated areas in the County (“Dial-a-Ride” or “DAR”).
2. Dial-a-Ride currently serves approximately 275 Dial-a-Ride registrants and provides
approximately 34,000 rides per year through separate contracts individually administered by
ARCATA, EUREKA and the COUNTY.
3. Dial-a-Ride services are financed by Transit Development Act (TDA) funds administered
through HCAOG. HCAOG distributes TDA funds separately to ARCATA, EUREKA, and the
COUNTY for the specific purpose of providing Dial-a-Ride services.
4. Consolidation of Dial-a-Ride services administration into one contract will result in improved
and more economical Dial-a-Ride services throughout the region.
5. Pursuant to HTA’s CTSA authority, HTA is prepared to enter into a contract with City
Ambulance of Eureka, Inc. to provide Dial-a-Ride services within Arcata, Eureka and unmandated portions of the County effective July 1, 2017.
6. The parties seek to fund HTA’s administration of a consolidated Dial-a-Ride contract through
pro-rata contribution of each jurisdiction’s TDA Dial-a-Ride funding to define respective
agency roles, responsibilities, and commitments in the operation of the region-wide Dial-aRide services based on the terms below.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE HUMBOLDT TRANSIT AUTHORITY, CITY OF ARCATA, CITY OF EUREKA,
COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT AND THE HUMBOLDT COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF
GOVERNMENTS
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1. Term. The term of this is July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018, unless terminated earlier as provided
herein. This Agreement may be extended upon the mutual agreement of the parties.
2. Dial-a-Ride Services, Contract. HTA has qualified and shall enter into a contract with City
Ambulance of Eureka, Inc. (“Service Contractor”) to provide Dial-a-Ride services within the
jurisdictions of Arcata, Eureka, and the un-mandated portions of Humboldt County (“Service
Contract”) beginning July 1, 2017. The Service Contract shall provide service levels or service
terms substantially similar to current Dial-a-Ride service as shown in Exhibit B, attached
hereto and incorporated herein. The HTA General Manager shall have the authority to change
said service levels by up to ten percent (10%). Changes to said service levels in excess of 10%
shall require advance approval by ARCATA, EUREKA, COUNTY and/or HCAOG, as
appropriate.
3. Payment for Costs of Services, Maximum Cost Service Contractor. ARCATA,
EUREKA, the COUNTY and HCAOG agree to share the cost of Dial-a-Ride services, as
specified in Exhibit A. Payment to the Service Contractor under the Service Contract shall
not exceed the Maximum Cost provided in Exhibit A, Paragraph 1. Such Maximum Cost
does not include the administrative charge to be paid to HTA by HCAOG as CTSA.
4. Administration of Service Contract. HTA shall be responsible for administration of the
Service Contract consistent with the administrative duties for Dial-a-Ride services set out in
Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein. HTA's duties hereunder do not include
bringing or defending litigation, administrative hearings or any other actions or proceedings,
except as provided in Paragraph 16, or auditing the contractor's books, records or accounts.
5. Eligibility to be Determined by HTA. As part of HTA’s administration duties, HTA shall
determine the eligibility of persons requesting the Dial-a-Ride services and shall issue tickets
to persons determined to be eligible.
6. Vehicles. The Service Contract shall use HTA and HTA member agency owned vehicles
acquired with the use of Federal Transit Act (FTA) Section 5310 funds. EUREKA and
ARCATA each own the following vehicles to be used in Dial-a-Ride service:

Uni
t#

Yea
r

74

2012

75

2012

76

2012

HTA Member Dial-A-Ride Fleet Inventory: Eureka
Pass.
Mak
Lic.
Model
VIN
Capacit
e
Plate
y
Ford
E350
1FDEE3FL7CDA2168 140663
7+2
7
7
Ford
E350
1FDEE3FL9CDA1927 140663
7+2
6
8
Ford
E350
1FDEE3FL9CDA2168 140663
7+2
8
9

Mileag
e
94,661
84,849
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NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, conditions and terms recited
herein and made a material part hereof, the parties agree as follows:

81,708
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78

2015

Ford

79

2015

Ford

Starcraf
t
Starcraf
t

1FDEE3FL2FDA0859
2
1FDEE3FL4FDA0859
3

145266
0
147327
2

4+2

9,621

4+2

6,903

Arcata
Unit
#
918

Year

Make

Model

VIN

2001

Chevy

Ventura 1GNDX031D158869

Lic.
Plate

Pass.
Mileage
Capacity
1096109
4+1
45,000

7. Payment for Costs of Services and Contract Administration. ARCATA, EUREKA, the
COUNTY and HCAOG agree to share the cost of Dial-a-Ride services, including HTA’s
Service Contract administration and eligibility determination, as specified in Exhibit A.
8. Time of Payment.
a. On or before August 1, 2017, HTA shall invoice each agency for the estimated total annual
payment due from ARCATA, EUREKA, the COUNTY and HCAOG as provided in
Exhibit A. ARCATA, EUREKA, the COUNTY and HCAOG shall each pay HTA on a
quarterly basis. If the estimated total annual payment exceeds the actual HTA costs, as
agreed to by the parties, the overpayment shall be applied to the following year’s payment.
b. In no event shall the aggregate amount payable by the parties under the terms of this
Agreement exceed the sum provided for in Exhibit A, unless this Agreement is amended
by the parties.
9. Records.
a. HTA will keep and maintain for a minimum period of three (3) years after the expiration
of each year of this Agreement accurate records and accounts of all receipts and
expenditures, evidence of indebtedness and credit and other transactions relating to its
performance of duties hereunder in a format prescribed by the ARCATA, EUREKA,
COUNTY, and HCAOG. HTA will make such records and accounts available for
inspection on request. ARCATA, EUREKA, COUNTY, and HCAOG may, at their own
expense, provide for an independent audit of such records and accounts by a certified public
accountant.
b. Twice each year, HTA shall prepare and submit to ARCATA, EUREKA, the COUNTY,
and HCAOG a written summary of the Dial-a-Ride program which provides a comparison
of the number of passengers carried, passengers per trip, revenue, contractor payments and
fare box ratio for that month compared to the same 6-month period of the preceding year,
together with such comparisons between the current fiscal year-to-date and the preceding
fiscal year-to-date if such information is available.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)
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10. No Assignment. No party hereto may assign, transfer, or otherwise substitute its interest or
obligations hereunder without the written consent of the other party.
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12. Non-Discrimination. In performing this Agreement, no party hereto shall discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color age, creed, sex or
national origin and shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and
that employees are treated during employment, without regard to such factors. Such
affirmative action shall include, but not be limited to, upgrading, demotion, transfer,
recruitment, recruitment advertising, layoff, termination, rates of pay or other forms of
compensation, and selection of training, including apprenticeship. Each party hereto shall
post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to
be provided by the State of California, setting forth the provisions of this Fair Employment
and Housing section. Each party will permit access to its records of employment,
employment advertisements, application forms and other pertinent data and records by the
California Fair Employment and Housing commission or any other agency of the State of
California forth purpose of investigation to ascertain compliance with this paragraph.
13. State and Federal Requirements. The Congress of the United States, the Legislature of the
State of California, and the Governor of the State of California, each within their respective
jurisdictions, have prescribed certain employment practices with respect to contract and other
work financed with federal or state funds. HTA shall insure that work performed under this
agreement is done in conformance with rules and regulations embodying such requirements
where they are applicable. Any agreement or Service Contract entered into by HTA for the
performance of work connected with this agreement shall incorporate the provisions of
Paragraph 14, or its equivalent.
14. Insurance.
a. HTA shall require the Service Contractor to carry minimum levels of insurance as
follows:
i. Workers compensation as required by law;
ii. Employer’s liability with minimum limits of $2,000,000;
iii. Commercial General for bodily injury and property damage with a combined
single limit no less than $2,000,000 per occurrence and general aggregate limit of
at least $4,000,000 for all of Contractor’s premises and operations other than
actual Dial-a-Ride passenger service;
iv. Automobile no less than $2,000,000;
v. All policies shall be endorsed to include as additional insureds HTA, as well as
ARCATA, EUREKA, COUNTY, and HCAOG, and their respective officials,
employees, volunteers and agents; and shall be provided on a primary, noncontributing basis in realtion to other insurance or self-insurance available to the
additional insured;
vi. Endorsement precluding cancellation or reduction in coverage before the
expiration of thirty (30) days after HTA shall have received written notification
by registered mail from the insurance carrier; and,

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)

11. Relationship of Parties. Each party hereto is an independent contractor. No party hereto is
the employee of any other party.
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A standard cross-liability endorsement or severability of interests clause with
stipulation that inclusion of the agencies named as an additional insured shall not
in any way affect their respective rights either in respect to any claim, demand,
suit or judgment made, brought or recovered against the Service Contractor .

b. HTA carries public liability insurance in the minimum amount of $5,000,000, covering all
bodily injury, including death, and all property damage arising out of HTA’s obligations
under this Agreement. HTA shall maintain in full force and effect said policy during the
Term of this Agreement. The policy shall contain specific endorsements naming
ARCATA, EUREKA, COUNTY, and HCAOG, and their respective officials, employees,
volunteers and agents as additional insured for all liability arising out of the operations by
or on behalf of HTA.
15. Indemnity. Each party shall hold the other party and its governing board, officers, agents,
and employees harmless from, indemnify for, and defend from any liability for damages or
claims for damages resulting or alleged to have resulted from personal injury, including
death, as well as from liability for claims for property damages, including loss of the use
thereof, which may arise or are claimed to arise or be occasioned in anyway, in whole or in
part, from services performed pursuant to this Agreement, except where caused by the sole
negligence or willful misconduct of the indemnifying party.
16. Notices. When it is provided in this Agreement that notice be given, such notice will be deemed
given on posting in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
To HTA:

General Manager
Humboldt Transit Authority
133 'V' Street
Eureka, CA 95501

To ARCATA: City Manager
City of Arcata
736 F St.
Arcata, CA 9552 l
To EUREKA: City Manager
City of Eureka
531 K Street
Eureka, CA 95501
To COUNTY: Humboldt County Board of Supervisors
Courthouse
825 5th Street
Eureka, CA 95501

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)

vii.

To HCAOG: Executive Director
HCAOG
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17. No Third Party Beneficiaries. This is not a third party beneficiary agreement and does not
create any rights in any person not a party hereto.
18. Provisions Required by Law. Each and every provision of law and clause required to be
inserted in this Agreement shall be deemed to be inserted herein and shall be enforced as
though it were included herein; and if for any reason any such provision is not inserted, or is
not correctly stated, then on application of any party, this AGREEMENT shall be physically
amended to make such insertion or correction.
19. Entire Agreement. This Agreement shall constitute the entire understanding or agreement
among the parties concerning the work to be performed and shall supersede any previous
agreements, whether verbal or written, concerning the same subject matter.
20. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended only in writing and upon the agreement of
all parties.
21. Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in separate counterparts, and all counterparts,
when signed, shall constitute an enforceable agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused their duly authorized officers to
execute this Agreement the day and year first above written.
(Signatures on following pages)
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Eureka, CA 95501
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THIS EXHIBIT sets forth the costs for the services provided pursuant to this Agreement. It is the
intention of the parties that HTA staff will evaluate the ridership data after nine months of operating
to compare the current percentages to the actual numbers, and that this Exhibit be replaced as needed
to provide for changes in such costs.
1.

For July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018, the maximum cost of the Dial-a-Ride transportation
service contract to be entered into by HTA shall not exceed $790,440, or $65,870 per month.
Of this maximum cost, funding partners shall pay the amount as outlined in paragraph 2.

2.

City of Arcata
City of Eureka
County of Humboldt
HCAOG
Arcata/County Fares

$53,815
$576,000
$81,263
$68,000
$11,362

6.8%
72.9%
10.3%
8.6%
1.4%

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)
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EXHIBIT B

Service Schedule. The service shall be six days a week, Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to
7:00 p.m. and Saturday from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Service will not be provided on the following
holidays: New Year’s Day (January 1), Independence Day (July 4), Thanksgiving Day (4th Thursday
in November) and Christmas Day (December 25).
a.
b. Service routes. Dial-A-Ride service is provided to eligible persons and their personal care
attendants (PCAs) and/or approved companions at such times and places as may be requested
within a service area comprising the following:
•

•
•

Eureka (3): This service area is the same as that for the Eureka Transit Service which
includes Pine Hill, Myrtletowne, Bayshore
Mall, and Cutten (as far out as Campton
Road).
Arcata (2): This service area is the same as
that for the Arcata Transit Service.
Non-mandated Areas (1 & 4): Including
the College of the Redwoods including the
areas of Humboldt Hill, Fields Landing,
King Salmon, Old Arcata Road, Manila,
McKinleyville, Ridgewood Heights and Elk
River.

ADA Paratransit service is provided within ¾
mile of fixed-route transit service. Outside of
the fixed route services in Arcata and Eureka, the
service areas are not an American with
Disabilities Act (ADA) paratransit service.
However, vehicles are required to be equipped to
service mobility devices/wheelchairs and
residents with limited mobility.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement - FY 17/18 (1510 : Approve Dial-A-Ride Funding Agreement 17/18)
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Doby Class, City Engineer

PREPARER:

Melanie Dabill, Administrative Assistant

DATE:

June 14, 2017

TITLE:

Approve an Agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka, Inc., for Extended
Paratransit Transportation (Dial-A-Ride) Services for Fiscal Year 2017/18 in the
Amount of $12,000, and Authorize the City Manager to Execute All Applicable
Documents.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1. Approve an agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka, Inc. for extended paratransit
transportation (Dial-A-Ride) services for Fiscal Year 2017/18 in the amount of $12,000;
and
2. Authorize the City Manager to execute all applicable documents.
INTRODUCTION:
The City of Arcata will be participating in a countywide Dial-A-Ride (DAR) program which will be
managed beginning July 1, 2017, by the Humboldt Transit Authority (HTA). The City must
independently contract for extended service hours beyond those stipulated in the countywide
agreement in order to comply with the later hours of operation of our fixed-route transit system.

DISCUSSION:
The HTA will serve as a Coordinated Transportation Service Agency for the entire region and is
tasked with consolidating contracts, zones, and schedules to streamline the system to keep costs
down and make it easier for the passengers to navigate the system. The HTA and Eureka Transit
System (ETA) are only required to offer services until 7 p.m. on weekdays and until 5 p.m. on
Saturdays.

The City has additional operating hours due to our unique relationship with Humboldt State
University (HSU) and to better serve our riders later into the evening. We will be contracting
directly for the hours of 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays when HSU is in session and when we are
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operating at those times. Additionally, we need to provide the DAR services for those extended
hours on Saturdays between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.

The previously existing contracts were individually structured by each of the participating agencies
since 2001 and the City was in an annual contract with the County of Humboldt. The services were
provided by City Ambulance of Eureka. We did not specifically offer this service previously.

With the assistance of our City Attorney we have adopted many of the elements of the countywide
agreement for DAR services into this agreement which will ensure that the DAR program is
consistent with our countywide operations. The proposed contract is only for a term of one year,
beginning July 1, 2017, with a fixed contract amount as we do not yet know the ridership or
anticipated use of this service. City staff will evaluate the ridership and value of this new agreement
over the course of the next year and present the Council with options, if any, for next fiscal year to
retain this valuable service and remain in compliance with the law.

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The contract bid amount is within the anticipated State Transit Assistance Funding (STAF) which
was approved by the Humboldt County Association of Governments’ regional STAF application
made this May. Once the STAF contract is received, we will add the necessary funds to account
663-50-92-52560 in the 2017/18 budget.

ATTACHMENTS:
Dial-A-Ride Extended Services Contract

(PDF)
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CITY OF ARCATA AGREEMENT WITH
CITY AMBULANCE OF EUREKA, INC.
FOR EXTENDED PARATRANSIT TRANSPORTATION (DIAL-A-RIDE) SERVICES
THIS AGREEMENT for Services (“Agreement”) is made on ____________, 2017 by and between
City Ambulance of Eureka, Inc., a California Corporation doing business as Humboldt Dial-a-Ride,
hereinafter referred to as “Contractor,” and the City of Arcata, a municipal corporation, hereinafter
referred to as “City.”
RECITALS
1. The City has entered into an agreement with the Humboldt Transit Authority (HTA), acting as the
designated Consolidated Transportation Services Agency (CTSA) for Humboldt County, to
administer a region-wide program to provide advance-reservation, curb-to-curb transportation for
senior residents and eligible individuals (“Dial-a-Ride” or “DAR”).
2. Contractor has entered into an agreement with HTA to provide DAR services within the region
including the City of Arcata during the hours of Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
and Saturday from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
3. The City desires to offer extended DAR services Monday through Friday 7:00 p.m. through 10:00
p.m. when HSU is in session and Saturday 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m, to be consistent with the Arcata
Mad River Transit System (“AMRTS”) hours of operation.
4. The City and Contractor seek to provide extended DAR services beginning July 1, 2017, on the terms
and conditions below.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, conditions and terms recited herein and
made a material part hereof, the parties agree as follows:
1. Scope of Services. Contractor shall perform services for the City in accordance with Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, attached hereto and incorporated herein, and briefly described as providing extended
Dial-a-Ride services in the City of Arcata (“Services” or “Extended DAR Services”).
2. Compensation For Services, Payment.
a) The City shall pay Contractor monthly at the total annual rate of $12,000.
b) Contractor shall prepare and submit its invoices to the City no more than once per month, and, for
Services billed on a time and materials basis or in installments, shall provide a time summary of
work performed by each person for whom charges are billed. All reasonable efforts will be made
by the City to pay undisputed invoices within 30 days of receipt. If the City disputes an invoice,
it may withhold that portion so contested and shall pay the undisputed amount. The City may
withhold all or any portion of the funds provided for by this Agreement in the event that the
Contractor has materially violated or threatens to materially violate, any term, provision, or
condition of this Agreement.
3. Term. The term of this Agreement shall be for one year, unless sooner terminated in accordance with
this Agreement, commencing on July 1, 2017 and terminating on June 30, 2018.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Extended Services Contract (1511 : Approve Agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka)

Purchase Order No.__________________________

5. Permits And Licenses. Contractor warrants that it is fully qualified to perform the Services under
this Agreement, and holds all applicable licenses, permits, and other necessary qualifications.
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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6. Independent Contractor Status. Contractor is performing Services as an independent contractor for
the City, and is neither an employee nor an agent of the City. Except as otherwise provided in this
Agreement, Contractor shall have sole control over the manner and method of performance of the
services and shall furnish all tools, equipment, labor and materials at its cost and expense, except such
materials as are specifically identified in this Agreement. The City’s only interest shall be in the
results of such Services. The City’s liability hereunder shall be limited to payment of the
compensation provided in this Agreement. Contractor agrees and acknowledges that it is not entitled
to any benefits or insurance, including without limitation any medical, unemployment, or disability
benefits, on the City’s account.
7. Indemnification and Hold Harmless. Contractor agrees to, and shall, indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless the City, and its officers, agents, employees, representatives and attorneys, and each of them
from any liability in any amount (including attorneys’ fees) for damages or claims from damages
resulting or alleged to have resulted from personal injury (including, but not limited to death,
emotional or mental distress or loss of consortium) and for property damage, which may arise or be
alleged to have arisen from Contractor’s operation of the City’s Extended DAR Service under the
Contract, including but not limited to those damages, injuries or liabilities (1) arising from
Contractor’s obligations to its employees under Worker’s Compensation and/or the Employer’s
Liability Act or any amendments or successor act thereto; (2) arising out of breach or default by
Contractor of its contractual obligations or any violation or failure to comply with any applicable
laws, rules or regulations; (3) arising from the negligence or intentional misconduct of Contractor or
its employees, subContractors, agents; and (4) arising out of ownership, operation, use, maintenance
and/or control of vehicles and any automobiles registered to, owned by, leased to, or used by
Contractor, its employees or subContractors, in connection with the provision of Extended DAR
Services, excepting only those claims or liability arising from the City’s gross negligence or
intentional misconduct. This indemnification obligation shall survive expiration or termination of
this Contract.
8. Insurance.
a) General Insurance Requirements:

1) Prior to commencing work, Contractor shall provide the City with Certificate(s) of Insurance
evidencing all coverages listed below, and upon request, a certified duplicate original of the
policy(ies). Certificates shall stipulate that the insurance company(ies) issuing such
policy(ies) shall give written notice to the City of any material alteration or reduction in
coverage of aggregate limits, if such limits apply, and provide at least thirty (30) days' notice
of cancellation.
NOTE: This cancellation language deviates from the standard Certificate of Insurance Accord
form. The phrases “endeavor to” and “but failure to mail such notice shall impose no
obligation or liability of any kind upon the company, its agents or representatives” must be
omitted. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS LANGUAGE WILL CAUSE A DELAY IN
THE AGREEMENT OR PAYMENTS.

__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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Contractor shall pay all charges and fees in connection with said permits and licenses, and shall keep
them paid and current throughout the term of this Agreement.
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2) Each policy shall contain a waiver of subrogation in favor of the City, its officers, directors,

3) Each policy shall indicate that it is primary to any other insurance and the insurance
company(ies) providing such policy shall be liable thereunder for the full amount of any loss
or claim, up to and including the total limit of liability, without right of contribution from any
of the insurance effected or which may be effected by the City.

4) The Commercial General and Automobile policies shall be endorsed to include the City of
Arcata as an additional insured and its officials, employees, volunteers and agents. The
additional insured coverage shall be provided on a primary, non-contributing basis in relation
to any other insurance or self-insurance available to the named additionally insured agency.

5) Each policy shall contain either a Cross Liability endorsement or Severability of Interests
Clause and stipulate that inclusion of the City as an additional insured shall not in any way
affect its rights in respect to any claim, demand, suit or judgment made, brought or recovered
against Contractor. Said policy shall protect Contractor and the City in the same manner as
though a separate policy had been issued to each, but nothing in said policy shall operate to
increase the insurance company's liability as set forth in its policy beyond the amount or
amounts shown or to which the insurance company would have been liable if only one
interest had been named as an insured.

6) Any person, firm or corporation that Contractor authorized to work under this Agreement,
including any subcontractor, shall be deemed to be Contractor's agent and shall be subject to
all the applicable terms of the Contract between the City and Contractor. Contractor shall
require its subcontractor(s) to procure and maintain, at its, or its subcontractors' sole cost and
expense (and to prove to the City’s reasonable satisfaction that it remains in effect while any
work is being done to satisfy Contractor’s service obligations), the kinds of insurance in the
amounts described above.

7) The failure to procure or maintain required insurance and/or an adequately funded selfinsurance program will constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
b) Workers' Compensation Insurance: Covering all employees and volunteers as required by the
State of California, and on a state-approved policy form.
c) Employer’s Liability: With minimum limits of $ 2,000,000 (two million dollars).
d) Commercial General: Commercial General Liability insurance providing bodily injury and
property damage with a combined single limit of at least $2,000,000 per occurrence and a general
aggregate limit of at least $4,000,000 for all of Contractor’s premises and operations other than
actual passenger service for the City’s Dial-A-Ride Extended Service. Coverage shall include, but
not be limited to: premises and operations; contractual liability; personal and advertising injury;
products and completed operations; broad form property damage and shall not contain any
exclusion for explosion, collapse, and underground coverage. Contractor shall be solely
responsible for any property replacements of same, equal or better quality.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Extended Services Contract (1511 : Approve Agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka)

employees, volunteers and agents while acting in such capacity, and their successors and
assignees, as they now, or as they may hereafter be constituted, singly, jointly or severally.

e) Automobile: Business Automobile Liability insurance with a combined single limit of at least
$2,000,000 per accident including all Dial-A-Ride vehicles that are solely being used for actual
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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passenger service on the City’s Dial-A-Ride Extended System, any Contractor-owned vehicles
and Contractors’ non-owned vehicles, as well as hired automobiles. Coverage shall include, but
not be limited to: premises and operations; contractual liability; personal and advertising injury;
products and completed operations; broad form property damage and shall not contain any
exclusion for explosion, collapse, and underground coverage. Auto liability insurance shall cover
owned, non-owned and hired autos. If Contractor owns no vehicles, auto liability coverage may
be provided by means of a non-owned and hired auto coverage. If Contractor will use personal
autos in any way on this project, Contractor shall provide evidence of personal auto liability
insurance.
f) Claims Made Coverage. If any insurance specified above shall be provided on a claims-made
basis, then in addition to coverage requirements above, such policy shall provide that:
1) Policy retroactive date coincides with or precedes the Contractor's start of work (including
subsequent policies purchased as renewals or replacements).
2) Contractor shall make every effort to maintain similar insurance for at least 3 (three) years
following project completion, including the requirement of adding all named insured.
3) If insurance is terminated for any reason, Contractor agrees to purchase an extended reporting
provision of at least two years to report claims arising from work performed in connection
with this Agreement or Agreement.
4) Policy allows for reporting of circumstances or incidents that might give rise to future claims.
11. Liquidated Damages.
The City shall have the right without prior notice to Contractor to make assessments against
amounts owed by it to Contractor under the terms of the Contract as provided below. Each
assessment contained in this Liquidated Damages Section shall stand on its own and may be
cumulative. The application of one assessment shall in no way affect the application of any or all
remaining assessments/incentives established herein. The City may elect not to impose an
assessment at its discretion. The City's election not to impose or collect any assessment in any one
instance will not act as a waiver of the City's right to make such assessments or pay such incentives
in the future. The assessments detailed in this Section in no way relieve Contractor of its obligation
to satisfy each and every requirement under the terms of the Contract.
Both Contractor and the City agree that Contractor’s failure to meet its obligations under the
Contract will result in financial injury to the City which would be incalculable including but not
limited to reductions, fluctuations or changes in funding received by the City. The exact amounts of
any such financial injury shall be extremely difficult to determine at the time. Contractor, therefore,
agrees that the amount the City owes to Contractor under the Contract will be reduced as
compensation to the City for those financial injuries. Both the City and Contractor agree the
assessments detailed below are reasonable estimates of the damage the City will suffer due to the
shortcomings in Contractor's performance to which they relate. Accordingly, the City may, in its
complete and absolute discretion and without any prior notice to the Contractor, reduce the amount
it otherwise owes to Contractor under the Contract by the following amounts and for the following
reasons:
a) Up to two (2) times the daily amount the City would otherwise pay to Contractor each day prorated basis assuming full performance of the Extended DAR Services, for each day that
Contractor fails to provide the Service for which it has a contractual obligation to the City.

__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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1) Each day Contractor fails to provide for a full complement of drivers to meet the required
level of service;
2) Each week day that Contractor fails to have sufficient resources to cover the Extended
DAR Service needs (e.g. not enough vehicles);
3) Each occasion on which Contractor fails to notify the City of an accident;
4) Each occasion on which Contractor fails to notify the City of a missed trip;
5) Each occasion on which Contractor fails to report inoperable safety and security
equipment;
6) Each incident an operator or any Contractor staff falsifies a report (i.e. manifest times,
miles, monthly report on-time performance, vehicle revenue hours, denials, missed trips,
dispatch log, etc.)
7) Blatant disregard for reporting deadlines strictly required by state and federal regulations
(i.e. NTD) governing the provision/delivery of complementary ADA paratransit service,
until accurate data and reports are submitted. Such data would include passenger mile
survey data that the City may require Contractor to collect for NTD purposes.
12. Productivity Standards. In order to ensure scheduling efficiency and encourage Contractor to use its
financial and capital resources in the most cost-efficient manner, the City has established the
following productivity standards:

a) 2.5 passenger trips/Vehicle Revenue Hour (VRH): Contractor shall strive to provide at least 2.5
passenger trips in a VRH.
b) 97% on-time performance: Contractor shall strive to achieve a 97% on-time performance
standard monthly. An on-time trip, as defined under this Contract, will be no more than 30
minutes following the scheduled arrival time recorded on the daily manifest.
No liquidated damages shall be assessed to the Contractor for failing to achieve productivity
standards above. These standards shall serve as goals for which the Contractor shall strive to achieve.
13. Record Retention, Audit And Inspection Of Records.
a) Record Retention and Access. During the course of this Contract and any extensions
thereof, and for four years thereafter, Contractor shall maintain intact and readily accessible all
data, documents, reports, records, contracts, and supporting materials relating to this Contract.
In the event of litigation or settlement of claims arising from the performance of this Contract,
Contractor agrees to maintain same until such litigation, appeals, claims or exceptions related
thereto have been disposed. Contractor agrees to permit any of the foregoing parties to
reproduce by any means whatsoever or to copy excerpts and transcriptions as reasonably
needed.
b) Inspection and Audit. All Contractor and subcontractor costs incurred in the performance of the
Contract will be subject to audit. Contractor and its subcontractors shall permit the City, the
Humboldt County Association of Governments (HCOAG), the State Auditor, the Federal
Agents or their authorized representatives to inspect, examine, make excerpts from, transcribe,
and copy Contractor’s books, work, documents, papers, materials, payrolls, records, accounts,
and any and all data relevant to the Contract at any reasonable time and to audit and verify
statements, invoices or bills submitted by Contractor pursuant to the Contract. The Contractor
also shall provide such assistance as may be reasonably required in the course of such audit
including, but not limited to, the following:
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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1) Contractor’s Accounting and Bookkeeping Division shall provide instruction to auditors on
accessing documents.
2) Contractor shall arrange audit entrance and exit interviews in which Contractor and/or its
subcontractors and the City or its authorized representatives will participate.
3) Contractor’s management or the management of a subcontractor will provide at the CITY’s
request a letter of representation (letter written by a company's auditors that attests to the
accuracy of the financial statements).
If, as a result of the audit/review, it is determined by the CITY’s auditor or staff that reimbursement
of any costs including profit or fee under this Contract was in excess of that represented and relied
upon during price negotiations or represented as a basis for payment, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the CITY for those costs within 60 days of written notification by the CITY.
14. Federal Provisions. Contractor Services are funded in whole or part by Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) funds. Contractor must, therefore comply with federal statutes and regulations
including, but not limited, to the following: 2 CFR Part 1201 Uniform Administrative Requirements,
Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards; FTA Master Agreement; FTA Circular
4220.1F – Third Party Contracting Guidance; and the State Management Plan (SMP). In addition to
every other term and condition of the Agreement, Contractor shall comply with the Federal
Provisions set out in Exhibit “B, attached hereto and incorporated herein.
15. Notice. All notices required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have
been properly given and delivered when delivered personally (including by commercial messenger or
courier or by facsimile transmission) or four (4) days after deposit in the U. S. mail with all postage or
charges fully prepaid and addressed to the authorized representative of the appropriate party.
City:
R. Charles (Doby) Class,
City Engineer
736 F Street
Arcata CA, 95521

Contractor:

Jaison Chand
City Ambulance of Eureka, Inc.
125 West 7th Street
Eureka, CA 95501

16. Compliance with Law. Contractor shall at all times comply with all local, state and federal laws and
regulations applicable in any way to the operation of the Extended DAR Service, including without
limitation, the Federal Transit Administration (“FTA”) and all applicable FTA regulations, policies,
procedures and directives, as amended. Contractor’s failure to do so comply shall constitute a
material breach of this Contract. The City will not be responsible or liable for the Contractor's
violations of these laws.
Without limiting the foregoing, Contractor expressly agrees to comply with all applicable
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), as amended, 42 USC § 12101 et
seq.; section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, 29 USC § 794; 49 USC § 5301(d);
and any implementing requirements FTA may issue. These regulations provide that no handicapped
individual, solely by reason of his or her handicap, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity included in or resulting
from this Agreement.

Attachment: Dial-A-Ride Extended Services Contract (1511 : Approve Agreement with City Ambulance of Eureka)
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17. Designation of Representative. Contractor and the City shall designate specific individuals to act as
representatives (“Designated Representative”), who shall have authority to transmit instructions,
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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18. No Waiver. No consent or waiver by either party to or of any breach of any representation, covenant,
or warranty shall be construed as a consent to or waiver of any other breach of the same or any other
representation, covenant or warranty.
19. Governing Law, Venue. This Agreement and performance hereunder and all suits and special
proceedings shall be interpreted in accordance with California law. Venue shall be fixed in Humboldt
County.
20. Authority. Each party hereto warrants and represents to the other party that such party has the full
right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and has obtained all necessary consents and
approvals to consummate the transaction contemplated hereby.
21. Negotiated Agreement, Interpretation. This Agreement has been negotiated by the parties hereto.
Each of the parties has had full opportunity to have this Agreement reviewed by an attorney acting on
such party's behalf. The language of the Agreement shall not be construed for or against either party
by reason of the authorship or alleged authorship of any provision hereof or by reason of the status of
the respective parties.
22. Entire Agreement/Modifications And Amendments. This Agreement together all attachments
constitutes the entire agreement between the City and Contractor as to the subject matter hereof. It
supersedes all prior communications, representations, or agreements, whether oral or written. No
amendment or variation of the terms of this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing, signed
by the parties and approved as required.
23. Assignment, Subcontract. Contractor may not assign its rights, interests, duties or obligations under
this Agreement without prior consent from the City. Contractor may not subcontract Services without
prior written consent from the City.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on the date of the last
party signing.
THE CITY OF ARCATA

CONTRACTOR:

________________________________
Karen Diemer, City Manager

___________________________
By: Jaison Chand
Title:
Date:____________________________

Date:____________________________

Insurance and procurement approved:
By:_________________________
Katie Marsolan,
Property and Special Projects Manager

__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017

Address: 125 West 7th Street
Eureka, CA 95501
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receive information, and implement the Agreement on behalf of each respective party. Either party
may change its Designated Representative or the address of its Designated Representative by giving
reasonable notice to the other party.
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Approved as to form:

Designated Representative:
Name: R. Charles (Doby) Class
736 F Street
Arcata, CA
Phone: (707) 825- 2170
Email Address: dclass@cityofarcata.org

__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017

Designated Representative:
Name: Jaison Chand
125 West 7th Street
Eureka, CA 95501
Phone: __________________________
Email Address: ___________________
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Nancy Diamond, City Attorney
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES

1.1.1

General

Contractor shall provide the necessary management, technical, and operating services for the operation
of Dial-A-Ride Extended Services within the Arcata Mad River Transit System (AMRTS) service area;
Contractor shall assist and cooperate with the City in meeting the objectives of providing quality
transportation services. ADA Paratransit service is provided within ¾ mile of fixed-route transit service.
Outside of the fixed route services in the City of Arcata, the service area is not an American with
Disabilities Act (ADA) paratransit service. However, vehicles are required to be equipped to service
mobility devices/wheelchairs and residents with limited mobility. Contractor shall establish and
maintain close liaison activities, coordination, and cooperation with the City on matters relating to
operations, monitoring, reporting and service performance measurements.
All staff, facilities, vehicles and equipment, fuel, supplies and services required for the operation and
management of Extended DAR Services shall be furnished by the Contractor with the exception of one
City of Arcata vehicle available as presented in Exhibit 1A. The Contractor is responsible for
requirements contained in this Scope of Work for all vehicles. Additional and/or replacement vehicles
may be deployed within the term of this contract.
Exhibit 1A: City of Arcata Dial-a-Ride/Paratransit Fleet Inventory

1.1.2

Unit #

Year

Make

Model

VIN

Lic. Plate

918

2001

Chevy

Ventura

xxxxxxxxxxx58869

1096109(E)

Pass.
Capacity
4+1

Mileage
45,500

Dial-A-Ride

Contractor shall provide Extended Dial-A-Ride (DAR) Services primarily as advance-reservation, curb-tocurb transportation for senior residents and individuals with disabilities as certified by the Humboldt
Transit Authority (HTA). ADA paratransit service areas only pertain to the fixed route systems for the
City of Arcata. DAR service outside of those fixed route systems are supplementary where DAR service
is provided on a voluntary basis and does not fall under the ADA paratransit rules and regulations.
Dial-A-Ride Services offers regularly scheduled subscription transit service for areas within the ADA
paratransit service area. Consistent with applicable law, subscription service may not absorb more than
fifty percent of the number of trips available at a given time of day. Subscription service is not provided
for any origin or destination outside of the ADA paratransit service areas.
Request for service must be ADA compliant and may be made the day before and up to 30 days in
advance of the service day. Same day and immediate trip requests are accommodated if capacity is
available. The service shall be six days a week, Monday through Friday from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
when HSU is in session, and Saturday from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Service will not be provided on the
following holidays: New Year’s Day (January 1), Independence Day (July 4), Thanksgiving Day
(4th Thursday in November) and Christmas Day (December 25).
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
July 1, 2017
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1.1 Contractor Duties and Responsibilities – Operations
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Contractor shall handle all passenger calls regarding the requests for Extended DAR Services and trip
reservations utilizing a telephone system that allows for the audio recording of trip reservations and
exchanges between Contractor’s customer service staff/reservation takers and clients for the sole
purpose of tracking the quality of customer service provided by the Contractor. Contractor must also
monitor this system to track wait times for each telephone call. Contractor will ensure that information
will be specific to the Dial-A-Ride service. Contractor is only required to take reservations during
standard business hours, which are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays and Saturdays. An answering
machine must be available for calls received during off hours.
Contractor shall meet all service level requirements under the ADA requirements. Contractor shall make
every reasonable effort to have sufficient back-up vehicles and drivers to prevent trip denials from
occurring. Trip denials will be reported to CITY and contractor will explain in writing the measures taken
to ensure correction.
1.1.3

Management

Contractor shall provide operations management at a level and capability sufficient to oversee its
functions and employees. Contractor shall designate and provide the services of a Project Manager,
subject to the approval of the City, who shall provide overall management and supervision of Extended
DAR Services under the terms of this Agreement. It is understood that the Project Manager may have
other project management responsibilities in addition to Extended DAR Services. The Project Manager
must have a minimum of five years’ experience in public transportation operations and at least three
years supervisory experience. A bachelor’s degree in a transportation or related field is preferred but
not required.
Project Manager shall work cooperatively with the City’s Designated Representative in matters relating
to service quality, providing operational and other data as described in this Scope of Work, responding
to comments from Dial-A-Ride riders and the general public, and responding to specific requests for
other assistance as the need arises.
The Contractor shall assure the City that the Project Manager designated for this project will not be
replaced without the written consent of the City. Should the services of the Project Manager become
unavailable to the Contractor, the resume and qualification of the proposed replacement shall be
submitted to the City for approval as soon as possible, but in no event later than five (5) working days
prior to the departure of the incumbent Project Manager, unless the Contractor is not provided with
such notice by the departing employee. The City shall respond to the Contractor concerning acceptance
of the candidate for replacement Project Manager. Should the position of Project Manager remain
unfilled for a period of thirty (30) days or more, the City may deduct the Project Manager’s
compensation from the Contractor’s payments.
The Contractor shall further designate one or more Operations Supervisor(s) to assist the Project
Manager in carrying out all activities relative to Extended DAR Services. The office of the Project
Manager will be physically located at the facility designated by the Contractor for management and
operation of Extended DAR Services. During all times when Extended DAR Services are in operation
either the Project Manager or an Operations Supervisor designated to act for the Project Manager shall
be available either by phone or in person at the Contractor’s facility to make management and
operational decisions regarding Extended DAR Services operations and provide coordination as
__________________________
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necessary, and shall be authorized to act on behalf of the Contractor regarding all matters pertaining to
this Scope of Work.
Provision of Personnel and Management

Contractor shall be responsible for the employment and supervision of all employees necessary to
perform Extended DAR Services. Such responsibilities shall include employee recruitment, screening,
selection, training, supervision, employee relations, evaluations, retention and termination.
Contractor shall use appropriate driver screening and selection criteria in order to employ drivers. These
criteria will include Department of Motor Vehicles license check, criminal background check and physical
examinations sufficient to meet all applicable requirements for Dial-A-Ride vehicle operations.
Contractor shall develop, implement, and maintain an employee substance abuse/alcohol abuse-testing
program, subject to City approval, for all employees in safety-sensitive positions including personnel
engaged in the operation, maintenance and control of Dial-A-Ride vehicles and equipment. Such
program will be substantially similar to federal requirements and related supplements and
amendments.
Contractor shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure that employees having contact with the public in
the course of their duties are of good moral character. Any such employee who is convicted of a felony
or a crime involving moral turpitude before or during the time of his/her employment shall not be
permitted to continue to hold a position of employment involving contact with the general public.
Contractor shall at all times comply with applicable state and federal employment laws, including, but
not limited to, section 1735 of the California Labor Code and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended. A list of current personnel shall be maintained and provided to the City. Contractor’s
personnel policies shall be in accordance with state and federal laws, including all applicable nondiscrimination criteria. These requirements are not intended to be construed by either the Contractor or
the City to be in conflict with the independent contractor relationship between the Contractor and the
City.
1.1.5

Training of Drivers and Operations Personnel

Contractor shall develop, implement, and maintain a formal training and retraining program that shall
be subject to review and approval by the City. An outline of the training program, including periodic
updates, shall be on file with the City. All drivers, dispatchers, telephone information personnel, and
supervisors shall participate in the program.
Contractor shall implement and maintain a specific training and retraining program for all drivers. The
program must provide a fixed minimum number of hours of training for new employees, including
classroom instruction, behind the wheel training under supervision of a certified instructor, and inservice training. The program shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, instruction covering
applicable laws and regulations and defensive driving practices, Dial-A-Ride operating policies and
procedure, employee work rules, vehicle safety inspection, equipment care and maintenance, customer
relations and passenger conduct. Drivers shall be trained to operate all types of vehicles, wheelchair
lifts and lock systems, and other equipment that may be expected to be used in the Dial-A-Ride services.
__________________________
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Contractor shall prepare and furnish to the City for approval, an Employee Handbook. The Employee
Handbook will be provided to all drivers, dispatchers, telephone operators, and supervisors and shall
include, at a minimum, the following subject areas: driver’s rules; accident/incident policies; radio
policies and procedures; ticket policies and procedures; fog and inclement weather policy; vehicle
inspection, care and maintenance policy and procedures, reporting procedures and pertinent sample
forms.
Dispatchers, telephone operators, supervisors, and any other personnel who may from time to time be
assigned to provide telephone information on the Dial-A-Ride telephone reservation lines shall be
trained in customer relation skills, telephone manners, accident/incident procedures, fares, Dial-A-Ride
reservation procedures, and operating policies. Operations control personnel assigned to Dial-A-Ride
trip scheduling and vehicle dispatching duties shall have a detailed knowledge of applicable procedures
and professional techniques.
1.1.6

Driver’s Responsibilities

Drivers will verify fares and be responsible for all ticket transactions. Drivers will record ridership
information in accordance with procedures approved by the City. All employees who are likely to be in
contact with the public are to be trained by Contractor to give accurate information concerning all DialA-Ride fares and services. Additionally, drivers shall meet the following requirements and observe the
following rules:
i. Be courteous and sensitive to the special needs of passengers with disabilities and all persons
contacted in the performance of the job;
ii. Shall schedule rides in a manner that ensures a consistently high quality of service;
iii. Maintain a working timepiece at all times (the time on his/her timepiece must be
synchronized with dispatcher or lead driver daily);
iv. Speak, understand and write the English language and only use the English language when
communicating on the two-way radio regarding Dial-A-Ride-related business;
v. Inform customers of his/her first name or ID number upon the request of the customer;
vi. Complete a daily pre-trip inspection report per CHP/state/federal regulations;
vii. Not smoke aboard Dial-A-Ride vehicle at any time; or eat or drink while in motion or when
passengers are on board;
viii. Not use boisterous or profane language or incivility to anyone and never use profanities while
talking on the two-way radio;
ix. Keep the vehicle clean and sanitary during the work shift;
x. Immediately report any vehicle defects to his/her supervisor or dispatcher;
xi. Use Dial-A-Ride vehicles only in accordance with assigned duties;
xii. Conduct self and operate assigned vehicle in a safe and courteous manner;
xiii. Not allow anyone to solicit on the vehicle;
xiv. Not allow any animals, except service animals (e.g., guide dogs) on vehicle;
xv. Refrain from speaking to anyone concerning an accident or similar incident unless it is to the
Police, City staff, City Claims Adjuster or Contractor supervisory personnel; all information
regarding an accident involving the City’s Dial-A-Ride service is confidential;
__________________________
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xvi. Follow the route manifest and maintain time schedules to the extent possible and notify
dispatcher if it becomes necessary to alter the order of pickups or drop off or if a schedule
cannot be maintained;
xvii. Notify his/her supervisor or dispatcher via the on vehicle communications system of any
schedule delay, and not talk bus to bus without direction from dispatch;
xviii. Make all customer stops in a safe location and manner and only at designated stops
unless otherwise authorized by dispatcher;
xix. Refrain from accepting gratuities of any kind;
xx. Keep a daily log of departure times and number of customers boarding at pickup areas;
xxi. Honor special passes, collect fares/tickets, issue public timetables, issue bulletins and other
materials, and perform occasional surveys or other actions as required by the CITY;
xxii. Not carry or play any type of electronic device or wear headphones aboard vehicles whether
moving or parked;
xxiii. Secure all wheelchairs and scooters using the tie down systems in each vehicle;
xxiv. Verbally identify his/her self to blind or visually impaired customers;
xxv. Assist customers as needed and required by the ADA;
xxvi. Use of cell phones and/or text messaging devices while driving is prohibited by law and it will
be considered a punishable offense if a driver is observed violating this law by Road
Supervisors, Management, or City management personnel. Complaints received from
passengers regarding violations will be fully researched and if found valid will warrant
appropriate action up to and including termination.
1.1.7

Safety Program

Contractor shall assume full responsibility for assuring that the safety of passengers, operations
personnel and Dial-A-Ride vehicles and equipment are maintained at the highest possible level
throughout the term of this agreement. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable FTA, CHP and
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements.
The Contractor shall develop, implement, and maintain in full compliance with California Law, a formal
safety illness and injury prevention program including periodic safety meetings, participation in safety
organizations, safety incentives offered by the Contractor to drivers and other employees, and
participating in risk management activities under the auspices of the Contractor’s insurance carrier or
other organization. The Contractor shall provide a copy of said Safety Program, including evidence of
compliance with SB-198, and subsequent program update to the City.
The Contractor shall participate in the State of California Department of Motor Vehicles “Employer Pull
Program” for appropriate monitoring of employer driver license activity.
The Contractor will require all drivers, control room personnel, vehicle maintenance mechanics, and
supervisors to participate in the safety program.
1.1.8

Substance Abuse Program

Contractor shall require its prospective, safety sensitive employees who may be assigned to perform
safety-sensitive duties related to the City’s Dial-A-Ride system to undergo pre-employment drug testing,
consistent with City policies and any applicable state/federal laws. Safety sensitive employees shall also
be subject to post-accident testing, probable cause testing, and random testing, as required by FTA 49
__________________________
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CFR Parts 653 and 654, Prevention of Prohibited Drug Use in Transit Operations and Prevention of
Alcohol Misuse in Transit Operations. Such drug and alcohol tests will comply with Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) regulations. If an employee fails a random, post-accident, or probable cause test,
Contractor shall inform the City’s Dial-A-Ride Designated Representative of the failure and of the actions
taken within 24 hours of the event.
1.1.9

Road Supervision

The Contractor shall provide road supervision as necessary to monitor drivers and vehicles and assist
drivers in revenue service.
1.1.10 Accident, Incident, and Complaint Procedures
Prior to initiating services under this agreement, the Contractor shall develop, implement and maintain
formal procedures, subject to City review and approval, for response to accidents, incidents, service
interruptions, and complaints. Such occurrences to be addressed include, but are not necessarily
limited to: vehicle accidents, passenger injuries, passenger disturbances, in-service vehicle failures, lift
failures of vehicles in service, and Dial-A-Ride vehicles operating more than thirty (30) minutes behind
promised schedule. All traffic accidents involving Dial-A-Ride system vehicles, irrespective of injury, shall
be reported to the City of Arcata Police Department. The Contractor will advise such agency of the
accident and request a police unit to investigate the accident.
The Designated Representative shall be notified in person or by telephone within thirty (30) minutes of
the occurrence of any accident or incident involving a Dial-A-Ride vehicle or service that requires
emergency services and/or the transport for medical treatment of a passenger, a member of the public
or an employee of the Contractor. A written follow-up report shall be provided to the City within one
(1) business day of such accident or incident. In the event of an accident or incident that results in
property damage or loss only, the Contractor shall notify the City in writing within one (1) business day
of the event and provide a written report within three (3) business days.
1.1.11 Vehicle Scheduling and Dispatching
The Contractor shall utilize a systematic, organized and documented method to schedule, dispatch, and
transport Dial-A-Ride passengers. The method should be capable of accommodating advanced
reservations, and requests for immediate service and of integrating all demand for service into efficient
vehicle tours that maximize productivity and assure service quality to levels prescribed in this Scope of
Work.
HTA shall make scheduling software available to the Contractor. The Contractor may propose to use an
alternate scheduling application. For all ITS property and services the Contractor agrees to comply with
all applicable standards, orders or regulations issued pursuant to the National ITS Architecture and
Standards to the extend required by 23 U.S.C. Section 517(d) and 23 CFR Part 655 and 940.
The Contractor shall provide an adequate number of trained and qualified persons to staff the Dial-ARide scheduling and system vehicle dispatching functions. These persons shall also be responsible for
maintaining radio control with all vehicles in service and for maintaining the daily dispatch log to be
proposed by the Contractor.
__________________________
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1.2 Contractor Duties and Responsibilities – Vehicles and Equipment
Vehicles and Equipment

The City will make one (1) vehicle available. The Contractor shall provide all additional vehicles and
equipment necessary for the operation of the Dial-A-Ride system. An inventory list is shown in Exhibit
1A, City of Arcata owned vehicle.
Back-Up Vehicles: The Contractor shall, in addition to the vehicles specified above, provide a minimum
of two (2) additional vehicles to serve as back-ups in the event that a primary vehicle must be removed
from service. The Contractor shall place a back-up vehicle in service within 15 minutes of a reported
break-down of an in-service vehicle and, unless new at the initiation of service under this agreement,
the back-up vehicle shall be promptly removed from service as soon as repairs can be effected on the
primary vehicle.
All vehicles to be used in Dial-A-Ride service, including the back-up vehicles, shall be painted a uniform
color with two 5” reflective stripes per the Caltrans specifications and clearly designated “Dial-A-Ride”
on front, back and both sides.
NOTE: City vehicles leased to the Contractor for providing the Dial-A-Ride service may not be used for
any other purpose by the Contractor except for the provision of this service and in conjunction with DAR
services offered by Contractor pursuant to Contractor’s agreement with HTA. Additionally, any vehicle
that is actively providing the Dial-A-Ride service may not be used for any other purpose while doing so,
and all individuals on such a vehicle must be eligible users/service attendants or authorized City or
Contractor staff.
Radios: All vehicles used in Dial-A-Ride service, including back up vehicles, shall be equipped with twoway radios under central dispatch control. All mobile and base radio equipment shall be provided,
installed and maintained by the Contractor. The Contractor shall provide the City with a copy of the
necessary radio license and will be responsible for proper radio procedures and for any actions or fines
imposed by the FCC for improper use of the system.
Contractor's personnel will have exclusive control of the equipment and facilities employed in furnishing
the City’s Dial-A-Ride service.
1.2.2

Operations and Maintenance Facility and Services

1.2.2.1 Facility
The Contractor shall be responsible for securing, establishing and maintaining a facility for the
operation, maintenance and administration/dispatching of Dial-A-Ride. The Contractor may contract
separately with HTA for servicing these vehicles.
1.2.2.2 Maintenance
The Contractor shall provide reliable maintenance equipment, supplies and/or parts for ensuring that all
vehicles used for the provision of Dial-A-Ride service are maintained and operated in accordance with all
State and/or Federal regulations governing such vehicles. All Dial-A-Ride vehicles operated by Contractor
must be ADA-compliant, safe, clean, free of any defects, and aesthetically pleasing to a reasonable
degree as determined by the City. The Contractor shall provide an Information Management System for
__________________________
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tracking and maintaining maintenance records and any other data required by applicable state and/or
federal governments (i.e. CHP, CalTrans, and NTD) governing the delivery of Dial-A-Ride service and the
maintenance of public transit/paratransit vehicles. Contractor shall produce and maintain a formal,
written preventive maintenance plan, as well as written and electronic, back-up records of all repairs
and maintenance activities made to each paratransit vehicle, in accordance with state and/or federal
regulations. All written and electronic records shall be available to the City, HTA or a HTA-approved
agency performing inspections for up to four years after the completion/termination of the contract.
(Contractor may employ a subcontractor for vehicle maintenance activities only upon written approval
from the City.)
1.2.2.3 Fueling
The Contractor shall provide for a fueling facility equipped with low sulfur diesel and gasoline pumps, or
Contractor shall make arrangements with a subcontractor for such a facility. The low sulfur diesel fuel
must meet California Air Resources Board (CARB) standards for transit buses.
1.2.2.4 Other Equipment
Any other equipment, information systems, supplies, parts and facilities necessary for meeting the
requirements of this Contract shall comply with all applicable state/federal laws governing the delivery
of complementary ADA paratransit service, and the changing service demands over the course of the
contract term. The City reserves the right to reject and/or specify the equipment, information systems,
supplies, parts and facilities used by the Contractor
The Contractor will take all required measures to assure business continuity and to maintain all
functions critical to daily operations as required by the ADA.
1.2.2

Telephone Reservations and Information System

The Contractor shall provide telephone equipment and all telephone information and dispatch
personnel necessary to effectively respond to incoming calls at a quality and level consistent with Dial-ARide patron demand, and in strict accordance with the operating days and hours set forth herein.
The Contractor shall make special efforts to respond to telephone service and information requests from
patrons who have hearing disabilities or whose primary language is other than English. The Contractor
will provide TDD equipment for communications with customers who have hearing disabilities and will
provide the capability to receive and accommodate telephone calls from callers speaking Spanish during
all hours when Dial-A-Ride reservations may be made. An answering machine shall be available for
recording trip cancellations for the Dial-A-Ride service when the administrative and dispatch offices are
closed.
The Contractor will provide its own telephone system with a minimum of three lines, as well as a
separate TDD number.
1.2.2.1 Ancillary Capital Expense
The Contractor is requested to include, as an optional capital expense line item, a system providing
automatic call-outs to riders as the vehicle nears their residence. This system need not be a full
Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR) system but needs to provide some of the customer service and
information functions that would generally be included in such a system.
__________________________
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1.3 Contractor Ancillary Duties and Responsibilities
Fares and Fare Collection

The City shall establish all fares of any kind or character to be paid by Dial-A-Ride Extended Services
patrons. The Contractor shall ensure that each patron pays the appropriate fare prior to being provided
transportation service. All fares will be paid by patrons with cash or tickets for their appropriate fare
classification. All fares collected are the sole property of the City. The City may elect to waive Dial-ARide fares for a certain period of time, and if so, the Contractor will be notified in advance.
1.3.2

Data Management and Reporting

The Contractor shall maintain all books, records, documents, accounting ledgers, and similar materials
relating to work performed for the City under this agreement on file for at least three (3) years following
the date of final payment to the Contractor by the City. Any duly authorized representative(s) of the
City shall have access to such records for the purpose of inspection, audit, and copying at reasonable
times, during the Contractor’s usual and customary business hours. The Contractor shall provide proper
facilities to City representative(s) and the City shall be permitted to observe and inspect any or all of the
Contractor’s compliance with the provisions of this agreement. In such instances, City representative(s)
shall not interfere with or disrupt such activities.
The Contractor shall collect, record, and report to the City on a quarterly basis all accounting data for
the Dial-A-Ride operation in accordance with the National Dial-A-Ride Database, Section 99243 of the
California Public Utilities Code, and/or as specified by the City and/or the Humboldt County Association
of Governments. All worksheets and detail information used to prepare these reports shall be available
to the City within one month after the close of the applicable quarter.
The Contractor shall collect, record and report all operational data required by the City in a format
approved by the City. Such data shall be collected and maintained by service type and shall include at a
minimum the following statistics required under the National Transit Database (NTD): passenger count,
total vehicle hours, total vehicle miles, vehicle revenue hours, vehicle revenue miles, wheelchair
boardings and Dial-A-Ride passenger no-shows and cancelations. The Contractor shall provide
passenger mile sampling data in accordance with a method approved by the Federal Transportation
Administration (FTA) for NTD purposes (i.e. an RU-20 form).
Information concerning vehicle activity shall be collected daily on the Dial-A-Ride driver’s log, route
drivers report, dispatch lot, and/or other formats as developed by the Contractor and approved by the
City.
The operations data shall be collected and compiled daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annually.
Totals shall be provided for peak-hour services, weekdays, and Saturdays.
Daily logs, reports, farebox revenue records and summaries shall be available, upon request, for City
review at the operations facility by 3:00 PM of the next business day following data collection.
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Quarterly reports shall be compiled on a year-to-year cumulative basis and shall be submitted within 30
days after the close of each quarter.
1.3.3

Advertising and Promotion

The City shall have primary responsibility for the development, preparation and production of
advertising and/or promotional activities with respect to Dial-A-Ride. The Contractor shall, however,
cooperate with the City in any such activities initiated by the City by making available needed
equipment, facilities, and reasonable levels of personnel assistance at no additional cost or expense to
the City. The Contractor also shall dispense Dial-A-Ride informational materials and publications,
respond to patron requests for information, act as liaison and provider of information with and to
community agencies and groups, and do all other things to assist and support the City’s advertising and
public information efforts.
1.3.4

System Monitoring and Recommendations

The Contractor shall continually monitor Dial-A-Ride operations, facilities, and equipment; and shall,
from time to time as warranted, advise the City and make recommendations to it based upon observed
deficiencies and needed improvements. The City shall retain all authority, however, to make
determinations and to take action on such recommendations.
1.3.5

Emergencies and Natural Disasters

In the event of an emergency or natural disaster, Contractor shall make available, to the maximum
extent possible, transportation and communications services and facilities to assist the City in
ameliorating such incidents. To the extent the City requires Contractor to provide such emergency
services and facilities, Contractor shall be relieved of the obligation to fulfill the duties and
responsibilities to operate Dial-A-Ride as herein described. Further, Contractor shall be entitled to be
paid reasonable compensation for providing such emergency services and facilities, provided however,
that the amount of such compensation and time of its payment shall be mutually agreed upon by the
Contractor and the City following the conclusion of the emergency or disaster, or at such other time as
they may mutually agree.

1.4 Service Performance Standards
Contractor will meet or exceed the following performance standards. The City, or its designee, will
periodically monitor Contractor's adherence to these standards.
a. Sufficient Dial-a-Ride/Paratransit Operators. At the start of the Contract, Contractor will have
available enough Paratransit Operators, plus back-up Paratransit Operators at all times to drive
the number of vehicles available and maintain at least a 97% on-time performance level. No
trips shall be dropped or missed due to unavailability of drivers.
b. Road Failures. Contractor will make best efforts to minimize service delays due to road failures.
If a vehicle has a road failure, Contractor will provide a replacement lift equipped (if original
__________________________
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vehicle was lift equipped) vehicle with an unassigned back-up vehicle and operator, making best
efforts to minimize service delays. If a vehicle experiences a lift malfunction it will be removed
from service and replaced with a similar lift equipped vehicle.
Service Efficiency. Contractor shall implement scheduling practices to maximize service
efficiency. The City’s productivity standard for passenger trips per Vehicle Revenue Hour is 2.5.
Customer Comments, Compliments and Complaints. The Contractor shall receive and document
customer compliments, comments and complaints. The Contractor shall define complaint
categories and calculate the number of service related complaints. The City’s standard for
service related complaints is 1 complaint for every 600 passenger trips provided.
In-coming Calls Wait Time. Contractor shall provide sufficient staffing to ensure that the
average incoming call wait time is 1 minute or less for calls relating to service issues and 1.5 - 2
minutes or less for calls from individuals wishing to make a trip reservation.
On-Time Performance. Contractor shall schedule service and manage operations to maximize
the number of customers picked up within 15 minutes of the scheduled pickup time. The City’s
productivity standard for on-time performance is 97%.
Passenger Ride Time. No one rider shall spend more than one hour (time limit subject to
change by the City) on a vehicle during any one way trip, if a trip is less than twenty miles. For
trips at least twenty miles, the passenger time on the vehicle is limited to ninety minutes. This
policy will be reviewed by the City and is subject to change.
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EXHIBIT “B”
FEDERAL PROVISIONS

a) No Federal Government Obligation to Third Parties. The CONTRACTOR agrees that, absent of
the Federal Government’s express written consent, the Federal Government shall not be subject
to any obligations or liabilities to any contractor, any third-party contractor, or any other person
not a party to the Grant Agreement in connection with the performance of the PROJECT.
Notwithstanding any concurrence provided by the Federal Government in or approval of any
solicitation, or third-party agreement, the Federal Government continues to have no obligation
or liabilities to any party, including the CONTRACTOR or third-party contractor.
b) Third-Party Contracts and Subagreements Affected. To the extent applicable, federal
requirements extend to third-party contractors and their contracts at every tier, and to the
subagreements of third-party contractors and the subagreements at every tier. Accordingly, the
CONTRACTOR agrees to include, and to require its third-party contractors to include
appropriate clauses in each third-party contract and each subagreement financed in whole or in
part with financial assistance provided by the FTA.
c) No Relationship between the California Department of Transportation and Third-Party
Contractors. Nothing contained in this Contract or otherwise, shall create any contractual
relationship, obligation or liability between the California Department of Transportation and
any third-party contractors, and no third-party contract shall relieve the CONTRACTOR of his
responsibilities and obligations hereunder. The CONTRACTOR agrees to be fully responsible
to the CITY for the acts and omissions of its third-party contractors and of persons either
directly or indirectly employed by any of them as it is for the acts and omissions of persons
directly employed by the CONTRACTOR. The CONTRACTOR’S obligation to pay its thirdparty contractors is an independent obligation from the CITY’s obligation to make payments to
the CONTRACTOR. As a result, the California Department of Transportation shall have no
obligation to pay or to enforce the payment of any moneys to any third-party contractor.
d) Obligations on Behalf of the California Department of Transportation. The CONTRACTOR
shall have no authority to contract for or on behalf of, or incur obligations on behalf of the
California Department of Transportation.
e) CITY’s Approval of Subagreements. CITY shall approve in writing all proposed
Subagreements, Memorandums of Understanding (MOU), or similar documents relating to the
performance of the Contract prior to implementation. The CONTRACTOR agrees that it will
not enter into any Subagreements unless the same are approved in writing by CITY. Any
proposed amendments or modifications to such Subagreements must be approved by CITY
prior to implementation.
2. Program Fraud and False or Fraudulent Statements or Related Acts.

a) The CONTRACTOR acknowledges that the provisions of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies
Act of 1986, as amended, 31 U.S.C. Section 3801 et seq. and US Department of Transportation
regulations, “Program Fraud Civil Remedies,” 49 CFR Part 31, apply to its actions pertaining to
this PROJECT. Upon execution of an underlying contract, the CONTRACTOR certifies or
affirms the truthfulness and accuracy of any statement it has made, it makes, it may make, or
causes to be made, and pertaining to the underlying contract or the federally assisted PROJECT
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
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for which this contracted work is being performed. In addition to other penalties that may be
applicable, the CONTRACTOR further acknowledges that if it makes, or causes to be made, a
false, fictitious, or fraudulent claim, statement, submission, or certification, the Federal
Government reserves the right to impose the penalties of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act
of 1986 in the CONTRACTOR to the extent the Federal Government deems appropriate.

b) The CONTRACTOR also acknowledges that if it makes, or causes to be made, a false, fictitious,
or fraudulent claim, statement, submission, or certification to the Federal Government under a
contract connected with a PROJECT that is financed in whole or in part with federal assistance
originally awarded by the FTA under the authority of 49 U.S.C. Section 5307, the Government
reserves the right to impose the penalties of 18 U.S.C. Section 1001 and 49 U.S.C. Section
5307(n)(1) on the CONTRACTOR, to the extent the Federal Government deems appropriate.

c) The CONTRACTOR agrees to include the above two clauses in each subagreement financed in
whole or in part with Federal Assistance provided by the California Department of
Transportation. It is further agreed that these clauses shall not be modified, except to identify the
subcontractor who will be subject to the provisions.
3. Access to Records. CITY, the California Department of Transportation, the State Auditor General,
and any duly authorized representative of the Federal government shall have access to any books,
records, and documents of the CONTRACTOR and its subcontractors that are pertinent to this
Contract of audits, examinations, excerpts, and transactions, and copies thereof shall be furnished if
requested. The CONTRACTOR shall include a clause to this effect in every subagreement entered
into relative to the PROJECT.
4. Record Keeping. The CONTRACTOR and all subcontractors shall maintain all books, documents,
papers, accounting records, and other evidence pertaining to the performance of this Contract. All
parties shall make such materials available at their respective offices at all reasonable times during
the performance and for three (3) years from the date of final payment under this Contract and all
subagreements.
5. Accounting Records. The CONTRACTOR shall establish and maintain separate accounting
records and reporting procedures specified for the fiscal activities of the PROJECT. The
CONTRACTOR’S accounting system shall conform to generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and uniform standards that may be established by California Department of Transportation.
All records shall provide a breakdown of total costs charged to the PROJECT including properly
executed payrolls, time records, invoices, and vouchers.
6. Federal Changes, Amendments to State, and Local Laws, Regulations, and Directives. The
terms of the most recent amendments to any federal, State, or local laws, regulations, FTA
directives, and amendments to the grant or cooperative contract that may be subsequently adopted,
are applicable to the PROJECT to the maximum extent feasible, unless the California Department of
Transportation provides otherwise in writing.
7. Civil Rights (Title VI, EEO, & ADA). During the performance of this Contract, the
CONTRACTOR its assignees and successors in interest, agree to comply with all federal statutes
and regulations applicable to grantee subrecipients under the Federal Transit Act, including, but not
limited to the following:
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as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 200e, and federal transit law at 49 U.S.C. Section 5332, the
CONTRACTOR Agrees to comply with all applicable equal employment opportunity (EEO)
requirements of the U.S. Department of Labor (U.S. DOL) regulations, “Office of Labor,” 41
CFR Parts 60 et seq., (which implement Executive Order No. 11246, “Equal Employment
Opportunity,” as amended by Executive Order No. 11375, “Amending Executive Order 11246
Relating to Equal Employment Opportunity,” 42 U.S.C. Section 200e note), and with any
applicable federal statutes, executive orders, regulations, and federal policies that may in the
future affect construction activities undertaken in the course of the PROJECT. The
CONTRACTOR agrees to take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and
that employees are treated during employment, without regard to their race, color, creed,
national origin, sex, or age. Such action shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or
termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection from training, including
apprenticeship. In addition, the CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with any implementing
requirements the California Department of Transportation any issue.
b) Nondiscrimination. The CONTRACTOR, with regard to the work performed by it during the
contract term shall act in accordance with Title VI. Specifically, the CONTRACTOR shall not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, or disability in the
selection and retention of subcontractors, including procurement of materials and leases of
equipment. The CONTRACTOR shall not participate either directly or indirectly in the
discrimination prohibited by Section 21.5 of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Regulations, including employment practices when the Contract covers a program whose goal is
employment. Further, in accordance with Section 102 of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 12112, the CONTRACTOR agrees that it will comply
with the requirements of U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, “Regulations to
Implement the Equal Employment Provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act,” 29 CFR
Part 1630, pertaining to employment of persons with disabilities. In addition, the
CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with any implementing requirements the California
Department of Transportation may issue.
c) Solicitations for Subcontractors Including Procurements of Materials and Equipment. In all
solicitations, either by competitive bidding or negotiation by the CONTRACTOR for work
performed under a subagreement, including procurements of materials or leases of equipment,
each potential subcontractor or supplier shall be notified by the CONTRACTOR of the
subcontractor’s obligations under this Contract and the Regulations relative to
nondiscrimination on the grounds of race, color, or national origin.
d) Information and Reports. The CONTRACTOR shall provide all information and reports
required by the Regulations, or directives issued pursuant thereto, and shall permit access to its
books, records, accounts, other sources of information and its facilities as may be determined by
the City or the California Department of Transportation to be pertinent to ascertain compliance
with such Regulations or directives. Where any information required of a CONTRACTOR is in
the exclusive possession of another who fails or refuses to furnish the information, the
CONTRACTOR shall certify to the City of the California Department of Transportation as
appropriate, and shall set fourth what efforts it has made to obtain the information.
e) Sanctions for Noncompliance. In the event of the CONTRACTOR’S noncompliance with the
nondiscrimination provisions of the Contract, the City shall:
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f) Incorporation of Provisions. The CONTRACTOR shall include the provisions of these
paragraphs a) through f) in every subagreement, including procurements of materials and leases
of equipment, unless exempt by the Regulations or directives issued pursuant thereto. The
CONTRACTOR will take such action with respect to any subcontractor or procurement as the
City or the California Department of Transportation may direct as a means of enforcing such
provisions including sanctions for noncompliance; provided, however, that in the event a
CONTRACTOR becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or
supplier as a result of such directions, the CONTRACTOR may request the City to enter into
such litigation to protect the interest of the City, and, in addition, the CONTRACTOR may
request the California Department of Transportation to enter into such litigation to protect the
interests of the California Department of Transportation.
8. Energy Conservation. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the mandatory energy
efficiency standards and policies within the applicable California Department of Transportation
energy conservation plans issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, 42,
U.S.C. Section 6321 et seq.
9. Termination.
a) Termination for Convenience. When it is in the City’s best interest, the City reserves the right to
terminate this Contract, in whole or in part, at any time by providing a ten (10) day written
notice to the CONTRACTOR. The CONTRACTOR shall be paid its costs, including contract
closeout costs, and profit on work performed up to the time of termination. The
CONTRACTOR shall promptly submit its termination claim to the City. If the CONTRACTOR
has any property in its possession belonging to the City, the CONTRACTOR will account for
the same, and dispose of it in the manner the City directs.
b) Termination for Default (Breach or Cause). If the CONTRACTOR does not deliver supplies in
accordance with the contract delivery schedule, or, if the contract is for services, the
CONTRACTOR fails to perform in the manner called for in the contract, or if the
CONTRACTOR fails to comply with any other provisions of the contract, the City may
terminate this contract for default. Termination shall be effected by serving a notice of
termination on the CONTRACTOR setting forth the manner in which the CONTRACTOR is in
default. The CONTRACTOR will only be paid the contract price for supplies delivered and
accepted, or services performed in accordance with the manner of performance set forth in the
contract.
If it is later determined by the City that the CONTRACTOR had an excusable reason for not
performing, such as a strike, fire, or flood, events which are not the fault of or are beyond the
control of the CONTRACTOR, the City, after setting up a new delivery of performance
schedule, may allow the CONTRACTOR to continue work, or treat the termination as a
termination for convenience.
c) Mutual Termination. The PROJECT may also be terminated if the City and the
CONTRACTOR agree that its continuation would not produce beneficial results commensurate
with the further expenditure of funds or if there are inadequate funds to operate the PROJECT
equipment or otherwise complete the PROJECT.
__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
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d) Release Upon Termination. Upon expiration or earlier termination or suspension of the
Contract, the City will have the right to provide the City’s Dial-A-Ride Extended Services by
means of its own or subcontracted employees, Dial-A-Ride vehicles and equipment or pursuant
to contract with other carrier(s), or otherwise, operated by Contractor as provided in the
Contract. Contractor agrees to release and hold harmless the City and forever waive any claim,
of any sort or nature, against the City based upon the City's operation, or contracting for the
operation, of the City’s Dial-A-Ride services or any portion thereof. In addition, as further
consideration for the compensation to be paid by the City to the Contractor for the provision of
services called for by the Contract, the Contractor will release and hold harmless the City, and
waive any right that it otherwise might have to claim entitlement to benefits afforded to private
mass transportation companies under Section 3(e) of the Federal Transit Administration Act of
1964 (49 U.S.C. S1 602(e)) as it now exists or hereafter maybe amended. The Contractor also
hereby forever waives any claims of unfair competition that it otherwise might assert, and
forever waives any rights that otherwise might accrue to it under the above-mentioned
provisions or under any other similar or comparable provisions of law.
10. Debarment and Suspension.
a) The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the requirements of Executive Order Nos. 12549 and
12689, “Debarment and Suspension,” 31 U.S.C. Section 6101 note; and U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION regulations on Debarment and Suspension and 49 CFR Part 29.
b) Unless otherwise permitted by the California Department of Transportation, the CONTRACTOR
agrees to refrain from awarding any third-party contract of any amount to or entering into any
sub-contract of any amount with a party included in the “U.S. General Services Administration’s
(U.S. GSA) List of Parties Excluded from Federal procurement and Non-procurement Program,”
implementing Executive Order Nos. 12549 and 12689, “Debarment and Suspension” and 49 CFR
Part 29. The list also include the names of parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded by
agencies, and contractors declared ineligible for contract award under statutory or regulatory
authority other than Executive Order Nos. 12546 and 12689.
c) Before entering into any subagreements with any subcontractor, the CONTRACTOR agrees to
obtain a debarment and suspension certification from each prospective recipient containing
information about the debarment and suspension status and other specific information of that
CITY and its “principals,” as defined at 49 CFR Part 29.
d) Before entering into any third-party contract exceeding $25,000.00, the CONTRACTOR agrees
to obtain a debarment and suspension certification from each third-party contractor containing
information about the debarment and suspension status of that third-party contractor and its
“principals,” as defined at 49 CFR 29.105(p). The CONTRACTOR also agrees to require each
third-party contractor to refrain from awarding any subagreements of any amount, at any tier, to a
debarred or suspended subcontractor, and to obtain a similar certification for any third-party
subcontractor, at any tier, seeking a contract exceeding $25,000.00.
11. Buy America. The CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Buy-America requirements of 49 U.S.C.
5323(j) and 49 CFR Part 661 for all procurements of steel, iron, and manufactured products used in
PROJECT. Buy-America requirements apply to all purchases, including materials and supplies
funded as operating costs, if the purchase exceeds the threshold for small purchases (currently
$100,000.00). Separate requirements for rolling stock are set out at 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(2)(c) and 49
__________________________
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12. Provisions for Resolution of Disputes, Breaches, or Other Litigation. The City and the
CONTRACTOR shall deal in good faith and attempt to resolve potential disputes informally. If the
dispute persists, the CONTRACTOR shall submit to the City Manager or designee a written
demand for a decision regarding the disposition of any dispute arising under this Contract. The City
Manager shall make a written decision regarding the dispute and will provide it to the
CONTRACTOR. The CONTRACTOR shall have the opportunity to challenge in writing within ten
(10) working days to the City Council. If the CONTRACTOR’S challenge is not made within the
ten (10) day period, the City Manager’s decision shall become the final decision of the City. The
City and the CONTRACTOR shall submit written, factual information and supporting data in
support of their respective positions. The decision of the City Council shall be final, conclusive, and
binding regarding the dispute.
13. Lobbying.
a) The CONTRACTOR agrees that it will not use federal assistance funds to support lobbying. In
accordance with 31 U.S.C. and U.S. Department of Transportation Regulations, “New
Restrictions on Lobbying.” 49 CFR Part 20, if the bid is for an award for $100,000.00 or more
the City will not make any federal assistance available to the CONTRACTOR until the City has
received the CONTRACTOR’S certification that the CONTRACTOR has not and will not use
federal appropriated funds to pay any person or organization to influence or attempt to influence
an officer or employee of any federal agency, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of
Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any
federal grant, cooperative agreement, or any other federal award from which funding for the
PROJECT is originally derived, consistent with 31 U.S.C. Section 1352, and;
b) If applicable, if any funds other than federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid
to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an office or employee of any federal
agency, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a
member of Congress, in connection with this federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative
agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure Form
to Report Lobbying,” in accordance with the form instructions.
c) The CONTRACTOR shall require that the language of the above two clauses be included in the
award documents for all sub-awards at all tiers (including subagreements, sub-grants, and
contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) which exceed $100,000.00 and that
all awarding agencies shall certify and disclose accordingly.
This Contract is a material representation of facts upon which reliance was placed when the
Contract was made or entered into. These provisions are a prerequisite for making or entering into a
Contract imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to comply with these
provisions shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000.00 and not more than
$100,000.00 for each failure.
14. Clean Air.
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a) The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations issued
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b) The CONTRACTOR also agrees to include these requirements in each subagreement exceeding
$100,000 financed in whole or in part with Federal assistance provided by FTA.
15. Clean Water.
a) The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations
issued pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.
The CONTRACTOR agrees to report each violation to the City and understands and agrees that
the City will, in turn, report each violation as required to assure notification to FTA and the
appropriate EPA Regional Office.
b) The CONTRACTOR also agrees to include these requirements in each subagreement exceeding
$100,000 financed in whole or in part with Federal assistance provided by FTA.
16. U.S. Flag Requirements (Cargo Preferences)(Fly America).
a) Shipments by Ocean Vessel. For third-party contacts that may involve equipment, materials, or
commodities which may be transported by ocean vessels, the CONTRACTOR and
subagreements must comply with 46 U.S.C. Section 55303 and 46 CFR Part 381, “Cargo
Preferences-U.S. Flag Vessels.”
b) Shipments by Air Carrier. For third-party contracts that may involve shipments of federally
assisted property by air carrier, the CONTRACTOR and subagreements must comply with the
“Fly America” Act and 49 U.S.C. Section 40118, “Use of United States of America Flag
Carriers,” and 41 CFR Section 301-10.131 through 301-10.143.
c) Project Travel. In accordance with Section 5 of the International Air Transportation Fair
Competitive Practices Act of 1973, as amended, (“Fly America” Act), 49 U.S.C. 40118 and 41
CFR Part 301-10, the CONTRACTOR and all subcontractors are required to use U.S. Flag air
carriers for U.S. Government-financed international air travel and transportation, to the extent
such service is available or applicable.
17. Transit Employee Protective Arrangements (Transit Operation Only). The CONTRACTOR
agrees to comply with applicable transit employee protective requirements, as follows:
a) The CONTRACTOR agrees to carry out the transit operations work on the underlying contract
in compliance with terms and conditions determined by the U.S. Secretary of Labor to be fair
and equitable to protect the interests of employees employed under this Contact and to meet the
employee protective requirements of 49 U.S.C. 5333(b), and U.S.DOL guidelines at 29 CFR
Part 215, and any amendments there to.
b) The CONTRACTOR also agrees to include the applicable requirements in each subagreement
involving transit operations financed in whole or in part with federal assistance provided by the
FTA.
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service using federally funded equipment or facilities if there is at least one private charter operator
willing and able to provide the service, except under one of the exceptions listed at 49 CFR-Subpart
B. Any charter service provided under one of the exceptions must be “incidental,” i.e., it must not
interfere with or detract from the provision of mass transportation. The CONTRACTOR assures and
certifies that the revenues generated by its incidental charter bus operations (if any) are, and shall
remain, equal to or greater than the cost (including depreciation on federally assisted equipment) of
providing the service. The CONTRACTOR understands that the requirements of 49 CFR Part 604
will apply to any charter service provided, the definitions in 49 CFR part 604 apply to this contract,
and any violation of this contract may require corrective measures and the imposition of penalties,
including debarment from the receipt of further federal assistance for transportation.
19. School Bus Operations (Transit Operation and Rolling Stock Only). Pursuant to 49 U.S.C.
5323(F) and 49 CFR Part 605, the CONTRACTOR agrees that it and all its subcontractors will: (1)
engage in school transportation operations in competition with private school transportation
operators only to the extent permitted by an exception provided by 49 U.S.C. 5323(F) and
implementing regulations, and (2) comply with requirements of 49 CFR Part 605 before providing
any school transportation using equipment of facilities acquired with federal assistance awarded by
the FTA and authorized by 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 or Title 23 U.S.C. for transportation projects. The
CONTRACTOR understands that the requirements of 49 CFR Part 605 will apply to any school
transportation it provides, that the definitions of 49 CFR Part 605 apply to any school transportation
agreement, and a violation of the contract may require corrective measures and the imposition of
penalties, including debarment from the receipt of further federal assistance for transportation.
20. Vehicle Operator Licensing. The CONTRACTOR is required to comply with all applicable
requirements of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration regulations and the California
Vehicle Code including, but not limited to, the requirement that all vehicle operators have a valid
State of California driver’s license, including any special operator license that may be necessary for
the type of vehicle operated.
21. Drug-Free Workplace (FTA Section 5311 Awards). The CONTRACTOR certifies by signing a
Contract with the CITY that it will provide a drug-free workplace, and shall establish policy
prohibiting activities involving controlled substances in compliance with Government Code Section
8355, et seq. The CONTRACTOR is required to include the language of this paragraph in award
documents for all sub-awards at all tiers (including subagreements, sub-grants, and contracts under
grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all awarding agencies shall disclose accordingly.
To the extent the CONTRACTOR, any third-party contractor at any tier, any CITY at any tier, or
their employees, perform a safety sensitive function under the PROJECT, the CONTRACTOR
agrees to comply with, and assure the compliance of each affected third-party contractor at any tier,
each affected CITY at any tier, and their employees with 49 U.S.C. Section 5331, and the FTA
regulations, “Prevention of Alcohol Misuse and Prohibited Drug use in Transit Operations,” 49 CFR
Part 655.
CONTRACTOR agrees to establish and implement a drug and alcohol testing program that complies
with 49 CFR Part 655, produce any documentation necessary to establish its compliance with Part
655, and permit any authorized representative of the United States Department of Transportation or
its operating administrations, the California Department of Transportation, or the CITY to inspect the
facilities and records associated with the implementation of the drug and alcohol testing program as
required under 49 CFR Part 655 and review the testing process. The CONTRACTOR agrees further
to certify annually its compliance with Part 655 before July 1, 2017 and to submit the Management
Information System (MIS) reports before July 1, 2017 to Greg Pratt, CITY General Manager. To
certify compliance the CONTRACTOR shall use the "Substance Abuse Certifications" in the "Annual
__________________________
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22. Bus Testing. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the requirements of 49 U.S.C. Section
5318(e), 5323(c), and the FTA regulations, “Bus Testing,” 49 CFR Part 665, and any revision
thereto, including the certification that before expending any federal assistance to acquire the first
bus of any new bus model or any bus model with a new major change in configuration or
components or before authorizing final acceptance of that bus, that model of bus will have been
tested at the ALTOONA Bus Research and Testing Center. The CONTRACTOR must obtain the
final testing report and provide a copy of the report to the CITY.
23. Pre-Award and Post Delivery Audit. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the
requirements of 49 U.S.C. Section 5323(l), 5323(m), and the FTA regulations, “Pre-Award and
Post-Delivery Audits of Rolling Stock Purchases,” 49 CFR Part 663, and any revision thereto.
24. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) National Architecture. To the extent applicable, the
CONTRACTOR agrees to conform to the National Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
Architecture and Standards as required by 23 U.S.C. Section 517(d), 23 U.S.C. Section 512 note,
and 23 CFR Part 655 and 940, and follow the provisions of the FTA Notice, “FTA National ITS
Architecture Policy on Transit projects,” 66 Fed. Reg. 1455 et seq., January 8, 2001, and any other
implementing directives the FTA may issue at a later date, except to the extent the FTA determines
otherwise in writing.
25. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE). The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with U.S.
Department of Transportation regulations, “Participation by Disadvantaged Enterprises in
Department of Transportation Financial Assistance Programs,” 49 CFR Part 26 and will cooperate
with the California Department of Transportation with regard to maximum utilization of
disadvantaged business enterprise, and will use its best efforts to ensure that disadvantaged business
enterprise shall have the maximum opportunity to compete for sub contractual work under this
Contract.
26. Recycled Products. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with all the requirements of Section
6002 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended (42 U.S.C. 6962),
including but not limited to the regulatory provisions of 40 CFR Part 247, and Executive Order
12873, as they apply to the procurement of the items designated in Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 247.
27. Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (Applicable to: Construction contracts and,
in very limited circumstances, non-construction projects that employ laborers or mechanics
on a public work).
a) The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with section 107 of the Contract Work Hours and Safety
Standards Act, 40 U.S.C. Section 33 and also ensure compliance of its subcontractors; if
applicable, CONTRACTOR shall comply with DOL regulations “Safety and Health Regulation
for Construction” 29 CFR Part 1926.
b) No CONTRACTOR or subcontractor contracting for any part of the work which may require or
involve the employment of laborers or mechanics shall require or permit any such laborer or
mechanic in any workweek in which he or she is employed on such work to work in excess of
forty hours in such workweek unless such laborer or mechanic receives compensation at the rate
of not less than one and one-half times the basic rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of
forty hours in such workweek.
__________________________
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29. Incorporation of FTA Terms. The preceding provisions include, in part, certain Standard Terms
and Conditions required by DOT, whether or not expressly set forth in the preceding contract
provisions. All contractual provisions required by DOT, as set forth in FTA Circular 4220.1F are
hereby incorporated by reference. Anything to the contrary herein notwithstanding, all FTA
mandated terms shall be deemed to control in the event of a conflict with other provisions contained
in this Agreement. The CONTRACTOR shall not perform any act, fail to perform any act, or refuse
to comply with any California Department of Transportation requests which would cause the
California Department of Transportation to be in violation of the FTA terms and conditions. The
CONTRACTOR shall not perform any act, fail to perform any act, or refuse to comply with any
CITY requests which would cause the CITY to be in violation of the FTA terms and conditions.

__________________________
Extended DAR Services Agreement
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Doby Class, City Engineer

PREPARER:

Melanie Dabill, Administrative Assistant

DATE:

June 14, 2017

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 167-57, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Adopting a Public Participation Plan Program for the Arcata & Mad
River Transit in Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 167-57, a Resolution of the City Council of
the City of Arcata Establishing a Public Participation Program for the Arcata & Mad River Transit
System in Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.
INTRODUCTION:
The City must adopt this resolution to include a public participation program in order to remain in
compliance with our current Title VI program adopted previously through Resolution No. 134-34 on
February 5, 2014.
BACKGROUND:
Earlier this year the Arcata & Mad River Transit System (A&MRTS) was informed that it would
need to update its current Title VI program to include an improved public participation program
(PPP). A&MRTS received assistance from our partners at the Humboldt Transit Authority (HTA)
and have had a preliminary review of our new updated Title VI Program by Caltrans. As a part of
the program implementation, A&MRTS is also required to submit a Title VI compliance report to
the Caltrans Division of Mass Transportation every three years. This plan and report highlight the
Arcata and Mad River Transit System’s efforts to support and comply with all aspects of Title VI.
DISCUSSION:
The PPP is a guide for A&MRTS to organize public participation to promote “how to ride” services
to our general public, social services agencies, and focus/target groups. The purpose is to ensure we
have an effective means of providing information to the general public and our users as well as
receiving input/complaints on transportation issues from low income, minority and limited English
proficiency (LEP) populations, as required under Title VI.
Under federal regulations, A&MRTS must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to the City’s transit system and to make translation services available as
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necessary. In addition to language access measures, the other updated components include improved
public outreach and participation to provide A&MRTS information, and seeking/receiving public
input beyond the typical annual unmet transit needs processes.
We will be assessing the outreach and seeking public participation methods that allow us to provide
the information and seek input as a means for improving services over time. Efforts to involve
minority and LEP populations in public participation activities may include public notices at our
facilities/stops, outreach during other public city meetings, including the Transportation Safety
Committee (TSC), meeting with school groups, senior resource center and others.
A&MRTS staff will continue to assess and document the frequency to which we have contact with
LEP persons. Office staff and drivers have been trained to provide information on the Title VI
program as well as the LEP services offer.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
Compliance with the Title VI program will allow A&MRTS to continue applying for federal
funding. No immediate financial impact.
ATTACHMENTS:
Title VI Program - A&MRTS (PDF)
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Arcata and Mad River Transit System
Title VI Program

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a federal statue, provides that no person shall, on the
grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance. In addition, Presidential Executive Order 13166 requires recipients, subrecipients of federal funds to take reasonable steps to address the needs of individuals who have
limited-English proficiency in order to ensure no discrimination occurs based upon national
origin.
On October 1, 2012, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) released Circular 4702.1B to comply
with the newly revised Department of Transportation (DOT) regulation issued to implement the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, and Executive Order 13166. The
Arcata and Mad River Transit System's Title VI Program has been updated to reflect the
requirements of the new circular. As a part of the program implementation, Arcata and Mad
River Transit is also required to submit a Title VI compliance report to the CalTrans Division of
Mass Transportation every three years. This plan and report highlight the Arcata and Mad River
Transit's efforts to support and comply with all aspects of Title VI.
Program Objectives

Arcata and Mad River Transit System's Title VI Program goals are;
•
•
•

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

INTRODUCTION

Ensuring that the level and quality of public transportation service is provided in a
nondiscriminatory manner;
Promoting full and fair participation in public transportation decision-making without
regard to race, color, or national origin;
Ensuring meaningful access to transit-related programs and activities by persons with
limited-English proficiency.
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TITLE VI COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
Arcata and Mad River Transit System

Title VI is a section of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requiring that “No person in the United States
shall on the grounds of race, color or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
assistance.” Note that the Title VI does not address gender discrimination. It only covers race,
color and national origin. Other Civil Rights laws prohibit gender discrimination.
Any person who feels that he or she, individually or as member of any class of persons, on the
basis of race, color, or national origin has been excluded from or denied the benefits of, or
subjected to discrimination caused by the Arcata and Mad River Transit System may file a written
complaint with the Arcata and Mad River Transit System (A&MRTS), Title VI Administrator or the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
Filing a Complaint with the Arcata and Mad River Transit System
The preferred method of filing a complaint is to file your complaint in writing with using the Title
VI complaint form, and sending it to:
Arcata and Mad River Transit System
Attention: Director of Transportation
925 E Street
Arcata, California 95521
A complaint form is available in hard copy at the administrative office of Arcata and Mad River
Transit System or may be downloaded and submitted online at www.arcatatransit.org. Such
complaints must be filed within 180 calendar days after the date the discrimination occurred.
The Complaint Process
Upon receipt of the complaint, the Title VI Administrator will record the complaint in the Title VI
Complaints, Investigations and Lawsuit Log. This Log included the date of investigation, lawsuit,
or complaint; summary of the allegation (s); the status of the investigation, lawsuit or complaint;
and actions taken by recipient or sub recipient in response to complaint.

1
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What is Title VI?
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TITLE VI COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

If filed with Arcata and Mad River Transit System, the Title VI Administrator will begin assessment
or investigation of the complaint within fifteen (15) working days of receiving the complaint.
Based upon all of the information received, the Title VI Administrator will prepare a draft written
response subject to review by the Arcata City Council. If more time is required, the Administrator
shall notify the complaint of the estimated time frame for completing the review, not to exceed
(60) calendar days of the receipt of the formal complaint. If appropriate, Arcata and Mad River
Transit System may administratively close the complaint.
If final written response is determined to be needed, the complaint will receive a letter stating
the final decision of the Transportation Superintendent and the complaint will be advised of
his/her right to file a complaint with the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Office of Civil
Rights should the complaint feel dissatisfied with the decision.
Filing a Complaint with the Federal Transit Administration
To file a complaint with the Federal Transit Administration, fill out a Title VI complaint form and
mail it to:
Federal Transit Administration Office of Civil Rights
Attention: Title VI Program Coordinator
East Building, 5th Floor – TCR
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20590
The complaint form may be downloaded from FTA’s website.
Go to http://www.fta.dot.gov/civilrights/title6/civilrights5104.html for more information.
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Should a complaint be filed with Arcata and Mad River Transit System and an external agency
simultaneously, the external complaint shall supersede the Arcata and Mad River Transit System
complaint and Arcata and Mad River Transit System’s complaint procedures will be suspended
pending the external agency’s findings.

Upon request, assistance in the preparation of any necessary written material will be
provided to a person or persons who are unable to read or write.

2
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TITLE VI NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY STATEMENT

To obtain more information on The Arcata and Mad River Transit System’s nondiscrimination
obligations or to file a Title VI complaint, contact:
R. Charles Class, P.E., Director of Transportation
Arcata and Mad River Transit System
925 E Street
Arcata, California 95521
Main: (707) 825-2170
Fax: (707) 825-2023
You may file a written complaint no later than 180 calendar days after the date of the alleged
discrimination.

3
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The Arcata and Mad River Transit System is committed to ensuring that no person is excluded
from participation in, or denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination in the receipt of
its services or programs on the basis of race, color or national origin or other characteristics
protected by law, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Further, under
the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, no entity shall discriminate against an individual
with a physical or mental disability in connection with the provision of transportation service.
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TITLE VI COMPLAINT FORM
Before filling out this form, please read the Arcata and Mad River Transit System Title VI
Complaint Procedures located on our website or by visiting our office.
The following information is necessary to assist us in processing your complaint. If you require
assistance in completing this form, please call us at the phone number listed above. Complaints
must be filed within 180 calendar days after the date alleged discrimination occurred.

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

Complaint's Name:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Telephone Number Home:

Other:

Zip Code:

Where you discriminated against because of:
_____Race
_____ National Origin
_____Color
Date of Alleged Incident________________________
Time of Incident______________________________
Person discriminated against (if someone other than complaint):
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

4
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Have you filed this complaint with any other federal, state, or local agency or with any federal or
state court? _____Yes _____No
If yes, check all that apply and provide name of agency and contact information:

Telephone # For Contact:
Federal Court:
Telephone # For Contact:
State Agency:
Telephone # For Contact:
State Court:
Telephone # For Contact:
Local Agency:
Telephone # For Contact:
Other:
Telephone # For Contact:

Contact:
Email:
Contact:
Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

Federal Agency:

Email:
Contact:
Email:
Contact:
Email:
Contact:
Email:
Contact:
Email:

Have you filed a lawsuit regarding this complaint: Yes_____ No_____
Note: If litigation is pending regarding the same issues, we defer to the decision of the court.

5
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Please sign below. You may attach any written materials or other information that you think
is relevant to your complaint.
Signature:

Date:

Mail or deliver this form to: Director of Transportation
Arcata and Mad River Transit System
925 E Street
Arcata, California 95521

Date Received:

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

In your own words, describe the alleged discrimination. Explain what happened and whom you
believe was responsible. You should include specific details such as names, dates, times, route
numbers, witnesses, and any other information that would assist us in our investigation of the
allegations. Please provide any other documentation that is relevant to this complaint.

By Whom:

6
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AGENCY OVERVIEW

The Arcata and Mad River Transit System (A&MRTS) was established in 1975 and provides public
transportation within the City of Arcata. There are two fixed routes that operate between the
hours of 7:05 AM and 10:00 PM while Humboldt State University (HSU) is in session, Monday
through Friday. During the summer (Mid May through Mid August) and Winter breaks (Mid
December through Mid January) the buses run from 7:05 AM until 7:00 PM weekdays. The Gold
Route services the downtown area, Northtown, HSU, Mad River Hospital and Valley West. The
Red Route services the downtown area, Greenview Market, HSU, Uniontown and Sunny Brae.
The Saturday Orange Route operates from 7:05 AM to 7:00 PM servicing nearly 75% of both the
weekday Gold and Red Routes.
SERVICE STANDARDS AND POLICiES
The Arcata and Mad River Transit System have adopted the following service standards and
policies in compliance with FTA Circular 4702.1B:
Vehicle Load Standard
Peak
The average of all loads during the peak operating period is likely not exceed each bus’s
achievable capacity. Peak loads are:
Bus Type

Passenger Capacity

Standard 25’
Low Floor 35'
Standard 35'

20
32
32

On-Time Performance Standard
95% percent of vehicles will complete their established runs no more than 5 minutes late in
comparison to the established schedule/published timetables.
Equity Analysis
There has not been a need for new construction.

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

Arcata and Mad River Transit System

Service Availability Standard
Transit routes are distributed so that 85 percent of all residents live within a quarter of a mile of
a bus route.
Vehicle Assignment Policy

7
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Buses will be assigned to routes so that each group of buses of the same age will be evenly
distributed across the service area; low-floor buses are deployed on frequent service and other
high-ridership lines. These buses carry a higher share of ridership than their numerical proportion
of the overall bus fleet.

Bus assignments take into account the operating characteristics of buses of various lengths,
which are matched to the operating characteristic of the route.
Transit Amenities Policy
Installation of Transit amenities along bus routes are based on the number of passengers
boarding at bus stops along each route. The City is currently preparing an inventory of the bus
stop locations, signage locations and other transit amenities and will be submitting it for an
update in the near future.

8
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All buses are equipped with air conditioning, and drivers announce stops at least at transfer
points with other fixed routes, other major intersections and destination points, and intervals
along a route sufficient to permit individuals with visual impairments or other disabilities to be
oriented to their location.
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ARCATA AND MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM'S
LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE PLAN

Adopted:
June 21, 2017

9
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LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE PLAN

To provide meaningful access to Arcata and Mad River Transit System programs and services for
persons who have limited English proficiency, a LEP plan was adopted. This plan is a training tool
and guide for transit members on how to recognize a person who may need language assistance
on how to provide that assistance.
Local demographic data revealed no need to provide additional language assistance at this time
however, Arcata and Mad River Transit will continue to analyze the need though local input and
community surveys.
INTRODUCTION
The limited English Proficiency Plan has been prepared to address the Arcata and Mad River
Transit System responsibilities as a recipient of federal financial assistance as they relate to the
needs of individuals with limited English proficiency language skills. The plan has been prepared
in accordance with the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000d, et seq, and its
implementing regulations, which state that no person shall be subjected to discrimination on the
basis of race, color or nation origin.
Executive Order 13166, titled Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English
Proficiency, indicates that differing treatment based upon a person's inability to speak, read,
write or understand English is a type of national origin discrimination. It directs each agency to
publish guidance for its respective recipients clarifying their obligation to ensure that such
discrimination does not take place. This order applies to all state and local agencies which receive
federal funds, including all Arcata and Mad River Transit System departments receiving federal
grant funds.
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Consistent with Title VI, DOT's implementing regulations, and Executive Oder 13166, Arcata and
Mad River Transit System takes reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to benefits,
services, information and other important transit activities for individuals who are limited-English
proficient (LEP).

Plan Summary
The Arcata and Mad River Transit System has developed this Limited English Proficiency Plan to
help identify reasonable steps for providing language assistance to persons with limited English
proficiency (LEP) who wish to access services provided. As defined Executive Oder 13166, LEP
persons are those who do not speak English as their primary language and have limited ability to
read, speak, write or understand English. This plan outlines how to identify who may need
language assistance, the ways in which assistance may be provided, staff personal who may need
10
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language assistance, the ways in which assistance may be provided, staff training that may be
required, and how to notify LEP persons that assistance is available.

1.
2.
3.
4.

The number of proportion of LEP persons in the service area who may be served by
the Arcata and Mad River Transit System.
The frequency with LEP persons come in contact with Arcata and Mad River Transit
System services.
The nature and importance of services provided by the Arcata and Mad River Transit
System to the LEP population.
The interpretation services available to the Arcata and Mad River Transit System and
overall cost to provide LEP assistance. A summary of the results of the four-factor is
in the following section.
MEANINGFUL ACCESS: FOUR-FACTOR ANALYSIS

1. The number of proportion of LEP persons in the service area who may be served or are likely
to require Arcata and Mad River Transit System services.
The Arcata and Mad River Transit System staff previously reviewed the 2010 U.S. Census Report
and determined 2,090 persons (12% of total City pop.) in Arcata speak a language other than
English. Of these 2,090 residents, 669 people (32% of 2,090) have Limited English Proficiency;
that is, they speak English "not well" or "not at all". This is only 4% of the overall population in
the AMRTS service area. In the service area, of those persons with Limited English proficiency,
403 speak Spanish, 113 speak Indo-European, 145 speak Asian or Pacific Islander Languages, and
8 speak other foreign languages. During this update (2017) of the approved Title VI plan we
reviewed available census data and America fact finder data base and no new information was
available to change these statistics. Additionally in discussion with the City of Arcata community
development department no significant influx of LEP persons has been planned or observed.
2. The frequency with which LEP persons come in contact with Arcata and Mad River Transit
System services.
The Arcata and Mad River Transit System staff reviewed the frequency with which the Arcata and
Mad River Transit System employees have, or could have, contact with LEP persons. This includes
documenting phone inquiries, bus rides or office visits. Within the last few year, the Arcata and
Mad River Transit System has received less than 20 requests for interpreters and translated
program documents. Most LEP requests are related to the non-FTA Greyhound Operations at
the Citys intermodal transit facility and we supply necessary information and contact to our
Greyhound clients.

11
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In order to prepare this plan, the Arcata and Mad River Transit System used the four-factor LEP
analysis which considers the following factors:
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3. The nature and importance of services provided by the Arcata and Mad River Transit System
to the LEP population.
The Arcata and Mad River Transit System provides important transit services to the public
through its fixed route service. The Arcata and Mad River Transit System is the primary resource
for transit dependent individuals for daily life tasks such as medical appointments, shopping,
commuting to school, and work.

4. The resources available to the Arcata and Mad River Transit System and overall cost to
provide LEP assistance.
Currently, The Arcata and Mad River Transit System website provides the capability of being
translated into over 30 languages using a tool called Google Translate. By clicking on a particular
language, the web page is refreshed into the selected language. Arcata and Mad River Transit
System also contracts with Language Line Personal Interpreter Services. For those who have
limitations seeing, hearing, speaking, remembering, moving, specially-trained Communications
Assistants (CA) can relay telephone conversations by dialing 711.

LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE
A person who does not speak English as their primary language and who has a limited ability to
read, write, speak, or understand English may be a Limited English Proficient person and may be
entitled to language assistance with respect to Arcata and Mad River Transit System services.
Language assistance can include interpretation, which means oral or spoken transfer of a
message from one language into another language and/or translation, which means the written
transfer of a message from one language into another language.
How the Arcata and Mad River Transit System employees identify an LEP person who needs
language assistance:
- All Arcata and Mad River Transit System employees will be provided with "I Speak"
cards to assist in identifying the language interpretation needed if the occasion arises.
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Office staff and bus drivers are most likely to encounter LEP individuals through bus rides, office
visits, and phone conversations.

- All Arcata and Mad River Transit System employees will be surveyed periodically on
their experience concerning any contacts with LEP persons during the previous year.
- Post notice of Title VI Policy Statement and the availability of interpretation or
translation services free of charge in languages LEP persons would understand.

12
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Language Assistance Measures

1.

Arcata and Mad River Transit System employees will take reasonable steps to provide
the opportunity for meaningful access to LEP clients who have difficulty communicating
in English.

2.

The following resources will be available to accommodate LEP persons:
a. When the Arcata and Mad River Transit System sponsors an informational meeting or
event, an advanced public notice of the event should be published including special
needs related to offering a translator (LEP) or interpreter with advance notice.
b. Post the Arcata and Mad River Transit System Title VI Policy Statement and Complaint
Procedures on the agency website, www.arcatatransit.org. 925 E Street Arcata,
California 95521

STAFF TRAINING
STAFF TRAINING
The following training will be provided to all AMRTS staff:
- Information on the Title VI Policy and LEP responsibilities.
- Description of language assistance services offered to the public.
For Example; The most common questions asked by limited English proficient individuals are:
Which bus should I take to [specific location]?
What time does the bus come?
How much is the fare?
How do I make my connection/transfer?

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

The Arcata and Mad River Transit System has committed to making its services and programs
available to LEP persons and we will continue with the following practices:

Suggestions offered by AMRTS staff for language assistance measures include:
"I" Speak Cards - to identify language for an LEP individual
Language Line Solutions - access an interpreter
Spanish Schedules
HTA website - translates into over 30 languages using the tool google translate

- Documentation and logging of language assistance requests.
- How to handle a potential Title VI/LEP complaint.
13
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENTS

•

When staff prepares a document, or schedules a meeting for which the target audience
is expected to include LEP individuals, then documents, meeting notices, flyers, and
agendas will be printed in an alternative language based on the known LEP population.

14
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The Arcata and Mad River Transit System weighed the cost and benefits of translating documents
for potential LEP groups. At this time, there is no burden to have any documents translated.
Arcata and Mad River Transit System has a contract with Langue Line Solutions as well as the
website which provides the capability of being translated into over 30 languages to assist
persons with limited English Proficiency.
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The Arcata & Mad River Transit (AMRTS) Public Participation Program

Introduction and Policy Statement

Further, the Arcata & Mad River Transit will offer early and continuous opportunities for the
public to be involved in the identification of social, economic, and environmental impacts of
proposed transportation decisions. This includes seeking out and considering the viewpoints of
minority, low-income, and limited English proficiency (LEP) populations (as well as older adults
and people with limited mobility) in the course of conducting public outreach activities,
consistent with Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Circular 4702.1B (“Title VI Requirements
and Guidelines for Federal Transit Administration Recipients”).
Public Involvement Plan
When a project, program, or an issue may have identifiable impacts on a neighborhood or citizen
group, a Public Involvement Plan shall be submitted to the Arcata & Mad River Transit City
Council at the beginning of the project or program. The Plan shall be designed to:
1. Ensure responsiveness to the level of interest and concern expressed by the public;
2. Ensure visibility and understanding by the agencies, groups and individuals who may
participate; and
3. Ensure that public involvement is carefully and systematically included as part of the
decision-making process.
Public Involvement Plans for initiated projects will be reviewed and approved by the City
Council prior to implementation.
The Public Involvement Plan will be included as part of staff reports for the City Council.

Citizens Input

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

The Arcata & Mad River Transit (AMRTS) is committed to providing an open and visible
decision-making process to which Humboldt County residents will have equal access. The
Arcata & Mad River Transit will actively solicit the involvement of citizens in the public
decision-making process, through public notification, media exposure, neighborhood meetings,
and public hearings.

The Arcata & Mad River Transit will solicit public input on an ongoing basis thru a multifaceted
social media strategy including, but not necessarily limited to the County’s website and other tools.
This approach will provide opportunities for proactive, early, and continuing public participation for
AMRTS projects, programs and decision making. This multi-pronged strategy will allow staff wide
latitude to adapt to take advantage of changing communications technologies and to interact with
individuals, group, businesses and strategic partners to ensure citizen access and participation.
Mailings and other outreach efforts may be made to solicit input from a forum of organizations
serving minorities, low- and moderate-income persons, as well as persons with disabilities and
limited English proficient populations. More structured meetings may be held on specific proposals
15
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and projects when desirable to expand support and encourage broad based public participation in the
development and review of programs and projects. The Arcata & Mad River Transit will
aggressively promote opportunities for the inclusion of minority, low- and moderate-income and
limited English populations in this forum. Public input may be drawn from, but not necessarily
limited to, entities such as:
1. Transit users
2. The general public

Monitoring and Evaluation
The Arcata & Mad River Transit will continuously monitor, evaluate and improve its public
participation process. Regular review will be accomplished by tracking website usage and activity
including the number of individuals on the AMRTS’s contact list that receive meeting notices and
agendas, and other related materials. Furthermore, the public will be encouraged to provide
comments and suggestions through various channels and open dialogue will be maintained with
advisory groups throughout the community on transportation and planning issues. A record of public
comments and those of institutional representatives will be kept, as well as responses to such
comments, where pertinent.
The Solicitation of Public Comment
It is AMRTS’s policy to disseminate information and to solicit and respond to public comment
regarding transportation projects in a manner which is reasonable and practical. Specific elements of
this policy are as follows:
1. Except when impossible because of an emergency condition, advance notice of not less than
fifteen (15) days will be provided to neighborhood and communities affected by transportation
projects. The methods of providing such notice include, but are not limited to, distribution of revised
timetables, handouts, posted notices and/or media releases. Moreover, notices will be published in a
newspaper of general circulation and also, if applicable, in newspapers oriented to the specific groups
or communities affected. Such published notices will include information as to the date, time and
location of any public hearings. Not sooner than fifteen (15) days after the notices are published will
at least one public hearing be held.

Additional Information on Process for Soliciting Public Comment

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

3. Non-profit organizations that provide services to the homeless, LEP populations

Informational materials will be placed on the buses and used as handouts at public informational
meetings and hearings. Flyers and posters that direct interested individuals to these materials will
be posted on the buses, transit offices, transfer centers, and facilities (libraries, senior
communities, human service organizations, schools, etc.) which may likely be impacted by the
service changes.
Any interested individual is invited to make comments. Comments may be submitted in person
at the public informational meetings and public hearings. They may also be submitted by mail
and by Comment Card. In addition, comments may be submitted over the phone to AMRTS
representatives, via email, and online via the website.
16
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Information about scheduled public meetings is available via:
Bus posters
Arcata City Council agenda
Posters in Transit Division offices and transfer stations
AMRTS website
Appropriate venues, such as senior communities, human service organizations, and
schools
6. Email notification and social media
All comments received are reviewed by AMRTS staff and considered in the final decisions. The
goal of the AMRTS is to always provide the best possible service to the most current riders or
potential riders.
Complaints
Any and all AMRTS complaints may be directed to the Arcata & Mad River Transit Title VI
Coordinator:
Arcata & Mad River Transit
Attn: Title VI Coordinator
925 E Street
Arcata, CA 95521
Phone: 707-822-3775

RACIAL BREAKDOWN TRANSIT RELATED NON-ELECTED COUNCILS OR COMMITTEES
As for the table depicting membership of committees, HTA participates on HCAOG's SSTAC and
SCC Committees, however we do not have authority in selecting the committee members.
* HTA does not have non-elected committees

MONITORING
Monitoring and Updating the LEP Plan - The Arcata and Mad River Transit System will update
the LEP Plan as required. At minimum, the plan will be reviewed and updated when data from
the Census is available, or when it is clear that higher concentrations of LEP individuals are
present in the Arcata and Mad River Transit System (AMRTS) service area. This update includes
the following update from questions posed in the previous document :
•
•

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Q: How have the needs of LEP persons been addressed?
A: There have been no specific LEP issues during the previous 3 years
Q: Determine the current LEP population in the service area.
17
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•
•

•

•

A: The current LEP population served has not noticeably changed in the previous 3 years
Q: Determine whether the need for translation services has changed.
A: A translation service (711) is still necessary for access of staff and the public.
Q: Determine whether the Arcata and Mad River Transit System language assistance
programs (LAP) have been effective and sufficient to meet the need.
A: Based on the staff and publics needs and requests the AMRTS LAP has been sufficient.
Q: Determine if A&MRTS's financial resources are sufficient to fund language assistance
resources if needed.
A: If/when necessary the City would need to find funding for a more advanced program.
Q: has the City maintained a Title VI complaint log, including LEP to determine issues and
basis of complaints.
A: The City a log format but no complaints have been logged regarding title VI.
DISSEMINATION OF THE ARCATA AND MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM LEP PLAN

A link to the Arcata and Mad River Transit System LEP Plan and the Title VI Procedures is
included on the A&MRTS website, www.arcatatransit.org and 925 E Street, Arcata, California
95521
Any person or agency with internet access will be able to access and download the plan from the
A&MRTS website. Alternatively, any person or agency may request a copy of the plan via email,
telephone, fax, mail, or in person and shall be provided a copy of the plan at no cost.
Questions or comments regarding the LEP Plan may be submitted to;
Director of Transportation

Arcata and Mad River Transit System

925 E Street
Arcata, California 95521

Phone: 707-825-2170
Email: dclass@cityofarcata.org
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ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT PUBLIC OUTREACH
2014 - 2016

Humboldt Senior Resource Center
Arcata Senior Lunch Site
321 Community Park Way
Arcata, CA 95521

Humboldt Transit Authority
Public Relations Focus Group
133 V Street
Eureka, California

Date

2014-2016
(once per month)

September 2015
(Informal group, typically
meeting monthly)

Other Information
Reaching out to the senior community
promoting public transportation options.

In 2015 HTA established a small informal
group of individuals (social service agencies,
senior center, members of the public) in
order to improve the experience of using our
local public transit system for the general
public and the disabled community. The
group reviews service aspects of the local
public transportation system and provides
advice on best methods for meeting customer
needs.
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SOCIAL SERVICES TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The SSTAC is established to advise HCAOG on public transportation needs in the region. The SSTAC is required to
have a minimum of nine members representing the transit community, including persons with disabilities, senior
transit users, social service provider representatives, low-income representatives, and representatives of the
Consolidated Transportation Service Agency (CTSA). The HCAOG Board has appointed additional members to the
SSTAC in accordance with PUC 99238(b).
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When seats become available on the SSTAC a solicitation process takes place. HCAOG advertises in the local
newspapers throughout the region and a member is selected through HCAOG Board approval. Meetings are held
quarterly.

Social Service Transportation Advisory Council (SSTAC)
Members (12)

Agency

Email

Richard Johnson, Chair

Advocate for transit users over 60 yrs

rfjohnson@huges.net

Charlie Bean

Advocate for Persons w/ Disabilities

charles.bean@yahoo.com

Maggie Kraft

Area 1 Agency on Aging

mkraft@a1aa.org

Jerry Robinson

Humboldt Senior Resource Center

jrobinson@humsenior.org

Cindy Calderon

Tri-County Independent Living

cynthis@tilinet.org

Jaison Chand, City Ambulance

City Ambulance of Eureka

Jchand@cityambulance.com

Isa Pritting

Head Start

isa@ncsheadstart.org

Consuelo Espinosa

Humboldt Transit Authority

consuelo@hta.org

Greg Pratt, HTA / CTSA

greg@hta.org

Kevin Carter

Humboldt Transit Authority
Regional Transit Authority/
Consolidation Transportation
Service Agency
Council for the Blind
Advocate for (Transit User)
Persons w/Disabilities
Fortuna Transit

Sharon Batini

Public Representative

sbatini@aol.com

Erik Smiley

erik.smiley@gmail.com
kcarter@ci.fortuna.ca.usa
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SERVICE COORDINATION COMMITTEE

Service Coordination Committee (SCC)
Committee Members (12)
Jaison Chand, Chair

Agency
City Ambulance of Eureka

Email
jchand@cityambulance.com

Wendy Howard

City of Eureka

WHoward@ci.eureka.ca.gov

Greg Pratt

greg@hta.org

R. Charles (Doby) Class

Humboldt Transit Authority/Consolidation
Transportation
Service Agency
Arcata & Mad River Transit System

Dave Carstensen

Caltrans District 1

dave_carstensen@ca.dot.gov

Kevin Carter

City of Fortuna

kcarter@ci.fortuna.ca.us

Krista Paddock

krista.paddock@humboldt.edu

Consuelo Espinosa

Humboldt State University
Coordinator for Parking and Commuter
Services
Humboldt Transit Authority

consuelo@hta.org

Dusty Napier

Klamath Trinity Non Emergency (KT Net)

ktnet@live.com

Cheryl Tucker
Anita Huff

College of the Redwoods
Blue Lake Rancheria Transit

Cheryl-tucker@redwoods.edu
ahuff@bluelakerancheria-nsn.gov

Jojo Gilbaugh

County of Humboldt

jgilbaugh@co.humboldt.ca.us

dclass@cityofarcata.org
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The Service Coordination Committee consists of representatives from local, public, and private transit operators,
local colleges, and Caltrans. The SCC advises the HCAOG Board on all matters general of relevant to regional transit
issues. The SCC regularly reviews transit performance and productivity issues, recommends annual transit claims to
the HCAOG Board, and provides input on the annual unmet transit needs process. The SCC members are selected
from each entity to represent their individual agency. The HCAOG Board approves membership requests
productivity issues, recommends annual transit claims to the HCAOG Board, and provides input on the annual unmet
transit needs process. The SCC members are selected from each entity to represent their individual agency. The
HCAOG Board approves membership requests and meetings are held bi- monthly.
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
HCAOG's TAC advices the Board on technical matters, funding allocations, and transportation programs. This
committee consists of representatives of public works or transportation staff of each of the Joint Powers entities,
as well as Native American Tribes, Rancherias, Transit Managers, Caltrans, and the California Highway Patrol. The
members of the TAC are selected or hired by each individual entity to represent their individual city or tribe or
agency. The HCAOG Board approves membership requests and meetings are held monthly.

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
Agency
City of Fortuna Public Works

Email

Jesse Willor

City of Eureka, Deputy City Engr

Netra Khatri

City of Arcata, Public Works

Doby Class

Arcata & Mad River Transit System

Tom Mattson
Sandi Tripp

County of Humboldt
Public Works
Karuk Tribe

Greg Pratt

Humboldt Transit Authority

Jesse Robertson

Caltrans District 1

Michael Foget

City of Blue Lake Engineer (SHN)

Josh Wolf

City of Trinidad Engineer (GHD)

David Caisse

City of Rio Dell (GHD)

Mike Hostler

Hoopa Tribe

Javier Kinney

Yurok Tribe

Jacque Hostler-Carmesin

Trinidad Rancheria

Praj White

City of Ferndale Engineer (Manhard)

(vacant seat)
Anita Huff

California Highway Patrol
Humboldt Area
Blue Lake Rancheria

Wendell Freeman

Bear River Band of Rohnerville Rancheria

wendellfreeman@brb-nsn.gov

Wendy Howard

City of Eureka

whoward@ci.eureka.ca.gov

mperry@ci.fortuna.ca.us
jwillor@ci.eureka.ca.gov
nkhatri@cityofarcata.org
lpardi@cityofarcata.org
tmattson@co.humboldt.ca.us
stripp@karuk.us
greg@hta.org
jesse.robertson@dot.ca.gov
mfoget@shn-engr.com
joshwolf@ghd.com
davidcaisse@ghd.com
hv.ttp1@gmail.com
jkinney@yuroktribe.nsn.us
Cherae.roads@gmail.com
pwhite@manhard.com
n/a
ahuff@bluelakerancheria-nsn.gov
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Committee Members (19)
Merritt Perry, Chair

.
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LIST OF LOCATION WHERE TITLE VI NOTICE IS POSTED

Arcata and Mad River Transit System Title VI notice to the public is currently posted at the
following locations:
Address

City

925 E Street
Various locations citywide
925 E Street
925 E Street

Arcata, Ca

925 E Street

Arcata, Ca

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

Location Name
www.arcatatransit.org
Arcata and Mad River Transit
System
Bus Shelters
Lobby Area
Eating Areas
Interior of Buses
Meeting Rooms

Arcata, Ca
Arcata, Ca
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ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM
LIST OF TRANSIT-RELATED TITLE VI INVESTIGATIONS, COMPLAINTS, AND LAWSUITS

Date
(Month, Day,
Year)

Summary
(include basis of
complaint: race,
color, or
national origin)

Status

Action (s) Taken

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

Investigations
1.
None
2.
Lawsuits
1.
None
2.
Complaints
1.
None
2.
NOTE: This list shall be included in the Title VI Program submitted to FTA every three years.
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Use the California Relay Service (CRS)
If you have limitations seeing, hearing, speaking, remembering, or moving, specially-trained
Communications Assistant (CA) can relay telephone conversations for all of your calls.

If you prefer having your calls immediately answered in your mode of communication but don’t
have a preferred provider, dial one of the toll free modality and language-specific numbers
below. The call will be routed to one of the CRS providers.
Type of Call
TTY/VCO/HCO to Voice

Language
English

Toll-free 800 Number
1-800-735-2929

Voice to TTY/VCO/HCO

Spanish
English

1-800-855-3000
1-800-735-2922

Spanish
English & Spanish

1-800-855-3000
1-800-854-7784

From or to Speech-toSpeech

CRS provides a variety of modalities: Modalities are the type of service used based on the
communication needs of the call parties.
Federal regulations specify very strict confidentiality requirements for CAs of all relay services.
No part of the conversation that takes place between callers is revealed or recorded in written,
verbal, or any other form. CRS CAs do not participate in the conversation and acquire no benefit
from information relayed.
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Dial 711 to reach the California Relay Service (CRS). Dialing 711 is for everyone, not just those
who have difficulty hearing on a standard telephone. Friends, family, and business contacts can
dial 711 for relay calls, too.
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Language Service Provision
Interpretation Services
1. Arcata and Mad River Transit System (AMRTS) has a contract with Language Line Personal
Interpreter to provide simultaneous interpretation for callers and for customers in service
centers with whom staff can't communicate.

•
•
•
•
•

•

To connect to an interpreter, dial toll free number: 1-866-874-3972
At the prompt, enter your 6-digit PIN number: 598214
Speak the name of the desired language (e.g. Spanish)
If the language you requested is correct press 1.
You'll be asked if you need us dial a third party for you (either international or domestic). If you
do, you'll be connected to an attendant who will ask for the phone number, and will dial it for
you. If not, you'll be directly connected to an interpreter.
Once the interpreter is connected. Tell him/her what you want to accomplish and give them any
special instructions.

2. When a customer directly calls the Language Line phone number, Language Line will connect
with AMRTS and translate the callers AMRTS conversation.
3. When a customer calls AMRTS directly and with whom a staff member can't communicate,
staff will connect with Language Line to translate. This step will be followed for customers at
AMRTS headquarters and other service centers. If there isn't a staff member available who can
translate, Language Line services will be used.
4. Simultaneous interpretation at public events will be determined on a case-by-case basis by
examining several factors, such as:
•
•
•

the type of event;
the availability of AMRTS staff member to interpret;
the availability of a staff member of a host organization to interpret, etc.

For small outreach events, such as level one type activities, proactive outreach, smaller travel
training and transit awareness events, bilingual staff members will assist with translation where
appropriate feasible.
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Language Line Instructions:
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RESOLUTION NO. 167-57

WHEREAS, The City Council previously adopted Resolution No. 134-34 Authorizing
the Title VI Compliance Plan for the Arcata and Mad River Transit System on 5 February, 2014
and the City has been diligently complying with said plan; and
WHEREAS, the federal government enacted Title VI of the Civil Right Act of 1964, as
amended, to prevent discrimination on the grounds of race, color, sex, age, disability or national
origin and to ensure that individuals are not excluded from participation in, denied the benefits
of, or otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance of the basis of race, color, sex, age, disability or national origin; and
WHEREAS, throughout the years, additional regulations, statutes, directives, cases and
executive orders, have been passed which expand the scope of the Title VI; and
WHEREAS, it is a requirement of the Arcata & Mad River Transit, as a sub recipient
receiving federal financial assistance to adopt a Public Participation Plan Program;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, The Arcata City Council approves and
adopts the Public Participation Plan Program;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Manager is authorized to implement
components of the plan in order to meet federal requirements and update policies that may be
necessary to comply with subsequent revisions or interpretations to the Civil Rights Act.
This resolution shall be effective upon its adoption.
DATED:

June 21, 2017

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA ADOPTING A
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN PROGRAM FOR THE
ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT IN COMPLIANCE WITH TITLE VI OF THE
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 167-57,
passed and adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of
Humboldt, State of California, held on the 21st day of June, 2017, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:

Attachment: Title VI Program - A&MRTS (1512 : Adopt Resolution 167-57 - Title VI)

ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:
City Clerk, City of Arcata
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

PREPARER:

Mark Andre, Director of Environmental Services

DATE:

June 15, 2017

TITLE:

Approve a Grant Application in the Amount of $1 Million-$1.5 Million from the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Proposition 1 Watershed Restoration
Grant Program for the Upper Jacoby Creek Emmerson Property Acquisition
(967 acres).

RECOMMENDATION:
Approve a Grant Application in the amount of $1 million–$1.5 million from the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Proposition 1 Watershed Restoration Grant Program for
the Upper Jacoby Creek Emmerson Property Acquisition (967 acres).

INTRODUCTION:
The Watershed Restoration Grant Program focuses on water quality, river, and watershed protection
and restoration projects of statewide importance outside of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Prop
1 provides funding to meet California Water Action Plan objectives of more reliable water supplies,
restoration of important species and habitat, and more resilient, sustainably managed water resources
systems that can better withstand inevitable and unforeseen pressures in the coming decades.
BACKGROUND:
The City of Arcata and Humboldt State University are seeking to acquire the Emmerson property to
protect its natural resources and allow for management of a public working forest. The City has
received three grants already towards this acquisition and is trying to close the funding gap needed
for the $4,500,000 property.
DISCUSSION:
A portion of the timberland would be owned by the City of Arcata and a portion owned by
Humboldt State University with the goal of separate ownership and cooperative management.
Approximately 80 acres will be added to the City of Arcata Jacoby Creek forest and 887 acres will
establish the Humboldt State University forest. The City and HSU will manage the property as part
of the larger sustainable working forest and research and educational asset thus maintaining both the
ecological integrity and economic stability of the property. The proposed acquisition is located in the
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headwaters of Jacoby Creek and it complements the City of Arcata/Jacoby Creek Land Trust
conservation plan for the watershed by adding 1.5 miles of
Jacoby Creek protection corridor to the existing protected 8 miles of Jacoby Creek thus
complementing a protection corridor from headwaters to the estuary on Humboldt Bay.
The proposed purchase of the Emmerson property would prohibit conversion to rural residential uses
or any other uses incompatible with the conservation objectives for this site. In acquiring this
property as an addition to the Arcata Jacoby Creek and Community Forest and for HSU forestry
programs, this project will permanently conserve a stand of large trees that sequester greenhouse gas
emissions.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
Consistent with City Council goals and the Forest Management Plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
Completed as a categorical exemption.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The City has already received grant funds in the amount of $1,026,000 towards this project.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Danette Demello, Assistant City Manager

PREPARER:

Danette Demello, Assistant City Manager

DATE:

June 09, 2017

TITLE:

Adopt Resolution No. 167-56, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of
Arcata Amending the City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy for
Commercial Licensed Drivers.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 167-56 amending the Drug and Alcohol
Testing Policy for Commercial Licensed Drivers.
INTRODUCTION:
Under the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the Department of Transportation (DOT), the
City must abide by particular guidelines for the collection and testing of urine and breath specimens
for those employees who perform safety-sensitive functions which require possession of a
commercial driver’s license.

BACKGROUND:
Due to strict requirements stipulated by the funding grants we receive from the state for the
Transportation division, we have followed the Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy guidelines and
format provided through California Association for Coordinated Transportation (CalACT) for many
years now. This is to better ensure we are in compliance with what the state is expecting so as to
maintain our current funding, as well as remain competitive to secure more in the future.
DISCUSSION:
California Association for Coordinated Transportation (CalACT) hired the firm of RLS &
Associates, Inc., (RLS) to conduct drug and alcohol reviews for CalTrans FTA sub-recipients. A
review of the Drug and Alcohol Testing Program of the City of Arcata was conducted on March 23,
2017. One of the items identified as needing corrective action included updating the City’s Drug and
Alcohol Testing Policy for Commercial Licensed Drivers to bring it into compliance with USDOTFTA drug and alcohol regulations.
A draft of the updated policy is attached. The red underlined text indicates the new language, while
the red strikeout text indicates what is to be removed from the current policy format.
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Notification and a copy of the amended policy will be distributed to all covered employees upon
City Council adoption of the amended Resolution.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
Adoption of the amended Policy will ensure the City is in compliance with USDOT-FTA drug and
alcohol regulations.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
With the adoption of the amended Policy, the City will meet requirements necessary to remain in
good standing as a subrecipient of current fundin, as well as remain qualified to receive future
funding.

ATTACHMENTS:
A: Resolution No. 167-56 and Final draft version of revised City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol
Testing Policy for Commercial Drivers
(PDF)
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA AMENDING
THE CITY OF ARCATA DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY FOR
COMMERCIAL LICENSED DRIVERS
WHEREAS, the operation of commercial motor vehicles requiring a Commercial Drivers License
(CDL) is a safety sensitive function and employees performing this function are covered by the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMSCA) regulations; and,
WHEREAS, operating, controlling the dispatch or movement of, or maintaining Transit revenue
service vehicles are safety sensitive functions and employees performing these functions are covered by Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) regulations; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata has employees who perform in each of these functions, and therefore
must meet the requirements of the applicable Federal regulations governing workplace anti-drug and alcohol
programs, including pre-employment, post accident, random, reasonable suspicion, return to duty, follow-up,
and alcohol testing procedures; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata originally adopted a Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy by Resolution
956-33 on November 15, 1995, with an amendment by Resolution 978-16 on August 20, 1997, and amendment
by Resolution 078-19 on October 3, 2007, and amendment by Resolution 090-28 on September 23, 2009, and
amendment by Resolution 101-28 on September 22, 2012, and amendment by Resolution 156-43 on March 3,
2016, and amendment by Resolution 156-43.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata that:
1.

The attached City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy For Commercial Licensed Drivers shall
replace the Policy amended in Resolution 156-43.

2.

To the extent any of the provisions of the City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy for Commercial
Licensed Drivers are in conflict with any other City policies, rules regulations, the provisions of the City of
Arcata Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy For Commercial Licensed Drivers shall prevail.

DATED:

June 21, 2017

ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
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RESOLUTION NO. 167-56
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Clerk’s Certificate
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution 167-56, passed and adopted at a
regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County, California, held on the 21st day of
June, 2017, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

City Clerk, City of Arcata
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CITY OF ARCATA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY
FOR COMMERCIAL LICENSED DRIVERS
A. PURPOSE
1) To ensure those employees performing safety-sensitive functions, including providing
public transit and paratransit services, are performing/providing them safely, efficiently,
and effectively by establishing a drug and alcohol-free work environment, and to ensure
that the workplace remains free from the effects of drugs and alcohol in order to promote
the health and safety of employees and the general public. In keeping with this mission,
City of Arcata declares that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispense, possession,
or use of controlled substances or misuse of alcohol is prohibited for all employees.
2) Additionally, the purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines to maintain a drug and
alcohol-free workplace in compliance with the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988, and
the Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991. This policy is intended to
comply with all applicable Federal regulations governing workplace anti-drug and
alcohol programs. Specifically, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) of the U.S.
Department of Transportation has published 49 CFR Part 655, as amended, that mandates
urine drug testing and breath alcohol testing for safety-sensitive positions, and prohibits
performance of safety-sensitive functions when there is a positive test result. The U. S.
Department of Transportation (USDOT) has also published 49 CFR Part 40, as amended,
that sets standards for the collection and testing of urine and breath specimens.
3) Any provisions set forth in this policy that are included under the sole authority of the
City of Arcata and are not provided under the authority of the above named Federal
regulations are underlined. Tests conducted under the sole authority of the City of Arcata
will be performed on non-USDOT forms and will be separate from USDOT testing in all
respects.

B. APPLICABILITY
1)

This Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy applies to all safety-sensitive employees when
performing safety sensitive duties. Safety-sensitive employees are further governed by
either the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) regulations or the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA). See Attachment A for a list of classifications and
the authority under which they are included.
a.

For FMCSA employees, a safety sensitive function includes operation of a
vehicle (except for revenue service vehicles) requiring a commercial

Formatted: No underline
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City of Arcata
Drug & Alcohol Testing Policy
For Commercial Licensed Drivers
drivers license; spending time in a commercial motor vehicle; repairing,
obtaining assistance, inspecting maintaining, or attending to a commercial
motor vehicle; use of heavy equipment; loading or unloading a
commercial motor vehicle; supervising or assisting in the loading or
unloading, attending to a vehicle being loaded or unloaded; remaining in
readiness to operate the vehicle; or giving or receiving receipts for
shipments loaded or unloaded,
b.

For FTA employees, a safety-sensitive function is operation of mass
public transit service including the operation of a revenue service vehicle
(whether or not the vehicle is in revenue service); maintenance of a
revenue service vehicle or equipment used in revenue service; security
personnel who carry firearms; dispatchers or persons controlling the
movement of revenue service vehicles; and any other transit employee
who operates a vehicle that requires is required to hold a Commercial
Driver’s License to operate. Maintenance functions include the repair,
overhaul, and rebuild of engines, vehicles and/or equipment used in
revenue service.

4)

Employees covered by this policy are also covered by the City "Drug Free Workplace"
policy and its provisions which may be more restrictive than the Department of
Transportation requirements.

5)

The standards of discipline in this policy are City Policy, as allowed by the DOT
regulations.

C. DEFINITIONS
ACCIDENT –
FMCSA Accident: An accident involving a commercial motor vehicle operating on a
public road in commerce and:
a) the loss of human life; or
b) individual receives medical attention away from scene or vehicle is disabled; or
c) operator receives moving traffic citation.
FTA Accident: An occurrence associated with the operation of a revenue service transit
vehicle even when not in revenue service, if as a result:
a) an individual dies; or
b)an individual suffers bodily injury and immediately receives medical treatment
away from the scene; or
c) one or more vehicles incurs disabling damage which precludes departure of any
vehicle from the scene in its usual manner in daylight after simple repairs.
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City of Arcata
Drug & Alcohol Testing Policy
For Commercial Licensed Drivers
ADULTERATED SPECIMEN – a specimen that has been altered, as evidenced by test
results showing either a substance that is not a normal constituent for that type of
specimen or showing an abnormal concentration of an endogenous substance.
ALCOHOL - the intoxicating agent in beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol, or other lowmolecular weight alcohol, contained in any beverage, mixture, mouthwash, candy, food,
preparation or medication.
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION - expressed in terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of
breath as indicated by a breath test under 49 CFR Part 40. measured by an evidential
breath-testing device.
ALIQUOT – a fractional part of a specimen used for testing. It is taken as a sample
representing the whole specimen.
CANCELED TEST - a drug or alcohol test that has a problem identified that cannot be or
has not been corrected, or wich is cancelled. been declared invalid by a Medical Review
Officer. A cancelled test is neither positive nor negative.
CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES
marijuana,
amphetamines
(including
methamphetamines and ecstasy), opiates (including codeine, morphine, and heroin),
cocaine, phencyclidine (PCP)
CONFIRMATORY DRUG TEST – a second analytical procedure performed on a different
aliquot of the original specimen to identify and quantify the presence of a specific drug or
metabolite.
CONFIRMATORY VALIDITY TEST – a second test performed on a different aliquot of
the original urine specimen to further support a validity test result.
COVERED EMPLOYEE UNDER FTA OR FMSCA AUTHORITY – an employee who
performs a safety-sensitive function including an applicant or transferee who is being
considered for hire into a safety-sensitive function (See Attachment A for a list of
covered classifications).
DESIGNATED EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE (DER) - an employee authorized by the
employer to take immediate action to remove employees from safety-sensitive duties and
to make required decisions in testing. The DER also receives test results and other
communications for the employer, consistent with the requirements of 49 CFR Parts 40
and 655.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT) -– For the purposes of Drug & Alcohol
regulatory oversigh, DOT is the department of the federal government which includes
the, Federal Transit Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, Federal Highway
Administration, Federal Motor Carriers’ Safety Administration, Pipeline & Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration, United States Coast Guard , and the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation.
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DILUTE SPECIMEN - a urine specimen with creatinine and specific gravity values that
are lower than expected for human urine.
DISABLING DAMAGE - damage which precludes departure of any vehicle from the
scene of the occurrence in its usual manner in daylight after simple repairs. Disabling
damage includes damage to vehicles that could have been operated but would have been
further damaged if so operated, but does not include damage which can be remedied
temporarily at the scene of the occurrence without special tools or parts, tire disablement
without other damage even if no spare tire is available, or damage to headlights,
taillights, turn signals, horn, mirrors or windshield wipers that makes them inoperative.
EVIDENTIARY BREATH TESTING DEVICE (EBT) - a device approved by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) for the evidential testing of breath at
the 0.02 and the 0.04 alcohol concentrations. Approved devices are listed on the NHTSA
conforming products list.
INITIAL DRUG TEST: (SCREENING DRUG TEST) - the test used to differentiate a
negative specimen from one that requires further testing for drugs or drug metabolites.
INITIAL SPECIMEN VALIDITY TEST - the first test used to determine if a urine
specimen is adulterated, diluted, substituted, or invalid.
INVALID RESULT - the result reported by an HHS-certified laboratory in accordance
with the criteria established by the HHS Mandatory Guidelines when a positive, negative,
adulterated, or substituted result cannot be established for a specific drug or specimen
validity test.
LABORATORY - any U.S. laboratory certified by HHS under the National Laboratory
Certification program as meeting standards of Subpart C of the HHS Mandatory
Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs; or, in the case of foreign
laboratories, a laboratory approved for participation by DOT under this part.
LIMIT OF DETECTION (LOD) - the lowest concentration at which a measurand can be
identified, but (for quantitative assays) the concentration cannot be accurately calculated.
LIMIT OF QUANTITATION - for quantitative assays, the lowest concentration at which
the identity and concentration of the measurand can be accurately established.
MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER (MRO) - a licensed physician (medical doctor or doctor
of osteopathy) responsible for receiving laboratory results generated by the drug testing
program who has knowledge of substance abuse disorders, and has appropriate medical
training to interpret and evaluate an individual's confirmed positive test result together
with his or her medical history and any other relevant biomedical information.
NEGATIVE DILUTE – a drug test result which is negative for the five drug/drug
metabolites but has a specific gravity value lower than expected for human urine.
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NEGATIVE RESULT - the result reported by an HHS-certified laboratory to an MRO
when a specimen contains no drug or the concentration of the drugs is less than the cutoff
concentration for the drug or drug class and the specimen is a valid specimen.
NON-NEGATIVE TEST RESULT - a urine specimen that is reported as adulterated,
substitute, invalid, or positive for drug/drug metabolites.
ON-DUTY TIME - as defined by federal regulations and this policy, means all of the time
from the time a covered employee begins to work, is required to be in readiness to work,
until the time he or she is relieved for work and all responsibility for performing work. It
also includes all time spent providing a breath sample or urine specimen, including travel
time to and from the collection site, in order to comply with the testing requirements.
OXIDIZING ADULTERANT – a substance that acts alone or in combination with other
substances to oxidize drugs or drug metabolites to prevent the detection of the drug or
metabolites, or affects the reagents in either the initial or confirmatory drug test.
PERFORMING (A SAFETY-SENSITIVE FUNCTION) - a covered employee is
considered to be performing a safety-sensitive function and includes any period in which
he or she is actually performing, ready to perform, or immediately available to perform
such safety-sensitive functions.
POSITIVE RESULT – the result reported by an HHS-certified laboratory when a
specimen contains a drug or drug metabolite equal or greater to the cutoff concentrations.
PROHIBITED DRUG - identified as marijuana, cocaine, opiates, amphetamines
(including methamphetamines and ecstasy), or phencyclidine at levels above the
minimum thresholds specified in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended.
RECONFIRMED – the result reported for a split specimen when the second laboratory is
able to corroborate the original result reported for the primary specimen.
REJECTED FOR TESTING – the result reported by an HHS-Certified laboratory when
no tests are performed for specimen because of a fatal flaw or a correctable flaw that has
not been corrected.
REVENUE SERVICE VEHICLES - all transit vehicles that are used for passenger
transportation service.
SAFETY-SENSITIVE FUNCTIONS - for purposes of this policy, shall mean any of the
functions defined in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations and those activities
described in B.1.a. and B.1.b. More specifically, safety-sensitive functions include any
functions performed by a covered employee during on-duty time and include:
a. For FMCSA employees, a safety sensitive function includes operation of a vehicle
(except for revenue service vehicles) requiring a commercial drivers license; spending
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time in a commercial motor vehicle; repairing, obtaining assistance, inspecting
maintaining, or attending to a commercial motor vehicle; use of heavy equipment;
loading or unloading a commercial motor vehicle; supervising or assisting in the loading
or unloading, attending to a vehicle being loaded or unloaded; remaining in readiness to
operate the vehicle; or giving or receiving receipts for shipments loaded or unloaded,
b. For FTA employees, a safety-sensitive function includes is operation of mass transit
service including the operation of a transit revenue service vehicle (whether or not the
vehicle is in revenue service); maintenance of a revenue service vehicle or equipment
used in revenue service; security personnel who carry firearms; the operation of a nonrevenue service vehicle by an employee when the operation of such a vehicle requires the
diver to hold a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). dispatchers or persons controlling
the movement of revenue service vehicles; and any other transit employee who is
required to hold a Commercial Drivers License. Maintenance functions include the
repair, overhaul, and rebuild of engines, vehicles and/or equipment used in revenue
service.
SPLIT SPECIMAN COLLECTION – a collection in which the urine collected is divided
into two separate bottles, the primary specimen (Bottle A) and the split specimen (Bottle
B).
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONAL (SAP) - a licensed physician (medical doctor or
doctor of osteopathy), or licensed or certified psychologist, social worker, employee
assistance professional, state-licensed marriage and family therapist, or addictiondrug and
alcohol counselor (certified by the National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Counselors Certification Commission or by the International Certification Reciprocity
Consortium/Alcohol and other Drug Abuse (ICRC) or by the National Board for Certified
Counselors, Inc. and Affiliates/Master Addictions Counselor (NBCC)) with knowledge
of and clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of drug and alcohol related
disorders.
SUBSTITUTED SPECIMEN - a urine specimen with creatinine and specific gravity
values that are so diminished or divergent that they are not consistent with normal human
urine.
TEST REFUSAL - The following are considered a refusal to test if the employee:
(1) Fails to appear for any test (excluding pre-employment) within a reasonable time,
as determined by the employer, after being directed to do so by the employer.
(2) Fails to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete. An
employee who leaves the testing site before the testing process commences for a
pre-employment test has not refused to test.
(3) Fails to attempt to provide a urine or breath specimen for any drug or alcohol test
required by Part 40 or DOT agency regulations. An employee who does not
provide a urine or breath specimen because he or she has left the testing site
before the testing process commenced for a pre-employment test has not refused
to test.
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(4) In the case of a directly observed or monitored collection in a drug test, fails to
permit the observation or monitoring of an employee’s provision of a specimen.
(5) Fails to provide a sufficient amount of urine or breath when directed, and it has
been determined, through a required medical evaluation, that there was no
adequate medical explanation for the failure.
(6) Fails or declines to take a second test the employer or collector has directed the
employee to take.
(7) Fails to undergo a medical examination or evaluation, as directed by the MRO as
part of the verification process, or as directed by the DER. as part of the ``shy
bladder'' or “shy lung” procedures.
(8) Fails to cooperate with any part of the testing process (e.g., refuse to empty
pockets when so directed by the collector, behave in a confrontational way that
disrupts the collection process).
(9) If the MRO reports that there is verified adulterated or substituted test result.
(10) Failure or refusal to sign Step 2 of the alcohol testing form.
(11) Failure to follow the observer’s instructions during an observed collection
including instructions to raise your clothing above the waist, lower clothing and
underpants, and to turn around to permit the observer to determine if you have
any type of prosthetic or other device that could be used to interfere with the
collection process.
(12) Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device that could be used to interfere with
the collection process.
(13) Admit to the collector or MRO that you adulterated or substituted the specimen.
VERIFIED NEGATIVE TEST - a drug test result reviewed by a medical review officer
and determined to have no evidence of prohibited drug use above the minimum cutoff
levels established by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
VERIFIED POSITIVE TEST - a drug test result reviewed by a medical review officer and
determined to have evidence of prohibited drug use above the minimum cutoff levels
specified in 49 CFR Part 40 as revised.
VALIDITY TESTING - the evaluation of the specimen to determine if it is consistent with
normal human urine. Specimen validity testing will be conducted on all urine specimens
provided for testing under DOT authority. The purpose of validity testing is to determine
whether certain adulterants or foreign substances were added to the urine, if the urine was
diluted, or if the specimen was substituted.
D.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
1)

Every covered employee will receive a copy of this policy and will have ready
access to the corresponding federal regulations including 49 CFR Parts 655 and
40, as amended. In addition, all covered employees will undergo a minimum of
60 minutes of training on the signs and symptoms of drug use including the
effects and consequences of drug use on personal health, safety, and the work
environment. The training also includes manifestations and behavioral cues that
may indicate prohibited drug use.
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2)

E.

All supervisory personnel or company officials who are in a position to determine
employee fitness for duty will receive 60 minutes of reasonable suspicion training
on the physical, behavioral, and performance indicators of probable drug use and
60 minutes of additional reasonable suspicion training on the physical, behavioral,
speech, and performance indicators of probable alcohol misuse.

PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES
1)

Prohibited substances addressed by this policy include the following.
a.

Illegally Used Controlled Substance or Drugs Under the Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 any drug or any substance identified in Schedule I
through V of Section 202 of the Controlled Substance Act (21 U.S.C.
812), and as further defined by 21 CFR 1300.11 through 1300.15 is
prohibited at all times in the workplace unless a legal prescription has
been written for the substance. This includes, but is not limited to:
marijuana, amphetamines (including methamphetamine and ecstasy),
opiates (including codeine, morphine, and heroin), phencyclidine (PCP),
and cocaine, as well as any drug not approved for medical use by the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration or the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. Illegal use includes use of any illegal drug, misuse of
legally prescribed drugs, and use of illegally obtained prescription drugs.
Also, the medical use of marijuana, or the use of hemp related products,
which cause drug or drug metabolites to be present in the body above the
minimum thresholds is a violation of this policy.
Federal drug testing regulations (49 CFR Part 40 and Part 655) require that
all FTA and FMCSA covered employees be tested for marijuana, cocaine,
amphetamines (including methamphetamine and ecstasy), opiates
(including codeine, morphine, and heroin), and phencyclidine as described
in Section H of this policy. Testing conducted under City of Arcata
authority will also be tested for these same substances. Illegal use of these
drugs is prohibited at all times and thus, covered employees may be tested
for these drugs anytime that they are on duty.

b.

Legal Drugs: The appropriate use of legally prescribed drugs and nonprescription medications is not prohibited. However, the use of any
substance which carries a warning label that indicates that mental
functioning, motor skills, or judgment may be adversely affected must be
reported to a City of Arcata supervisor and the employee may be required
to provide a written release from his/her doctor or pharmacist indicating
that the employee can perform his/her safety-sensitive functions.

c.

Alcohol: The use of beverages containing alcohol (including any
mouthwash, medication, food, candy) or any other substances such that
alcohol is present in the body while performing safety-sensitive job
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functions is prohibited. An reasonable suspicion or random alcohol test
can be performed on a covered employee under 49 CFR Part 40 or Part
655 just before, during, or just after the performance of safety-sensitive
job functions. Under City of Arcata authority, a non-DOT alcohol test can
be performed any time a covered employee is on duty.
F.

G.

PROHIBITED CONDUCT
1)

All covered employees are prohibited from reporting for duty or remaining on duty
any time there is a quantifiable presence of a prohibited drug in the body above the
minimum thresholds defined in 49 CFR Part 40, or Part 655, as amended.

2)

Each covered employee is prohibited from consuming alcohol while performing
safety-sensitive job functions or while on-call to perform safety-sensitive job
functions. If an on-call employee has consumed alcohol, they must acknowledge
the use of alcohol at the time that they are called to report for duty. The covered
employee will subsequently be relieved of his/her on-call responsibilities and
subject to discipline for not fulfilling his/her on-call responsibilities.

3)

The City of Arcata shall not permit any covered employee to perform or continue to
perform safety-sensitive functions if it has actual knowledge that the employee is
using alcohol.

4)

Each covered employee is prohibited from reporting to work or remaining on duty
requiring the performance of safety-sensitive functions, while having an alcohol
concentration of 0.02 or greater regardless of when the alcohol was consumed.

5)

No covered employee shall consume alcohol for eight (8) hours following
involvement in an accident or until he/she submits to the post-accident drug/alcohol
test, whichever occurs first.

6)

No covered employee shall perform safety-sensitive functions within four (4) hours
after consuming alcohol.

7)

The City of Arcata, under its own authority, also prohibits the consumption of
alcohol at all times the employee is on duty, or anytime the employee is in uniform.

8)

Consistent with the Drug-free Workplace Act of 1988, all City of Arcata employees
are prohibited from engaging in the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensing,
possession, or use of prohibited substances in the work place including City of
Arcata/A&MRTS premises and transit vehicles.

DRUG STATUTE CONVICTION
Consistent with the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988, all employees are required to
notify the City of Arcata management of any criminal drug statute conviction for a
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violation occurring in the workplace within five days after such conviction. Failure to
comply with this provision shall result in disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
H.

I.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS
1)

Analytical urine drug testing and breath testing for alcohol will be conducted as
required by 49 CFR part 40 as amended. All employees covered under FTA and
FMCSA authority shall be subject to testing prior to performing safety-sensitive
duty, following an accident, random, and for reasonable suspicion, as defined in
Section L, M, and N of this policy, and return to duty/follow-up. Under City of
Arcata authority testing non-DOT for reasonable suspicion, post-accident, random
and return to duty/follow-up can be performed any time a covered employee is on
duty, using non-DOT testing forms.

2)

A drug test can be performed any time a covered employee is on duty. Alcohol
reasonable suspicion and random tests can be performed just before, during, or
after the performance of a safety-sensitive job function. However, under the City
of Arcata’s authority, a non-DOT random alcohol test may be performed any time
a covered employee is on duty.

3)

All covered employees will be subject to urine drug testing and breath alcohol
testing, as a condition of ongoing employment with City of Arcata. Any safetysensitive employee who refuses to comply with a request for testing shall be
removed from duty and subject to discipline, up to and including termination.

DRUG TESTING PROCEDURES
1)

Testing shall be conducted in a manner to assure a high degree of accuracy and
reliability and using techniques, equipment, and laboratory facilities which have
been approved by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (HHS). All
testing will be conducted consistent with the procedures set forth in 49 CFR Part
40, as amended. The procedures will be performed in a private, confidential
manner and every effort will be made to protect the employee, the integrity of the
drug testing procedure, and the validity of the test result.

2)

The drugs that will be tested for include marijuana, cocaine, opiates (including
codeine, morphine, and heroin), amphetamines(including methamphetamine and
ecstasy), and phencyclidine. After the identity of the donor is checked using
picture identification, a urine specimen will be collected using the split specimen
collection method described in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended. Each specimen will
be accompanied by a DOT Chain of Custody and Control Form and identified
using a unique identification number that attributes the specimen to the correct
individual. The specimen analysis will be conducted at a HHS certified
laboratory. An initial drug screen and validity test will be conducted on the
primary urine specimen. For those specimens that are not negative, a
confirmatory Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) test will be
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performed. The test will be considered positive if the amounts of the drug(s)
and/or its metabolites identified by the GC/MS test are above the minimum
thresholds established in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended.
3)

The test results from the HHS certified laboratory will be reported to a Medical
Review Officer. A Medical Review Officer (MRO) is a licensed physician with
detailed knowledge of substance abuse disorders and drug testing. The MRO will
review the test results to ensure the scientific validity of the test and to determine
whether there is a legitimate medical explanation for a confirmed positive,
substitute, or adulterated test result. The MRO will attempt to contact the
employee to notify the employee of the non-negative laboratory result, and
provide the employee with an opportunity to explain the confirmed laboratory test
result. The MRO will subsequently review the employee’s medical
history/medical records as appropriate to determine whether there is a legitimate
medical explanation for a non-negative laboratory result. If no legitimate medical
explanation is found, the test will be verified positive or refusal to test and
reported to the City of Arcata/ Drug and Alcohol Program Manager (DAPM). If a
legitimate explanation is found, the MRO will report the test result as negative to
the DAPM.

4)

If the test is invalid without a medical explanation, a retest will be conducted
under direct observation. Employees do not have access to a test of their split
specimen following an invalid result.

5)

Any covered employee who questions the results of a required drug test under
paragraphs L through P of this policy may request that the split sample be tested.
The split sample test must be conducted at a second HHS-certified laboratory.
with no affiliation with the laboratory that analyzed the primary specimen. The
test must be conducted on the split sample that was provided by the employee at
the same time as the primary sample. The method of collecting, storing, and
testing the split sample will be consistent with the procedures set forth in 49 CFR
Part 40, as amended. The employee's request for a split sample test must be made
to the Medical Review Officer within 72 hours of notice of the original sample
verified test result. Requests after 72 hours will only be accepted at the discretion
of the MRO if the delay was due to documentable facts that were beyond the
control of the employee. The cost for the split specimen shall be borne by the
covered employee. However, if necessary to ensure a timely analysis of the
sample, the City of Arcata will pay the cost of the split specimen, and the
employee will reimburse the City directly for that cost.

6)

If the analysis of the split specimen fails to confirm the presence of the drug(s)
detected in the primary specimen, if the split specimen is not able to be analyzed,
or if the results of the split specimen are not scientifically adequate, the MRO will
declare the original test to be canceled. If the split specimen is not available to
analyze, the MRO will direct City of Arcata to retest the employee under direct
observation.
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7)

The split specimen will be stored at the initial laboratory until the analysis of the
primary specimen is completed. If the primary specimen is negative, the split will
be discarded. If the primary specimen is positive, it will be retained in frozen
storage for one year and the split specimen will also be retained for one year. If
the primary is positive, the primary and the split will be retained for longer than
one year for testing if so requested by the employee through the Medical Review
Officer; or by the employer, by the MRO, or by the relevant DOT agency.. If the
primary specimen is positive, it will be retained in frozen storage for one year and
the split specimen will also be retained for one year.

8)

Observed collections:
a) Consistent with 49 CFR part 40, as amended, collection under direct
observation (by a person of the same gender) with no advance notice will
occur if:

J.

i.

The laboratory reports to the MRO that a specimen is invalid, and the
MRO reports to City of Arcata that there was not an adequate medical
explanation for the result;

ii.

The MRO reports to City of Arcata that the original positive, adulterated,
or substituted test result had to be cancelled because the test of the split
specimen could not be performed;

iii.

The laboratory reported to the MRO that the specimen was negative-dilute
with a creatinine concentration greater than or equal to 2mg/dL but less
than or equal to 5 mg/dL, and the MRO reported the specimen to you as
negative-dilute and that a second collection must take place under direct
observation (see §40.197(b)(1));

iv.

The collector observes materials brought to the collection site or the
employee's conduct clearly indicates an attempt to tamper with a
specimen;

v.

The temperature on the original specimen was out of range;

vi.

Anytime the employee is directed to provide another specimen because the
original specimen appeared to have been tampered with;

vii.

All follow-up tests; or

viii.

All return-to-duty tests.

ALCOHOL TESTING PROCEDURES
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K.

1)

Tests for breath alcohol concentration will be conducted utilizing a National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)-approved Evidential Breath
Testing device (EBT) operated by a trained Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT).
Alcohol screening tests may be performed using a non-evidential testing device
which is also approved by NHSTA. If the initial test indicates an alcohol
concentration of 0.02 or greater, a second test will be performed to confirm the
results of the initial test. The confirmatory test must occur on an EBT. The
confirmatory test will be conducted no sooner than fifteen minutes after the
completion of the initial test. The confirmatory test will be performed using a
NHTSA-approved EBT operated by a trained BAT. The EBT will identify each
test by a unique sequential identification number. This number, time, and unit
identifier will be provided on each EBT printout. The EBT printout, along with
an approved alcohol testing form, will be used to document the test, the
subsequent results, and to attribute the test to the correct employee. The test will
be performed in a private, confidential manner as required by 49 CFR Part 40, as
amended. The procedure will be followed as prescribed to protect the employee
and to maintain the integrity of the alcohol testing procedures and validity of the
test result.

2)

An employee who has a confirmed alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater will be
considered a positive alcohol test and in violation of this policy. The consequences
of a positive alcohol test are described in Section Q of this policy. Even though an
employee who has a confirmed alcohol concentration of 0.02 to 0.039 is not
considered positive, the employee shall still be removed from duty for at least
eight hours, or for the duration of the work day, whichever is longer, and will be
subject to discipline action, up to and including termination. An alcohol
concentration of less than 0.02 will be considered a negative test.

3)

The City of Arcata affirms the need to protect individual dignity, privacy, and
confidentiality throughout the testing process. If at any time the integrity of the
testing procedures or the validity of the test results is compromised, the test will
be canceled. Minor inconsistencies or procedural flaws that do not impact the test
result will not result in a cancelled test.

4)

The alcohol testing form (ATF) required by 49 CFR Part 40 as amended, shall be
used for all FTA required testing. Failure of an employee to sign step 2 of the
ATF will be considered a refusal to submit to testing.

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTING
1)

An applicant seeking a position, which requires, as a condition of employment,
the performance of safety-sensitive functions (as defined in this policy),
operation, driving, or maintenance of a commercial motor vehicle and possession
of a commercial driver license shall be controlled substance and alcohol tested
prior to the performance of safety-sensitive functions.
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a.

All offers of employment for covered positions shall be extended
conditional upon the applicant passing a drug and alcohol test. An
applicant shall not be placed into a safety-sensitive position unless the
applicant takes a drug and alcohol test with verified negative results.

b.

An non-covered employee shall not be placed, transferred or promoted
into a position covered by FTA or FMCSA until the employee takes a
drug and alcohol test with verified negative results.

c.

If an applicant fails a pre-employment drug or alcohol test, the conditional
offer of employment shall be rescinded and the applicant will be referred
to a Substance Abuse Professional. Failure of a pre-employment drug or
alcohol test will disqualify an applicant for employment for a period of at
least one year. Before being considered for future employment, the
applicant must provide the employer proof of having successfully
completed a referral, evaluation and treatment plan as described in section
655.62 of subpart G. The cost for the assessment and any subsequent
treatment will be the sole responsibility of the applicant.

d.

When an employee being placed, transferred, or promoted from a noncovered position to a position covered under FTA or FMCSA submits to a
drug and alcohol test with a verified positive result, the employee shall not
be appointed to that position, and shall be subject to disciplinary action, up
to and including termination.

e.

If a pre-employment/pre-transfer test is canceled, City of Arcata will
require the applicant to take and pass another pre-employment drug test.

f.

In instances where a FTA or FMCSA covered employee does not perform
a safety-sensitive function is on extended leave for a period of 90 days or
more regardless of reason, and is not in the random testing pool the
employee will be required to take a drug test under 49 CFR Part 655 and
have negative test results prior to the conduct of safety-sensitive job
functions.

g.

Following a negative dilute the employee will be required to undergo
another test. Should this second test result in a negative dilute result, the
test will be considered a negative and no additional testing will be required
unless directed to do so by the MRO.

h.

Applicants are required (even if ultimately not hired) to provide the City
of Arcata with signed written release requesting FTA or FMCSA drug and
alcohol records from all previous DOT covered employers that the
applicant has worked for within the last two years. Failure to do so will
result in the employment offer being rescinded. The City of Arcata is
required to ask all applicants (even if ultimately not hired) if they have
tested positive or refused to test on a pre-employment test for a DOT
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covered employer within the last two years. If the applicant has tested
positive or refused to test on a pre-employment test for a DOT covered
employer, the applicant must provide City of Arcata proof of having
successfully completed a referral, evaluation and treatment plan as
described in section 655.62 of subpart G.

L.

REASONABLE SUSPICION TESTING
1)

All City of Arcata covered employees will be subject to a reasonable suspicion
drug and/or alcohol test when the employer has reasonable suspicion to believe
that the covered employee has used a prohibited drug and/or engaged in alcohol
misuse. Reasonable suspicion shall mean that there is objective evidence, based
upon specific, contemporaneous, articulable observations of the employee's
appearance, behavior, speech or body odor that are consistent with possible drug
use and/or alcohol misuse. Reasonable suspicion referrals must be made by one
or more supervisors who are trained to detect the signs and symptoms of drug and
alcohol use, and who reasonably concludes that an employee may be adversely
affected or impaired in his/her work performance due to possible prohibited
substance abuse or alcohol misuse. A reasonable suspicion alcohol test can only
be conducted just before, during, or just after the performance of a safetysensitive job function. However, under City of Arcata’s authority, a reasonable
suspicion alcohol test may be performed any time the covered employee is on
duty, using non-DOT testing forms. A reasonable suspicion drug test can be
performed any time the covered employee is on duty.

2)

City of Arcata shall be responsible for transporting the employee to the testing
site. Supervisors should avoid placing themselves and/or others into a situation
which might endanger the physical safety of those present. If applicable, the
employee shall be placed on administrative leave pending disciplinary action as
set forth in City of Arcata policies.

3)

A written record of the observations which led to a drug/alcohol test based on
reasonable suspicion shall be prepared and signed by the supervisor making the
observation. This written record shall be submitted to the City of Arcata’s
Designated Employer Representative (DER).

4)

When there are no specific, contemporaneous, articulable objective facts that
indicate current drug or alcohol use, but the employee (who is not already a
participant in a treatment program) admits the abuse of alcohol or other
substances to a supervisor in his/her chain of command, the employee shall be
referred to an employer approved counseling professional for assessment. Since
the employee self-referred to management, testing under this circumstance would
not be considered a violation of this policy or a positive test result under Federal
authority. However, self-referral does not exempt the covered employee from
testing under Federal authority as specified in Sections L through N of this policy
or the associated consequences as specified within the policy.
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M.

POST ACCIDENT TESTING
FTA Procedures:
Covered employees shall be subject to FTA post-accident drug and alcohol testing under
the following circumstances:
1)

FATAL ACCIDENTS - All covered employees will be required to undergo urine
and breath testing if they are involved in an accident with a transit vehicle
regardless of whether or not the vehicle is in revenue service that results in a
fatality. This includes all surviving covered employees that are operating the
vehicle at the time of the accident and any other whose performance cannot be
completely discounted as a contributing factorcould have contributed to the
accident, as determined by the employer using the best information available at
the time of the decision.

2)

NON_FATAL ACCIDENT - In addition, aA post-accident test of the employee
operating the public transportation vehicle will be conducted if an accident occurs
and at least one of the following conditions is met: results in injuries requiring
immediate transportation to a medical treatment facility; or one or more vehicles
incurs disabling damage, unless the operator’s performance can be completely
discounted as a contributing factor to the accident.
a. The accident results in injuries requiring immediate medical tereatment
away from the scene, and the covered employee may have contributed to
the accident.
a.b. One or more vehicles incurs disabling damage as a result of the occurrence
and must be transported away from the scene, and the covered employee
may have contributed to the accident.
In addition, any other covered employee whose performance could have
contributed to the accident, as determined by the employer using the best
information available at the time of the decision, will be tested.

a.

As soon as practicable following an accident, as defined in this policy, the supervisor
investigating the accident will notify the employee operating the vehicle and all other
covered employees whose performance could have contributed to the accident of the need
for the test. The supervisor will make the determination using the best information
available at the time of the decision.
FMSCA Procedures:
Covered employees shall be subject to FMCSA post-accieent drug and alcohol testing
under the following circumstances:
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1)
FATAL ACCIDENTS – As soon as practicable following an occurrence
involving a commercial motor vehicle operating on a public road in commerce, and
involving the loss of a human life, drug and alcohol tests will be conducted on each
surviving covered employee who was performing safety-sensitive functions with respect
to the vehicle.
Formatted: No bullets or numbering

2)
NON_FATAL ACCIDENTS – As soon as practicable following an occurrence
involving a commercial motor vehicle operating on a public road in commerce, and not
involving the loss of a human life, an alcohol test will be conducted within eight (8)
hours of the occurrence under State or local law for a moving traffic violation arising
from the accident, if:
a. The accident results in injuries requiring immediate medical treatment
away from the scene; or
b. One or more motor vehicles incur disabling damage and must be
transported away from the scene by a tow truck or other motor vehicle.
As soon as practicable following an occurrence involving a commercial motor vehicle
operating on a public road in commerce, and not involving the loss of a human life, a
drug test will be conducted on each driver who receives a citation within thirty-two (32)
hours of the occurrence under State or local law for a moving traffic violation arising
from the accident, if:
a.
b.

The accident results in injuries requiring immediate medical treatment
away from the scene; or
One or more motor vehicles incur disabling damage and must be
transported away from the scene by a tow truck or other motor vehicle.

General Accident Procedures:
a. b. The appropriate supervisor shall ensure that an employee, required to be tested
under this section, is tested as soon as practicable, but no longer than eight (8)
hours of the accident for alcohol, and within 32 hours for drugs. If an alcohol test
is not performed within two hours of the accident, the supervisor will document
the reason(s) for the delay. If the alcohol test is not conducted within (8) eight
hours, or the drug test within 32 hours, attempts to conduct the test must cease
and the reasons for the failure to test documented.
b. c.
Any covered employee involved in an accident must refrain from alcohol
use for eight (8) hours following the accident, or until he/she undergoes a postaccident alcohol test.
c. d. An employee who is subject to post-accident testing who fails to remain
readily available for such testing, including notifying a supervisor of his or her
location if he or she leaves the scene of the accident prior to submission to such
test, may be deemed to have refused to submit to testing.
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d. e. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the delay of necessary
medical treatment for the injured following an accident, or to prohibit an
employee from leaving the scene of the accident for the period necessary to obtain
assistance in responding to the accident, or to obtain necessary medical care.
e. f. In the rare event the City of Arcata is unable to perform an FTA or FMCSA
drug and alcohol test(i.e., employee is unconscious, employee is detained by law
enforcement agency), City of Arcata may use drug and alcohol post-accident test
results administered by local law enforcement officials in lieu of the FTA or
FMCSA test. The local law enforcement officials must have independent
authority for the test and the employer must obtain the results in conformance
with local law.
N.

RANDOM TESTING
1)

All covered employees will be subjected to random, unannounced testing. The
selection of employees shall be made by a scientifically valid method of randomly
generating an employee identifier from the appropriate pool of safety-sensitive
employees.

2)

The number of employees randomly selected for drug/alcohol testing during the
calendar year shall be not less than the percentage rates set each year by the FTA.
The
current
year
testing
rates
can
be
viewed
online
at
http://www.dot.gov/odapc/random-testing-rates. If a given driver is subject to
random testing under the rules of more than one DOT agency, the driver will be
subject to random drug and alcohol testing at the annual percentage rated
established by the DOT agency regulating more than 50% of the driver’s function.
established by Federal regulations for those safety-sensitive employees subject to
random testing by Federal regulations. The current random testing rate for drugs
equals twenty-five percent of the number of covered employees in the pool and
the random testing rate for alcohol equals ten percent of the number of covered
employees in the pool.

3)

Each covered employee shall be in a pool from which the random selection is
made. Each covered employee in the pool shall have an equal chance of selection
each time selections are made. Employees will remain in the pool and subject to
selection, whether or not the employee has been previously tested. There is no
discretion on the part of management in the selection.

4)

The dates for administering unannounced testing of randomly selected employees
shall be spread reasonably throughout the calendar year, day of the week and
hours of the day.

5)

Random tests can be conducted at any time during an employee’s shift for drug
testing. Alcohol random tests can be performed just before, during, or just after
the performance of a safety sensitive duty. However, under the City of Arcata’s
authority, a non-DOT random alcohol test may be performed any time the
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covered employee is on duty. Testing can occur during the beginning, middle, or
end of an employee’s shift.

O.

6)

Covered employees that fall under the FTA or FMCSA regulations will be
included in one random pool.

7)

Employees are required to proceed immediately to the collection site upon
notification of their random selection.

RETURN TO DUTY TESTING
All covered employees who previously tested positive on a drug or alcohol test or refused
a test, must test negative for drugs, alcohol (below 0.02 for alcohol), or both and be
evaluated and released by the Substance Abuse Professional before returning to work.
For an initial positive drug test a Return-to-Duty drug test is required and an alcohol test
is allowed. Return-to-Duty drug test collection must occur under direct observation. For
an initial positive alcohol test a Return-to-Duty alcohol test is required and a drug test is
allowed. Following the initial assessment, the SAP will recommend a course of
rehabilitation unique to the individual. The SAP will recommend the return-to-duty test
only when the employee has successfully completed the treatment requirement and is
known to be drug and alcohol-free and there are no undo concerns for public safety. All
return to duty testing will be paid by the employee.

P.

FOLLOW-UP TESTING
Covered employees will be required to undergo frequent, unannounced drug and/or
alcohol testing following their return-to-duty test. The follow-up testing will be
performed for a period of one to five years with a minimum of six tests to be performed
the first year. The frequency and duration of the follow-up tests (beyond the minimums)
will be determined by the SAP reflecting the SAP’s assessment of the employee’s unique
situation and recovery progress. Follow-up testing should be frequent enough to deter
and/or detect a relapse. Follow-up testing is separate and in addition to the random, postaccident, reasonable suspicion and return-to-duty testing. All follow-up testing will be
paid by the employee.

Q.

RESULT OF DRUG/ALCOHOL TEST
1)

Any covered employee that has a verified positive drug or alcohol test, or refusal
to test, will be removed from his/her safety-sensitive position, informed of
educational and rehabilitation programs available, referred to a Substance Abuse
Professional (SAP) for assessment, and will be subject to disciplinary action, up
to and including termination. No employee will be allowed to return to duty
requiring the performance of safety-sensitive job functions without the approval
of the SAP and the employer.
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2)

Following a negative dilute the employee will be required to undergo another test.
Should this second test result in a negative dilute result, the test will be considered
a negative and no additional testing will be required unless directed to do so by
the MRO.

3)

Refusal to submit to a drug/alcohol test shall be considered equivalent to a
positive test result and a direct act of insubordination and shall result in discipline,
up to and including termination, and referral to an SAP. A test refusal includes
the following circumstances:
a. Fails to appear for any test (excluding pre-employment) within a
reasonable time, as determined by the employer, after being directed to do
so by the employer.
b. Fails to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete. An
employee who leaves the testing site before the testing process
commences for a pre-employment test has not refused to test.
c. Fails to attempt to provide a urine or breath specimen for any drug or
alcohol test required by Part 40 or DOT agency regulations. An employee
who does not provide a urine or breath specimen because he or she has left
the testing site before the testing process commenced for a preemployment test has not refused to test.
d. In the case of a directly observed or monitored collection in a drug test,
fails to permit the observation or monitoring of an employee’s provision
of a specimen.
e. Fails to provide a sufficient amount of urine or breath when directed, and
it has been determined, through a required medical evaluation, that there
was no adequate medical explanation for the failure.
f. Fails or declines to take a second test the employer or collector has
directed the employee to take.
g. Fails to undergo a medical examination or evaluation, as directed by the
MRO as part of the verification process, or as directed by the DER as part
of the ``shy bladder'' or “shy lung” procedures.
h. Fails to cooperate with any part of the testing process (e.g., refuse to
empty pockets when so directed by the collector, behave in a
confrontational way that disrupts the collection process).
i. If the MRO reports that there is verified adulterated or substituted test
result.
j. Failure or refusal to sign Step 2 of the alcohol testing form.
k. Failure to follow the observer’s instructions during an observed collection
including instructions to raise your clothing above the waist, lower
clothing and underpants, and to turn around to permit the observer to
determine if you have any type of prosthetic or other device that could be
used to interfere with the collection process.
l. Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device that could be used to interfere
with the collection process.
m. Admit to the collector or MRO that you adulterated or substituted the
specimen.
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4)

An alcohol test result of 0.02 to  0.039 BAC shall result in the removal of the
employee from duty for eight hours or the remainder or the work day whichever is
longer. The employee will not be allowed to return to safety-sensitive duty for
his/her next shift until he/she submits to ananon-DOT alcohol test with a result of
less than 0.02 BAC. If the employee has an alcohol test result of  0.02 to 
0.039 two or more times within a six month period, the employee will be removed
from duty and referred for an assessment.

5)

The cost of any treatment or rehabilitation services will be paid directly by the
employee or their insurance provider. The employee will be permitted to take
accrued sick leave or other applicable accrued leave to participate in the
prescribed treatment program. If the employee has insufficient accrued leave, the
employee shall be placed on leave without pay until the employee has
successfully completed the required treatment program and has been released to
return-to-duty. Any leave taken, either paid or unpaid, shall be considered leave
taken under the Family and Medical Leave Act, when applicable.

6)

In the instance of a self-referral or a management referral, it shall include:
a. A self-referral or management referral to the employer's approved
substance abusecounseling professional that was not precipitated by a
positive test result does not constitute a violation of the Federal
regulations and will not be considered as a positive test result in relation to
the discipline defined in this policy.
b. Periodic unannounced follow-up drug/alcohol test conducted as a result of
a self-referral or management referral which results in a verified positive
shall be considered a positive test result and shall result in termination.
c. A Voluntary Referral does not shield an employee from disciplinary action
or guarantee employment with City of Arcata.
d. A Voluntary Referral does not shield an employee from the requirement
to comply with drug and alcohol testing.

7)

R.

Failure of an employee to report within five days a criminal drug statute
conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace shall result in termination.

GRIEVANCE AND APPEAL
The consequences specified by 49 CFR Part 40.149 (c) for a positive test or test refusal is
not subject to arbitration.

S.

PROPER APPLICATION OF THE POLICY
City of Arcata is dedicated to assuring fair and equitable application of this policy.
Therefore, supervisors/managers are required to use and apply all aspects of this policy in
an unbiased and impartial manner. Any supervisor/manager who knowingly disregards
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the requirements of this policy, or who is found to deliberately misuse the policy in
regard to subordinates, shall be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
T.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
1)

Drug/alcohol testing records shall be maintained by the City of Arcata Drug and
Alcohol Program Manager and, except as provided below or by law, the results of
any drug/alcohol test shall not be disclosed without express written consent of the
tested employee.

2)

The employee, upon written request, entitled to obtain copies of any records
pertaining to their use of prohibited drugs or misuse of alcohol, including any
drug or alcohol testing records. Covered employees have the right to gain access
to any pertinent records such as equipment calibration records, and records of
laboratory certifications. Employees may not have access to SAP follow-up
testing plans.

3)

Records of a verified positive drug/alcohol test result shall be released to the Drug
and Alcohol Program Manager, and other City of Arcata management personnel
on a need to know basis.

4)

Records will be released to a subsequent employer only upon receipt of a written
request from the employee.

5)

Records of an employee's drug/alcohol tests shall be released to the adjudicator in
a grievance, lawsuit, or other proceeding initiated by or on behalf of the tested
individual arising from the results of the drug/alcohol test. The records will be
released to the decision maker in the preceding.

6)

Records will be released to the National Transportation Safety Board during an
accident investigation.

7)

Information will be released in a criminal or civil action resulting from an
employee’s performance of safety-sensitive duties, in which a court of competent
jurisdiction determines that the drug or alcohol test information is relevant to the
case and issues an order to the employer to release the information. The employer
will release the information to the decision maker in the proceeding with a
binding stipulation that it will only be released to parties of the proceeding.

8)

Records will be released to the DOT or any DOT agency with regulatory
authority over the employer or any of its employees.

9)

Records will be released if requested by a Federal, state or local safety agency
with regulatory authority over the City of Arcata or the employee.
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T.

10)

If a party seeks a court order to release a specimen or part of a specimen contrary
to any provision of Part 40 as amended, necessary legal steps to contest the
issuance of the order will be taken.

11)

In cases of a contractor or sub-recipient of a state department of transportation,
records will be released when requested by such agencies that must certify
compliance with the regulation to the FTA.

SYSTEM CONTACTS
City of Arcata Drug and Alcohol Program Manager (DAPM)
Name:
Danette Demello
Address:
City of Arcata
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
Telephone Number:
707-825-2114

Revised:
06-21-17 (Reso. 167-56)
03-02-16 (Reso. 156-43)
10-17-12 (Reso. 123-11)
09-22-10 (Reso. 101-28)
09-23-09 (Reso. 090-25)
10-3-07 (Reso. 078-19)
08-20-97 (Reso. 978-16)
11-15-95 (Reso. 956-33)
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Attachment A
COVERED CLASSIFICATIONS
(Full-time, Part-time, Seasonal, Temporary)

MISCELLANEOUS CLASSIFICATIONS
Authority = Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
Construction Specialist (when assigned to Streets/Utilities)
Equipment Operator
Heavy Equipment Operator
Lead Mechanic
Maintenance Crew Leader
Maintenance Worker (when assigned to Streets, Utilities, or Natural Resources)
Mechanic
Senior Construction Specialist (when assigned to Streets/Utilities)
Senior Maintenance Worker (when assigned to Streets, Utilities, or Natural Resources)
Traffic Control Technician

TRANSIT CLASSIFICATIONS
Authority = Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
Bus Driver
Bus Driver/Transit Assistant
Public Transportation Coordinator Transit Operations Assistant
Public Transportation Superintendent Transit Manager
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Attachment B
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TESTING
REGULATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL MOTOR
VEHICLE DRIVERS

RETENTION OF RECORDS

This section explains which controlled substance and alcohol test records must be completed and
maintained, where they must be maintained and for how long. All records shall be maintained in a secure
location with controlled access.

Document Required to be Maintained

Period Required to
be Maintained

Alcohol test results indicating a breath alcohol concentration of 0.02 or greater

5 Years

Verified positive controlled substance test results

5 Years

Refusals to submit to required alcohol or controlled substance tests

5 Years

Required calibration of Evidential Breath Testing Devices (EBTs)

5 Years

Substance Abuse Professional's (SAP's) evaluations and referrals

5 Years

Annual calendar year summary

5 Years

Information obtained from previous employers under 40.25 concerning drug and
alcohol test results of employees

3 Years

Required calibration of Evidential Breath Testing Devices (EBTs)

2 Years

Records related to the collection process (except calibration) and required training

2 Years

Negative and canceled controlled substance test results

1 Year

Alcohol test results indicating a breath alcohol concentration less than 0.02

1 Year

TYPES OF RECORDS REQUIRED TO BE MAINTAINED

1.

Records related to the collection process:
•
•
•
•

Collection logbooks (if used).
Documents related to the random selection process.
Calibration documentation for EBTs.
Documentation of Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT) training.
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• Documentation of reasoning for reasonable suspicion testing.
• Documentation of reasoning for post-accident testing.
• Documents verifying a medical explanation for the inability to provide adequate
breath or urine for testing.
• Consolidated annual calendar year summaries.
2.

Records related to the driver's test results:
•
•
•
•

Employer's copy of the alcohol test form, including results.
Employer's copy of the drug test chain of custody and control form.
Document sent to the Employer by the Medical Review Officer.
Documentation of any driver's refusal to submit to a required alcohol or controlled substance
test.
• Documents provided by a driver to dispute results of test.
3.

Documentation of any other violation of controlled substance use or alcohol misuse rules.

4.

Records related to evaluations and training:
• Records pertaining to substance abuse professional's (SAP's)determination of driver's need
for assistance.
• Records concerning a driver's compliance with SAP's recommendations.

5.

Records related to education and training:
• Materials on drug and alcohol awareness, including a copy of the Employer's policy on drug
use and alcohol misuse.
• Documentation of compliance with requirement to provide drivers with educational material,
including driver's signed receipt of materials.
• Documentation of supervisor training.
• Certification that training conducted under this rule complies with all requirements of the
rule.

6.

Records related to drug testing:
• Agreements with collection site facilities, laboratories, MROs, and consortia.
• Names and positions of officials and their role in the Employer's alcohol and controlled
substance testing program.
• Monthly statistical summaries of urinalysis (40.29(g)(6))
• The Employer's drug testing policy and procedures

LOCATION OF RECORDS:
All required records shall be maintained in a secure location with limited access. Records shall be made
available for inspection at the Employer's principal place of business within two (2) business days after a
request has been made by an authorized representative of the Federal Highway Administration.
For example: Specific records may be maintained on computer or at a regional or terminal office,
provided the records can be made available upon request from FHWA within two (2) working days.
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Danette Demello, Assistant City Manager

PREPARER:

Danette Demello, Assistant City Manager

DATE:

June 13, 2017

TITLE:

1) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current Memorandum of
Understanding Between the City of Arcata and Arcata Police Association
Regarding Medical Premium Cost Share and Second Medical Plan Option; and
2) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current Memorandum of
Understanding Between the City of Arcata and Operating Engineers, Local No.
3, Regarding Medical Premium Cost Share and Second Medical Plan Option.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) Between the City of Arcata and Arcata Police Association Regarding Medical
Premium Cost Share and Second Medical Plan Option; and
2) Adopt the Side Letter Agreement to the Current Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) Between the City of Arcata and Operating Engineers Local No. 3 Regarding
Medical Premium Cost Share and Second Medical Plan Option.
INTRODUCTION:
The current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for both the Arcata Police Association
(APA) and Operating Engineers Local No. 3 (OE3) expires after June 30, 2017.

The City’s open enrollment for its 2017/2018 health plan year begins June 1, 2017, with an
effective date of July 1. Absent successor MOUs and in preparation for open enrollment, the City
held meet and confer meetings with APA and OE3 in regard to proposed changes to the
employee/employer cost share currently in place for the $250 deductible medical plan (EPO
250), and the addition of a second medical plan choice with a $500 deductible (EPO 500).

BACKGROUND:
The current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the City of Arcata and both the Arcata
Police Association (APA) and Operating Engineers Local No. 3 (OE3) is for the period of July 1,
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2015, through June 30, 2017.
At times during the term of the MOU contract, there is a need to clarify or make changes to a
particular Article or Section of the MOU. This is even more likely to be the case when there is a
multi-year contract.
In those instances, public sector employer-employee relations practices utilize a side letter concept.
A side letter addresses a specific item(s) that the City and the authorized representatives meet and
confer on. Upon agreement, the side letter becomes the policy or practice to be followed for that
MOU term.
DISCUSSION:
Premium Cost Share of EPO 250 Medical Plan
The current premium cost share breakdown applies to the EPO 250 plan and states that for each
premium increase, the City will pay 60% of that increase and employees 40%. For the 2017/2018
plan year, there will be a very minimal increase. This increase will result in overall premiums
increasing $2.00/mo. for Employee Only, $3.00/mo. for Two-Party, and $4.00/mo. for Family.
For the 2017/2018 plan year, the City has offered to pick up the full premium increase for all
employees. This will result in no premium contribution change for employees for this next plan
year.
Additional choice of the EPO 500 Medical Plan & Premium Contribution Structure
Each employee electing to participate in the City’s medical insurance will now have the option to
choose between two medical plans. Both plans will still be exclusive provider plans (meaning
coverage for in-network providers only), and the additional plan will have slightly higher deductible
and coverages, for a lesser monthly premium.

For the 2017/2018 plan year, the City is proposing to pay a flat premium amount equivalent to what
it currently pays for the EPO 250 plan rounded up to the nearest whole dollar (amounts listed assume
the City will be picking up the full premium increase on the EPO 250 plan for 2017/2018).
Attached are the resulting Side Letter Agreements resulting from the conclusion of meet and confer
meetings with both APA and OE3 for these items.

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The additional cost to the City of approximately $3,800 has been included in the FY 2017/2018
Budget.

ATTACHMENTS:
A: APA Side Letter for Health Insurance Premium and Additional Plan Option
B: OE3 Side Letter for Health Insurance Premium and Additional Plan Option

(DOCX)
(DOCX)
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City of Arcata
SIDE LETTER AGREEMENT

In absence of a successor MOU beyond the current term expiring June 30, 2017, representatives
of the Arcata Police Association (APA) and the City of Arcata (City) hereby agree to the
following terms as it relates to medical insurance options and premium contributions for the
2017/2018 medical plan year:


In regards to MOU Article VIII, Section 16(d), for the 2017/2018 medical plan year only,
the City agrees to pay 100% of any increase over the following total monthly premium
rates for the EPO 250 medical insurance plan, in the following amounts:
Employee Only - $721.00 (City premium contribution to be $631.00/mo.)
Two-Party - $1,511.00 (City premium contribution to be $1,321.00/mo.)
Family - $2,158.00 (City premium contribution to be $1,885.00/mo.)



A new Section 16(d)(3) is added:
3.

For the EPO 500 medical insurance plan, the City shall pay up to the following
monthly amounts:
Employee only - $631.00
Two-Party - $1,321.00
Family - $1,885.00

Dated:
ARCATA POLICE ASSOCIATION

CITY OF ARCATA

Andrea Schutt, President

Susan Ornelas, Mayor

Attachment: A: APA Side Letter for Health Insurance Premium and Additional Plan Option (1509 : Approve Side Letters Regarding Medical
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City of Arcata
SIDE LETTER AGREEMENT

In absence of a successor MOU beyond the current term expiring June 30, 2017, representatives
of the Operating Engineers Local No. 3 (OE3) and the City of Arcata (City) hereby agree to the
following terms as it relates to medical insurance options and premium contributions for the
2017/2018 medical plan year:


In regards to MOU Article VII, Section 15(B)(2), for the 2017/2018 medical plan year
only, the City agrees to pay 100% of any increase over the following total monthly
premium rates for the EPO 250 medical insurance plan:
Employee Only - $721.00 (City premium contribution to be $631.00/mo.)
Two-Party - $1,511.00 (City premium contribution to be $1,321.00/mo.)
Family - $2,158.00 (City premium contribution to be $1,885.00/mo.)



A new Section 15(B)(3) is added:
3.

For the EPO 500 medical insurance plan, the City shall pay up to the following
monthly amounts:
Employee only - $631.00
Two-Party - $1,321.00
Family - $1,885.00

Dated:
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
OPERATING ENGINEERS
LOCAL NO. 3, AFL-CIO

CITY OF ARCATA

Joe Wildman, Interim Chief Negotiator/Business Agent

Susan Ornelas, Mayor

Attachment: B: OE3 Side Letter for Health Insurance Premium and Additional Plan Option (1509 : Approve Side Letters Regarding Medical
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

PREPARER:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

DATE:

June 09, 2017

TITLE:

Continuation of Public Hearing on the Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2017/18;
and Consideration of Resolution No. 178-01 Adopting the City Budget for Fiscal
Year 2017/18, and Resolution No. 178-02 Updating the Master Fee Schedule for
Various Fees and Service Charges Within the City of Arcata.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council:
1) Continue the public hearing to receive public comment regarding the proposed budget for
Fiscal Year 2017/18;
2) Adopt Resolution No. 178-01, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Adopting the Annual Budget for the Fiscal Year Beginning on July 1, 2017;
3) Adopt Resolution No. 178-02, A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Arcata
Updating the Master Fee Schedule for Various Fees and Service Charges for the Fiscal Year
2017/18.
INTRODUCTION:
This is the second of two public hearings that will be held on the proposed budget for Fiscal Year
2017/18.

DISCUSSION:
The annual budget for the City of Arcata for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2017, has been
presented by the Finance Director and City Manager; reviewed, studied and revised by the City
Council in study sessions held on May 23 and 24, 2017. Copies of the proposed budget have been
made available to the public at the City Manager’s Office and on-line on the City’s website. The
following schedules summarize estimated revenues and City Manager-recommended appropriations
for the fiscal year 2016/17. Additional details can be found in the proposed budget document.
2017/18 Budget Summary
REVENUES - Comparison to Prior Year Adopted Budget
Fund

2017/18
Proposed

2016/17
Adopted

Dollar

Percent
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Number
101
205
Various
Various
Various
661
662
663
664
666
771
775
880 - 881

Description
General
Forest
Streets
Planning & Grants
Other Special Revenue
Water
Wastewater
Transit
Solid Waste
Stormwater Drainage
Central Garage
IT Services
Successor Agency

Budget

Budget

$ 14,978,279
1,518,500
723,465
2,860,570
5,236,450
5,971,925
1,330,289
455,000
580,473
1,324,414
241,950
578,100
$ 35,799,415

$ 14,079,561
598,000
1,109,100
1,750,000
1,244,765
4,695,500
4,907,000
1,053,810
425,000
888,923
1,321,414
225,100
642,738
$ 32,940,911

Difference
$

898,718
920,500
(385,635)
(1,750,000)
1,615,805
540,950
1,064,925
276,479
30,000
(308,450)
3,000
16,850
(64,638)
$ 2,858,504

Difference
6.38%
153.93%
-34.77%
-100.00%
129.81%
11.52%
21.70%
26.24%
7.06%
-34.70%
0.23%
7.49%
-10.06%
8.68%

2017/18 Budget Summary
APPROPRIATIONS - Comparison to Prior Year Adopted Budget
2017/18
2016/17
Fund
Proposed
Adopted
Dollar
Number
Description
Budget
Budget
Difference
101
205
Various
Various
661
662

General
Forest
Streets
Other Special Revenue
Water
Wastewater

Percent
Difference

$ 14,449,762
1,472,353
1,506,169
1,920,646
4,696,962
12,522,372

$ 13,328,006
536,016
1,921,307
2,901,736
3,964,480
4,275,523

$ 1,121,756
936,337
(415,138)
(981,090)
732,482
8,246,849

8.42%
174.68%
-21.61%
-33.81%
18.48%
192.89%

1,180,119

1,126,170

53,949

4.79%

663

Transit

664

Solid Waste

436,967

394,503

42,464

10.76%

666

Stormwater Drainage

922,283

1,210,095

(287,812)

-23.78%

1,173,538
228,509
579,489

957,484
255,053
639,821

216,054
(26,544)
(60,332)

22.56%
-10.41%
-9.43%

$ 41,089,169

$ 31,510,194

$ 9,578,975

30.40%

771
775
880 - 881

Central Garage
IT Services
Successor Agency

Master Fee Schedule
As part of the budget process, Staff reviewed all of the fees, service charges and taxes identified
within the City’s Master Fee Schedule. The changes to the Master Fee Schedule include this year’s
8 percent increase to water and wastewater service fees pursuant to actions taken last year, increased
parking fines pursuant to recommendations of the Budget Task Force, and other minor adjustments
to fees reflective of a 1.67 percent cost of living adjustment.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The adopted budget, including the update to the Master Fee Schedule, will establish the framework
for all City activities for the fiscal year 2017/18.
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ATTACHMENTS:
A. Resolution No. 178-01 Budget Adoption (DOCX)
B. 2017'18 Proposed Budget (PDF)
C. 17'18 City Mgr Errata Sheet
(PDF)
D. Resolution No. 178-02 Master Fee Schedule
(DOCX)
E. 17'18 Master Fee Schedule_Draft 5'31'17 (PDF)
F. HACHR_Budget_Request (PDF)
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
ADOPTING OF THE ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
BEGINNING JULY 1, 2017
WHEREAS, the proposed budget for the City of Arcata for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2017,
as presented by the City Manager, has been reviewed, studied, and revised by the City Council;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of Arcata as follows:
Section 1: That the budget document entitled "City of Arcata Fiscal Year 2017/18 Annual Budget"
as presented by the City Manager at a scheduled Council meetings on June 7 and June 21, 2017 is
adopted as the budget of the City for the 2017/18 fiscal year, including all budget and fiscal policies
outlined therein, and the amounts stated therein as proposed expenditures for the purpose therein
stated shall be and are hereby appropriated to the several objects and purposes therein stated. The
total appropriations are summarized as follows:
CITY MANAGER RECEOMMENDED APPROPRIATIONS
Comparison to Prior Year Adopted Budget
Proposed
Proposed
Budget
Budget
Dollar
2017/18
2016/17
Difference
Legislative
$
432,854 $
470,628
$ (37,774)
Executive
678,211
626,959
51,252
Legal
141,500
134,000
7,500
Finance
791,058
715,073
75,985
Police
6,254,932
5,841,932
413,000
Public Works
1,705,831
1,332,348
373,483
Parks & Recreation
1,606,177
1,612,588
(6,411)
Planning & Development
1,314,792
1,169,550
145,242
Non-Departmental
1,451,757
1,352,228
99,529
Debt Service
72,650
72,700
(50)
Total General Fund
Police
Public Works
Parks & Recreation
Planning & Development
Enterprise Funds:
Water
Wastewater
Solid Waste
Transportation
Stormwater
Internal Service Funds:
Central Garage
IT Services & Maintenance
Total Other Funds
Total City Funds

Percent
Difference
-8.03%
8.17%
5.60%
10.63%
7.07%
28.03%
-0.40%
12.42%
7.36%
-0.07%

14,449,762

13,328,006

1,121,756

8.42%

125,000
1,506,169
1,472,353
2,375,135

125,000
1,921,307
536,016
3,416,557

(415,138)
936,337
(1,041,422)

0.00%
-21.61%
174.68%
-30.48%

4,696,962
12,522,372
436,967
1,180,119
922,283

3,964,480
4,275,523
394,503
1,126,170
1,210,095

732,482
8,246,849
42,464
53,949
(287,812)

18.48%
192.89%
10.76%
4.79%
-23.78%

1,173,538
228,509

987,884
255,053

185,654
(26,544)

18.79%
-10.41%

26,639,407

18,212,588

8,426,819

46.27%

$ 41,089,169

$ 31,540,594

$ 9,548,575

30.27%

Attachment: A. Resolution No. 178-01 Budget Adoption (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)

RESOLUTION NO. 178-01
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Section 2: That, as required by the Revenue and Taxation Code Section 7910, the appropriations
limit for the fiscal year 2016/17 is $13,671,542 and the appropriations limit for the fiscal year
2017/18 is $14,361,728. Also, that neither the appropriations for the 2016/17 or 2017/18 fiscal
years, which are subject to the appropriations limit as set forth in Article XIIB of the California
Constitution, exceed their respective limits as stated above. Also, that the annual adjustment factors
that were selected to calculate the 2017/18 limit were: 1. California Per Capita Personal Income;
and 2. City of Arcata Population Growth.
Section 3: General Fund reserves are anticipated to decrease by $139,030, bringing the contingency
reserves to approximately $3,303,338 or 24.2%.
Section 4: Modifications and amendments to the 2017/18 City of Arcata Budget shall be allowed
during the 2017/18 fiscal year, when in conformance with the "Budget and Fiscal Policies”.
Section 5: This resolution is effective July 1, 2017.

DATED:
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

___________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

__________________________
Mayor, City of Arcata

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 178-01, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County,
California, held on the 21st day of June, 2017 by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

___________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

Attachment: A. Resolution No. 178-01 Budget Adoption (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)
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2.9.A.c

City of Arcata
Errata and Budget Revision Sheet
For the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 2018
Revenues:
Total Revenue per Proposed Budget

$

35,624,415

Corrections:
250-00-00-44200
255-00-00-44200

$

10,000
165,000

Revised Revenue Estimate

175,000
$

35,799,415

$

41,155,348

Appropriations
Total Appropriations per Proposed Budget
Corrections:
205-60-87-57600
661-60-64-51600
Other Adjustments:
City Manager Reductions
101 General Fund
205 Forest Management
207 Streets
661 Water
662 Wastewater
663 Transit
664 Solid Waste
666 Stormwater
771 Central Garage
Revised City Manager Appropriations

$

10,800
(31,950)

(21,150)

$

(32,174)
(230)
(953)
(3,849)
(4,637)
(795)
(586)
(1,080)
(725)

(45,029)
$

41,089,169
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A RESOLTUION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
UPDATING THE MASTER FEE SCHEDULE FOR
VARIOUS FEES AND SERVICE CHARGES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017/18
WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of the California Constitution, the laws of the
State of California, and City ordinances, the City of Arcata is authorized to adopt and implement
rates, fees and charges for certain municipal services, provided the same do not exceed the
estimated reasonable cost of providing such services; and
WHEREAS, for the convenience of the public, it is desirable to gather in a single
document, identified as the Master Fee Schedule, a comprehensive list of various fees and
service charges imposed by the City; and
WHEREAS, on June 21, 2017 the City Council of the City of Arcata reviewed and
updated the Master Fee Schedule as necessary to reflect increases in costs to provide said
services; and
WHEREAS, the attached Exhibit “A” details the additions or revisions to the Master Fee
Schedule for fiscal year 2017/18.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Arcata
hereby set, adjust and approve the various fees and service charges for certain City services and
facilities, as set forth in the attached Exhibit “A”.
DATED:
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

City Clerk, City of Arcata

Mayor, City of Arcata
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I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 167-02, passed and
adopted at a special meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt,
California, held on the 15th day of June, 2016 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

City Clerk, City of Arcata
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CITY OF ARCATA
MASTER FEES SCHEDULE
FOR VARIOUS FEES, SERVICE CHARGES AND TAXES
SECTION 1.

BUSINESS LICENSE TAXES

The following taxes shall be applicable to all new business licenses issued after the effective
date of this resolution.
(a)

LICENSE FEES - GENERAL, INSIDE CITY
Every person conducting or carrying on a business consisting of selling any goods, wares, and
merchandise or commodities or services, or conducting or carrying on any profession, trade,
occupation, calling or business not otherwise specifically licensed by other subdivisions of this
resolution, shall pay an annual or semi-annual license tax of $40.00 per annum plus $10.00 per annum
for each full-time equivalent employee for the first nineteen (19) employees in excess of one (1) plus
$5.00 per annum for each employee in excess of nineteen (19); provided, however, that no additional
license tax shall be levied for employees in excess of a total of seventy (70).
In addition to the license tax noted above, there shall be a fee of $5.00 to transfer a business
license in accordance with Section 6012 of the Arcata Municipal Code and a fee of $5.00 to issue a
duplicate license in accordance with Section 6011 of the Arcata Municipal Code. Furthermore, there
shall be a fee of $10.00 for the review and approval of each application for first license and $5.00
service fee, thereafter, to cover the administration cost. Qualified non-profit organizations are exempt
from paying license fees.
(b)

LICENSE FEES - GENERAL, OUTSIDE CITY
Every person not having a fixed place of business within the City of Arcata who delivers goods,
wares, or merchandise of any kind or performs services within the City (other than those services
specifically exempted by the Arcata Municipal Code or State law) shall pay a license tax of $40.00 per
annum.
(c)

SPECIAL SALES, BANKRUPT SALES, SOLICITORS, ETC.
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of owning, operating, opening,
establishing, managing or having charge of any temporary location or place of business of any kind
for the sale of any insolvent, bankrupt, fire damaged, or other similar goods, wares or merchandise,
and every itinerant or transient merchant having a temporary place of business, but not having any
continuous or permanent place of business in the City who sells or offers for sale any insolvent,
bankrupt, fire damaged or any other goods, wares, or merchandise, shall pay a license tax of $50.00
per day.
(d)

MULTIPLE SMALL BUSINESSES OPERATED BY THE SAME OWNER
If two or more businesses are conducted on the same premises by the same person and such
businesses are subject to tax on a per employee basis, then only one license shall be required based
upon the total number of employees employed.

(e)

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of automobile storage or parking in or on
any lot or parcel of land, but maintaining no building or other structure upon such lot or parcel of land
in which are kept or stored any such automobile, shall pay an annual license tax of $25.00 where
there are less than 25 parking spaces, $50.00 where there are more than 25 but less than 50 spaces;
and $75.00 where there are 50 or more parking spaces.
B-1
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(f)

CARDROOMS
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of operating a cardroom shall pay a
license tax of $100.00 per annum for each table.
(g)

CIRCUSES AND CARNIVALS
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of owning, maintaining, conducting or
presenting a carnival or circus, having first obtained a permit to do so, shall pay a license tax of
$50.00 per day. For any circus or carnival presented within the City where all or a portion of the
proceeds to go the benefits of a non-profit or charitable cause, the above license fee may be modified
or waived entirely, at the discretion of the City Council.
(h)

CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS
All licensed contractors and subcontractors who perform business within the City, whether or
not they have a fixed place of business within the City, are required to obtain a City business license
prior to performing any work within the City.
The license tax for contractors shall be $50 per annum. Subcontractors shall pay $50 per
annum or $10 per job, not to exceed $50 per annum.

(i)

FARMERS’ MARKET VENDORS; VENDOR OF FIREWORKS, CHRISTMAS TREES OR
OTHER SEASONAL ITEMS; OTHER MISCELLANEOUS VENDORS OR CRAFT SALES
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of selling items at a local farmers’ market,
fireworks, Christmas trees, or other seasonal items, all miscellaneous vendors or craft sales shall pay a
license tax of $40.00 per annum.
(j)

FOURTH OF JULY, NORTH COUNTRY FAIR, OYSTER, FESTIVAL, AND ALL
OTHER EVENTS WITH BOOTH SALES
A business license is required for each booth. The license tax shall be $20 per booth. Holders
of a current City of Arcata business license shall not be required to obtain a booth license. The
umbrella organization shall be responsible for this business license requirement.

(k)

GOLF COURSES, RIFLE RANGES, AND SIMILAR FACILITIES
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of operating a golf course, rifle range,
miniature golf course, golf driving range, archery range or similar facility shall pay a license tax of
$50.00 per annum.
(l)

INSURANCE AGENTS
A business license is required for all insurance agents. However, an exemption is allowed for
those agents who pay State in-lieu tax. In order to claim this exemption, insurance agents must provide
proof of paying State in-lieu tax.
(m)

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of erecting, installing, maintaining or
operating outdoor advertising, advertising structures, billboards, sign boards, or similar devices shall
pay a license tax of $100 per annum, plus $5.00 for each billboard, sign board or similar device in
excess of 20 billboards, sign boards or similar devices.
(n)

POOL HALLS OR BILLIARD PARLORS
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of operating a pool hall or billiard parlor
shall pay a license tax of $10.00 per annum for each table, with a minimum charge of $40.00 per
B-2
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annum.
(o)

APARTMENTS
Every owner of four (4) or more apartment units shall obtain a business license. The license
tax shall be $40.00 per annum and $5.00 for each unit over four per annum. This section shall be
deemed and construed as applying to every owner of residences or apartments, having a possessory
right thereto, notwithstanding such persons may not be vested with the fee to land upon which said
residences and apartments are built.
(p)

ROOMING AND RENTAL HOUSES
Every owner of a house who is renting to five (5) or more unrelated tenants shall obtain a
business license. The license tax shall be $40.00 per annum and $2.00 per annum for each tenant in
excess of five.

(q)

MINI STORAGE
Every person conducting or carrying on the business of mini storage shall pay annual license
tax of $40.00 for less than 20 units, $50.00 for 21 to 40 units; $75.00 for more than 40 units.
(r)

HOTELS, MOTELS, MOBILE HOME PARKS
Every person conducting, operating, or carrying on the business of a hotel, motel or mobile home
park, having four or more units, shall pay annual license tax of $40.00 plus $2.00 per annum for each unit
or space in excess of four.
(s)

VEHICLES FOR HIRE
The owner or lessee of any vehicle having a permit under Title VI, Chapter 2, Article 1 of the
Municipal Code shall pay an annual vehicle license fee of $3050.00 for each vehicle operated. This
fee is payable on or before the first day of January each year.
The initial driver's permit fee is $7550.00, plus the fee charged by the Department of Justice
for the processing of the fingerprints. Thereafter, on or before the first day of January of each year,
the driver's permit must be renewed for an annual renewal fee of $3025.00. Failure to renew driver’s
and/or vehicle permits by February 1 shall result in a penalty of 100 percent of the fees due.
All drivers operating a vehicle for hire within the City of Arcata are required to possess a valid
Driver’s Permit, with the exception of any public transit authority or those quasi-public agencies that
have a Department of Transportation program.. Drivers operating without a valid driver’s permit will
be required to obtain said permit and fees shall be doubled.
(t)

PEDICAB
The owner of any pedicab having a permit under Title VI, Chapter 2, Article 2 of the Municipal
Code shall pay an annual vehicle license fee of $3050.00 for each vehicle operated. This fee is payable
on or before the first day of January each year.
The initial operator’s permit fee is $50.00, plus the fee charged by the Department of Justice
for the processing of the fingerprints. Thereafter, on or before the first day of January of each year,
the operator’s permit must be renewed for an annual renewal fee of $25.00. Failure to renew
operator’s and/or owner’s permits by February 1 shall result in a penalty of 100 percent of the fees
due.
All driver’s operating a pedicab in such a manner as to engage in the business of carrying
B-3
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passengers for hire within the City of Arcata, are required to possess a valid operator’s permit.
Person’s operating without a valid operator’s permit will be required to obtain said permit and fees
shall be doubled.
SECTION 2.

CHARGES FOR PHOTOCOPYING, MAILING OF PRINTED
MATERIAL, MAPS, DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS

The following charges are hereby established for the photocopying and mailing of printed
material (not applicable to news media and not applicable to allied agencies in case of police reports
for investigative purposes):
1.

2.

COPYING (Non-Police)
a)

1 or more copies

$ 0.10 each

b)
c)
d)
e)

Plot Engineering/Scan Drawing (24”x
Disk copy of Electronic Data
DVD copies
Re-issuance of W-2 Statements

$5.10/ sheet plus labor costs
$6.50/ disc plus labor costs
$5.15/ disc
$5.40/ W-2 statement

POLICE REPORTS, VERIFICATIONS, COPYING (Not applicable to California law
enforcement agencies for investigative purposes)
a) Traffic Accident Reports
i. Current
$15.00/report
ii. Archived
$20.00/report
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
3.

4.

Copies of Tapes, Photos, CDs
Records Research
Incident Verifications
Clearance Letters
Records Checks
Subpoenaed Reports

ENVELOPES
a) Letter Size
b) Large Manila

$0.10/ page ($15.00
$0.10/page ($20.00
i i and )material
labor
costs labor costs
$15.00/incident
$15.00
$15.00
$22.00/hour plus $.10/page
$0.12/each
$0.25/each

BUSINESS LICENSE MAILING LIST
a) Standard List on Paper
b) Standard List Electronically Transmitted
or CD/Diskette
c) Customized List on CD/Diskette
d)

5.

Police Reports
i. Current
ii. Archived

Customized Electronically Transmitted

MAPS, DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS
LUDG/LUC
State of the City Report
City of Arcata Street Map
General Plan without Map
General Plan Maps
B-4
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Forest Management Plan
Electronic and Computer Data Printouts
GIS Special Requests
Additional Overlays
Full Color Reduction (11"x17")
Black and White (1:4.800 or 1:12.000)
Color Zoning Map (24"x36")
Color zoning Map (11" x 17")
Other
City Aerial Photos (Compact Disc)
City Digital Database (Compact Disc)
Open Space Protection Program
City Digital Color Ortho Photo
City GIS Digital Database
City Map
Color Copy

$ 10.50
$ 3.35/page plus labor costs
Labor plus material costs
$ 14.67/sheet
$ 7.69/sheet
$ 6.07/sheet
$ 22.26/sheet
$ 3.19/sheet
$ 0.12/page plus labor costs
$ 27.12/set
$ 20.24/set
$ 6.38
$ 62.85/set
$ 98.06
$ 1.00
$ 0.20/page

6.

COUNCIL, SUCCESSOR AGENCY, OVERSIGHT
BOARD AGENDA, MAILED SUBSCRIPTIONS

$30.00 per year

7.

PLANNING COMMISSION/DESIGN REVIEW
AND ALL OTHER CITY COMMISSION OR
COMMITTEE AGENDA MAILED SUBSCRIPTIONS

$30.00 per year

8.

AUDIO CD COPY OF COMMISSION/COMMITTEE
MEETING
BUDGET BOOK

9.

10. BOOKS
Bird Guides (retail)
Bird Guides (wholesale)
SECTION 3.

$ 7.50 per copy
$ 31.00 per copy
$ 5.00 each plus tax
$ 2.50 each copies

PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMITS

Preferential parking permits are issued in accordance with Ordinance No. 1159 and Resolution
No. 890-54. The cost per address for preferential parking permit decals shall be as follows:
First and Second Permit
Third Permit
Fourth Permit
**5 + Permits
Guest Permits

Residential
$ 0
$ 15
$ 20
$ 25 for each additional
$ 15

Commercial
$ 0
$ 15
$ 20
$ 25 for each additional

First Caretaker Permit

$ 0

N/A

Additional Caretaker Permits
Property Owner Permit

$ 15
$ 15

N/A
N/A

** Written justification for 5 or more permits shall be submitted to the Police Department for approval.
Preferential parking permits can be obtained at the Finance Department, City of Arcata. The cost for
replacement preferential parking permits for commercial businesses shall be $5.00.
Large Vehicle Parking Permits for Hotel Arcata
B-5
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SECTION 4.

TEMPORARY PARKING EXEMPTIONS

Individuals or businesses may apply at the Police Building & Engineering Department for a
temporary parking exemption for timed or metered zones. Requests are reviewed on a case-by-case
basis and are only granted if there is sufficient demonstration of necessity, including issuance of a
valid Encroachment Permit or Building Permit. If an exemption is granted, a fee of $5 per day per
vehicle will be charged. For permits granted for a duration of one month or more, a reduced fee of
$4.00 per day per vehicle will be charged.
SECTION 5.

BINGO PERMIT FEE (AMC Section 4159)

Bingo permit application fees shall be $50. If the application for a permit is denied, one-half
of the fee paid shall be refunded to the organization applying.
SECTION 6.

RETURNED CHECKS

A $25.00 fee shall be charged on any check returned from the bank for any reason. If turned
over for collection, the city shall charge a fee totaling three-times the amount of check, not less than
$100 or more than $1,500.
SECTION 7.

NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICES

A notary public service fee of $10 shall be charged for each acknowledgement signature, or
oath, or affirmation of jurat performed by a City of Arcata Notary Public.
SECTION 8.

CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE

A fee of 3% shall be imposed on all non-utility credit card transactions in excess of $500 to
cover the costs incurred by the City.
SECTION 9.

WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM CONNECTION FEES

The following connection fees and other conditions are applicable to the City of Arcata
community wastewater collection system. These fees shall be paid and/or conditions shall be met prior
to issuance of any connection permits.: The wastewater collection system connection fees below are
comprised of two principle charges: 1) the charge to make the physical connection to the City’s sewer
collection system or required improvement by City forces or those made by a City approved contractor
and; 2) the Sewer Capital Connection Fee (SCCF) is a fee which the City will assess for the
establishment of any new sewer connections or expansion resulting in the increase of existing
wastewater discharges to the wastewater treatment plant.
Formatted: Indent: First line: 0"

(a)
Installation of a new gravity lateral sewer up to 25’ and clean-out from an existing
community sewer shall be made by City forces to the property line (PL) with the following fees
assessed:
Classes of Sewer Connection

Size

Single Family Residence and
** All Other

Fee

Typical Residential/Commercial installation plus sewer cleanout up
B-6

Formatted: Underline
Formatted: Right: 0.05"
Formatted Table

Up to 6" $6,545 + 3,148
diameter

Sewer Connection Only (No SCCF included)

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.08", No bullets or
numbering

Formatted: Centered, Right: 0"

Fee:
$4,111

Formatted: Underline
Formatted: Right: 0.05"
Formatted: Centered, Right: 0"
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to 6” diameter
Formatted: Left

Additional charges to above Typical Installation charge may include:
Charge for deeper excavations, greater than 5’ which require trench
shoring:
Installation/replacement of sidewalk (30 sq. ft.) for new sewer
cleanout at PL.

$1,367
$832

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.08", Right: 0.03", Tab stops:
0.56", Left + Not at 3.58"

Sewer Capital Connection Fee:
The SCCF for all development is a base fee of $3,186 for the first 18 fixture units and an
additional charge of $3,186 per every additional 18 fixture units or fraction thereof, beyond the
initial 18 base fixture units. Fixture units shall be calculated using the most current UPC Table 7-3
or by a licensed engineer or architect.
Accessory dwellings, and secondary dDwellings, and commercial installations will be assessed an
additional charge of $3,186 per every 18 fixture unites or fraction thereof beyond the initial 18
base fixture units.
All sewer applications will expire after two (2) years from the date of payment. An extension may
be granted if the applicant pays the difference between previous and current fees. Payment must be made
within six (6) months of expiration of permit.

Formatted: Underline

Other Sewer Connection Charges:
(a)

Installation of a new sewer cleanout (SCO) at the property line, where none exists, may be made
in the case of an existing sewer connection. The work may be performed by City forces or
approved Contractor. An assessment of the existing lower lateral (sewer pipe between property
line and City sewer mainline) will be required and made at the time of SCO installation. If the
lower lateral shows evidence of leaking or poor pipe condition it must be replaced at the time
the new cleanout is installed and paid for by the applicant. The cost of a new sewer cleanout
installation ($2,189), will be assessed in a deposit equal to the typical sewer lateral fee above
($4,111) before work will commence. If the lower lateral is not required to be replaced
following assessment, a refund in the amount of $1,922 will be made to the applicant.

(b)

Installation of a clean-out at the property line may be made in the case of existing laterals,
with the work performed by City forces. For existing laterals requiring no concurrent
repair of the lower lateral section, a fee of $1,120 per clean-out shall be assessed and an
additional fee of
$638.76 if the concrete sidewalk must be replaced as part of the lateral installation (up to 30
SF). For existing laterals requiring concurrent repair of the lower lateral section, a fee of
$3,397.28 per clean-out shall be assessed and an additional fee of $638.76 shall be applied if
the concrete sidewalk must be replaced as part of the lateral installation (up to 30 SF).

(b)
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If the concrete sidewalk must be replaced as part of the SCO installation (up to 30 sq. ft.),
an additional fee of $832 shall be applied.

Commented [DA1]: Highlighted amounts are waiting on
input from Mike & Scott.

(c) When a sanitary sewer and lateral is installed by a developer/contractor and are in
place, the a capital connection fee o f $ 3 , 1 8 6 shall be assessed for the first 18 fixture
units and an additional charge of $3,186 per every 18 fixture units or fraction thereof beyond
the initial 18 base fixture units. Typical engineering fees for inspection shall be collected for

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.13", Hanging: 0.56",
Numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering Style: a, b, c, … +
Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 0.08" +
Indent at: 0.33", Tab stops: 0.13", Left + Not at 0.58"
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all private Contractor work performed within the right-of-way.$3,148 + $3,148**
(d)

If a parcel was previously connected to sanitary sewer, but lateral was abandoned and a
new lateral is required with work performed by City forces, they typical installation fees
above shall be required and no new SCCF for any single family residential shall be
required. a fee of $3,397.28 and $3,148.33** shall be assessed.

*Size of lateral shall be determined by the City Engineer
**Residential 2nd Unit & Commercial Additional Charges
Secondary Dwellings – additional charge of $3,148.33 shall be assessed per parcel for second
units.

Residential/Commercial – additional charge of $3,148.33 per every 18 fixture units or fraction
thereof beyond an initial 18 fixture units. Fixture units shall be calculated using the most
current UPC Table 7-3 or by a licensed engineer or architect.

All sewer applications will expire after two (2) years from date of payment. An extension may
be granted applicant pays difference between previous and current fees. Payment must
be made within 6 months of expiration of permit.
SECTION 10. PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM INSPECTION FEES
A fee of $1,1931,207.47 shall be paid to the City for reviewing plans and specifications,
issuing a permit and inspecting the installation of a private sewage disposal system.
SECTION 11. DISCHARGE OF HOLDING TANK WASTES
Discharge of Holding tank wastes shall be charged the following:
Septage: The following fees shall be assessed for dumping of septage: $885 966.70 per 1,000
gallons, prorate dump cost to tank size if larger or smaller than 1,000 gallons, but not less than $270.
In no case shall septage hauled from outside the City’s service boundaries be accepted.
Mobile and Self-haul: The following fees shall be assessed for dumping Food Service Establishment
(FSE) mobile holding tank or hydromechanical grease trap self-cleaning wastewater: $30.3630.72 per
month for not more than 1 use per day of the City operated dump station located at the Intermodal
Transit CenterCorporation Yard in accordance with the use limitations. Each use of the dump station
is limited to volumes equal to or less than 100 gallons
SECTION 12. WASTEWATER USER CHARGES
The following definition shall apply with regard to the schedule of wastewater user charges
set forth later in this section:
1. Residential - Residential users are those utility customers whose water consumption is primarily
for residential purposes only. This class of users includes single-family residences, duplexes,
triplexes, and other multi-family residential structures such as apartments, condominiums, etc.
This class of user also includes mobile home parks, but does not include any other commercial,
industrial or educational users. Wastewater strength characteristics from this user class shall not
exceed 250 ppm BOD and/or 200 ppm SS.
B-8
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2. Low Strength Commercial - Strength characteristics from this user class may not exceed 150 ppm
BOD and/or 150 ppm SS. This user group is composed of businesses such as, but not limited to:
car wash, church, department stores, laundromats, professional offices, realtors, retail stores, and
theaters.
3. Medium-Strength Commercial - Strength characteristics from this user class may not exceed 350
ppm BOD and/or 350 ppm SS. This user group is composed of businesses such as, but not limited
to: bars without dining facilities, convalescent homes, hair shops, hospitals, hotels without dining
facilities, repair shops, service stations, and markets without garbage disposals.
4. High-Strength Commercial - Strength characteristics from this user class may not exceed 700
ppm BOD and/or 700 ppm SS. This user group is composed of businesses such as, but not
limited to: auto steam cleaning, bakeries, commercial laundries, dairies, hotels with dining
facilities, laboratories, markets with garbage disposals, mortuaries, and restaurants.
5. Universities and Schools - Educational facilities are those living units or structures utilized
primarily for educational purposes, with residential units incidental to the primary use. The
minimum size of the lot containing the educational facilities shall be one acre. Strength
characteristics from this user class may not exceed 250 ppm BOD and/or 250 ppm SS.
6. Industrial - An industrial user is a user which may, from time to time, or continuously discharge
effluent into the wastewater collection system and/or the wastewater treatment plant which
requires treatment procedures not normally utilized by other user classes. Wastewater charges
shall be in accordance with those for commercial users.
7. Remediated Groundwater – Remediated groundwater is treated contaminated groundwater
resulting from a groundwater treatment system.
a) One-time discharge is defined as remediated groundwater discharged on a one-time basis, not
to exceed 48 hours, in the amount less than 25,000 gallons.
b) Continuous discharge is defined as remediated groundwater discharged for a period to
be approved by the Director of Environmental Services.
The monthly schedule of wastewater user charges is hereby adopted as follows:
1. Residential - A base charge of $40.17 43.86 per month for the first 400 cubic feet of water
consumption. All remaining water consumption is $6.176.74 per 100 cubic feet. Excess sewer
consumption charges will be waived for customers who provide a written statement from a medical
doctor indicating the medical necessity for excess water use.
2. Low Strength Commercial - A base charge of $41.6045.43 per month for the first 500 cubic feet
of water consumption. All remaining water consumption is $5.736.26 per 100 cubic feet.
3. Medium-Strength Commercial - A base charge of $41.6045.43 per month for the first 400 cubic
feet of water consumption. All remaining water consumption) is $6.747.36 per 100 cubic feet.
4. High-Strength Commercial - A base charge of $41.60 45.43 per month for the first 200 cubic feet
of water consumption. All remaining water consumption is $11.12 12.14 per 100 cubic feet.
5. Any public or private educational facility may, in lieu of accepting a 10% allowance for irrigation,
meter its wastewater discharge at its expense. Such metering shall be performed in a manner
satisfactory to the Director of Environmental Services. Such actual discharge volume would be
used in lieu of the 90% of water consumption for computing sewer service charges due.
B-9
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6. All Water Use Base Charge - All water users within the City limits shall be charged the monthly
user charges for the applicable user class if they are not connected to the wastewater collection
system. This user charge shall only be implemented if a property owner fails to connect to the
wastewater collection system within 90 days of receipt of notices to do so in accordance with the
Arcata Municipal Code.
7. Irrigation Allowance - For all "residential users", as defined in (a), a winter averaging allowance
will be made for irrigation purposes for all billing periods whose billing dates fall within the
period of June 1 through September 30. This allowance will be computed based on average usage
for the previous February through April period.
8. Pretreatment Permit - For all commercial and industrial users requiring a pretreatment permit, the
permit charges shall be $417.00422.00 for processing the application and permit. The report
charges shall be $116.00 for each report required by the permit.
9. Service Charges - A service charge of $132.00 for turn-on, reconnection, change of service, or
other service call related to wastewater accounts will be charged.
10. Remediated Groundwater
a) One-time discharger shall be charged an application/permit processing fee of $300 and
an associated discharge fee of $6.336.40 per 1,000 gallons or part thereof.
b) Continuous discharger shall be charged an application/permit processing fee of $300.00, an
associated discharge fee of $6.336.40 per 1,000 gallons or part thereof, and a reporting fee
(each) of
$153.00155.00.
11. Grease Trap or Grease Interceptor Pollution Prevention - All Food Service Establishments (FSE)
with a grease trap or grease interceptor will be inspected at least annually and a Pollution
Prevention Permit will be issued. FSE permits will specify the trap interceptor cleaning frequency.
An annual permit fee of $ 85.0096.00 will be assessed and billed on the sewer bill as a monthly
charge of $7.008.00.
SECTION 13. WATER SYSTEM CONNECTION FEES
Charges within and without the corporate limits of the City, payable in advance, for the
installation of new services and meters, when work is performed by City forces, shall be as follows:
1
.

Within and Outside the City Limits:
5/8” x 3/4" meter installed
3/4" x 3/4" meter installed
1" meter installed
1-1/2" meter installed
2" meter installed

2
.

Outside the City Limits:
5/8” x 3/4" meter installed

$2,532 3,912 + $2,394 423 *
$2,633 3,967+ $2,394 423 * (Badger, Model
35)
$2,689 4,157 + $3,072 109 *
$3,9644,544 + $4,316 368 *
$4,340 394 + $4,447 500 *

$2,532+ $2,394 *
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3/4" x 3/4" meter installed
1" meter installed
1-1/2" meter installed
2" meter installed

$2,633 + $2,394 * (Badger, Model 35)
$2,689 + $3,072*
$3,964 + $4,316 *
$4,340 + $4,447 *

In addition to the above, where additional 5/8 by 3/4" services are requested of any size water
line, an additional $279 283 plus capital connection fee per additional service shall be added to the
base connection charge.
* Capital connection fee for 18 fixture units. Secondary dwelling units additional charge assessed of
$2,475 423 for capital connection per unit for 18 fixture units or fraction thereof beyond the initial 18
base fixture units, based on UPC Table 7-3. More than four (4) meters within City right of way per
parcel shall be installed with radio read functionality per City of Arcata specifications. All
commercial irrigation will require separate meters for irrigation use only for 5,000 square feet of
irrigated area per California Water Code Section 535.
In the case of installations where the meter box and connections are made by the subdivider,
the following fees apply:
1.

Within and Outside the City Limits:
5/8” x 3/4" meter
3/4” x 3/4" meter

$ 273 283 + $2,394423
$ 374 333 + $2,394 423 * (Badger,
Model 35)
$ 741 523 + $3,072109
$ 1,232631* + $4,316368
$ 1,7131,021* + $4,447500

1" meter
1-1/2" meter
2" meter
*including coupling
2.

Outside the City Limits
5/8” x 3/4" meter
3/4” x 3/4" meter
35) 1" meter
1-1/2" meter
2" meter

$ 321 + $2,395
$ 374 + $2,395 * (Badger, Model
$ 741 + $3,072
$ 1,232 + $4,316
$ 1,713 + $4,447

All water applications will expire after two (2) years from date of payment. An extension may
be granted if applicant pays difference between previous and current fees. Payment must be made
within six (6) months of expiration of permit.
SECTION 14. SPLITTING/RELOCATING/ABANDONING WATER AND SEWER SERVICE
The charge for splitting/relocating/abandoning an existing water or sewer service shall be actual
charge for material, labor and equipment not to exceed the charges for a new service. The charge for
relocating an existing service shall be actual costs for material, labor and equipment not to exceed
charges for a new service less credit for existing meter (deposit to be determined by City of Arcatawill
be equal to the cost of a new service installation).
SECTION 15. PRIVATE FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE CHARGES
The rates for fire service and water consumed by private unmetered fire lines used exclusively
for fire protection, whether such lines be connected with automatic sprinkler systems, fire hydrants, or
B-11
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to other types of hose attachments, shall be as follows (Note: Meters are typically required):
Line Size

Quarterly Rates

2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
10"

$ 18
$ 287
$ 543
$ 876
$ 1446
$ 2097

Formatted Table

In addition to the above charges based on line size, a charge of $14.55 per quarter per acre or
part thereof for each service shall be levied each quarter.
For private fire protection installed outside of the City limits, an additional $143 shall be
levied. Install 4-inch fire line to back of walk
Install 6-inch fire line to back of walk

$ 6,88807
$ 7,417506

SECTION 16. WATER SERVICE CHARGES
The following monthly stand-by and consumption (quantity) charges for water service
constitute the current water service charges for the City of Arcata:
1. Meter Rental Charges
Meter
Size
5/8"
3/4"
1"
1 ½"
2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
10"
2.

Inside
City Rate
$ 11.1412.16
11.1412.16
24.3626.60
33.5736.66
41.8845.73
241.67263.91
305.22333.30
429.72469.26
600.45655.69
720.27786.53

$

Outside
City Rate
21.4523.42
21.4523.42
37.6841.14
48.1352.56
63.3269.15
322.24351.88
429.72469.26
580.13633.50
762.10832.21
877.85958.62

Consumption Charges - Single Residential Dwelling Units
Quantity
0-300 cubic feet
301-400 cubic feet
401-1,000 & up cubic feet

Inside City Rate
$ 2.843.10/100 cubic feet
$ 3.063.34/100 cubic feet
$ 5.996.54/100 cubic feet

Outside City Rate
$ 2.983.26/100 cubic
$ 3.213.51/100 cubic
$ 6.306.88/100 cubic
f provide a written
Excess water consumption charges will be waived for customers who
statement from a medical doctor indicating the medical necessity for excess water use.
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3.

Consumption Charges – All Customers Except Single Residential Dwelling Units
Quantity
0-1,000 & up cubic feet

4.

Inside City Rate
$ 5.996.54/100 cubic feet

Outside City Rate
$ 7.498.18/100 cubic
f

Formatted: Left: 1", Right: 1", Top: 1", Bottom: 1",
Section start: New column, Width: 8.5", Footer distance
from edge: 0.75"

Service Charges
a) A service charge of $47.5048.00 for turn-on, reconnection, change of service or other
service call-related to water accounts will be charged during normal working hours.
b) Temporary water/wastewater services for the purpose of clean and show will be charged
in the amount of $47.5048.00 for a two-week period.
c) A service charge of $1975.00 will be charged for reconnection of water service after
service has been disconnected for non-payment three or more times.
d) A service charge of $1975.00 will be charged to reinstall water meter.
e) A service charge of $276270.00 will be charged for turn-on, reconnection, or other
service calls related to water accounts performed outside of the City’s usual business
hours (evenings, weekends and holidays).

Commented [DA2]: This was mistakenly raised to $276
last year, but it was a typo – it should’ve been raised to
$267. In FY15-16 it was $264 +1.2% CPI = $267. Plus another
1.2% CPI = $270.

f) A tampering fee of $2796.00 will be charged for the unauthorized operation of any City
owned curb cocks, main cocks, gates on valvesstops, corporation stops, valves; or any
interference with meters, their connections, or other parts of the City’s water system.
5.

Water/Wastewater Deposits
A deposit is required at the time a customer signs in for water/wastewater service. The
deposit amount is based on the size of the meter.
Meter Size

Deposit

Residential
5/8"
3/4"

1897.00
1897.00

Commercial
1"
1 ½"
2"
3" – 10”

397402.00
794804.00
1,53921.00
4,592538.00

Deposits for meters up to and including 1" will be held for one years or until service is
disconnected, whichever is shorter, unless the customer has incurred a late penalty, door
tag, or lock off. For those customers with a history of more than one late penalty, the
deposit will be held an additional year beginning with the date of the last penalty. The
deposit is applied to the current water bill, and carried forward until the deposit is
exhausted or the service is discontinued.
For meters of 1-1/2" or greater, the deposit will be held until service is disconnected or
transferred. The deposit will earn simple interest of 2% per year after the first year, payable
upon disconnection or transfer.
A fee of $99100.00 shall be charged to customers who request to have the meter serving his
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premises tested.
6.
A penalty of 10% of the delinquent amount shall be applied for failure of the customer
to pay water service charges within 30 days of due date or failure to comply with
water regulations.
7.

Fees for data logging radio frequency water meter upgrade is $336340.00 for the
increased cost of compatible meter parts plus standard service call for installation.

SECTION 17. TEMPORARY AND HYDRANT WATER SERVICE
The water rates for temporary service shall be in accordance with rates for regular service.
The minimum charge for water shall be $40.00. Temporary water service shall mean water service
and facilities rendered for construction work and other uses of limited duration, and the water
available therefore.
Any person desiring service from a fire hydrant shall pay the following
fees: A deposit, in advance of use, of $1,8951,918 for the meter.
A charge of $ 1531.00 per service for delivering, connecting, retrieving and/or moving the meter.
For meter use less than one year in duration, there will be a meter rental charge of $4.955.02 per
day.
For meter use exceeding one year in duration, there will be a meter rental charge of $7.43 52 per day.
Any monies due City shall be billed to the user in the customary manner together with the water
bill. If the charges do not exceed the $1,8951,918.00 deposit, the user shall be given a refund.
SECTION 18. BACKFLOW PREVENTION DEVICES
New backflow prevention devices shall be charged a deposit of $702.33710.76 for residential
installations, $2,926.70961.82 for up to 2” and $6,231.90306.68 for up to 6”. The actual charge will
be compiled by the City and a refund made or additional charges assessed upon completion.
The monthly charge for annual testing, repairs, and/or replacement of residential backflow
prevention devices shall be $6.980 per month.
The charge for annual testing of commercial/industrial backflow prevention devices shall be
$832.00 per test if the City tests the device.
SECTION 19. CHARGES FOR BULK COMPOSTAND COMPOST BINS
The charge for sale of bulk compost to wholesale commercial customers only shall be $18.52
per cubic yard.
The charge for compost bins for Arcata residents shall be $253.00 while supplies last.
Damaged bins may be sold for $10.00.
SECTION 20. DRAINAGE DEVELOPMENT FEES AND NEW IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
A drainage development fee of $0.1110 per square foot shall be paid for all new impervious
surfaces; said fee shall be paid before any permits are issued.
SECTION 21. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW FEES
B-14
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The following fees shall apply for Environmental Services Department services:
1. General Environmental Review and/or Inspection Fees
$52.00 per hour
2. Wetland Mitigation Plan Review (Wetland and Creeks Committee Review) $99.00 100.00 per hour
3. Tree Removal Permit Review by Professional Forester calculated
$93.00 per hour
4. GIS Natural Diversity Database Records Check and GIS Analysis
$49.00 per hour
5. GIS/GPS Creek Zone Mapping for Wetland Creek
$90.00 minimum fee or fully
burdened Combining Zone Compliance
rates, whichever is higher
6. Stormwater Best Management Practices Review/Inspection
$54.00 per hour
SECTION 22. BUILDING, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING AND OTHER RELATED PERMIT
FEES
1.

PERMIT FEES - GENERAL
All fees for building, electrical, plumbing, mechanical and other related permits shall be
increased by 10.0 percent from those identified in the fee structure adopted by the City of
Arcata Council as adopted in Resolution No. 101-20167-49 on September 1, 2010 June 7,
2017??. In addition, a fifty dollar ($50.60) Planning Department review fee shall be
assessed to all building permit applications, with the exception of over the counter
permits, and a ten dollar ($10.12) planning database update and maintenance fee shall be
assessed to all building and
land use permits.

2.

OTHER PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION FEES
The following fees shall be assessed and collected on behalf of the Planning Division:
•

A fee of 4% of all building permit fees established in Subsection 1 above shall
be assessed and collected for the purpose of administering and implementing
the General Plan, including updates to the various elements.

•

A fifty dollar and sixty cent ($50.60) Planning Division review fee shall be
assessed to all building permit applications, with the exception of over the
counter permits, to consider zoning and General Plan consistency of proposed
plans.

•

A fee of $10.12 shall be assessed to all building permits for the update and
maintenance of the permit database.

SEISMIC FEE
(a) Group R occupancies, as defined in the 2013 California Building Code, one to
three stories in height, except hotels and motels, shall be assessed at the rate of
thirteen dollars ($16) per one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), with
appropriate fractions thereof.
(b) All other buildings shall be assessed at the rate of twenty eight dollars ($28.34)
per one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), with appropriate fractions thereof.
(c) The fee shall be the amount assessed under paragraph 1 or 2, depending on
building type, or fifty cents ($0.50), whichever is higher.
3.

CONSTRUCTION & DECONSTRUCTION SURCHARGE
A construction and Deconstruction Solid Waste Fee of 4% shall be applied to the City’s
basic Building Permit Fee which will be used towards the costs of solid waste diversion
programs.
B-15
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4.3. HOUSE MOVING
A permit fee of $706 710 shall be charged in addition to utility abandonment fees, if
necessary.
5.4. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
When the time to retrieve information (i.e. plans or specifications) or from computer
programs (i.e. database) exceeds 15 minutes, a charge of $73.3774.25 will be assessed
per half hour or fraction thereof.
6.5. BUSINESS LICENSE INSPECTION FEE
Business licenses application or renewal. When a business starts up in an older existing
building, the Building Official will determine if an inspection will be required to ensure
life-safety and compliance with the building codes. The fee charged for this inspection
is $30 per half hour inspection. (This inspection may be required whether or not the
proposed business use differs substantially from the previous use.)
7.6. BUILDING PERMIT ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
In addition to the fee established in item 1 of Section 23, the following plan check fee
shall be collected for all permits if the application is required to be reviewed by the
Building Regulation Division.
(a) Environmental Services Plan Check
$ 89.0090.00
(b) Police Department Plan Check
$
50.0051.00
(b) (c) Engineering Plan Check
$
253.00256.00
(d) Environmental Services Pretreatment Plan Check
$ 488.00494.00
(e) Environmental Services Stormwater Plan Check
$ 180.00182.00
(f) Community Development Plan Check (Small)
$ 137.00200.00
(g) Community Development Plan Check (Large)
$ 400.00450.00

Formatted: Not Expanded by / Condensed by
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(h) Certified Access Specialist (CASp) Certification: To fund a Certified Access
Specialist, as required by Senate Bill 1608, a fee shall be assessed to every
commercial project at a rate of $0.00030 of every dollar of valuation.

8.7. COMMERCIAL CANNABIS ACTIVITY PERMIT FEES
Per Resolution No. 156-40, applications for Commercial Cannabis Activity Permits
(CCAP) will be processed upon receipt of an initial application fee of $2,500 530 and an
annual operating fee of $4,000 048 (a total initial cost of $6,500578). For renewal of
expired CCAP permits, a renewal application fee of $300 304 is required as well as the
annual operating fee of
$4,000 048 (a total renewal cost of $4,300352).
The following administrative permit fees apply to CCAP permit modifications
(a) Transfer of ownership
(b) Change in ownership structure
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(c) Change of location
(d) Change in mailing address
(e) Change in trade name
(f) Modification of premises

$ 50.600
$3030.600
$ 50.060
$ 50.060

The operating fee may be refunded if the City denies the application. All other fees are
nonrefundable. At the discretion of the Building Official, a fee based on time and
materials may be charged in lieu of the initial application fee for very small projects that
do not require other permits and/or minimal staff review.
SECTION 23. LAND USE DEVELOPMENT FEES
A non-refundable deposit, as specified in Resolution No. 078-59 (Planning Fees), is required
at application and for post approval review for all land use development permits issued by the City
of Arcata. At the discretion of the Community Development Director, in –lieu of the required deposit
specified in Resolution 078-59, a fee based on time and materials may be charged for very small projects
or land use projects that do not have a permit associated with them. In addition to the Deposit as specified,
all actual costs, based on fully burdened rates, shall be paid prior to any Building Permit Certificate of
Occupancy. In addition to the fees established in Resolution No. 078-59, the following plan check fees
shall be collected for all permits if the application is required to be reviewed by another City Department.
1. Zoning Administrator Review
(a) Environmental Services
(a) Police Department
(b) Engineering

$

$
2. Planning Commission Review
(a) Environmental Services
(b) Police Department
(c) Engineering

54.00
.00
86.0287.03
141.03

$

$
3. City Council Review
(a) Environmental Services
(b) Police Department
(c) City Manager
(d) City Attorney
(e) Engineering

1753.00
50.00
253.00256.04
481.04
$ 27269.00
101.00
150.00
200.00
253.00256
$ 979.00

SECTION 24. SURVEYING FEES
Any time that a record map prepared by a licensed civil engineer or surveyor requires review by
the City, the following fee shall apply; and no such map shall be considered until said fee shall have first
been paid.
Map Check Fee

$323.84328 plus $108.28110/lot

SECTION 25. ENGINEERING FEES
The following fees shall apply for Department of Building & Engineering services:
1.

Subdivider's or Improvements Agreement, if prepared by applicant
(deposit*)
B-17
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Subdivider’s or Improvements Agreement, if prepared by City
$ 1,062.601,075
(deposit *)
Flood Elevation Certificate or LOMR-F Review
$ 222.64225
(deposit *)
Flood Plain Ordinance Certification Mobile/Manufactured Homes
$ 116.38118
Subdivision Improvement, Plan Review, Construction Inspection and Materials
Inspection Fees must be paid prior to commencement of any construction. This fee shall
be based on the estimated cost of construction.
Minimum Fee
a) + First $20,000
b) + Next $30,000
c) + Next $50,000
d) + Balance over $100,000

$ 2,0952,120
4.0%
3.5%
2.5%
1.5%

Plans requiring extensive engineering oversight during the plan review and construction
inspection process may require an additional fee to equal the costs to the City for such
services. Additional fees will be required for retesting of materials.
6.

General Engineering Review and/or Inspection Fees Outside of Typical Encroachments.
Plan check and inspection fees for activities which do not fall within the encroachment
category or other categories shall be calculated at the rate of $86.02 per hour. A deposit
of
$170 is required for review. *Any unused permit fees shall be returned to the permittee
upon completion of the work. Any additional work will be charged at fully burdened
rates.

7.

Curbs - New Painting of Requests for Residences/Businesses
a) Up to 50 linear feet
$86.02113.65
b) Greater than 50 linear feet
$86.02113.65 + $0.32/linear
feet

8.

Parking Lot Construction Permit Fees [LUDG Section10303.2(h)] (Disabled Parking Compliance Fee:)
a)
Permit Fees - The fee shall accompany each application for a permit; and
no application shall be considered until said fee has been paid.
Disabled Stalls Required
1 – 2 Parking Spaces
3 – 5 Parking Spaces

Fee
$101.20102
$151.80154

For existing non-conforming commercial parking lots, an engineered plan will be
required to show compliance with ADA & Title 24 requirements.
b)

9.

Penalties for Non-Compliance - In the event that activities or work commences
prior to the issuance of a valid permit, a fee of $253 256 will be charged for the
first violation and a fee of $506 512will be charged for each subsequent violation.

Sewer Lateral Certification Program, in accordance with Ordinance 1461.
a)

Records check for verification that existing sewer lateral is less than 25 years old,
or has been repaired/replaced within that time. A certificate will be issued by the
B-18
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City Engineer for a fee of $432.
b)

Records check & inspection/testing for installation or replacement of building sewer
lateral between house/building cleanout & existing street cleanout. A certificate will
be issued by the City Engineer for a fee of $170172.

c)

Records check & inspection/testing of existing sewer lateral. A certificate will be
issued by the City Engineer for a fee of $340 344 upon completion of repair or
replacement as determined by the testing results. A building permit will be required
for this work and for the installation of sewer cleanouts at the building and in the
City right-of-way, if none exist. This may also require an encroachment permit
with associated fees.

d)

Refundable deposit for time extension certificate. A time extension of 365 days
will be granted for sewer lateral compliance upon receipt of an application and
deposit in the amount of $4,5004,554 (or the total amount of estimated work).
For sewer cleanout installation only, the deposit amount required is $2,5002,530
(or estimated cost of work). This deposit will be refunded to the designated party
once compliance is achieved.

SECTION 26. ENCROACHMENT PERMIT FEES (AMC Section 7105)
1.

Permit Issuance Fee - An encroachment permit issuance fee of $82.00132.00 shall
accompany each application for a permit; and no application shall be considered until
said fee shall have been paid.

2.

Plan Check and Inspection Fees - Plan check and inspection fees shall be paid prior to
the issuance of an encroachment permit as follows:
Formatted Table
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a)

Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter; (up to 100 lf)
Including Driveways

$86.0287 plus $0.69 70
for each additional foot

b)

Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter; (Repair 100 lf)

$55.6656 plus $0.56 57
for each additional foot

c)

Sidewalk infill, 100 lf w/curb & gutter

$42.5043 plus $0.43 44
for each additional foot

d)

Driveway curb cut only

$68.8270

e)

Monitoring wells Borings (each)

$42.5043

f)

Paving, Less Than 1000 Square Feet

$52.6253 plus $0.053 054
for each additional foot

g)

Accessible Ramps, each Location

$ 86.0287

h)

Per Storage Container Drainage Inlet/Drain Pipe

$ 55.6656

i)

Utility, Less than 300 Lineal Feet

$52.6253 plus
$0.053 054 for each
additional foot

j)

Install Sidewalk Obstruction, each Location

$42.5043/month

k)

Dumpster Placement

$42.5043/month

Formatted: Not Expanded by / Condensed by

k)l)

Grease Bin Placement

$12.00/month, billed quarterly

Formatted: List Paragraph, No bullets or numbering,
Tab stops: Not at 1.33" + 4.58"

l)m) Job Trailer, each location

$42.5043/month
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m)n) Pedestrian Protection,(canopy type each)

$88.0489

n)o) Pedestrian Protection, (railing type each)

$55.6656

o)p) Street Obstruction (to be renewed every 30 days – billed
monthly) (i). Up to 500 sq. ft.
$126.5128/month
(ii). Greater than 500 sq. ft
$126.5128 + $0.37/sq ft/
month (iii). One Day (24 hours only)
$42.5043
p)q) Sidewalk Underdrain

$42.5043

q)r) House moving, each section

$42.5043

r)s)

Street Repair 500 sq. ft.

$53.6454

s)t)

Temporary Parking Permit (Tour Buses & Trailers

$42.5043/day

t)

Yearly permit fee: A yearly permit fee for repetitive work may be obtained by
any person at five times the cost for a single payment. For work in a City right
of way not included above, a yearly permit fee of $647.68 is required. An
issuance fee is still required for each job with a yearly permit when insurance
must be reviewed. Street/sidewalk obstructions do not qualify for yearly permit
fees.

3.

Reinspection Fees - In the event that the work fails to meet standards upon the
initial inspection, a reinspection fee shall be estimated at the rate of $86.0287 per
hour. Reinspection shall not be scheduled until the reinspection fee has been paid.

4.

Penalties for Non-Compliance - In the event of failure to obtain permit or if activities or
work commences prior to the issuance of a valid encroachment permit, the permit
issuance, plan check and inspection fees shall be tripled.

5.

All encroachment permits will expire after two (2) years from date of payment. An
extension may be granted if applicant pays the difference between the previous fee and
the current fee plus a reissuance fee. Payments must be made within six months of
expiration.

SECTION 27. MINOR SIDEWALK REPAIR BY CITY FORCES
At the City’s discretion, City forces will perform sidewalk repairs up to 30 square feet or 25
linear feet of grinding with property owner pre-paying a fee to the City a minimum of
$360.00638.76832 in advance for such repairs; for repairs up to 60 square feet, property owner shall
pay the City a minimum of $716.001,277.52 in advance for such repairs.
SECTION 28. RECREATION FEE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
A fee is levied on Construction of Residential, Commercial and Industrial building for the
purposes of acquisition, improvement, expansion and maintenance of public parks, playgrounds and
recreational facilities pursuant to Section 9.70.750 of the Land Use Code. The fee is calculated as
follows: Residential = 1% on the valuation of the unit(s) being constructed; Commercial / Industrial =
0.25% on the valuation of the facility being constructed.
The valuation shall be determined by a licensed Engineer, Architect or Contractor and be based on the
submitted plans and specifications of the project. Alternatively, a means cost estimate for the
construction project shall be submitted for review and approval by the Director of Environmental
B-20
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Services.
SECTION 29. FEES IN LIEU OF PARKLAND DEDICATION
Where a fee is required to be paid in lieu of parkland dedication for a subdivision, the amount
of such fee shall be based upon the current fair market value of the amount of land which would
otherwise be required to be dedicated pursuant to Section 9.86.030 (E) of the Land Use Code.
SECTION 30. FEES FOR USE OF PUBLIC BULDINGS, GROUNDS, SPORTS FIELDS,
SPECIAL EVENTS AND PHOTOGRAPHY / MOTION PICTURES
The use of public buildings and grounds except Sports Fields shall be free to agencies of the
federal, state, and County of Humboldt governments for official use, to offices and departments of the
City government, and to organizations conducting recreational and educational activities under the
auspices of the City's recreational program, provided, however, that whenever admission fees are
charged or contributions are solicited and the net receipts are not payable to the City or expended for a
public purpose approved by the City Council, the fees and charges established pursuant to this
Resolution shall be charged. Waiver of fees and charges in all other cases shall be made upon
approval of the City Council provided, however, that the City Manager may adjust or waive such fees
and charges in cases of emergency or other unusual circumstances. Insurance is required for all uses
unless special provisions apply.
The fee schedules governing the use of public buildings and grounds are as follows:
Fees for Use of Public Buildings
A. 1. Public Buildings/Grounds
Hourly
Rate
D Street Neighborhood Center
D Street Neighborhood Kitchen
Redwood Lodge
Redwood Lounge
Marsh Interpretive Center
Redwood Park Stage Area
Community and Special Use Parks
Picnic Areas
City Hall Council Chambers
Library Conference Room
Community Parks

Meeting Rate
(up to 3 hours)
$151.750

Half Day Rate
(up to 5 hours)
$ 384.500

Full Day Rate
(> 5 hours)
$ 5060

$ 126.505
$ 111.250

$ 2530
$ 151.750
$ 161.750
$ 35.25
$ 35.25

$ 3540
$ 202.250
$ 212.500
$ 45.50
$ 45.50

$ 70.75

$ 75.75

$ 131.500

$35.25
$30.25

$ 30.25
$ 25.25

2. City Hall Council Chambers: Fee schedule for the City Hall Council Chambers may be
waived by the City Manager for meetings of civic nature that the public at large is invited to
attend.
3. Discounts for above listed Buildings and Grounds
• Non-Profit Agencies 25% Discount

Non-profits must supply federal tax-exempt identification number. 100% of the
proceeds from the event must be used to benefit the non-profit agency renting the
facility. School districts within Arcata must have joint use agreements on file with the
City in order to receive any rate discount.
•

Arcata Based Youth Serving Non-Profit Agencies – 30% Discount
Non-profits must supply federal tax-exempt identification number. 100% of the proceeds
B-21
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from the event must be used to benefit the non-profit agency renting the facility. The
Agency’s primary function is serving youth 17 years and under and the function is a
youth event.
4. Deposits:
• Community and Special Use Parks Picnic or Stage Area:
$50
• All other Buildings Listed: $300
• Deposits are due at the time of application. Reservation dates will not be held without deposit.
• Deposits are refundable provided there is no damage to the facility and the facility is left clean.
• Rental fees are due 14 days prior to the event
• Changes made to Facility Use Permit less than 30 days prior to event are
subject to City approval and may require additional charges.

B.

Arcata Community Center
Capacity Commercial
NonFull/
Rate/ per Commercial
Room
Dining
hour
hourly rate
Multi-Purpose
999/600
$217.50
Room
5
Multi-Purpose
$2630
Room with
Kitchen
Senior Dining
Room
Senior Dining
Room with
Kitchen
Conference
Room
Arts and Craft
Room
Teen Room
Kitchen
Gymnasium
Court Space
Indoor
Restrooms
Gymnastics
Room(Division
approval
required)
Entire Facility

122/96

$151.75
0
$121.25
0

NonNonCommercial Commercial
3 hour rate
5 hour rate
$5060
$6070

NonFormatted Table
Commerci Optional
Clean-up
al all day
$86050
$6070 Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"

$657.750

$784.257
5

$1,0120
0

$708.25Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
0

$227.505

$328.755

$278.255

$404.750

$404.75
0
$5060

$202.25Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
0
$303.50Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
0

$70.75

$910

$1010 Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"

25

$45.50

$35.25

$55.50

50

$70.75

$55.50

$131.500

$151.750

30
30

$70.75
$80.75

$55.50
$65.75

$121.250

$1401.50

$126.50
5

$50.50

$202.25
$1010 Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
0
$1920
$100 Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
$1775 for Community
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
Park
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.18"

$126.50
5
$60.50

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.31"
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$3440

$809.500

$961.255
0

Entire Facility
– Concert Rate
(No discount
available

1.

Lift Use Rates:
• $150 for up to 4 hours use and $35 per each additional hour over 4 hours.
2. Discounts:
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•

3.

4.

C.

Non-Profit Agencies – 25% Discount
Non-profits must supply federal tax-exempt identification number. 100% of
proceeds from event must be used to benefit the non-profit agency renting the
facility. School districts within Arcata must have joint use agreements on file with
the City in order to receive any rate discount. Discounts do not apply to the Concert
Rate or to actual labor costs for site preparations specific to rentals/events.

Deposits:
• $500 deposit is required for the Arcata Community Center
• $1,600 deposit is required for all concerts
• Deposits are due at the time of application. Reservation dates will not be held
without deposit
• Deposits will not be refunded if the reservation is cancelled less than 3 months prior
to event. However, if City is able to rebook the facility, ½ of the deposit will be
refunded.
• Rental fees are due 30 days prior to the event.
• All Day Rate includes hours between 8 am to 1 am, including clean-up time.
Requests for extended hours are subject to City approval and additional costs.
• Changes made to Facility Use Permit less than 30 days prior to event are subject to
City approval and may require additional charges.
• Staff will be required if City audio equipment is being used and will be charged at
the fully burdened rate.
Rental Agreements may create a Possessory Interest and require the renting party to pay
the required Humboldt County Property tax for the time that the renting party has
exclusive rights to City tax-exempt facilities.

Fees for Special Events and Event Banners
Processing of Major Special Event Application Fee
Processing of Photography / Motion Picture Application Fee
Processing of Minor (under 50) Special Event Application Fee
Traffic Control Plan Approval Fee (Engineering)
Barricade Fees:
Weekday drop-off
255258.00

$ 161.75160
$ 160 161.75
$ 100101.00
$ 87.00

$

Electrical Service Fee
Water Quick Coupler Deposit
Required Police Personnel Costs for Special Events
Overtime Rate that include alcohol sales
holidays)
Banner Set-up/Take down
370374.25
Plaza/Redwood Park Use Fee (Plaza, Redwood Park)
Up to 500 people
day
501 to 1,000 people
day
1,001 & over
B-23
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day
Arcata Ballpark or Arcata Community Park
Up to 500 people
day
501 to 1,000 people
day
(Sports events receive priority scheduling)
Outdoor Special Event Deposit
$1,600
Loo Use Fee
day

$ 4050 /
$ 6070 /

Formatted: Tab stops: 5.94", Left

$ 5060 -

Formatted: Left, Tab stops: 5.94", Left

$ 1010 /

Special event charges may also include charges for the following: portable restrooms, dumpsters,
business license, key deposit and bus service. The charges are made according to the needs of the
special event contained in the executed Special Activity Permit Application. A City of Arcata
Film/Motion Picture permit is required for use of City parks, buildings or grounds for the staging
or shooting of commercial motion or television pictures or photography. Activities exempt from
the permit requirement include local business advertisements supporting businesses having
an office, commercial, manufacturing or retail space within the city limits of the City of Arcata,
and tourism productions that promote the City of Arcata, unless these activities are otherwise
subject to permit requirements under Arcata Municipal Code section 10006. Non-commercial
filming activities that are not required to obtain permits include activities such as news
broadcasts, charitable films, private or family photography; however, these activities may also
be otherwise subject to permit requirements under AMC section 10006.
D.
1.

2.

Use of City Sports Fields
Hourly Rate for Use of City Sports Fields and Courts – includes daily field preparation
and lines
Arcata Ball Park
$ 28.2500/hour
Arcata Ball Park Batting Cages
$ 14.00/hour (Team use only, discounts
do not apply)
Arcata Sports Complex – per field
$ 28.2500/hour
Pacific Union – per field
$ 28.2500/hour
Larson Park Tennis – per court
$ 26.2500/hour
Larson Park Bocce – per court
$ 20.00/2 hours
Bocce Equipment Rental
$ 5.00/24 hours $15/per weekend
Lights-Per Field:
Sports Complex – Softball
Ball Park – Baseball/Softball

$ 26.2500/hour
$ 42.5000/hour

3.

Concessions: $70.7500 per day or 6% gross sales, whichever is greater. ($100 deposit is
required- against sales)

4.

Arcata Ballpark: Twenty-five percent (25%) of overall revenue (including in-kind)
generated by Humboldt Crabs Sponsorship/Advertisement signs.

5.

Supervisory Personnel or Extra Field Preparation (as required): Actual Labor Costs

6.

Activities over 200 people may require chemical toilets and additional dumpsters. Field
users will be responsible for charges and delivery arrangements
B-24
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7.

Deposits:
• $250 deposit is required per field
• Deposits are due at the time of application. Reservation dates will not be held
without a deposit
• Deposits are refundable provided there is no damage to the facility and the facility is
left clean.
• Fifty percent (50%) of deposit will be forfeited if field reservation is cancelled with less
than 24 hours’ notice.

8.

Discounts:
School districts within Arcata must have joint use agreements on file with the City in order to
receive any rate discount. Discount does not apply to light, concession fees or actual labor
costs for event preparation.
Non-Profit Arcata Based Youth Organizations – 30%
Defined as organizations that have legal non-profit status, whose primary function is serving
youth 17 years and under, and that have at least 51% of their participants residing within the
Arcata City limits. Tournaments are eligible to receive a 50% discount for field use days
that exceed 6 hours of play, and where in the case of tournaments, at least 51% of participants
of all teams must reside within the Arcata City limits.

E. Arcata Ball Park or Arcata Community Park for Concert Events and all Other Events
with 1,000 or more Attendees
1. Deposit and Fees
• $5,0600 per day rental rate plus per hour light fees as applicable
• $2,000 deposit is required
• Deposits are due at the time of application. Reservation dates will not be held without
a deposit.
• Deposits are refundable provided there is no damage to the facility and the facility is
left clean.
• Deposits will not be refunded if the reservation is cancelled less than 1 month prior to
the event.
• Rental fees are due 30 days prior to the event.
2. Activities over 500 people may require chemical toilets and additional services. Users
will be responsible for charges and delivery arrangements.
F. Fees for Vending
1. Processing of Annual Vending Application
2. Livescan Fee
3. Daily Use Fee for Plaza Space 1, 2, or 3

$ 75.7500
$ 52.0050
$ 18.00

4. Arcata Community Park / Center Mobile Vendor

$50.5000 per day per
vendor
5. Arcata Marsh Wildlife Sanctuary (South I Street Parking Lot $50.5000 per day per
vendor South G Street Parking Lot)
G. Fees for Rental of Portable PA System
1. Includes 2 speakers with amps, speaker stands, mixer, 4 mics and stands $1010 per day
2. Discounts:
• Non-Profit Agencies – 25% Discount
B-25
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Non-profits must supply federal tax-exempt identification number. 100% of
proceeds from event must be used to benefit the non-profit agency renting the
facility. School districts within Arcata must have joint use agreements on file
with the City in order to receive any rate discount.
3. Deposit $100 deposit is required
• Deposits are due at the time of application. Reservation dates will not be held without
a deposit
• Deposits are refundable provided there is no damage to the facility and the facility is
left clean.
• Fifty percent (50%) of deposit will be forfeited if reservation is cancelled with less than
24 hours’ notice.
SECTION 31. RECREATION PROGRAMS
1.

For all contract classes, an administrative fee of 40% of the class fees collected will
be assessed

2.

For programs other than drop-in activities, a fee of $110 per activity, in addition to
the regular program fee, will be assessed for all non-residents.

2.3. For contract classes and programs other than drop-in activities, a $5 fee will be
assessed for cancellations.
SECTION 32. ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM – PASSENGER FARES
Regular Cash Fare

$ 1.5075/ride

Reduced Cash Fare (Senior - 62 and Older,
Disabled, and Children 3 - 17)

$1.25/ride
Free

Children - Age 3 and Under
(When Accompanied by Fare-Paying Passenger)
Reduced Fare Value Cards (valid on Arcata, Eureka
and Redwood Transit systems)

$ 10.00 and $20.00
amounts

The following reduced fares will be deducted for each
ride:
Regular Passenger
Reduced Passenger

$1.25
$ .8595

Bus Passes
Daily Bus Pass
Regular
Reduced

$2.50
$1.50

Monthly Bus Pass
Regular
Reduced

$30.00
$25.00

Dial-A-Ride/Single Zone Ticket Books

$ 1821.00/6 rides

SECTION 33. BAGGAGE STORAGE/LOCKER FEE/PRINTING OF ON-LINE
GREYHOUND TICKETS
B-26
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Baggage Storage Fee: There will be a handling fee of $2.00 per item for baggage or parcels left
by any person for storage at the A&MRTS ticket counter located within the Transit Center building.
Any items left for a duration of over 24 hours shall be charged an additional $2.00 per day until the
item is claimed.
Bicycle Locker Fee: Bicycle lockers may be rented for $13.00 per month. A $20.00
cleaning/key deposit is required. Lockers may only be used for bicycles. All bicycles must have a
valid California Bicycle License.
Printing of On-Line Greyhound Tickets: An additional $35.00 will be charged to passengers
who select the Print-at-Home option when buying tickets on-line and fail to print or present their ticket.
SECTION 34. ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT SYSTEM – CHARTER RATES/IN BUS
ADVERTISING
Buses may be chartered, two weeks in advance, for the hours when they are not used for fixed
route service.
Basic charter rate charge is as follows:
Vans

$ 170200.00 per vehicle for a minimum of 2 hours
$ 7585.00 for each additional hour

Buses

$ 180230.00 per vehicle for a minimum of 2 hours
$ 85100.00 for each additional hour

Interior Bus Advertising Standard Size (17” x 11”) = $40.00 per month
Double Size ((34” x 11”) = $60.00 per month
Additional rules governing the Arcata & Mad River Transit System are described in Resolution No.
745- 33.
SECTION 35.
A.

FEES FOR DOGS
LICENSE
The owner of every dog within the incorporated area of the City shall pay annually a
license fee as follows:
1. A first-time license fee of $50.00 (or $15.00 for spayed or neutered dogs/$10
for spayed or neutered dogs owned by a senior citizen age 65 and over).
2. Annual renewal fee of $50.00 (or $15.00 for spayed or neutered dogs/$10 for
spayed or neutered dogs owned by a senior citizen age 65 and over). For
failure to pay a license fee when due, a penalty of $15.00 in addition to the
regular license fee.
3. A duplicate of a lost tag may be procured upon exhibition of the original
license and payment of $5.00
4. No license fee or registration fee is required for any qualified service dog. The
owner or person having custody or control of any such service dog shall present
to the Police Chief (or designee) satisfactory written proof that such dog has
been trained as a service dog to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of a
disabled person.

B.

IMPOUNDMENT
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A dog or cat impounded for the first time within a 12-month period and redeemed prior
to the animal being transported to the Humboldt County Animal Shelter shall be
redeemed upon payment of an impound fee in the sum of $45.00 (plus a State fee of
$35.00 if unaltered). The fee will increase to $90 (plus a State fee of $50.00 if
unaltered) for the second release within a 12-month period and $135 (plus a State fee
of $100.00 if unaltered) for the third and subsequent releases within a 12-month
period. The State fees are to be used to promote and fund spaying and neutering of
dogs and cats within the City. In addition to the impound and State fees, a care and
feeding charge of $14.00 ($17.00 for quarantine) will be charged for each day the
animal has been impounded. Once an animal has been transported to the Humboldt
County Animal Shelter, animals will be redeemed upon payment of fees as set by the
County of Humboldt. Currently, these fees are the same as set forth above, with the
addition of required vaccination fees.
SECTION 36. CHARGES FOR FINGERPRINTING SERVICES
For all fingerprinting services performed by employees of the Arcata Police Department, other
than those related to fees set forth in the Arcata Municipal Code (ambulance permits, etc.), or those
services where a fee is not applicable (bookings, etc.), a fee of $30.00 for up to two rolled print cards or
a live scan print, plus the amount charged to the applicant by the California Department of Justice for
processing, shall be assessed. Each additional rolled print card will be charged a fee of $5.00.
SECTION 37. APPLICATION FOR PERMITS FOR CARDROOMS (AMC Sect 4159, Ord No.
913)
The fee to process an application for a permit for a cardroom operator or cardroom dealer shall be
$85, plus the amount charged by the California Department of Justice for processing the fingerprints.
SECTION 38. APPLICATION FOR DANCE PERMITS
The fee to obtain a dance permit shall be $15.00 for a single event or $150.00 for an annual
permit to hold multiple events.
SECTION 39. DISTURBANCE SERVICE FEES
A charge of $1.71/minute per officer plus a $10 dispatch/clerical fee will be levied for the cost
of personnel and equipment expended during a second or subsequent police response to a "loud party"
or other disturbance location during a twenty-four (24) hour time span.
SECTION 40. FALSE ALARMS
An annual charge of $20.00 will be levied for all alarm permits. It is incumbent upon the
subscriber to insure that the permit does not expire, and that the renewal application questionnaire is
completed and returned to the Police Department in a timely fashion. If the Police Department responds
to an alarm activation at a location that does not have a valid alarm permit on file, the responsible party
will be notified of the need to obtain an alarm permit and will be assessed a late application fee of $100
if the permit is not obtained within 30 days of the notification.
Additionally, a charge of $75.00 will be levied for all false alarms in excess of the guidelines set forth in
the alarm ordinance. A charge of $250.00 will be levied for the reinstatement of any alarm permit
previously revoked by the Chief of Police.
SECTION 41. PARKING METER CHARGES
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The cost for parking any vehicle, except those displaying a valid disabled persons insignia, shall
be seventy-five cents ($0.75) per hour between 7:00 am and 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday, during
the periods that Humboldt State University is in session or whenever signs are placed.
SECTION 42. PARKING PENALTIES
Parking penalties are due upon receipt of notice of parking violation. Parking penalties become
delinquent on the twenty-second day after the mailing of the notice of illegal parking.
Delinquent
Section
Description
Penalty
Penalty
3501(a) AMC 72-Hour Parking
$ 43.00
$ 86.00
3501(c) AMC 72-Hour Parking RV
48.00
96.00
3502(1) AMC Vehicle for Sale on Street
43.00
86.00
3502(2) AMC Wash/Repairing Vehicle
43.00
86.00
3503(b) AMC Narrow Street
40.00
80.00
3504(1) AMC Parking 25 Feet of Intersection/Business District
40.00
80.00
3504(2) AMC Parking 25 Feet of Signal, Boulevard, Stop Sign
40.00
80.00
3504(3) AMC No Parking-Other-Sign Required
40.00
80.00
3505(b) AMC No Parking-Emergency Park Signs
40.00
80.00
3506 AMC
Beyond Designated Lines
40.00
80.00
3508 AMC
4-Hour Limit Parking-On Street
40.00
80.00
3509 AMC
4-Hour Limit Parking-Off Street
40.00
80.00
3510 AMC
Private Property Contrary to Signs
40.00
80.00
3754 AMC
Preferential Permit Required
40.00
80.00
3512 AMC
Expired Meter
40.00
80.00
3513 AMC
4-Hour Limit Parking-Preferential Area
40.00
80.00
3521(1) AMC Red Curb Zone Parking
40.00
80.00
3521(2) AMC Yellow Curb Zone Parking
40.00
80.00
3521(5) AMC Blue Curb Zone Parking
338.00
341.00
3523 AMC
Yellow Zone Load/Unload Only
40.00
80.00
3521(3) AMC White Curb Zone Parking
40.00
80.00
3521(4) AMC Green Curb zone Parking
40.00
80.00
3525 AMC
Alley Parking Load/Unload Only
40.00
80.00
3526(e) AMC Bus Zone Parking
303.00
306.00
3542 AMC
1-Hour Limit Parking-Business District
40.00
80.00
3543 AMC
1-Hour Limit Parking-Streets
40.00
80.00
3544 AMC
8-Hour Limit Parking-Off Street
40.00
80.00
3545(a) AMC No Parking-3:00 am to 6:00 am as signed
40.00
80.00
3545(b) AMC No Parking on Plaza During Farmer’s Market
203.00
206.00
3546 AMC
2-Hour Limit Parking-Streets
40.00
80.00
3547 AMC
2-Hour Limit Parking-Off Street
40.00
80.00
3548 AMC
No Parking Zone-Streets
40.00
80.00
3549(a) AMC City Hall Lot Contrary to Signs
40.00
80.00
3549(b) AMC Community Center Contrary to Signs
40.00
80.00
3549(c) AMC Arcata Pool Lot Contrary to Signs
40.00
80.00
3549(d) AMC Transit Center Lot Contrary to Signs
40.00
80.00
3552 AMC
Obstructing Employee/CSO/Police Office of
63.00
126.00
Enforcement of AMC
3553 AMC
Permit Parking-Street/Off Street
40.00
80.00
3561 AMC
No Parking for Trucks Over 5 Tons
58.00
116.00
5204(a) VC
Improper Registration Tab
40.00
80.00
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5204(a) VC
Improper Registration Tab w/ Proof of Correction
10014 AMC
No Overnight Parking in Redwood Park
10605 AMC
No Parking Midnight – 4 am Wildlife Sanctuary
21211(b) VC Obstruction of Bicycle Lane
22500(a) VC Parked in Intersection
22500(b) VC Parked in Crosswalk
22500(d) VC Parking in 15' of Driveway-Fire Station
22500(e) VC Blocking Driveway
22500(f) VC Parked on Sidewalk
22500(g) VC Obstructing Traffic-Excavation
22500(h) VC Double Parked
22500(i) VC Bus Loading/Unloading Zone
22500(k) VC Parked on Bridge
22500(l) VC Blocking Wheelchair Access-Ramp
22500.1 VC
No Parking-Fire Lane-Sign Required
22502(a) VC 18" from Curb/Wrong Way Parking
22507.8(a) VC Handicap Parking-Stall/Space
22507.8(b) VC Handicap Parking-Block Access
22514 VC
Parking 15 Feet from Hydrant
22515 VC
Not Setting Brake-Unattended
22521 VC
Parking 7.5 Feet from Railroad Tracks
22522 VC
Blocking Sidewalk Access Ramp
22523(a) VC Abandoned Vehicle-Street Highway
22523(b) VC Abandoned Vehicle-Off Street
All Other Vehicle Code Sections Not Listed

10.00
53.00
53.00
48.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
303.00
40.00
303.00
48.00
40.00
338.00
338.00
48.00
40.00
40.00
303.00
48.00
48.00
40.00

20.00
106.00
106.00
96.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
306.00
80.00
306.00
96.00
80.00
341.00
341.00
96.00
80.00
80.00
306.00
96.00
96.00
80.00

SECTION 43. EMERGENCY RESPONSE COST RECOVERY FEES
A charge of $1.71/minute per officer, plus the jail booking fee established by the County and
applicable medical/lab testing fees, along with a $10 dispatch/clerical fee will be levied for providing
emergency response services for the purpose of recovering the cost of the City's emergency services
necessitated by a person's intentionally wrongful conduct or person negligently operating a motor
vehicle, or a boat or vessel, or a civil aircraft under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs.
SECTION 44.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS/CITY FORCES CLEAN-UP

When the County Hazardous Materials Team charges the City for response to a hazardous materials
spill or to investigate an unknown substance, the City will pass on those direct costs to the party
determined to have caused the incident or situation. If that party cannot be identified, the charges
shall be billed to the business owner or property owner.
When City forces respond to a spill to clean-up or contain a hazardous or controlled substance, the
party(ies) responsible for allowing/creating the release shall be billed by the City of Arcata for
services rendered.
SECTION 45. YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES FEES
A. A fee based on a sliding scale of $5 to $60 per hour will be charged for counseling
services conducted by the licensed staff of the Youth and Family Services Division.
B. A fee of based on a sliding scale of $5 to $60 per hour will be charged for consultation
and facilitation services conducted by the staff of the Youth and Family Services
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Division.
C. Each participant in any psychoeducational course conducted by the staff of the Youth and
Family Services Division will be charged a fee of $35.
D. A fee of $35 will be charged for each Diversion Agreement entered into by a juvenile cited to
the Youth and Family Services Division.
SECTION 46. FEES FOR BICYCLE LICENSES
Every person desiring a bicycle license shall pay to the Police Department of the City of Arcata
a license fee of $4.00 per year for the remainder of the then current licensing period, payable in advance
at the time application for such license is made.
A penalty of $5.00, in addition to any license fee, shall be imposed upon any bicycle owner who
fails to comply with Section 3701(a) within fifteen (15) days after said person becomes subject to
the provisions of this article.
Every person desiring to renew a current bicycle license issued by the City of Arcata shall pay
to the Police Department a license renewal fee of $2.00 per year for the remainder of the then current
licensing period, payable in advance at the time application for such renewal is made.
Every person desiring a replacement bicycle license for a lost, damaged or stolen bicycle license
issued by the City of Arcata shall pay to the Police Department a fee of $2.00 for such replacement bicycle
license.
Every person desiring to transfer registration of a bicycle with a current license by the City
of Arcata shall submit a properly completed "Transfer of Ownership" form and pay to the Police
Department a registration transfer fee of $2.00.
SECTION 47. FEES FOR RETAIL FIREARMS DEALERS LICENSE
Every person engaged in the retail sale of firearms shall pay to the Police Department of the City
of Arcata an annual license fee of $25.00 for a Retail Firearms Dealers License payable in advance at
the time application/renewal for such license is made.
SECTION 48. FEES FOR SECONDHAND DEALERS
Every person, co-partnership, firm, or corporation whose business includes buying, selling,
trading, taking in pawn, accepting for sale on consignment, accepting for auction or auctioning secondhand
tangible personal property shall pay to the Police Department of the City of Arcata an initial license fee
of $75.00 and an annual renewal fee of $25.00.
In addition to the City fees, the applicant must also pay the fees charged by the State of California,
Department of Justice, for licensing and fingerprint processing. As used in this section, tangible personal
property includes the property defined in Section 21627 of the Business and Professions Code.
A secondhand dealer does not include a coin dealer. For purposes of this section, a coin dealer
means any person, firm, partnership, or corporation whose principal business is buying, selling, and trading
of coins, monetized bullion, or commercial grade ingots of gold, or silver, or other precious metals.
SECTION 49. RECORD REVIEWS
Members of the public will be charged a fee of $15 (plus labor costs) to review their own local
criminal offender record information.
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SECTION 50. RECORD SEALINGS
A person who petitions for an order to seal a record may be ordered by the Court to reimburse
the City for the actual cost of services rendered, whether or not the petition is granted and the records
are sealed or expunged. When such an order is issued, the City will charge $16 per hour, not to exceed
one hundred twenty dollars ($120).
SECTION 51. CIVIL COURT APPEARANCES AND SUBPOENAES FOR RECORDS
A deposit of $150 must accompany any subpoena requiring an officer’s appearance in a civil
case. After the appearance has been made, the costs incurred by the City (officer’s time, mileage, etc.)
will be charged against the deposit and either a refund check or additional bill will be generated.
SECTION 52. RELEASE OF STORED OR IMPOUNDED VEHICLES
A fee of $75.00 will be charged for the release of any vehicle stored as a result of abandonment,
or being left unattended in a manner which presents traffic or safety hazards, or having expired
registration.
A fee of $125 will be charged for the release of any vehicle impounded as a result of the
driver's actions (i.e. driver arrested, driving without a valid license, etc.).
SECTION 53. RELEASE OF IMMOBILIZED VEHICLES
A fee of $75.00 will be charged for the release of a vehicle which has been immobilized resulting
from unpaid parking penalties.
SECTION 54. REPOSSESSED VEHICLE
A fee equal to that required by State law will be charged for the release of any vehicle which
has been repossessed by the legal owner.
SECTION 55. ABANDONED VEHICLE REMOVAL FROM PRIVATE PROPERTY
A minimum fee of $150 per vehicle will be charged for any abandoned vehicle removed by
the City from public or private property. Additional fees charged to the City by the
towing/dismantling agencies, which includes but is not limited to charges for oversized vehicles, excessive
trash, and hazardous materials removal will be added to the minimum fee.
The last known owner of the vehicle will be billed for a vehicle removed from public
property.
The property owner will be billed, in advance, for a vehicle removed from private property.
SECTION 56. EQUIPMENT VIOLATION CORRECTION VALIDATIONS AND V. I. N.
NUMBERS
A fee of $15 will be charged for validating corrections on equipment violation citations and
for verifying vehicle identification numbers on Department of Motor Vehicle forms.
SECTION 57. SALE OF POLICE CARD PROOF SHEETS
$20.00 per sheet when available.
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SECTION 58. ACCOUNTS TURNED OVER TO A COLLECTION AGENCY OR SMALL
CLAIMS COURT FILINGS
For those accounts turned over to a collection agency for failure to pay, the collection fee
charged to the City shall be added to the amounts owed the City of Arcata.
A $25.00 fee shall be charged to each account for which the City files a Small Claims Action in
Superior Court.
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A fee of $15.00 shall be charged to a business for each abandoned shopping cart returned to it
by City personnel.
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ATTN: City of Arcata Mayor and Council,
May 3, 2017
From: Humboldt Area Center for Harm Reduction (HACHR)
IRS Status: 501c3
EIN#:47-2822261
Funding Request for Services Provided: $12,000 (minimum sought)
Previously Approved by: The Arcata Economic Development Committee
We, Humboldt Area Center for Harm Reduction (HACHR) are submitting this proposal for review by
the Arcata, City Council. It is our hope that you will find our program useful, cost effective and
working well within the describe guidelines set upon our authorization by the Arcata City Council.
Humboldt County has four times state and national average regarding Hepatitis C, and currently we are
seeing increasing rates of endocarditis and other health issues related to Intravenous (IV) substance
use. Similarly, Humboldt County is experiencing some of the highest rates of overdose deaths in the
Country. The national average of mortality due to problematic substance use is 15 people per hundred
thousand, Humboldt County has 49.3 per hundred thousand (Humboldt County Provisional Mortality
Report 2017)..
Research shows that providing IV substance users with access to clean supplies, refferals to treatment,
and support reduces harm to the community as a whole. Our program also reduces the over utilization
of EMS services, public health costs, and is many times the first point of contact for substance users
into services. We meet people where they are at and support them through a realistic approach. We
cannot stop substance use but we can reduce the harms that are cause by it and be a point of contact
and entry when people are ready to get treatment.
The past two years is the first time in the history of Humboldt County that the needs of people and
community regarding substance use has even begun to be met. It is estimated that Harm Reduction
Organizations, Nationally are saving government over 1.6 billion annually (John’s Hopkins 2016, DPA
2016). This cost savings comes by way of less 911 calls, less interaction with police, less trips to the
emergency room, reduction in criminal justice issues, and has been shown to increase entrance in to
housing, drug rehab, and mental health services.
The effectiveness of our program is undisputable. In our first year we addressed hard issues such s
overdose like never before seen in Humboldt. We distributed 1,010 overdose reversal kits, exchanged
250,000 syringes, gave out over 2,000 refferals, and saw over 4,000 people. We have fought hard to
become a driving force of change in this community and we are accomplishing our goals. This next
year we are teaming up with a project form UCSF to create infrastructure to combat the HepC crisis we
are enduring locally. It is though our passion drive and courage that we have been and will continue to
be the most successful exchange and overdose prevention program on the North Coats from Santa
Rosa up to Brookings Oregon.
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In this proposal I will discuss the current outreach methods and schedule, benefits to community and
upcoming projects. I will also attach include our current yearly budget and a break down of cost for
services provided to Arcata.
Current Outreach Methods and Schedule:
Our program operates four days a week. We spend one of our four service days in Arcata
providing services, refferals, overdose prevention, hygiene and education. We also provide
syringe clean up when we are aware of the need. Since our authorization last September we
have diligently provided services to Arcata residents always being mindful of how our services
may affect the Business Community. We operate our program in Arcata in two ways; one is we
have set times and schedule to be in Arcata, the second is through appointment. Both of these
take place every Wednesday. We take care to not provide exchange services or Overdose
prevention services on or near the Plaza or in Valley West shopping Center. We do however,
hand out hygiene and socks on the plaza as a way to build bridges and let people know that we
can provide connection to services and support. Wednesday’s are the day that we spend in
Arcata and that is 25% of our service days. Outreach takes no less than two staff and one peer to
effectively and safely operate mobile outreach. We provide socks, water, resource cards,
education, Overdose kits, and exchange services. Our outreach vehicle is predominantly used for
Arcata outreach.
The Social and Economic benefits of financially contributing to HACHR.
Safe access to overdose prevention and exchange services keeps all members of the community safe.
This broad stroke of safety comes by increasing access to proper bio-hazard containers, reducing
syringe litter, uptake into services, reduced EMS calls, less accidental needle stick injuries and
increased entry into treatment. The presence of a syringe exchange organization is proven to reduce the
amount of syringe litter in public spaces by 50% thereby enhancing city appearance and safety
(amfar.org).
Here is a quick snap shot of how HACHR economically benefits the City of Arcata:
 There have been upwards of 25 reversals in Arcata itself.
 Naloxone kits costs between $52.00-$400.00 we provide these at no cost to the city and
residents.
 Hospitalized overdoses cost around $30,000
 Wound Care has reduced number of ER visits. Average ER visit for abscesses is between $900$1,200 dollars.
 Each un-homed person costs Arcata $100,000 (HUD). We have supported at least 3 Arcata
persons into housing.
 Reduce the utilization of EMS services due to substance use.
 SEP’s reduce crime rates by 11% (HRC)
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Harm Reduction Organizations such as ours value those who use our services. By doing so we help
restore dignity, connection and support, which is proven to increase the probability that our clients will
engage and reintegrate into society in a healthy manner promoting a livable city for ALL. The
business community is a corner stone of our community and supporting their need of a shopping
district free of bio-hazard and disruption is of upmost importance to our organization.
We utilize existing resources and provide referrals to many types of programs such as Arcata house,
Open Door, Detox MAC, ABC, and SOS. We promote the utilization of existing services so that needs
are met efficiently and with dignity. We have filled a service niche that most would like to not even
discuss. It is a very important part of a healthy community and we lovingly take on this task. The
services provided by our program are shown to reduce Public Health costs by 75%, massive decrease
in criminal justice dollars and a large uptake into services, which allow people and community to heal.
We also store and dispose of all community generated bio-hazard in an OSHA approved manner. We
must keep a space that is secure and without carpet where we store the collected bio-hazard from our
services across the county and once a week a Medical Waste company comes and disposes of it
properly.
On Average we see around thirty people in Arcata on Wednesday’s and some are IV drug users but
many are not. Many are people who do use substances but need refferals and connection to services
more than they need clean using equipment. We generally give between 7-10 refferals when we are in
Arcata. We have provided a vast array of people and businesses with Naloxone, the overdose
prevention drug. All of the services we provide have been solely funded by grant writing up until this
point where we are asking the communities we are working to help support our work that creates a
healthier community for all of us.
Syringe Exchange Program’s (SEP) reduce needle stick injuries among police officers and lowers the
number of contaminated syringes in communities. A study of police officers in Rhode Island, found
that nearly 30 percent of police have been stuck by a needle at one point in their career, with more than
27 percent experiencing two or more needle stick injuries. “A study of Connecticut police officers
found that needle stick injuries were reduced by 66 percent after the implementation of syringe
exchange programs” (The AIDS research foundation & Law Enforcement Against Prohibition). Not
only do SEP’s reduce needle stick injuries to police but by removing syringe litter in public also
reduces the chance and prevalence of syringe litter in parks. More over, the reduction of syringe litter
keeps our children, officers, pets, and community a safer place to work and play.
We must also always be mindful that we are a tourism location and when members of our community
make it unsafe for tourism, we must pay attention and find real solutions. We provide ways to contain
syringe litter so there is less that will negatively impact tourism. Providing refferals also supports
tourism by decreasing the number of people in extreme crisis in our shopping district. Our program
supports both business owners and the community as a whole by utilizing creative approaches,
evidence based practice and a proven harm reduction approach.
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Humboldt Area Center for Harm Reduction (HACHR)
P.O. Box 7365
Eureka, Ca 95502
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In an effort to keep Arcata’s shopping district beautiful as well as the entirety of Arcata we must all
work together and install at least two safe disposal Kiosks in Arcata. These Kiosk’s have been
successfully utilized in hundreds of City’s across the Country. I have spoken with Shasta County, City
of San Francisco, Denver Colorado, all California Syringe Exchange programs, Ca Department of
Public Health and Ca. State office of Aids, and Humboldt County Human Rights Commission. The
information is consistent across research, sectors and conversations that safe disposal kiosks are a
benefit to the community where they are implemented.
There are two types of fully locked, secure and tamper resistant boxes. The first is small wall mount
box costs $219.00 with and additional cost of $385.00 a year for the OSHA approved liners. These
boxes are good for areas that are maintained weekly with a small amount of litter. For example one of
these may be good placed in the Valley West area or near the public bathroom and serviced weekly on
Wednesdays by HACHR. They need to be additionally encased in plexi-glass to ensure no tampering.
The only issue that I have found from other programs with the small boxes is that their opening gets
clogged easily by trash that is put in them, which then blocks syringe litter form being placed. The
remedy for that is they need to be serviced once a week, if not more.
The second type of safe disposal box is a larger stand-alone kiosk. These are about as tall as a post
office box, half as wide and can be fully installed and secured anywhere that it will be able to be
serviced. This model is $1600.00 and around 548.00 additionally per year for the OSHA approved
liners. The benefit of this model is that it has to be serviced less and has less chance of vandalism.
These boxes have an inner locking mechanism that if that box is tampered with in any way it closes up
tighter. In researching this project and the types of boxes that are needed I have not found theft of
these boxes to be an issue. The most prevalent issue is them being used for trash and other interesting
objects. These boxes come in green or bio-hazard red but can be painted with lovely scenes to lessen
the visual presence. These larger containers can have sharps containers up to a quart in size deposited
into them.
In my perspective I see that Arcata could benefit from two boxes, either one big and one small or both
big kiosks. One is to be installed at valley west and one to be installed somewhere near the plaza, but
out of the way. The Kiosks or wall mount boxes will have number for our program, police and
location of other box on them. A possible place could be near the City building, possibly near the
public restroom. The placement of the boxes and kiosks will only come after stakeholder listening
sessions have been held to find the most agreed upon placement. The weekly maintenance, upkeep
and disposal of the kiosks will be maintained by HACHR. We will add this to our Arcata
Wednesdays, which will ensure consistent up keep and attention paid to this project.
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Conclusion:
We have outlined for you the work that we currently are doing and what we would like to see happen
in the coming months. We have demonstrated the cost effectiveness of financially supporting our
program and the benefits to community that our services provide and we hope that you also see the
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benefit of supporting our organization. Not only does community support inspire us to work harder but
it also allows us to garner more support from across sectors allowing us to continue moving forward
with solid programs and services.
Included with this proposal please find:
 Program Budget breakdown
 HACHR budget
 Disposal Box Pictures
 Information from San Francisco on Disposal Kiosks
I am available for questions or a presentation if needed. We hope that you find our services and
program in line with the future vision of the City of Arcata.

Sincerely,

Brandie Wilson M.A.
Executive Director/Founder HACHR
Cell:707-601-6221
Email:hachr707@gmail.com
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Humboldt Area Center for Harm Reduction (HACHR)
P.O. Box 7365
Eureka, Ca 95502
707-601-6221

Reducing harm through advocacy, education and services.
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Thank you for safely disposing used injection equipment. By returning used
works to syringe exchanges, keeping them safely in bio buckets, or disposing of
them at a 24 hour community disposal box you are helping build support for harm
reduction programming, syringe exchange, and being a good neighbor! Let’s all
keep used syringes off of our city streets and build support for the disposal of
used needles at any syringe access site, any Walgreens store, or one of the 24
hour disposal boxes.
24 Hour disposal Box Locations:
 330 Ellis at Taylor, next to Glide
 50 and 76 Ivy, near old Tom Waddell Clinic
 150 Golden Gate between Leavenworth and Jones
 149 Turk between Taylor and Jones
 45 Jones between McAllister and Golden Gate
 133 Golden Gate (St. Boniface)
 150 9th Street
Walgreens Pharmacies:
 1496 Market Street (at Van Ness)
 1301 Market Street (corner of 9th & Market)

Thank you for safely disposing used injection equipment. By returning used
works to syringe exchanges, keeping them safely in bio buckets, or disposing of
them at a 24 hour community disposal box you are helping build support for harm
reduction programming, syringe exchange, and being a good neighbor! Let’s all
keep used syringes off of our city streets and build support for the disposal of
used needles at any syringe access site, any Walgreens store, or one of the 24
hour disposal boxes.
24 Hour disposal Box Locations:
 330 Ellis at Taylor, next to Glide
 50 and 76 Ivy, near old Tom Waddell Clinic
 150 Golden Gate between Leavenworth and Jones
 149 Turk between Taylor and Jones
 45 Jones between McAllister and Golden Gate
 133 Golden Gate (St. Boniface)
 150 9th Street

Updated 2/24/2017

Use a new one every time ● Dispose of it safely
Thank you for safely disposing used injection equipment. By returning used
works to syringe exchanges, keeping them safely in bio buckets, or disposing of
them at a 24 hour community disposal box you are helping build support for harm
reduction programming, syringe exchange, and being a good neighbor! Let’s all
keep used syringes off of our city streets and build support for the disposal of
used needles at any syringe access site, any Walgreens store, or one of the 24
hour disposal boxes.
24 Hour disposal Box Locations:
 330 Ellis at Taylor, next to Glide
 50 and 76 Ivy, near old Tom Waddell Clinic
 150 Golden Gate between Leavenworth and Jones
 149 Turk between Taylor and Jones
 45 Jones between McAllister and Golden Gate
 133 Golden Gate (St. Boniface)
 150 9th Street
Walgreens Pharmacies:
 1496 Market Street (at Van Ness)
 1301 Market Street (corner of 9th & Market)

Use a new one every time ● Dispose of it safely
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Walgreens Pharmacies:
 1496 Market Street (at Van Ness)
 1301 Market Street (corner of 9th & Market)

Updated 2/24/2017

Use a new one every time ● Dispose of it safely
Thank you for safely disposing used injection equipment. By returning used
works to syringe exchanges, keeping them safely in bio buckets, or disposing of
them at a 24 hour community disposal box you are helping build support for harm
reduction programming, syringe exchange, and being a good neighbor! Let’s all
keep used syringes off of our city streets and build support for the disposal of
used needles at any syringe access site, any Walgreens store, or one of the 24
hour disposal boxes.
24 Hour disposal Box Locations:
 330 Ellis at Taylor, next to Glide
 50 and 76 Ivy, near old Tom Waddell Clinic
 150 Golden Gate between Leavenworth and Jones
 149 Turk between Taylor and Jones
 45 Jones between McAllister and Golden Gate
 133 Golden Gate (St. Boniface)
 150 9th Street

Updated 2/24/2017
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Use a new one every time ● Dispose of it safely

Walgreens Pharmacies:
 1496 Market Street (at Van Ness)
538
 1301 Market Street (corner of 9th & Market)Packet Pg.
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About Us

Products

FAQ

Changing Laws

Kiosk Features
Making Better Communities Since 1996

Features
Feature Overview

Articles

Contact
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Home

The Johnsons Environmental Products NCU5400 Medical Sharps Kiosk is a third-generation product whose design is based on
years in the field with previous product versions. Features include:
- Heavy 14-gauge steel construction.
- Dual pry-resistant cam locks.
- Durable, weather-resistant powder-coat finish suitable for indoor or outdoor installation.
- Drip-cap to help prevent moisture from entering the unit.
- Drop-box design that prevents access to the unit's contents by reaching in the deposit slot.
- Unique bell funnel system guides the deposited waste directly into the collection container.
- Collection container drawer design allows collection container to be grasped at the handles and removed without reaching in
to the drawer or housing.
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- Accepts medical waste containers up to 2 quarts.
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- Accomodates an 18-gallon or larger certified mail-back container or 18-gallon or larger standard sharps container for direct
pickup by waste services.
- Unique two-piece construction allows the base to be installed separately from the housing, which simplifies the installation
process and allows the entire housing to be removed as required for maintenance or cleaning at a separate location without
having to remove and reattach the base unit's anchoring hardware.

Labeling
Johnsons Environmental Products offers a variety of options for labeling and color:
- Optional white interior floor for improved visibility.
- Custom powder-coat color or finish with large orders.
- Disclaimer label inside door can be customized to conform to local and state regulations.
- Label design and wording can be customized as per client requirements.
Signage Dimensions
- Signage dimensions - 18" x 24".
- Two contrasting colors with reflective lettering.
- Legible from a distance of 10 feet.
- One (1) inch lettering for header, four (4) lines of text.
- Wording and/or custom graphics as per client request.
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Labeling And Color

Installation
The Johnsons Environmental Products Sharps Kiosk can be placed on any surface, set on casters or mounted in place with
anchoring hardware.
To install using anchoring hardware:
1. Unlock the two camlocks and open the door.
2. Pull out the drawer all the way.
3. Remove the drawer by pressing pulling up the retaining tab on the drawer slider on each side of the drawer. This will release
Packet Pg. 541
the drawer slider stop, allowing removal of the slider from the drawer bracket.

4. Using a 3/8" wrench or socket, unscrew the 6 screws holding the housing to the base unit.
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5. Pull forward on the housing or push on it from behind to slide the housing forward on the alignment track. It may be
necessary to have a second person hold the base unit firmly so that it does not slide as pressure is applied to the housing.
6. When the housing is disengaged from the base unit, use the appropriate anchoring hardware for the surface (i.e. concrete,
wood, steel) to anchor the base unit to the ground.
7. Once the base unit is anchored, line up the alignment grooves on the base unit and housing and slide the housing back onto
the base unit. Reattach the screws removed in step 3 and reinstall the drawer sliders into the drawer mounting brackets.

Specifications
Dimensions
- Height 53 inches
- Width: 23.5 inches
- Depth: 24.5 inches
- Weight: To Be Provided
- Shipping Weight: To Be Provided
Containers
18 Gallon Mail-Back Container
- Postage prepaid return shipping box with bar code tracking
- Includes protective 4-mil bag liner
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Specs

- Includes instructions in English and Spanish
- Includes multi-part simplified manifest tracking form
28 Gallon TakeAway™ Recovery System
- Holds up to 50 lbs of medical waste
- Container size: 19" x 19" x 21"
- Outer box dimensions: 21.625" x 19 .683" x 21.625"
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Wall-Mount Disposal Unit

Johnson Environmental Products
Through-Wall Unit allows pill containers
and medical waste to be deposited
through an outside drop-slot and stored in
a secure indoor location for final disposal
by authorized personnel. Safety design
does not allow arm to enter unit.

Home

About Us

Products

Ultra-Secure Indoor Sharps Disposal
Unit

Johnson Environmental Products WallMount Needle Disposal Unit features
tough all steel construction with double
locking front access door. Tamper proof
openings and baffling system channel
deposits needles into the awaiting BioHazard Container for proper disposal.

FAQ

Changing Laws

Articles

Johnson Environmental Products Secure
Indoor Sharps Disposal Unit (Model Nr.
88-SFP) is designed for use in prisons,
treatment facilities, homeless shelters
and high-security areas.

Contact

P.O. Box 4668 #76520
New York, NY 10163-4668
USA

Johnson's Environmental Products ©2017

Sitemap

1010 Polytek Crt Unit#2
Ottawa ON K1J 9H8
CANADA
Toll-Free: (800)-653-1222
Local: (613)-738-7191
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Through-The-Wall Disposal Unit
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Community Options
for Safe
Needle Disposal
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ach year, 8 million people across the country
use more than 3 billion needles, syringes, and
lancets—also called sharps—to manage medical
conditions at home.

What Are Sharps Used For?

E

People use sharps to treat all sorts of medical
conditions in the home, and the number of con
ditions treated at home with injectable medicines
continues to rise. Sharps users may use lancets
and/or needles and syringes to deliver medicine
for conditions such as:

Sharps disposal by self-injectors is not typically regulat
ed, and self-injectors do not always know the safest
disposal methods. This situation could lead to haphaz
ard disposal habits and increased community exposure
to sharps. People at the greatest risk of being stuck by
used sharps include sanitation and sewage treatment
workers, janitors and housekeepers, and children.
Due to the hazards that unsafe disposal practices pres
ent, many states and municipalities are choosing to
offer safe, convenient disposal options to sharps users.

◆ Allergies

◆ Arthritis

◆ Cancer

◆ Diabetes

◆ Hepatitis

◆ HIV/AIDS

◆ Infertility

◆ Migraines

◆ Multiple Sclerosis

◆ Osteoporosis

◆ Psoriasis
during collection rounds, at sorting and recycling facili
ties, and at landfills, or become lodged in equipment,
forcing workers to remove them by hand. Children,
adults, and even pets are also at risk for needle-stick
injuries when sharps are disposed improperly at home
or in public settings.

What are the dangers of used sharps?
Some sharps users throw their used needles in the
trash or flush them down the toilet. Used sharps left
loose among other waste can hurt sanitation workers

People exposed to sharps face not only the risk of a
painful stick, but also the risk of contracting a life-alter
ing disease such as HIV/AIDS or Hepatitis B or C. All
needle-stick injuries are treated as if the needle were
infected with a disease. Victims of sharps-related
injuries face the cost of post-injury testing, disease pre
vention measures, and counseling, even if no infection
or disease was spread. Some diseases can take a long
time to appear on test results, leading to months of
testing and apprehension.

Attachment: F. HACHR_Budget_Request (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)
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Needle-stick injuries are a preventable health risk, and
states and municipalities can take specific actions to
protect their residents from this risk.
Loose needles at a municipal solid waste location.

1
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Safe Disposal Options
◆

well for rural communities, communities that don’t
already have a medical waste pickup service
(e.g., school systems, retail outlets, sporting are
nas, casinos), and individuals who wish to protect
their privacy.

Drop-off collection sites: Sharps users can
take their filled sharps container to appropriate col
lection sites, which may include doctors’ offices,
hospitals, health clinics, pharmacies, health depart
ments, community organizations, police and fire
stations, and medical waste facilities. These programs often give self-injectors the option of contin
uing to use empty household containers to collect
sharps, but prevent the sharps from entering the
household waste stream.

◆

Household hazardous waste collection
sites: Self-injectors can place their used sharps in
a special sharps container or, in some cases, an
approved household container, take them to munic
ipal household hazardous waste collection sites,
and place them in the sharps collection bins. These
sites also commonly accept hazardous materials
such as household cleaners, paints, and motor oil.

◆

Residential special waste pickup services:
Self-injectors can place their used sharps in a spe
cial container, similar to a recycling container, and
put it outside their home for collection by trained
special waste handlers. Some programs require
customers to call for pickup, while others offer
regular pickup schedules.

◆

Mail-back programs: Used sharps are placed in
special containers, which are mailed (in accordance
with U.S. Postal Service requirements) to a collec
tion site for proper disposal. Mail-back programs
are available for individual use by sharps users, and
can also serve as a disposal method for community
collection sites. These programs work especially

◆

Syringe exchange programs: Sharps users
can exchange their used needles for new needles.
Exchange programs are usually operated by com
munity organizations, which properly dispose of
the used needles collected at exchange sites.

◆

Home needle destruction devices: A variety
of products are available that clip, melt, or burn the
needle and allow the sharps user to throw the
syringe or plunger in the garbage. These devices
can reduce or eliminate the danger of sharps enter
ing the waste stream.

Attachment: F. HACHR_Budget_Request (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)
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A household hazardous waste disposal center in
San Bernardino, California.
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Where can I find more information ab
A variety of resources are available for states and municipalities that want
to improve the safe options for sharps disposal available to their residents.
Program Assistance Information
You can contact the Coalition for Safe Community Needle Disposal by
phone at (800) 643-1643 or online at <www.safeneedledisposal.org>. The
coalition can assist in implementing a safe sharps disposal program in
your area.
If your state or municipality wishes to establish a syringe exchange program, contact the North American Syringe Exchange Network at (253) 2724857 or <www.nasen.org>.
Government Resources
The Internet is a valuable resource for researching the steps other states
and municipalities have taken to inform their citizens and ensure safe
sharps disposal.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Web site, located at
<www.cdc.gov/needledisposal>, provides state-by-state information on
sharps-related laws and regulations, safe community disposal programs,
published guidance, and contact information.
Some states that use the Internet to publicize their sharps disposal
programs and regulations include:
◆

California
www.ciwmb.ca.gov/wpie/healthcare/ppcp.htm

◆

Florida
www.doh.state.fl.us/environment/facility/biomed/hmesharp.htm

◆

New Hampshire
www.des.nh.gov/factsheets/sw/sw-31.htm

◆

New Jersey

Attachment: F. HACHR_Budget_Request (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)
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◆

New York
www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/hivaids/esap/housesharps.htm
www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/hivaids/esap/regover.htm#emergency

◆

Rhode Island
www.health.ri.gov/environment/risk/medwaste.htm

◆

Washington (Seattle/King County)
www.metrokc.gov/health/apu/resources/disposal.htm

◆

Wisconsin
www.dnr.wi.gov/org/aw/wm/medinf

Mail-back Program Providers
Mail-back programs, which allow home sharps users to mail their used
sharps to a licensed disposal facility, present a safe, viable sharps disposal
option for every community. For a list of providers, visit the Coalition for
Safe Community Needle Disposal Web site at
<www.safeneedledisposal.org>.
Home Needle Destruction Devices
These devices sever, melt, or burn the needle, allowing sharps users to
throw the syringe or plunger in the garbage. For a list of vendors, visit
the Coalition for Safe Community Needle Disposal Web site at
<www.safeneedledisposal.org>.
Other Relevant Information
To learn more about regulations concerning medical waste disposal,
consult EPA's Medical Waste Web site at
<www.epa.gov/epaoswer/other/medical>.
The Household Hazardous Waste section of the Earth 911 Web site,
<www.earth911.org>, allows users to enter their ZIP code and view
a list of sharps disposal programs available in their area.

4
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Programs in Action
As home use of injectable medicines continues to rise,
communities throughout the United States are imple
menting safe disposal programs to reduce the public
health hazards that used sharps present when improp
erly disposed. Currently, hundreds of collection or dis
posal programs exist across the country. Active states
include: California, Florida, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Rhode Island,
Washington, and Wisconsin.

sharps container in return, all
free of charge. The annual
average cost to maintain a
kiosk is $1,500, which includes
the cost of the sharps contain
ers provided to users, litera
ture, kiosk maintenance, and
proper waste disposal. In addi
tion, the program now assists
other states in designing simi
lar programs and identifying
potential funding sources. For more information,
contact the Diabetes Foundation of Rhode
Island at (401) 725-7800.

Drop-Off Collection:
Low-cost Solution Protects Employees
Houston, Texas
To better serve sharps
users while guarding
against needle-stick
injuries, the Houston
Airport System (HAS)
installed wall-mounted
sharps disposal units in
all 69 of its public and employee restrooms at a cost
of $300 per year and a startup cost of $2,000. HAS
financed the disposal program. For more informa
tion on the program, contact Bush
Intercontinental Airport at (281) 230-3017.

Drop-Off Collection:
24-Hour Low-cost Community Solution
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
Riverview Hospital in
Wisconsin Rapids,
Wisconsin, began its own
sharps disposal program.
Sharps Smart was imple
mented to help sharps
users follow the state law
that keeps used sharps out of the waste stream.
The program allows self-injectors to bring their filled
commercial sharps containers or sealed household
containers to the hospital, where users mark the
container with an orange biohazard label and drop it
into the Sharps Smart cart for free disposal.
Maintaining the program costs about $2,500 per
year. The collection cart, located in the entryway
of the hospital, is always available to residents.
For more information, contact Riverview
Hospital Environmental Services at
(715) 421-7443.

Drop-Off Collection:
Statewide Partnership Reduces
Needle Sticks
Rhode Island
Rhode Island formed a state coalition, headed by the
Diabetes Foundation of Rhode Island, to address an
increase in needle-stick injuries at the state's landfill
and materials recovery facility. The program placed
sharps disposal kiosks at 42 locations statewide,
including pharmacies, doctors' offices, and fire and
police stations. Home sharps users bring their filled
sharps containers for disposal and receive a new

Attachment: F. HACHR_Budget_Request (1502 : Adopt 2017/18 Budget and Update Master Fee Schedule)
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plastic container and call the city’s waste manage
ment agency when their sharps container is full. A
waste supervisor is then dispatched to their home to
take the container for safe disposal.

Household Hazardous Waste
Collection:
State-funded Collection Program
San Bernardino, California

By having waste collection supervisors—who are
already in the field on their regular rounds—pick up
sharps from residents, Columbus has provided a safe
disposal option that costs the city virtually nothing.
For more information, contact the city of
Columbus at (706) 653-4161.

When the city of San
Bernardino’s hospital
stopped accepting used
sharps from community
members, sanitation
workers began to notice
an increase in needle sightings—despite a city
ordinance that prohibits disposing of used sharps
in household trash. The city implemented a sharps
disposal program that allows sharps users to drop
off sharps containers at the city’s existing household
hazardous waste collection facilities. The program is
successful largely due to the fact that it is conven
ient and free. The California Integrated Waste
Management Board funded the program for the first
two years at an annual cost of $5,900. The city of
San Bernardino now funds it at an annual cost of
$6,000. To publicize the program, the city offers a
point-of-sale display to pharmacies and includes
information about the program in the city newsletter.
To learn more, contact the city of
San Bernardino at (909) 384-5549.

Mail-back Program:
Flexibility and Accessibility by Mail
Alameda County, California
Some municipalities are recogniz
ing the flexible benefits of mailback programs and are beginning
to offer them to their residents.
Restaurant chains, department
stores, stadiums, and school dis
tricts are also beginning to use mail-back programs
as a viable disposal option for their collected sharps.
Mailback programs complement existing needle
collection programs by offering disposal solutions
for rural or homebound residents.
Alameda County, California, is conducting a pilot program by distributing mail-back containers free of
charge to medically under-served populations. The
county’s large size and diverse demographics have
presented problems in adopting more traditional meth
ods of safe sharps disposal, such as drop-off sites or
residential collection. By contracting with a vendor for
mail-back service, Alameda hopes to reach a greater
percentage of its self-injecting population—if residents
have a mailbox, they have access to the service.
For more information, contact the Alameda
County Sharps Coalition at (510) 532-1930.

Residential Special Waste Pickup:
Door-to-Door Disposal Service
Columbus, Georgia
The city of Columbus,
Georgia, took a personal
approach to its sharps
disposal program after
sanitation workers suf
fered needle-stick
injuries from sharps discarded in household garbage.
Residents now collect their sharps in their own hard

6
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United States
Environmental Protection Agency
5305W
Washington, DC 20460
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EPA530-K-04-001
October 2004
www.epa.gov/osw
2 Recycled/Recyclable—Printed with Vegetable Oil Based Inks on 100%
Postconsumer, Process Chlorine Free Recycled Paper
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24-Hour Syringe Disposal Locations
(as of 02/22/2017)
 Next to GLIDE

 45 Jones Street

330 Ellis St. @ Taylor St.

 50 Leach Walesa St.

 76 Leach Walesa St.

near Tom Waddell Clinic

near Please Touch
Garden

 150 Golden Gate Avenue  Leavenworth between
McAllister & Golden Gate
Ave

 133 Golden Gate

 149 Turk Street

(St. Boniface)

 150 9th Street

 1380 Howard Street

(Conard House)

 Pond Street

 Trainor street between

(Eureka Valley Library
parking lot)

14th street & Division on
fence of Rainbow’s back
parking lot

2.9.A.f
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

David Loya, Director of Community Development

PREPARER:

Alyson Hunter, Senior Planner

DATE:

June 01, 2017

TITLE:

Approve the City of Arcata's Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program
Guidelines.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council adopt Resolution No. 167-54, A Resolution of the City Council
of the City of Arcata Adopting the Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program Guidelines,
and direct staff to advertise the opportunity to the community.
INTRODUCTION:
The Mills Act is a national property tax incentive program available to property owners of local,
state or nationally listed historic properties. Properties can be either owner-occupied or incomeproducing. In exchange for a reduction in property tax, the owner enters into a contract with the City
wherein they agree to maintain and/or improve their listed property to a level agreed upon in the
contract. This type of benefit would be most beneficial for more recent purchasers of property as
opposed to those who have owned their property since prior to Proposition 13 (1978), as those
properties have already benefitted from decreased taxation. This incentive program is intended to be
a long-term tax savings program and it is automatically renewed annually unless cancelled by the
owner or the City at which time a tax “phase-out” would begin wherein the property taxes would rise
up to normal taxation levels over a 10-year period rather than immediately. Furthermore, Mills Act
contracts are conveyed with the property and would automatically transfer to a new owner in the
event of a sale.
BACKGROUND:
On February 3, 2016, and again on July 6, 2016, the City Council reviewed the pros and cons of
adopting a Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program. On July 6th, the City Council adopted
Resolution No. 167-05, a Resolution establishing a Pilot Program capping the Program at five
contracts. Once five contracts have been executed and administered, Staff will report back to the
Council with a comprehensive review of the financial or other implications to the City’s budget,
Staff work flow and practicability.
DISCUSSION:
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Since July 2016, Staff has been preparing Arcata’s Program Guidelines based on guidance from the
Office of Historic Preservation and the help of a local four-person Mills Act Working Group. The
draft Guidelines are included as Exhibit 1 of Resolution No. 167-05 (Attachment A). The Guidelines
include a Mills Act Property Tax Savings Worksheet. The Worksheet is intended to inform property
owners of their potential tax savings based on a number of State-specified qualifiers. These draft
Guidelines have been reviewed by the Mills Act Coordinator at the California Office of Historic
Preservation and found to be in compliance with the State’s program.
The Program Guidelines require that the terms of each contract be approved by the City Council. If
approved, the City Attorney will draft individual contracts to ensure compliance with City
requirements and the City Manager will be authorized to execute the contracts. A sample contract
used in other jurisdictions has been included herein as Attachment B and may be used to inform the
City’s contracts as deemed appropriate by the City Attorney.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
Historic Preservation has long been important to the City of Arcata in terms of housing stock,
tourism and “green” development. The City created almost 100 Landmark properties throughout the
1980s and included a Historic Preservation Element in the General Plan. In 2010, the City Council
created the Historic Landmarks Committee to assist the City with discretionary review of historic
resources as well as to provide general education and outreach on the topic to the community.
General Plan Historic Preservation Policy HP-1g – Preservation Incentives, specifically recommends
establishing a Mills Act Program to provide owners of qualified properties a tax reduction. As an
implementation measure, the Land Use Code Section 9.53.070—Rehabilitation Incentives, lists the
Mills Act as an option for qualified property owners to pursue in an effort to obtain a property tax
reduction in exchange for approved rehabilitation and restoration efforts.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
In its adoption of Resolution No. 167-05, the City Council determined that the adoption of a Mills
Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program will have no potential for causing a significant effect
on the environment and, therefore, pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines Section 15061, is not subject to CEQA.

BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The main fiscal impact that the City would incur is a small loss in property tax revenue per property
engaged in the program; the more properties in the program, the larger the fiscal impact. The
Council must weigh the loss in tax revenue against the City’s desire to maintain and enhance its
architectural history and heritage through a program that incentivizes historic preservation. Per the
updated 2017 Finance Director’s opinion (Attachment C), there are many factors to consider, but the
program’s potential financial impacts are likely to be less than $5,000.00 annually for up to 10
residential contracts. Commercial properties in the Program would have a slightly higher impact
based on assessed value.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Resolution No. 167-54 Adopting the Mills Act Program Guidelines
B. Sample Contract (PDF)

(PDF)
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C. Updated Finance Director's Memo 6-07-17

(PDF)
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
ADOPTING MILLS ACT HISTORIC PROPERTY TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM
GUIDELINES
WHEREAS, California Government Code, Section 50280, et seq., and California Revenue and Taxation
Code, Section 439 et seq., authorizes the City of Arcata to enter into contract with the owner(s) of
qualified historical properties, defined as property that is (a) located entirely within the City of Arcata; (b)
is privately owned; (c) is not exempt from property taxation; (d) is taxed as residential or commercial
property; and (e) is individually listed as a City of Arcata Historic Landmark or on the California or
National Historic Registers, to restrict the use of the property in a manner which the City deems
reasonable to carry out the purposes of California Government Code, Section 50280, et seq., and
California Revenue and Taxation Code, Section 439 et seq.; and
WHEREAS, the Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive Program (Program) allows private property
owners of Landmark properties to receive property tax relief in exchange for entering into a contract with
the City that specifies the actions that will be undertaken to preserve, rehabilitate, and maintain their
properties, for a specified period; and
WHEREAS, in 2000, the Arcata City Council, recognizing these resources as assets to the community
and acknowledging their extraordinary contribution to the City, adopted the Historic Preservation
Element of the General Plan and, in 2008, adopted the Historic Preservation Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, Section 9.53 of the Land Use Code specifies the Mills Act as a potential preservation
incentive program available to owners of designated properties; and
WHEREAS, on July 6, 2016, the City Council adopted Resolution 167-05 entering the City into the
Program and directing Staff to prepare Guidelines for review and approval by the Council; and
WHEREAS, over the ensuing year, Staff organized a Mills Act Working Group consisting of several
interested citizens and consulted with Staff at the California Office of Historic Preservation in an effort to
prepare Guidelines that would be in compliance with the State’s program and meet the needs of the City; and
WHEREAS, the draft Guidelines are included herein as Exhibit 1.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council as follows:
1. The City Council hereby adopts the Program Guidelines included herein as Exhibit 1.
2. The City’s Program shall be a “pilot program” and capped at five contracts. Once the cap of five contracts
has been reached, Staff shall report to the Council on the Program in terms of tax revenue and Staff workload
impacts. The Council will then consider next steps in terms of lifting or raising the cap or other direction
deemed necessary in terms of the application of the Program.
3. The City Manager or authorized designee is appointed as the agent of the City Council to
execute each Mills Act Contract following an affirmative recommendation of the Design Review authority
and final approval and adoption of the terms of the contract by the City Council.
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4. The City Council has determined that adoption of the Mills Act Program Guidelines will have no
potential for causing a significant effect on the environment and therefore, pursuant to California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15061, is not subject to CEQA.
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ATTEST: _____________________

APPROVED: ____________________

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 167-54, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Arcata, County of Humboldt County,
State of California, held on the _____ day of _____________, 2017, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTENTIONS:

____________________________
City Clerk, City of Arcata

Attachment: A. Resolution No. 167-54 Adopting the Mills Act Program Guidelines (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

DATED: __________________, 2017
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MILLS ACT HISTORIC
PROPERTY TAX INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
GUIDELINES
City of Arcata
Community Development Department
For more information or assistance please contact
Planning Division staff at:
www.cityofarcata.org
Planning Division: (707) 822-5955
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The State of California enacted the Mills Act (California Government Code Section 50820, et
seq.) to allow local governments to enter into contracts with owners of "qualified historical
properties" to preserve those historic properties through the reduction of property taxes.
The Mills Act provides a benefit to the City by helping to ensure that important community
resources are preserved and/or restored, and to help carry out the goals and policies of the City's
General Plan by:
•

Retaining and celebrating Arcata’s rich history and heritage, as evidenced through its
development patterns, buildings and building materials, landscaping, street treatments, parks
and open space, and civic architecture.

•

Continuing to protect architectural, historical, open space, environmental, and archaeological
resources throughout the City.

•

Continuing to encourage pride in the quality and character of historic areas.

•

Continuing to support the retention and/or adaptive reuse of existing residential,
commercial, and industrial buildings where possible, particularly structures listed l o ca l
Landmarks or on the State or Federal Registers.

•

Striving to prevent the demolition, either directly or through neglect, of Landmark structures
or other historic resources that are eligible for Landmark status.

•

Using the Mills Act as a tool to protect and enhance historic resources throughout the
community.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
The City Council has determined that the adoption and implementation of a Mills Act
Program is not a project defined by Section 15378 of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) guidelines.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION
MILLS ACT APPLICATION CERTIFICATION

IDENTIFICATION
Applicant / Owner Name:
Address:
Email

Phone:

HISTORIC PROPERTY LOCATION
Historic Name:
Street Address:
Assessor Parcel Number:

HISTORIC DESIGNATION
Local

State

National

Date of Designation / Designation Reference #
NOTE: IF YOUR PROPERTY IS NOT CURRENTLY A DESIGNATED LANDMARK, YOU MUST GO THROUGH THE
DESIGNATION PROCESS BEFORE YOU CAN APPLY FOR A MILLS ACT CONTRACT.
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
I/we certify that I/we are presently the legal owner(s) of the above described property(ies). Further I/we
acknowledge the filing of this application and certify that all the above information is true and accurate and that
I/we have familiarized myself/ourselves with the relevant provisions of Arcata’s codes. (Note: A person acting as
agent of the owner of record must attach a letter of authorization from the legal owner.)
Property Owner Signature ___________________________________

Date ______________

Property Owner Signature ___________________________________

Date ______________

*Note: We recommend that applicants consult with their tax advisor prior to making application to this program to
ensure that it will result in a suitable financial outcome.
For Staff Use Only:
File Number:

Date:

Hourly Deposit:

Received by:
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MILLS ACT CONTRACT PROGRAM
Use this checklist to ensure that all of the following items are included in your application package.
Application for a Mills Act Contract can only be made for properties that are already currently
designated a local Landmark, or on the State or Federal Register of Historic Places.

 Completed Mills Act Contract application
 $450 Submittal Deposit
 Grant deed
 Current property tax bill
 Ten-year improvement plan that includes cost estimates for each item (sample attached)
 Estimated rental value of the home completed by a licensed realtor
 Exterior photographs of the areas on the property proposed to be improved (including
landscaping and outbuildings if part of the improvement plan)

 Any available historic photographs and documentation that would assist staff in determining
that the proposed improvements will help return the property to its period of significance

Attachment: A. Resolution No. 167-54 Adopting the Mills Act Program Guidelines (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)
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WHAT IS THE MILLS ACT?
The Mills Act is a California State Law that enables local governments to enter into contracts
with property owners of qualified historical structures. This program provides a property tax
reduction for owners of qualifying historic properties who agree to comply with certain
preservation restrictions and use the property tax savings to help offset the costs to restore,
rehabilitate and maintain their historic resource.
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY OF ARCATA’S MILLS ACT PROGRAM
The City’s Mills Act Program was established in 2017. The criteria and procedures for determining
eligibility, application procedures and contract administration are described herein.
APPLICATION FILING
Any owner of property subject to property tax, within City limits and designated as a
local Landmark or on the California Register of Historical Resources or National Register
of Historic Places, may file an application with the required submittal deposit for a historical
property contract with the Department of Community Development. The application shall be
made on forms provided by the department and submitted to the department together with the
application fee deposit, and such documentation, information, and photographs required by
the department for a complete understanding of the qualities and characteristics of the property
for which the historical property contract is requested, and a description of, and timeframe for,
proposed improvements to the property. City costs in processing applications shall be charged
against application fee deposits.

Once the Director has determined that an application is complete, the materials shall be
submitted to the Historic Landmarks Committee for review and a recommendation to the City
Council. Prior to submittal of an application, the property owner is encouraged to discuss
with City staff whether their property meets the criteria for historical property contracts.
Before the Contract can be fully executed, it will need City Council and Humboldt County Assessor
review and approval. The Assessor’s Office must determine the value of the tax deduction and
create the appropriate record for assessment purposes.
CRITERIA FOR A HISTORICAL PROPERTY CONTRACT (ELIGIBILITY)
A historical property contract may be approved only if all the following criteria are met:
A. The subject property meets the eligibility requirements for a Mills Act contract pursuant to

California Government Code Section 50280.1, which means, a privately owned property which
is not exempt from property taxation, and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
or listed in a state or county official register of historic or architecturally significant sites,
places or landmarks, or is a designated local Landmark. If a property is not currently designated,
an owner can apply for local designation through the process described in §9.53.040 of the Land
Use Code;
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B. The subject property contributes significantly to the quality, diversity, historical interest,

and ambience of the community;
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C. Significant features that define the historical character of the subject property, and its buildings

D. The owner of the subject property proposes to make improvements that are related to the

preservation and rehabilitation of character defining elements and the historical and structural
integrity of the property. Additionally, the cost of such improvements must be equal to or
greater than the expected property tax savings for the first ten years, which needs to be
distributed into two five-year periods.
PREPARATION OF HISTORICAL PROPERTY CONTRACT
Upon receipt of a complete application for a property meeting the above criteria, the Community
Development Director or designee shall assist the property owner in preparing a draft historical
property contract and agreement conditions, and an example of tax savings. These documents will
be referred to the County Assessor for consideration. Finally, the City Attorney shall prepare the
contract to ensure conformance to statutory guidelines and the City Manager will execute the
contract.

As part of the contract, the owner of the property shall agree to periodic examinations, by
appointment, of the exterior (and interior if included in the contracted improvements) of the
property by representatives of the City, County Assessor, the State Office of Historic
Preservation (OHP), and the State Board of Equalization, to determine the owner's
compliance with the contract. The owner shall also agree to conform to the rules and
regulations of the OHP, United States Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation of
Historic Properties, and the State Historic Building Code, as applicable.
HEARING REQUIREMENTS
The general terms of the contract will be reviewed and approved by the City Council. Each project
will be listed on an agenda that will be posted at City Hall in accordance to Government Code
§§65090 et seq. Notice of the hearing shall also be sent to the record owner(s) and to other
persons who have requested to be notified of such matters, or whom staff determines may have
an interest in the matter.

The City Council shall make a decision on the proposed historical property contract. The City
Council shall have complete and final authority to approve, deny, or modify any historical
property contract.
CONTRACT TIMING
Per Revenue and Taxation Code 439.4, the contract shall be executed on or before the lien date
(January 1st) for the fiscal year in which the valuation should apply. For example, if a contract is
executed on November 23, 2016, this would affect the property owner’s taxes for the 2017-2018 tax
year.
EXECUTION OF CONTRACT
The City Manager shall have the authority on behalf of the City to execute historical property
contracts approved by the City Council.
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CONTRACT RECORDATION
Upon approval and execution of a historical property contract, the City Clerk shall submit a
certified copy of the agreement for recording to the County Recorder of Humboldt, and the
County Assessor's Office. Written notice of the agreement shall also be provided to the State
Office of Historic Preservation. The applicant shall pay all recording fees.
DURATION OF THE CONTRACT

The Mills Act contract is for a minimum term of ten years. It automatically renews each year
on its anniversary date and a new ten-year term becomes effective. The contract runs with the
land.
TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT
The owner or the City may terminate the contract by following the property notification
process. However, the contract remains in effect for the balance of the ten-year term of the
contract beyond the notice of non-renewal.
BREACH OF THE CONTRACT
The City may cancel the contract, after notice and a public hearing, if it determines that either the
owner has breached the agreement or the property has deteriorated to the extent that it no
longer meets the standards by which it was originally deemed eligible for a Mills Act contract. If
the contract is cancelled, the property owner must pay a cancellation fee equal to 12.5% of the
property's current fair market value as though free of the contractual restriction, such value to be
determined by the Assessor. After a contract is cancelled, the lower of the property's factored
base year value or current market value should be enrolled for the ensuing lien date. If the
cancellation fee is not paid within the timeframe specified at the cancellation hearing, a lien for
the full amount of the cancellation fee shall be filed against the property with the City as
beneficiary.
ANNUAL COMPLIANCE REVIEW
Once a Mills Act contract is approved and recorded, the owners are required to annually
report to the City with the list of improvements completed for each year in accordance to the
individual work plan. A written description of the accomplishments, along with other supporting
documents (i.e., pictures, invoices, and receipts), are acceptable forms for this annual report.
Typical deadlines for such reports are the end of January each year.
PERIODIC INSPECTIONS
Most improvements will require a Building Permit, which would require an inspection by the
Building Official. In the event that building permits are not needed, periodic inspections (every 2
years) are conducted by the Planning Division to monitor properties for compliance to the terms
of the contract. Inspections monitor the progress of the rehabilitation and improvements
specified in the contract. Inspections are ongoing for the life of the contract.

2.9.B.a
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MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONTRACTS PER YEAR
The City Council anticipates approving no more than five historical property contracts; one
contract per year, per property. After the first two years of the program (or the completion of 5
contracts, whichever comes first), the City Council will review impacts to the City in terms of
property tax revenue and staffing and decide on a permanent annual number of applications.
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Property Address
Current Property Owners
Please print, enter the information where directed, and make calculations, or use this fillable form.
Existing Property Value Calculation
#1
#2

County Assessed Value (can be found on property tax bill)

$ 0 1% Property Tax (#1 x .01)
Estimated Rental Calculation
Estimated Monthly Rent ‐ Most Accurate would be from a Realtor, or Find Comparables

#3
#4

$ 0 Annual Rent (#3 x 12)
Annual Rent Expenses ‐ Estimated Maintenance and Operating Costs *

#5
#6

$ 0 Determine Annual Net Rent Less Expenses (#4 ‐ #5)
Capitalization Rate

#7

% Federal Home Loan Interest Rate ̶ 3.18% as of 2016

#8

4.00 % + Risk (4% for an Owner Occupied Residence)

#9
#10

2.00 % + Amortization (2% Based on 50 Year Life)
1.00 % + Tax Rate (1%)

#11

7.00 % = Capitalization Rate (sum of #7 through #10)
NEW PROPERTY VALUE CALCULATION UNDER MILLS ACT CONTRACT

#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17

$ 0 New Estimated Property Value (#6 ÷ #11 Capitalization Rate)
$7,000 ‐ Less Homeowner's Exemption

($ 7,000) = New Value for Tax Purposes (#12 ‐ #13)
($ 70) New Estimated Property Tax (#14 New value for tax purposes x 1%)
$ 70 Owner's Annual Property Tax Savings (#2 ‐ #15)
$ 700 Owner's Annual Property Tax Savings for First 10 Years (#16 x 10)
* Typical cost is between $2,500 and $5,000
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ARCATA
ESTABLISHING A PILOT MILLS ACT HISTORIC PROPERTY
TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM IN THE CITY OF ARCATA
WHEREAS, California Government Code, Section 50280, et seq., and California Revenue and Taxation
Code, Section 439 et seq., authorizes the City of Arcata to enter into contract with the owner(s) of
qualified historical properties, defined as property that is (a) located entirely within the City of Arcata; (b)
is privately owned ; (c) is not exempt from property taxation ; (d) is taxed as residential or commercial
property; and (e) is individually listed as a City of Arcata Historic Landmark or on the California or
National Historic Registers, to restrict the use of the property in a manner which the City deems
reasonable to carry out the purposes of California Government Code, Section 50280, et seq. , and
California Revenue and Taxation Code, Section 439 et seq. ; and
WHEREAS, the City of Arcata is fo11unate to possess a wide variety of historic and cultural resources;
these resources include sites, buildings, structures, places, objects, districts, traditional cultural prope11ies
and landscapes that were created by nature and the people who have lived and worked in this area. These
resources are valued as sources of pride for the entire community; and
WHEREAS, in 2000, the Arcata City Council , recognizing these resources as assets to the community
and acknowledging their extraordinary contribution to the City, adopted the Historic Preservation
Element of the General Plan and , in 2008, adopted the Historic Preservation Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the Community Development Department maintains the City' s list of designated Historic
Landmarks, which is a list of historic properties that are locally, regionally, and/or nationally significant
properties and/or districts; and
WHEREAS, the City Council hereby grants to the Design Review authority, as established in the
Municipal Code, the authority to recommend properties that qualify for the program to the City Council
and make appropriate recommendations on the general subject of preservation to the City Council; and
WHEREAS, the City Council is dedicated to providing economic and other incentives to assist owners
of Landmark properties in the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration , and/or reconstruction of their
resources; and
WHEREAS, the Mills Act is a state-sponsored legislation that grants local governments the authority to
participate in a locally based preservation incentive program ; and
WHEREAS, the Mills Act program allows private property owners of Landmark prope1iies to receive
property tax relief in exchange for entering into a contract with the City that specifies the actions that will
be undertaken to preserve, rehabilitate, and maintain their prope1iies, for a specified period.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Arcata as follows :
Section 1. There shall be established in the City of Arcata a Mills Act Historic Property Tax Incentive
Program.
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Section 2. The pilot program shall be capped at five (5) Mills Act Historic Prope1iy Contracts until such
time as a comprehensive review of the financial implications to the City can be completed.
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Section 3. A qualified Historic Property, for the purposes of the City of Arcata ' s Mills Act Historic
Property Tax Incentive Program, is defined as property that is : (a) located entirely within the City of
Arcata; (b) is privately owned; (c) is not exempt from property taxation; (d) is taxed as residential or
commercial property; and (e) is individually li sted as a City of Arcata Historic Landmark or on the
California or National Historic Registers.
Section 4. The City Manager or authorized designee is appointed as the agent of the City Council to
execute each Mills Act Historic Preservation Contract fo llowi ng an affirmative recommendation of the
Design Review authority and final approval and adoption of a contract by the City Council.
Section 5. It is the expectation of the City Counci l that the prope1ty owner wi ll use the Mills Act
property tax savings to finance the preservation, maintenance and improvements of the qualified historic
prope1ty as specified in the recorded Mills Act Contract.
Section 6. The City Council has determined that adoptio n of the Mills Act Historic Prope1ty Tax
Incentive Program will have no potential for causing a significant effect on the enviro nment and
therefore, pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guide lines Section 15061 , is not
subject to CEQA.
DATED: July 6, 2016
ATTEST

APPROVED:

Cif
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 167-05, passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of the City Counci l of the City of Arcata, Humboldt County, California, held
on the 61h day of June, 2016, by the fol lowing vote:
AYES: PITINO, ORNELAS, PEREIRA, WHEETLEY, WINKLER
NOES: NONE
ABSENT: NONE
ABSTENTIONS : NONE
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY: City of Arcata
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
Community Development Department
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
(Exempt from recording fees pursuant to Government Code Section 6103)

John Q. Public
1234 America Ave.
Arcata, CA 95521
FOR THE PRESERVATION AND
BENEFIT OF THE DESIGNATED
HISTORIC LANDMARK LOCATED
AT
1234 America Ave.
Arcata, CA 95521
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this ___ day of _______________, 2017, by and
between the CITY OF ARCATA, a municipal corporation (hereinafter referred to as the "City") and John Q.
Public (hereinafter referred to as the "Owner").
RECITALS
WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 50280, et seq. (the Mills Act), authorize cities to
enter into contracts with the owners of qualified historic property to provide for the use, maintenance and
restoration of such historic property so as to retain its characteristics as a property of historical significance;
and
WHEREAS, Owner possesses fee title in and to that certain real property, together with associated
structures and improvements thereon, commonly known as 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Arcata, CA
(hereinafter such property shall be referred to as the "Historic Property"), recorded with the Humboldt
County Recorder with the following legal description:
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HISTORIC PROPERTY AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN THE CITY
OF ARCATA, A MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION, AND

~~ Insert legal description from current grant deed ~~
WHEREAS, on July 6, 2016, the City Council of Arcata adopted a Mills Act program, thereby vesting
the City with authority to enter into historic property contracts with property owners; and
WHEREAS, the Property is considered a designated historic resource by the City Council of Arcata,
pursuant to Arcata Landmark combining zone _________________; and
WHEREAS, City and Owner, for their mutual benefit, now desire to enter into this agreement both to
protect and preserve the historically significant characteristics of the Historic Property and to qualify the
Historic Property for an assessment of valuation pursuant to the Provisions of Chapter 3 of Part 2 of Division
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1 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.

AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, City and Owner, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions set
forth herein, do hereby agree as follows:

2. Effective Date and Term of Agreement. This agreement shall be effective and commence on
__________, 2017, and shall remain in effect for a term of ten (10) years thereafter. Each year upon the
anniversary of the effective date, such initial term will automatically be extended as provided in Paragraph
3 below.
3. Renewal. Each year on the anniversary of the effective date of this agreement (hereinafter referred to
as the "renewal date"), a year shall automatically be added to the initial term of this agreement unless notice
of nonrenewal is as provided herein. If either Owner or City desires in any year not to renew the agreement,
Owner or City shall serve written notice of nonrenewal of the agreement on the other party in advance of the
annual renewal date of the agreement. Unless such notice is served by Owner to City at least ninety (90) days
prior to the annual renewal date, or served by City to Owner at least sixty (60) days prior to the annual
renewal date, one (1) year shall automatically be added to the term of the agreement as provided herein.
Upon receipt by Owner of a notice of nonrenewal from City, Owner may make a written protest of the notice.
City may, at any time prior to the annual renewal date of the Agreement, withdraw its notice to Owner of
nonrenewal. If either City or Owner serves notice to the other of nonrenewal in any year, the agreement shall
remain in effect for the balance of the term then remaining, either from its original execution or from the last
renewal of the agreement, whichever may apply.
4. Standards for Historic Property. During the term of this agreement, the Historic Property shall
be subject to the following conditions, requirements and restrictions:
a. Owner shall rehabilitate, preserve and maintain the historically significant characteristics of
the Historic Property. Attached hereto, marked as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference is
a list of those items for rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance planned for preservation of the Historic
Property and a timeline for completion, which shall apply to such property throughout the term of this
agreement.
b. Owner shall, additionally and where necessary, restore and rehabilitate the property according
to the rules and regulations of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings and the State Historic Building Code and shall maintain the entire property
according to minimum standards and conditions, attached hereto, marked as Exhibit "B".

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and accurate and are an integral part of this agreement.

c. Owner shall allow reasonable periodic examinations, by prior appointment given at
minimum 24 hours in advance, of the interior and exterior of the Historic Property by representatives of the
County Assessor, State Office of Historic Preservation, State Board of Equalization and City, as may be
necessary to determine Owner's compliance with the terms and provisions of this agreement.
5. Provision of Information of Compliance. Owner hereby agrees to furnish City with any and all
information requested by the City which may be reasonable and necessary to determine compliance with
the terms and provisions of this agreement.
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7. Cancellation. City, following a duly noticed public hearing as set forth in California Government
Code Sections 50280, et seq., may cancel this agreement if it determines that Owner breached any of the
conditions of this agreement and has failed to cure said breach after notice, as set forth in Paragraph 8
below, or has allowed the property to deteriorate to the point that it no longer meets the criteria for a
qualified historic property. City may also cancel this agreement if it determines that the Owner has failed to
restore or rehabilitate the property in the manner specified in subparagraph 4(a) and (b) of this agreement.
In the event of cancellation, Owner may be subject to payment of those cancellation fees set forth in
California Government Code Sections 50280, et seq., including but not limited to a cancellation fee of
twelve and one-half percent (12.5%) of the current fair market value of the Property at the time of
cancellation, as determined by County Assessor without regard to any restrictions on the Property imposed
pursuant to this Agreement.
8. Enforcement of Agreement. In lieu of and/or in addition to any provisions to cancel the agreement as
referenced herein, City may specifically enforce or enjoin the breach of the terms of this agreement. In the
event of a breach by Owner under the provisions of this agreement, City shall give written notice to Owner
by registered or certified mail to the address stated in this agreement, which notice shall specifically identify
the alleged breach and the proposed action which City recommends to Owner to cure said alleged breach.
Owner shall thereafter have sixty (60) days within which to cure such breach to the reasonable satisfaction of
the City. Upon completion by Owner of the cure of the breach, City shall withdraw its notice of breach.
Should owner not cure within the time period specified above, such breach as set forth above, then City
may, without further notice, declare a default under the terms of this agreement and may bring any action
necessary to specifically enforce the obligations of Owner arising out of the terms of this agreement, apply to
any court, state or federal, for injunctive relief against any violation by Owner or apply for such other relief as
may be appropriate. City may at its sole discretion extend the 60-day cure period. Such extension must be in
writing.
City does not waive any claim of default by Owner if City does not enforce or cancel this agreement.
All other remedies at law or in equity which are not otherwise provided for in this agreement or in the City's
regulations governing historic properties are available to the City to pursue in the event that there is a breach
of this agreement. No waiver by the City of any breach or default under this agreement shall be deemed to be
a waiver of any other subsequent breach thereof or default hereunder.

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

6. Notification to State Office of Historic Preservation. City shall provide written notice of the
Agreement to the State Office of Historic Preservation within six (6) months of the effective date of the
Agreement.

9. Binding Effect of Agreement. The Owner hereby subjects the Historic Property to the covenants,
reservations and restrictions as set forth in this agreement. City and Owner hereby declare their specific
intent that the covenants, reservations and restrictions as set forth herein shall be deemed covenants running
with the land and shall pass to and be binding upon the Owner's successors and assigns in title or interest to
the Historic Property. Each and every contract, deed or other instrument hereinafter executed covering or
conveying the Historic Property, or any portion thereof, shall conclusively be held to have been executed,
delivered and accepted subject to the covenants, reservations and restrictions expressed in this agreement
regardless of whether such covenants, reservations and restrictions are set forth in such contract, deed or
other instrument.
City and Owner hereby declare their understanding and intent that the burden of the covenants,
reservations and restrictions set forth herein touch and concern the land in that Owner's legal interest in the
Historic Property is rendered less valuable thereby. City and Owner hereby further declare their
understanding and intent that the benefit of such covenants, reservations and restrictions touch and concern
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the land by enhancing and maintaining the historic characteristics and significance of the Historic Property for
the benefit of the public and Owner.

10. Notice. Any notice required to be given by the terms of this agreement shall be provided at
the address of the respective parties as specified below or at any other address as may be later specified
by the parties hereto.

To Owner: John Q. Public
1234 America Ave.
Arcata, CA 95519
11. General Provisions.
a. None of the terms, provisions or conditions of this agreement shall be deemed to create a
partnership between the parties hereto nor any of their heirs, successors or assigns, nor shall
such terms, provisions or conditions cause them to be considered joint ventures or members
of any joint enterprise.
b. Owner agrees to and shall hold City and its elected officials, officers, agents and employees
harmless from liability for damage or claims for damage for personal injuries, including
death, and claims for property damage which may arise from the direct or indirect use or
operations of Owner or those of his contractor, subcontractor, agent, employee or other
person acting on his behalf which relate to the use, operation and maintenance of the Historic
Property. Owner hereby agrees to and shall defend the City and its elected officials, officers,
employees and agents with respect to any and all actions for damages caused by, or alleged to
have been caused by, reason of Owner's activities in connection with the Property. This hold
harmless provision applies to all damages and claims for damages suffered, or alleged to have
been suffered, by reason of the operations referred to in this agreement whether or not the
City prepared, supplied or approved the plans, specifications or other documents for the
Property.
c. All of the agreements, rights, covenants, reservations and restrictions contained in this
agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties herein, their
heirs, successors, legal representatives, assigns and all persons acquiring any part or
portion of the Historic Property, whether by operation of law or in any manner whatsoever.

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

To City: City of Arcata Community Development Department
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
Attn: Planner Assigned to Mills Act Admin.

d. In the event legal proceedings are brought by any party or parties to enforce or restrain a
violation of any of the covenants, reservations or restrictions contained herein, or to
determine the rights and duties of any party hereunder, the prevailing party in such
proceeding may recover all reasonable attorney's fees to be fixed by the court, in addition
to court costs and other relief ordered by the court.
e. In the event that any of the provisions of this agreement are held to be unenforceable or
invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, or by subsequent preemptive legislation, the
validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions, or portions thereof, shall not be
affected thereby.
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f.

This agreement shall be construed and governed in accordance with the laws of the State of
California.

12. Amendments. This agreement may be amended, in whole or in part, only by a written
recorded instrument executed by the parties hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Consultant warrants and
represents that he/she has the authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of Consultant and has the authority
to bind Consultant to the performance of its obligations hereunder.

Executed in Arcata, California on ____________________________________________________ (date)
CITY:
By: Karen Diemer
Signature: _______________________________
City Manager
Date: __________________________________
PROPERTY OWNER:
By:
Signature: _______________________________
Mills Act Property Owner
Date: __________________________________

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVES:

Approved as to form:
By: Nancy Diamond
City Attorney
Date: _______________________________
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HISTORIC PROPERTY AGREEMENT
EXHIBIT A
Address of Property: 1234 America Ave., Arcata
Work Item

Completion

1. Replace vanity in bathroom with period
appropriate sink. Replace toilet. Properly prep and
paint bathroom; replace bath tub fixtures and
hardware
2. Replace kitchen swinging door and door to
hallway with period appropriate; add door to utility
porch, and add door to the outdoors from utility
porch. recreate kitchen cabinets to the design of the 1
extant original cabinet; replace counters with wood
counters; add wall between kitchen and utility porch,
new sink

2018

3. Rebuild chimney to working condition

2025

4. Restore rafter tails and lookouts to their original
appearance; remove metal fascia

2026

5. Restore and repair pocket windows

2026

6. Repair foundation at northeast and southwest
corners and bolt entirety to house

2026

7. Re-roof with rolled composite material as original;
replace gutters and downspouts on house and garage

2026

8. Replace non-original windows on north elevation
with period-appropriate wood windows

2026

9. Properly add electric capacity to garage; repair
garage doors

2026

10. Add solar energy system ensuring any roof
panels are on the rear, non-visible surfaces of the roof

2026

11. Replace doors of storm cellar with period
appropriate doors

2026

12. Properly prepare and repaint house and garage

2026

13. Replace all existing window screens with
wood-framed screens

2026

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

2023

Work Item: The methods and materials for completing the above work items shall be subject to review and
approval by the City prior to commencement of work. All work shall comply with the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings. Non-compliance with this requirement may
constitute grounds for a termination of the Historic Property Contract by the City.
Completion Date: Work shall be completed by the specified date unless the Owner requests a change to a
later completion date in writing and the City agrees to a later completion date. Non-compliance with this
requirement may constitute grounds for a termination of the Historic Property Contract by the City.
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HISTORIC PROPERTY AGREEMENT
EXHIBIT B
Maintenance and Rehabilitation Standards and Conditions

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the
defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired significance in their own right shall be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of the deterioration
requires the replacement of a distinctive feature, the new features shall match the old in design, color, texture,
and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
Property Maintenance
All buildings, structures, yards and other improvements shall be maintained in a superior manner. All current
building and zoning codes will be enforced. The following conditions are prohibited:

Attachment: B. Sample Contract (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation

1. Dilapidated buildings or features such as fences, roofs, doors, wall and windows.
2. Abandoned or discarded objects, equipment or materials such as automobiles, automobile parts, furniture,
appliances, containers, lumber or similar items stored outdoors but within property lines.
3. Stagnant water or open excavations.
4. Any device, decoration or structure, which is unsightly by reason of its height, condition or location.
5. Peeling exterior paint or unremoved/uncovered graffiti.
6. Overgrown landscaping, exposed bald areas within yards or grounds and broken hardscape features that could
cause injury.
Conditions
This property agreement provides property tax reduction in exchange for agreement to rehabilitate and maintain an
historic building's fabric and character. Existing condition not in conformance with the secretary of the Interior's
Standards may be required to be removed and the original conditions remedied as part of this contract.
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Date:

June 7, 2017

To:

David Loya, Director of Community Development
Alyson Hunter, Senior Planner

From:

Janet M. Luzzi, Finance Director

Re:

Mills Act Program

In regards to the potential impacts to the City of implementing a Mills Act Property Tax
Program in the City of Arcata, you have requested that I provide an opinion on the
financial ramifications to the City of Arcata should this program be implemented.
I have reviewed California Revenue and Taxation Code Section 439 et al which outlines
and describes the process for implementing and calculating the reduction of property
taxes resulting from the Mills Act. I have also reviewed the computations included in
Attachment A of the staff report.
As a general rule of thumb, the City of Arcata is allocated approximately 15 percent of
total property tax revenues generated within its jurisdiction. However of this amount,
only approximately 8.0 percent is paid to the City of Arcata. The remaining 7.0 percent
is forwarded by the Humboldt County Auditor-Controller to the State of California to fund
schools. Please see the graph detailing the breakdown of property tax dollar which is
attached to this memo.
Therefore, using the fact pattern in the example in Attachment A under Interesting
Facts, I would estimate the City’s property tax revenue would decrease approximately
$419.20 ($5,240 x 0.08). The property in this example is a single family residence. A
commercial property could decrease the City’s property tax revenue considerably more.
I am unable at this time to determine the total financial impact of this program at this
time. There are simply too many variables, such as the number of qualifying properties,
the types of qualifying properties, etc. However, based on the example above, 10
qualifying properties could result in a decrease of revenue of $4,192 annually.

Attachment: C. Updated Finance Director's Memo 6-07-17 (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

MEMORANDUM
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$ 0.14770

ERAF Share of County General Tax District

$ 0.1515

County General Tax District

$ 0.2228

Arcata Elementary

$ 0.07099

ERAF Share of Arcata General Fund

$ 0.0795

Arcata General Fund

$ 0.1401

Northern Humboldt Unified

$ 0.0604

Redwoods Joint Junior College

$ 0.0534

Arcata Fire Protection

$ 0.0281

County Library

$
$
$
$

County School Service
North Humboldt Rec & Park
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
H Bay Harbor Rec & Cons

0.01370
0.01224
0.01089
0.00866

Attachment: C. Updated Finance Director's Memo 6-07-17 (1495 : Mills Act Program Adoption)

THE CITY OF ARCATA
PROPERTY TAX DOLLAR BREAKDOWN
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$ 1.0000

ATI (Annual Tax Increment) Ratios for Tax Rate Area 001-001, Excluding Redevelopment Factors & Additional Debt Service
Data Source: Humboldt County Assessor 2016/17 Annual Tax Increment Tables

Prepared On 3/22/2017 By MV
Page 9
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STAFF REPORT – CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 21, 2017
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Karen T. Diemer, City Manager

PREPARER:

Katie Marsolan, Interim Property and Special Projects Manager

DATE:

June 13, 2017

TITLE:

Receive Status Report on City Hall HVAC (Heating and Ventilation) Project and
Approve Work Plan for Design Development and Phased Implementation.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the Council receive a status report for the City Hall HVAC (Heating and
Ventilation) Project and approve a work plan for design development and phased implementation.
INTRODUCTION:
The HVAC equipment at City Hall is beyond the recommended service life and will need to be
replaced. Additionally, several remodels have been completed within the building which no longer
match the existing duct work. The changes within the building have resulted in areas that are often
over-heated and others that are substantially under-heated. The seven furnace systems that comprise
the HVAC system are all natural gas fired and thus fossil fuel dependent. Staff have received
direction from the Council to explore a variety of models for the HVAC project to include
consideration for an all-electric heat system that would be compatible with a net-zero carbon
emissions energy source and the Council’s goal to decrease the City’s operational carbon footprint.
BACKGROUND:
The existing HVAC equipment at City Hall has exceeded it useful life and will need to be replaced.
In preparation for replacement, the City retained Taylor Engineering to perform an initial report of
the HVAC system and provide preliminary recommendations, see attached Mechanical and Due
Diligence Report, October 2014. Following the Taylor Engineering Report, staff received direction
from Council to further analyze specific equipment options, to include energy modeling,
maintenance costs, installation cost, and life-expectancy. The results of that process are discussed
herein.
DISCUSSION:
The City received the Study of Options for HVAC at Arcata City Hall from Skyline Technical
Systems in April of 2016, attached. The Study of Options was an expansion on the Taylor
Engineering Report, and provided four alternative HVAC systems. The cost impacts ranged from
$293,350 for option A up to $1,290,250 for option D. The Study also provided energy modeling for
each.
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Option A: New Variable Volume Terminal System: Replace existing furnaces with new furnaces
with variable volume recirculation and 36 new variable volume zones
Option B: New Boiler and new air handling unit each with Variable Air Volume boxes and hydronic
reheat
Option C: Variable Refrigerant Flow System
Option D: Geothermal Ground Loop with water-source heat pumps and Variable Volume
distribution
The Study was reviewed by a committee that included City staff, Energy Committee member
Gwelen Paliaga and Council Member Winkler. Option D for geothermal ground loop with watersource heat pumps and variable volume distribution was cost prohibitive and would present
considerable installation and maintenance constraints. The interest among the committee was to
transition to an all-electric system in a cost-effective manner. Larger discussion at the committee
was directed toward interest in Option B and Option C.
The Study of Options provided technical information regarding equipment and cost, but staff was
concerned about the overall ability to implement these upgrades and capacity to maintain and service
the equipment. Specifically, Option B for a boiler system required a full centralized system and
chemical treatment for the hydronic system, which could be costly for ongoing maintenance and
service. The Study did not address the ability to utilize existing duct work, or re-configure the
existing system to adapt to new equipment. Questions about mechanical storage areas and electric
capacity within the building to supply electric source heat lead to further exploration.
The City retained Frontier Consulting Engineers, Inc. to provide a more specific analysis for the
Evaluation of Heat Pump Options, attached. The consultants also provided an assessment of the
electric capacity at City Hall and the generator for back-up power at City Hall. The Evaluation of
Heat Pump Options addressed:
Option 1: Replace existing furnaces with high efficiency dual-fuel split system heat pumps. Modify
ductwork to meet new space requirements but do not provide zone control.
Option 2: Replace existing system with multiple VRF heat recovery systems and provide additional
zone control.
In March of 2017, the Evaluation of Heat Pump Options was reviewed by the same committee,
comprised of City staff, Energy Committee member Gwelen Paliaga and Council Member Winkler.
With the cost for Option 1 at $278,200 and the cost for Option 2 at $553,150, the committee
discussed the cost benefit for each option. It was agreed that zone control was an important
component for efficiency and use of the HVAC system as well as general comfort within the
building. Option 1 did not address zone control. Option 2 provided zone control but was nearly
double the estimated cost for Option 1. The Committee found consensus that Option 2 was preferred
with a reduced number of zones, thereby to reduce the cost. Reducing the number of zones from 30
zones down to 20 zones would reduce the cost by approximately $100,000, bringing Option 2 to
$453,150.
The Committee also discussed the maintenance and service requirements for both Option 1 and
Option 2. Each option would have individual equipment components that would be integrated into
the existing master control system, so City maintenance staff would continue to use the existing
HVAC controls. Staff have experience with the Option 1 units, often referred to as “mini-split” heat
pumps that are currently operating at the Arcata Marsh Interpretive Center. This equipment is
common and becoming more mainstream which provides ability for replacement parts, technical
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support, and ease of maintenance. The VRF System in Option 2 is also becoming more readily
available and affordable. The HVAC technicians who currently perform maintenance on VRF
systems are growing in our region as the equipment is gaining more popularity and use.
In regards to cost, City staff compared the Skyline Study Option A, estimated at $293,250, to replace
equipment with variable volume terminal system but also continue to use gas heating, versus the
Frontier Evaluation for Option 1, estimated at $278,200 to replace equipment with high efficiency
split-system heat pumps and use electric primary heat and gas only as secondary heat. The ability to
phase the implementation and reduce the dependency on natural gas seemed important benefits
given the cost estimates were very similar.
In Summary, both Option 1 and Option 2 provide a desired method to replace the aging HVAC
equipment that will increase the efficiency of the HVAC system, move the equipment toward an allelectric system in a cost-effective manner, and provide a system that meets capacity for ongoing
maintenance. Staff is proposing to continue toward the design development stage and schematic
level plan which will provide more specific cost estimates and the opportunity to compare equipment
details, performance/maintenance reviews and manufacturer warranties. Furthermore, the larger
project can be phased to prioritize the equipment replacement and control the costs through each
phase and as budget is available. The phases are described in the Evaluation of Heat Pump Options,
and the furnace systems diagram in the attached HVAC Figure Upper Level and Lower Level for
reference.
Staff is proposing to start design development for Phase 2 that was identified as Replace HVAC for
Environmental Services, furnace HF-3 and Replace HVAC for Council Chambers and Recreation,
furnace HF-4 in coordination with the City Hall Main Floor Reconfiguration project. This would
include combining mechanical design with the larger building reconfiguration design to allow for reuse of duct-work, new duct-work, and installation of mechanical equipment, in concert with the
building construction that includes, framing, dry wall, doors, trim, electrical, and flooring.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
This project is consistent with the City’s goals to complete a City Hall reconfiguration that colocates department working groups and city functions such as building planning and permitting and
develops a shared customer service desk.
This project is also consistent with the City’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (CEQA):
Exempt under Class 1: Existing Facilities. This project is alteration/maintenance and repair of
existing mechanical equipment and existing structures involving negligible expansion of use beyond
current usage.
BUDGET/FISCAL IMPACT:
The cost opinion for Option 1 is $278,200 and the cost for Option 2 with 20 zones is estimated at
$453,150. If approved, staff will begin design development to further the details and select
equipment that keeps the total project between $300,000- $400,000.
The 2017/18 Budget includes an estimate of $400,000 to complete phased HVAC improvements
associated with the larger City Hall reconfiguration project.

ATTACHMENTS:
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A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014
(PDF)
B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (PDF)
C. Evaluation of Heat Pump Options, Frontier Consulting, March 2017
(PDF)
D. City Hall HVAC Figure upper level
(PDF)
E. City Hall HVAC Figure lower level
(PDF)
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Mechanical Systems due Diligence Report
Arcata City Hall
October 17, 2014

Taylor Engineering
1080 Marina Village Parkway, Suite 501
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 749 - 9135

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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Mechanical Systems Report

Arcata Gty Hall
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Arcata City Hall

Mechanical Systems Report

Aicata city hall is approximately 15,200 ft2 and houses the city hall, city manager,
public works, the building department, and a police station. The initial building
was designed by Trump & Sauble Architects in 1965 and housed the police
station on the lower level and city offices, city hall, and the city libra1y on the
upper level. A two story addition was added to the northeast in 1990 and the
carport was converted to police station offices at an tmknown date. The original
upper floor in 1965 was predominantly open office space that has subsequently
mostly been divided up into private offices and conference rooms with minimal
changes to the HVAC system.
Arcata City Hall and the adjacent City Library building are an Emergency
Operations Center that is served by a backup generator.
This report has three main sections:
•

Descriptions of existing systems based on a review of the original design
drawings (where available), review of the building automation system
(BAS), and site visits. Only readily visible systems and equipment were
observed in the field.

•

Assessment of the state-of-repair and adequacy of systems for the current
building usage based on visual inspections, conversations with the
building engineering staff, and our experience from other projects. No
pe.rfomlfillce or destructive testing was conducted.

•

Recommendations for system upgrades.

2 HVAC System Description
Arcata City Hall is served by multiple HVAC systems that are not well suited to
maintain comfort and are inefficient compared to modem HVAC systems.
Maintenance staff and occupants feel that the systems are unable to maintain
thermal comfort and good air quality in most areas of the building. In addition,
all-of the existing <:entral heating furnaces have passed their useful life and
should be budgeted for replaced.

2.1 System Zonln~ & Air Distribution
The HVAC systems provide heating and ventilation using 6 air handlers that
serve 8 zones with gas fired furnaces. The 911 data room is served by a split
system and tlle 911 dispatch room is served by a heat pump. There is no active

Taylor Engineering
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Mechanical Systems Report

Arcata City Hall

cooling provided to the building except to the 911 dispatch room and data room.
More detail on HVAC equipment is in section 2.3.

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

Over time City Hall has gone through retrofits that generally changed the
original open plan spaces into private offices and conference rooms.
A major 2 story addition was added to the nOl'theast comer of the building in
1991, highlighted in the image below.

~~
rr~li ~I .

Figure: Upper level floor plan highlighting 1991 addition in north east corner

Taylor Engineering
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Arcata City Hall

Mechanical Systems Report

Figure: Original 1965 Floor Plan
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Figure: Current Floor Plan

The image beow summarizes the air distribution and zoning on the upper level.
A mechanical room near the Finance offices contains two furnaces HF-1 and HF2, ai1d a second mechailical room near Community Development has a central air
handler (AH-1) that serves three duct furnaces, DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3. DF-1
serves Community Development on the second level and DF-2/3 serve the police
station on the lower level. The southern portion of the upper level is served by
two furnaces located on the lower level, HF-3 and HF-4.

Taylor Engineering
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The two figru·es below show the original 1965 HVAC system for the librai-y and
the current floor plan for the same area illustrating the large number of walls that
have been added over time.
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Figure: Upper Level Zoning and Air Distribution

The section shows the air distribution in the city manager area of the upper floor.
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Figure: Typical Window Sill Air Distribution

The image below summarizes the air distribution and zoning on the lower level
The northeast section of the floor that was added in the 1991 addition has two
AH-1 zones served by DF-1 and DF-2 (located on the upper level). The
remainder of the floor is one zone served by HF-5. HF-3 and HF-4 share a
mechanical room and both serve the floor above as described previously. For
clarity, the supply ducts from HF-5 are not illustrated on this sketch.
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Figure: Lower Level Floor Plan
Note: existing floor plans are 1iand drawn and not to scale

The southeast comer of the lower level used to be a car port that was converted
to offices and an interrogation room at an unknown date. These spaces are not
served by the central system and do not have mechanical ventilation. They have
electric baseboards for heating.
Air distribution on the 2.11d floor is from overhead in the 1991 addition and most
of the remaining spaces are served from floor grilles or window sill grilles from
the floor below. Air distribution on first floor is all from overhead.

2.2 Other System and Building Features
The building has a Johnson Controls Facility Explorer Building Automation
System (BAS) using a JCI-FX-60 controller. HF-1 through HF-5 are controlled by
standard factory controllers and interfaced to the BAS. Small exhaust fans on the
2,nd floor are controlled by local wall switches. Battery operated wireless
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Most exterior windows are operable and some skylights can also be opened with
manual hand crank operators.
The HVAC system is serviced annually by California Heating. The BAS is
serviced by Shafter Controls out or Redding.
A HVAC retrofit by LACO Associates dated 1993 appears to have never been
implemented. The design included a 7-1/2 ton packaged AC-unit that served
the "swamp" area of the police department and replaced HF-5. HF-5 still exists
although without a functioning furnace and clearly the 7-1/2 ton packaged unit
was never installed.

2.3 Major HVAC Equipment
A table of all major equipment is shown below.
All supply, relief, and exhaust fans are constant volume and all furnaces are
single stage. AH-1 and HF-1 through HF-5 have built up economizers and relief
fans. The furnaces are controlled from standard factory controllers. It is unclear
how the economizers and relief fans are controlled since the factory controllers
do not usually have this capability, but the presence of economizer status in the
Johnson Controls, Inc. UCI) BAS front end suggests that they are controlled
directly from JCI.

Taylor Engineering
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thermostats communicate back the BAS front end. Old pneumatic and electric
thermostats that are no longer in use remain in place.
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Supply
u

Tag

""C
QJ

2::
~

I

1

Air Handler

DF-1

Serves

Make/model
Trane Climate
Changer Central
Station AHU

CFM
(or1g1na
., I

EXh QUS

design)

t CFM

5725

-

·

Hea t mg
•.
[kBtufhr}

notes

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

DF-1, D~-2, DF-3
Main Level
Commuhity
Development

1991

Trane GDNC,-C17

-

-

106

stainless HX
and burner

DF-Z

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

Lower Level
perimeter

1991

Trane GDNC,-C12

-

-

85

stainless HX
and burner

DF-3

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

Lower level
interior

1991

Trane GDNC,-C12

-

-

85

stainless HX
and burner

EF-1

Exhaust fan

AH-1

1991

Penn LC-30A

-

5725

EF2,3,6,7

Exhaust fans

2,3 LL toilets,
6,7ULoffices

1991

-

95

EF-4

Exhaust fan

Janitor Room,
Lower level

1991

-

40

EF-5

Exhaust fan

Shower Room,
Lower level

1991

-

365

<(

_6-

Location
UL- NE Mech
room

AH-1

M

Descriptior.

·
'ear
instalfed

HF-1

HF-Z

Taylor Engineering

Furnace

UL - NW Mech
Room

Furnace

UL - NW Mech
Room
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City Manager

Finance

1991

1994

Payne 376 CAV
060 135 AFJA

2570

100

1994

Payne 383 CAV
060 135 APJA

2100

100

80%
Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated
80%
Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated
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Tag

HF-3

HF-4

Description

Location

Serves

Furnace

LL East Mech
room

UL
Environmental
Services

Furnace

LL East Mech
room

UL council
chambers &
recreation

YeQr
installed

1994

1995

Supply
CFM
Make/model

Lennox G2M43

Lennox G2M44

(original
design)

'Exhaus
tCFM

2570

2970

Heating
[kBtu/hr]

100

airflow
estimated

100

airflow
estimated

:

Furnace
abandoned
many years
ago
redundant
tag

I

LL West Mech
room
Room next to city
hall
UL NW Mech
Room
Roof above LL
Mech Room
UL NW Mech
Room

Police south

1965

Hayes SED-VF
#140

HF-4 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2170

HF-1 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2500

HF-3 relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2300

HF-2 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 121 UCB

1100

HF-4 relief

1965

Jenn Air 121 UCB

800

1965

1991

Jenn Air
Sanyo 12KL11
(Fujitsu
installed?)

1991

Carrier 40DQ014
(Fujitsu ins~alled)

HF-5

Air Handler

EF-7

exhaust fan

EF-8

exhaust fan

EF-9

exhaust fan

EF-10

exhaust fan

EF-11
EF13,14,15

exhaust fan
misc small
exh fans

AC-1

Split AC unit

Outdoors at
grade

911 data room

Heat pump

Outdoors at
grade

911 dispatch
room

HP-1

Recreation roof

2780

1 ton cooling
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1.2 tons
cooling

676

Totals

!

18,715
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3.1 Design Review
While the original design may have functioned satisfactory for the open library
and city hall spaces, it is now poorly suited to the cw-rent use. TI1e Q.ll'rent
zoning that combines orientations, conference rooms and private offices, and
covers large areas of the building limits the ability of the system to maintain
comfort.
The building is served by 6 separate supply fans and 6 separate economizers
which has both disadvantages and advantages. The main disadvantage is
increased maintenance cost compared to a single central system, especially with
small economizers. An advantage of smaller systems is that it allows zoning to
be added u-sing variable volume temperature -controls, -discussed in section 4 ,
whereas a large central system would require more expensive zone level reheat.
Given the site and budget constraints it is likely not feasible to centralize the
HVAC system.
Private offices and conference rooms on the 2nd floor lack return air paths,
particularly in the environmental services portion of the building. Return air can
easily travel to central return locations when doors are open, but when doors are
closed the following may be occurring:
• Exfiltration out the building envelope which increased energy use
• The offices may be over-pressurized which limits the delivered supply
air,
Most ducts on the first floor serving the upper floor appear to be un-insulated
and are not shown as insulated on the design drawings. This limits the heating
and cooling that can reach the upper floor and potentially over heats/ cools the
first floor spaces that the ducts run through. These ducts are generally either
above lav-in ceiling tiles or are exposed so adding insulation is viable.

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

3 HVAC System Assessment

The police department offices and interrogation room that were added in the
former car port space lack central heating, cooling and ventilation. Heat is
provided with electric heater baseboard heaters. Cooling is optional, but
Taylor Engineering
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HF-51965 drawings show a complicated dual path outside air intake that was
designed to switch between two different intake locations in emergency mode.
We did not confirm if this system still exists.

3.2 System Capacity
The installed heating capacity (excluding HF-5 that is no longer used for heating)
is 676 kBtu/hour, or about 45 kBtu/hour/ft2 which is much more than is likely
required. Based on past project experience we expect the peak heating load to be
in the 15-25 kBtu/hour/ft2 range.
Cooling is provided only with outside air free cooling and the capacity is low
which likely explains the common complaint of being too hot. Using rules of
thumb for internal loads and considering the Arcata climate, the total supply
CFM to the building would need to be 2.0 cfm/ sq .ft. to maintain comfort all but
175 hrs.fyear and 3.3 CFM/ sq.ft. to maintain comfort all but 44 hours per year.
The current design airflow is 1.23 dm/ sq.ft., much below either of these
numbers. The actual comfort conditions may be better than these numbers
suggest if people open their windows for natural ventilation or if loads are
reduced in response to hot days (lights and equipment turned off).
Much more airflow was provided in the original 1965 design compared to the
1991 addition. The 1965 design included about 1.4 cfm/ft2 and the 1990 addition
was sized for only 0.8 cfm/ft2. Part of this difference is likely because the1965
design served spaces with high occupant density (city hall, library), but the only
0.8 cfm/ ft2 provided in 1991 is surprisingly low for a building utilizing only
outside air for cooling.
It is also likely that most of the zones are not receiving the design capacity of

outside ail'. According to Ed Cushing, outside air dampers are chronically
broken, and we observed BAS overrides that lock the outside dampers in fixed
positions rather than modulating to maintain cooling supply air temperatures.
There is perception that exhaust volumes in the toilets are insufficient and that
ventilation could be improved in the building. This is likely associated with
generally warm conditions, which people perceive as stuffy, and is unlikely due
to insufficient outside air or exhaust fan capacity. We evaluated the exhaust fan
sizing for EF-2 through 5 and all of them meet or exceed the California
Mechanical Code (see below).

Taylor Engineering
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ventilation must be provided by code. If the operable windows have an open
area that is 5% of the floor area then they meet California Title 24 requirements
for ventilation. It appears that most spaces meet the operable window
requirement except the interrogation room that does not have a window.
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area
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4

EF-5

serves
Public toilet
Public toilet
Janitor
shower room

dm

(sf)

95
95

43

#

#

fixtures showers
1
1

43

40

24

0

365

145

1

California
Mechanical
Code
[cfm]

60
60
24

1

140

Figure: Sampling of Exhaust Fan Sizing Compared to Code

3.3 Site Survey
The site survey is based on interviews with Ed Cushing, visual inspection of
INAC equipment, and review of the Johnson Controls web based front end.
HF-5 is the origin.al 1965 furnace, and according to Ed Cushing the furnace was
long since abandoned. HF-5 only operates for cooling.
The economizers have many issues.
•

Ed Cushing stated that economizer dampers often stick due to corrosion
from salt ail: and fog.

•

Many actuators are linked by convoluted linkages such as the two
examples shown below (red at-rows are pointing to dampe1 linkages).
-="91.~

•

Taylor Engineering
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AHU-1 Economizer damper is overridden to 65% in the BAS. The
lrighlighted horizontal line at 65 %is labeled as the mixed air damper
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The City Manager and Finance portions of the building on the second level have
ducts in a crawl space. There is sufficient height for service and re-work to add
zone dampers if the city chooses to do a retrofit. If zone dampers are added to in
a retrofit we recommend adding a thin concrete rat slab to improve maintenance
access. Duct insulation is damaged in some places and should be repaired if a
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Floor bar grilles appear to be undersized (due to noise) in some places and they
also have opposed blade dampers just behind the grille. Excess noise from
diffusers will reduce if the system is converted to variable air volme as we
recommend because they system operates at reduced airflow most of the time.
Diffuser sizing should be evaluated as part of the engineering effort of a redesign. At peak airflow the diffusers will still be noisy so increased diffuser
sizing should be considered if based on the engineering analysis. Opposed blade
dampers should be removed to reduce noise and were possible replaced with
volume damoers in the uostream ductwork .
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Many window sill grilles have been covered over or shielded by occupants,
presumably due to undesirable drafts, The window sill grilles are is a poor
location for supply air when person sits near the exterior wall because the grille
is very close to the occupant. It would be better to locate the supply grilles at the
floor level in away from occupants, but this will add significant cost to a retrofit
and we believe it is not be cost justified compared to other measures. The
.current issues with window sill grilles will be reduced if the system is upgrnded
to have zoning and is variable volume. With the current system the air
temperature discharged from these grilles is often not what the perimeter private
offices need (ie. Cooling provided when heating is needed and vice versa) and
the air volume is always at maximum flow which increases draft risk and noise.
A variable volume system will supply much less air most of the time and
additional zoning will provide heating or cooling matching the zone needs. At
eak desirn airflow the diffusers may_ still produce unwanted drafts.

Taylor Engineering
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Thermostats are not all responsive to user inputs (some worked and others did
not) and should be re-commissioned.
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The door of the mechanical room to HF-3 and HF-4 has a fire damper installed.
It is unclear why fire dampers are needed in this building. This should be
inve.li.Qated further.

There are a large number of skylighlights that contribute signilicant heating and
cooling load to the building and may also be causing glare since they are clear
and don't block or diffuse direct beam solar. Modem high performance glass has
significantly better thermal performance than the current bubble skylights and
can be selected with tinted or diffusing properties to control glare. Because
cooling comfort is an issue for this building and there is currently no active
moling, a skylight retrofit should be considered to improve comfort in warm

Taylor Engineering
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The 1991 addition to the building housing Community Development on the top
floor has lay-in c~.6 with sufficient plenwn space for HVAC re-work above.
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AH-1 is of higher quality than the rest of the air handlers (furnaces) in the
building and has more useful service. life.. It can likely remain in a Juture retofit,,
but the associated duct heaters DF-1, DF-2, DF-3 should be replaced as discussed
later in this reuort.
11.f?f{J
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weather. Cold weather heat loss will also be decreased.
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Exposed glu-lam beams that are 9' -0" above the floor make overhead ducting
difficult without significant architectural impact The space between the beams
and potentially 12" under the beams (for 8'--0" dear height) could be used for
ducting or transfer, assuming an architectural treatment was applied.

Police break room appears to not be getting supply air. A small residential style
ceiling diffuser had no discernable airflow and was the same temperatme as the
room.
HP-1 and AC-1 are not networked to the BAS. They will be easier to maintain
and monitor if they are connected to the BAS.

3.4 Energy use
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Old thermostats that are no longer in use were not removed when the Johnson
Controls thermostats were added. These should be removed to avoid occupant
confusion and reduce clutter on the walls.

Comparing City Hall historical gas and electricity use to benchmark data from
the California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS) shows that both gas and
electricity use are higher than 80-90% of similar buildings. Gas use is tightly
Taylor Engineering
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connected to the HVAC system operation and this data suggested that there is a
huge opportunity for reduced gas use with a HVAC retrofit and recommissioning of the building. The high electricity use cannot be explained
without further investigation and may be due to lighting and/ or plug (computer
room) loads that are necessary for the operation of this building. An HVAC
retrofit will reduce electricity loads by reducing fan energy and the magnitude
can be evaluate with energy simulations.
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Mothly gas use from 2009 through April 2013 is shown below and shows a
consistent seasonal pattern with moderate variation from year to year. In total,
2010 and 2011used8% more gas than 2009 and 2012.
City Hall Natural Gas Use
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Monthly electricity use from 2009 through April 2013 is shown below and a flat
seasonal pwfile. The mete.r data shown below is from the PG&E mete.r and
includes the production from the 12.1 kW PV array, so the actual profile of
building demand is a bit more peaked in summer. Our rough estimate of the PV
productions (no data was available) is about 16,000 kWh/yr which is only 7% of
the annual average use of 224,000 kWh.
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Figure: California CEUS database benchmark for electricity use for all commercial
buildings in the north coast climate zones. Red star is Arcata City Hall.
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In this section we describe overall central system retrofit options in section 4.1.
The beginning of section 4.1 lists scope that is included for all major retrofit
options. Major retrofit options in order of increasing cost include:

•

Tune up existing system

•

Replace old furnaces and tune up existing system

•

Replace old furnaces and add zoning

•

New variable air volume air handlers with hot water reheat zoning

Sections 4.2 through 4.5 include recommendations and alternatives for specific
areas and features of the building that are not related to the central system
retrofit options.

4.1 Central System HVAC System Retrofit Options
This section covers retrofit options for the main fmnaces and air distribution.
Other targeted recommendations not related to the central systems are included
in later sections.
Scope to include in all central system retrofit options in sections 4.1.1 through
4.1.4:

•

A renovated INAV system will eliminate the need for the multiple small
exhaust fans on the 2nd floor. These fans are not controlled by the BAS,
are a sources of heat loss, and are an un-necessary maintenance item.

•

Remove all un-used pneumatic and electric thermostats. These aie a
visual nuisance and confuse occupants since they don't control anything.

•

Replace/Repair economizers to imprnve reliability and serviceability.
Replace dampers with stainless or almninum such as the Ruskin model
CDSO that resist corrosion in the Arcata fog and salt air environment.
Actuators should be direct coupled (no jack-shafts allowed), and
provision should be made for easy service access.

•

Add return air path for all spaces that currently do not have return air,
particularly the Environmental Services portion of the building. This can
be done with transfer grilles between rooms, with ducts, or by adding
floor grilles and ducts on level 1.

Taylor Engineering
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•

If the dual path outside air intake still exists on HF-5, consider removing
it to simplify the system and reduce rm-necessary pressure drop.

Tune up existing system

Most of the existing HVAC equipment has exceeded a useful service life and is
due for replacement, so we do not recommend this option. It is included as a
relatively low-cost option for improving the existing system to be performed in
the short term until there is a budget for replae.ement.
•

Repairing or replace economizer control dampers as necessa1y so that all
economizer function properly.

•

Add additional space temperature sensors and use average (or high limit)
of multiple sensors to control furnaces.

•

Re-balancing airflows based on a load calculation.

•

Improving control sequence of operation and re-commissioning existing
controls to eliminate faults.

All of this work is also included in more comprehensive retrofits described
below and will be much more valuable if combined with an HVAC upgrade. A
better cost option is to upgrade the HVAC system first followed by re-balancing
airflows and commissioning controls. Done the other way around, balancing
and commissioning would occur twice.
4.1.2

Replace old furnaces and tune up existing system

Most of the existing HVAC equipment has exceeded a useful service life and
should be .replaced. Residential style fumace.s like HF-1 through .HF-4 typically
have a 12-15 year life and have now been operating for 20-24 years. As this
equipment degrades the cost of service will increase and there is more risk of
cracked heat exchangers which can contaminate supply air with combustion
byproducts.
This option replaces equipment that has exceeded a useful service life and will
result in significant energy savings, but does little to address zoning issue and
improve comfort.
Include everything included in D above and replace HF-1 through HF-5 with
new variable speed condensing furnaces such as the Carrier Infinity or Trane
XC95m. Replace duct furnaces DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3 served by AH-1 with
modulating duct furnaces and add a VFD to AH-1 for variable speed control.
AH-1 is not replaced because it is a high quality air handler with more useful life.
4.1.3
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Replace old furnaces & add zoning

Scope includes:
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Everything :included in section 4.1.1and4.1.2
o

•

Except additional temperature sensor which are not required
because this option adds zoning.

Add zoning using manufacturer zoning control packages that include
dampers and thermostats for each zone, a bypass damper at the furnace,
and a master controller that coordinates all the zones and bypass. The
control will be a "variable volume drange over" type control that is also
called "variable volume/variable temperature" or VVT.
o

It is preferable, but not necessary to network the manufacturer's

controllers with the existing BAS for monitoring and control.
Options for integration should be explored during design, such as
using the Johnson Control Commercial Comfort System
•
4.1.4

Add approximately 36 new zones

New Variable Air Volume (VAV) air handlers with hot water reheat zones

This would be a fully modernized system with the simplest controls and most
flexibility. It is an expensive retrofit for this building.
This option will last longer than the other options. Residential type furnaces last
10-15 years compared to commercial air handlers and VAV boxes that last 20-25
years. If the city is taking a long term outlook, replacement cost for the other
options should be included when comparing to tl-ris option.
Scope includes:
•

Replacing HF-1 and HF-2 with a 5,000 dm VAV air handler with
economizer,

•

Replacing HF-3, HF-4, and HF-5 with a 10,000 dm VAV air handler with
economizer. HF-5 is in a separate room that is adjacent to the mechanical
room with HF-3 and HF-4 so we assume that the two rooms can be
combined if required to fit the new air handler.

•

Keep AH-1 and remove the associated duct furnaces, DF-1, DF-2, and DF3.

•

Add a 400,000 Btu high efficiency condensing hot water boiler and hot
water distribution to serve VAV reheat boxes throughout the building. A
heat pump hot wate.r heating option is discussed below ill section 4.1.5.

•

Add approximately 36 VAV boxes to provide zoning.

•

For energy efficiency serve the 911 server room and dispatch room from
AH-1 for economizer free cooling as the first stage before enabling
compressors for cooling.

Taylor Engineering
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•

Alternatlves to Central System Retrofit Options

•

Use heat pump heaters instead of gas fired furnaces as an alternative to
options 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. This will cost significantly more because of the
added equipment cost and because it will require new electrical
infrastructure and outdoor condensing units, compared to gas-fired
furnaces that will use the existing gas piping. Cost effectiveness and C02
reduction from this option can be evaluated with energy simulations.
Advantages of heat pumps are
o Reduction in C02 emissions due to relatively clean PG&E
electrically and/ or city purchase of 100% renewable options
through a CCA or PG&E' s green option.

o Potential for the building to be zero net energy at the site. Havlilg
a 100% electric building allows for 100% of the use to be offset by
on site generntion from PV' s m other renewable sources sud1 as
wind.

The current PV array only supplies 7% of the building electricity,
so net zero may not be viable given site limitations for renewable
production.
o Potential to provide heating during an emergency event where
gas service is interrupted. We did not analyze the size of the
existing emergency generator, but staff opinion is that it is
oversized, in which case it could probably help power heat
pumps in addition to other critical building systems.
o Heat pumps add the potential for compressor cooling so could
improve comfort during heat waves when the outside air only
cooling system runs out of capacity. See section 3.2 for a
discussion of cooling capacity.
o Allows an option to use the abandoned well as a source for
heating and cooling using a water source heat pump. This
approach would use a variable refrigerant flow system with a
water cooled condenser. Use of well water was suggested as an
option by city council and staff, and while it may be viable, there
are numerous potential issues that are not addressed in this
report. Capacity, ground water flow/ redlarge, regulatory issues,
etc. would all need to be addressed.

Taylor Engineering
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4.2 Warm Weather Comfort
Because the building appears short on outside air cooling capacity, we
recommend the follow:i:ngJmprovements to improve the ability of the-building to
maintain comfort in warm weather without adding an active cooling system.
•

Add open windows indicator lights to enhance natuial ventilation.
Red/ green lights in select locations light up when the building is in
cooling mode and the outdoor climate is conducive to passive cooling.
We have used this strategy on a number of passive and mixed-model
buildings.

•

Provide ceiling fans. Air movement from ceiling fans keeps
occupants comfortable at temperatures 3-4"F higher than
without fans. The Gossamer Wind Industrial fan is a high
efficiency low cost fan that cost approximately $100 and
installed cost is approximately $300. An altemative is to
provide occupants the $17 Artie Breeze Pro desktop fan
(image to right) a highly effective and efficient product.

•

e,

)I'

I

Add a pre-cooling control sequence to the building controls that will precool the building to 68°F every moming to avoid overheating in the
afternoon.

Other improvements to consider that will also improve comfort in warm weather
include:
•

Add more airflow capacity to specific zones based on a load calculation,
particularly AH-1 that has much lower overall airflow than the rest of the
building. With a VAV control, individual zones can increase their airflow
without adding more airflow to the central fan. · To add capacity to a
zone, the supply diffuser will likely need to be up-sized to not create
excessive noise at higher airflow. This option is more practical if duct
modifications are already being made in retrofit options 4.1.3 or 4.1.4.
The existing furnaces HF-1 through HF-5 are the largest models available
so additional airflow cannot be added if the furnaces are replaced with
like-kind models. An option for increasing airflow for HF-1 through HF5 is to use a "twin" furnace setup where two smaller furnaces sit side by
side. Mostmanufactul'ershave a standard conLTol options that controls
the two units as one.

•

Taylor Engineering
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• Use a heat pump hot water heater instead of a condensing boiler for the
retrofit described in section 4.1.4. All of the discussion points related to
heat pump furnaces above also apply to this option.

Add occupancy sensors to control lighting. Reduced lighting load will
save energy and reduce over-heating. Occupancy sensors could also be
interfaced to the HVAC controls to reduce ventilation rates when spaces
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4.3 Police Rooms In Former Carport
All the rooms that were added in the car port conversion are not served by a
HVAC system. Most of these rooms have operable windows and likely meet
code for v_e yi@!tion (wind_o_w opening area is 5 % _0Lflo01· area served), but this
should be confirmed. The interview room does not have an operable window so
violates code. Forced ventilation should be added to this room to meeting code,
either 0.15 dm/ sq.ft. or 15 dm/ person whichever is greater.
The City may want to add full HVAC services to the rooms in the old car port as
part of an HVAC upgrade. There will likely be excess capacity from the existing
systems and ducts once they are operated as VAV systems if HVAC system
upgrad~s in sectfons 4.1.3 are 4.1.4 implem~nted..

4.4 Dispatch & IT room
These rooms can be cooled with outside air most of the time with the split
systems only acting as backup, resulting in large energy savings. Both rooms
have exterior walls so outside air can be accessed directly if architecturally
acceptable louver locations can be identified. A free cooling system would
include outside air louvers for supply and relief and a transfer fan located in each
room. The new fan and existing split systems should be connected to BAS and
then programmed to stage the free cooling system .first.

4.5 Other options
•

Skylight upgrade to reduce heat gain and glare as discussed in section
3.3. This option can be applied to any of the recommended HVAC
retrofits and cost effectiveness can be studies with energy simulations.

•

Control relief fans based on builidng pressure if they are not already.
Passive relief may be sufficient and can eliminate i·elief fan energy use
when utilized. With a variable volume system, the building will only
need active relief at peak cooling airflow. This is a low cost improvement
that should be included if retrofit options 4.1.3 are 4.1.4 are implemented.

• Aeroseal ducts (http://www.aeroseal.com/) to reduce leakage. Duct
sealing is required for the VAV reheat conversion option due to higher
pl'es.sm·e operation, but .is not absoluteJy necessary Jm the otheI options.
We recommend co11sidering duct sealhlg such as Aeroseal for any retrofit
if an Aeroseal rep se1vices th.is area.

Taylor Engineering
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5 Appendices

The HVAC cooling design temperahue in Arcata for 0.5% exceedance is 69°F and
for 2% exceedance is 65°F. 0.5% exceedance corresponds to 40 hours and 2%
exceedance conesponds to 175 hours.
The psychrometric chart below shows data for Monday tlu-ough Friday from 8
am to 6pm from the Arcata Airport Typical Meteorological Year weather file.
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5.2 Issues list from Ed Cushini
•

City Hall
o

Insufficient amount of Zone Controls

o Fresh Air in Dampers appear to freeze up
o

•

•

•

Taylor Engineering

HVAC system operates as 3 separate systems as opposed to one
system

City Managers Complex
o

North side offices cold

o

South side offices hot

o

Conference room always hot (south side w / lots of windows)

o

Complaints of 'musty air'

o

Numerous 'dead air' spaces

Finance Area
o

Drafty

o

Finance Mangers Office hot (north side) Dan:

Building Department
o

Hot

o

One exhaust fan - not enough
Page30
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•

•

•

Environmental Services
o

Always very warm

o

Only noticeable ail' movement when windows are open

o

All offices have supply ail:

o

Reception area has the only retwn air

Recreation Offices
o

Minimal air movement

o

Offices cool in winter - difficult to warm

o

Minimal ducting

Community Development/Public Works
o

Economizer does not seem to function properly

o

1 office has supply ail:/ 2 offices have return air

o

New design necessary for remodel of office space

Restrooms
o

•

Taylor Engineering
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•

Arcata Gty Hall

Needs more ail' flow/ exhaust

Police
o

Reception Area warm

o

Needs increased ail: movement/ turnover/ exhaust

o

Swamp area/back offices not part of system - hot/no air
movement

o

Locker rooms have minimal air movement/ exhaust

o

IT Area needs more air / cooler air?

o

Dispatch has AC but lacks air movement/ exhaust/ turn over

Page 31
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To:

Contractors for Pricing

From:

Gwelen Paliaga

Subject:

Arcata City Hall

Date:

October 17, 2014

See attached Arcata City Hall Mechanical Systems Report for a building and existing HVAC
system description. HVAC plans from the original 1965 construction and 1991 addition are also
included. The second floor has changed significantly over time and is now much more subdivided than the 1965 construction, so a floor plan of the current 2nd floor showing HVAC
zoning is also included.
The city is considering options for a major HV AC retrofit and would like budgetary pricing for
the retrofit options presented in the HV AC systems report.
Assume that the project is plan and spec so no engineering is required by the contractor. Assume
full turnkey services otherwise, including startup, commissioning, and controls.
The table below lists major equipment that will be replaced.

Supply
.Tag

I Description

AH-1

I Air Handler I Mech room

Location
UL- NE

"C

'7

QJ
V')

>
...a

I DF-1 DF-2
1

DF-1

Duct
furnace

UL- NE
Mech room

'
DF-3
Main Level
Community
Development

DF-2

Duct
furnace

UL- NE
Mech room

Lower Level
perimeter

Duct
DF-3 I furnace

Ul- NE
Mech room

I
~ <(

QJ

Serves

HF-1 I Furnace

UL- NW
Mech Room

HF-2 I Furnace

UL - NW
Mech Room

Make/model
Trane Climate
Changer Central
Station AHU

CFM

Heating
[kBtu/hr]

5725

Trane GDNC,C17

106

stainless HX
and burner

Trane GDNC,C12

85

stainless HX
and burner

85

stainless HX
and burner

100

80% Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated

ILower level ITrane GDNC,interior

I
I

City Manager

Finance

notes

C12

I

Payne 376 CAV
060 135 AFJA

2570

Payne 383 CAV
060 135 APJA

2100

100

80% Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated

I -Lennox GlM43

157D

100.

estimated

I
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Tag

HF-4

HF-5

Description

Location

LL East
Mech room

Furnace

Air Handler

LL West
Mech room

Serves
UL council
chambers &
recreation

Police south

Make/model

Lennox G2M44

Hayes SED-VF
#140

Heating
{kBt u/ht}

2970

100

2780

notes

airflow
estimated
Furnace
abandoned
many years
ago

Access to existing duct work is as follows:
•

Upper level NE - crawl space with approximately 36" clear with only ducts and no other
services.

•

Lower level has the rest of the duct distribution for the building and has about 75% lay-in
2'x4' ceiling and the other 25% has exposed ducts (no ceiling). The lower level has only
1-6" clear below a concrete slab (shown on marked up floor plan) and the rest of the space
has 16" clear below joists and an additional 12" between joists for cross overs. Assume
tight working conditions and extra fittings on first floor.

Scope of work
1. Scope to include in all options
a. Replace the HF-I, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, HF-5, and AH-leconomizer OSA dampers
with Ruskin CD-50. Use existing actuators that are all relatively new.
b. Commission all economizer and return air controls.
c. Add return air path for 6 rooms on second floor that do not currently have return
air paths. Assume the following.
1.

Provide 3 rooms with new through the wall transfers with sidewall grilles
on both sides.

11.

Provide 3 rooms with new z-duct through the wall transfers that include a
high and low sidewall grilles and interconnecting duct in the wall. Include
architectural repair work for wall.

d. Allowance for supply diffusers and associated duct work and balancing dampers
to 8 serve rooms that are currently not served or need more airflow.
1.

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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CFM

4 rooms, 150 CFM each on second floor. Floor bar grilles. Include floor
framing & architectural repair work.
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Arcata City Hall
Taylor Engineering
October 17, 2014
Page 3

ii. 4 rooms, 150 CFM each on first floor. Ceiling lay-in grilles.

2. Alternative 1: Replace Old Furnaces
a. Replace HF-1 , HF-2, HF-3, HF-4 and HF-5 with variable speed condensing
furnaces. s.uch as. Carrier Infinity or Trane XC95m.
b. Replace DF-1, DF-2 and DF-3 with modulating condensing duct furnaces.
c. Add a 5HP VFD to AH-1
d. Add controls to the new AH-1 VFD, DF-1, DF-2 and DF-3 to function together
as variable speed modulating furnaces.
3. Alternative 2: Replace old Furnaces and add VVT zoning
a. All scope it Alternative 1
b. Add manufacturer's packaged change over controls and pressure controlled
bypass dampers to each furnace, such as Trane VariTrac or Carrier Infinity Zone
Control.
1.

Budget for 36 zones total,

u. Zones shall be pressure independent
iii. Preference for controls that can interface with the existing JCI Facility
Explorer BAS for monitoring purposes, but not required.
c. Duct work & new zone assumptions:
1.

11.

Zones shall be cut into existing duct work and downstream duct work reconfigured as necessary.
All existing air terminals shall remain and be re-used except for
allowance for new diffusers listed above.

iii. Note the following access conditions:
1. HF-1 supply and return duct work is in a crawl space with about
36" clear height. New VVT dampers will be in the crawl space.

2. HF-3, 4, 5 and DF-2, 3 duct work is on the first floor that has tight
clearance. Some of the space has only 16" clear below a concrete
slab and the rest of the space has 16" clear below joists and an
additional 12" between joists for cross overs. Assume tight
working conditions and extra fittings on first floor.
3. DF-1 distribution on the second floor is overhead and there is a
2x4 lay-in ceiling with ample working space of approximately 26"
clear.

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

e. Re-balance the entire building based on schedules provided by an engineer.

4. Alternative 3: New variable air volume Air Handlers with hot water reheat zones
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a. Replacing HF-1 and HF-2 with a 5,000 cfin VAV air handler with new
economizer.
i. Existing relief fans will remain.
b. ReplacingHF-3, HF-4, and HF-5 with a single 10,000 ctm VAV air handler with
economizer.
c. Keep AH-l and remove the associate d duct furnaces_, DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3.
d. Add a 400,000 Btu condensing hot water boiler with a single pump and hot water
distribution throughout the building to serve VAV reheat boxes.
i. Include budget for new gas piping to new boiler location. Assume 100
feet home run back to gas meter.
e. Add 36 VAV reheat boxes.
f.

Re-seal all existing duct work and/or use Aeroseal to seal the ducts to reduce
leakage at the higher pressures that will be seen in a VAV reheat system

Attachment: A. Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report, Taylor Engineering, Oct 2014 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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Taylor Engineering
1080 Marina Village-PariaNay, Suite 501 •Alameda, CA 94501-1142 • {510) 749-9135 • -fa'l< (510) 749-9136

To:

City of Arcata

From:

Gwelen Paliaga

Subject:

Heat Pump System for City Hall

Date:

February 10, 2015

Advantages

All electric enables net zero site
energy/carbon and net zero source

Disadvantages

Same
Disadvantage
with eentral
beat pump
(option 2
below)?

Higher first costs

Yes

Higher maintenance cost

No

energy/carbon.
Net zero source energy can be achieved
with gas heat only by buying offsets or
producing exces.~ renewable electricity.
Ability to do heat recovery from spaces

that are cooled.
Limited in Arcata City Hall
Capability to provide heating with
backup generator (generator capacity

Expensive refrigeration
components
Higher outdoor noise level

Yes

Specialized contractor expertise
required for installation, service
and maintenance

No

needs to be confirmed) when building
operates as an Emergency Operation

Center
Can provide refrigerated cooling to
improve comfort.
This can increase energy use. Also
requires condensate management (pans.,
pumps, drains).

.

Suggest keeping economizers for city
hall and consider disabling cooling (use
in heating onry mode)

Energy Cost Savings

Ability to both heat and cool has

Our past simulations have shown only a

been shown to lead to energy
waste in multi-zone svstems due to

No

-
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minor savings for air source heat
pumps. The actual savings for this
building in this climate can be
determined with an energy model.

simultaneous heating in some
zones whHe cooling in adjacent
zones.

Eliminate combustion and risk of carbon
monoxide poisoning or other
combu1.1ion by-productions -in. occupied
space.

Risk of refrigerant leak. Need to
meet ASHRAE Standard 15
Safety Standards for Refrigeration
Systems.

No

Requires new l 20A electrical
service and 12' x 7' outdoor
location for condensing unit.

Yes

Proprietary system. Cannot mix
parts between manufacturers.

No

Heat pump options:
l. Variable refrigerant flow such as Daikin or Mitsubishi system with one indoor unit
replacing each existing furnace. Existing economizers are adapted to serve indoor VRF
units. Downstream zoning would be field built variable flow variable temperature, the
same approach that we proposed in the feasibility study.

2. Central heat pump boiler, hot water distribution and hot water fan coils to replace each
existing furnace. Economizers and zoning same as above.
a. This -option may be the best-Ohoice for the City because it eliminates many-of-the
disadvantages above and provides additional flexibility to upgrade/adapt in the

future. A central heat pump is easier to service using locally available expertise
and can be replaced easily in the future with another heat pump and/or boiler.
Backup heating can easily be instaDed with a temporary boiler in the case of
failure. With a VRF system, the City is locked into a proprietary technology
solution that can only be serviced with qualified contractors that most likely do
not exist in Humboldt County.
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Skyline Technical Systems

320 Gasquet Flat Road (707) 457-3590
PO Box 320
Gasquet, CA 95543
davido@skylinets.com

Ms. Karen Diemer, City Manager
City of Arcata
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
Dear Ms. Diemer:
I am pleased to submit the attached "Study of Options for HVAC-Arcata City Hall".

This study is pursuant to Purchase Order 39727 made on February 8, 2016 and is intended as an
expansion of some parts of the Taylor Engineering "Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report" of
October, 2014. It provides Building Energy Analysis and comparison of options for repair and upgrade
of HVAC systems.

Thank you.

/}1/l O~tr<M. David Owen, PE [Ca Lie M026232)

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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Executive Summary
As an expansion on the Taylor Engineering Report of October, 2014, four alternative HVAC systems were

Option A is the lowest cost, has the quickest payback, and is the minimum requirement in order to
repair and minimally improve the system and move forward. Based on simple payback, only Option A
will pay for itself in energy conservation in less than 20 years.
Each of the alternative Options has costs associated with system im provements. A decision about which
system to choose depends on what improvements are desired. The subjective value associated with
benefits of each alternative should be the deciding factor on choice of system.

Introduction
A study of the HVAC systems at Arcata City Hall was completed by Taylor Engineering 1 in October of
2014. This study described the building, its HVAC systems and occupant complaints, and a number of
HVAC system recommendations. It is the basis for the work of this report. In the interest of avoiding
duplication, it is included as an Appendix to this report, and is it is assumed that the reader will review
that report.
The HVAC System Recommendations in the Taylor Engineering Report include the following options:

l. Tune up existing system
2.

Replace old furnaces and tune up existing system

3.

Replace old furnaces and add zoning

4.

New variable volume air handlers with hot water reheat zoning

This report will expand on the Taylor study by providing energy modeling, life-cycle cost analysis, and
construction cost estimates to include the building as currently configured, and also, for comparison, the
following options:
A.

New Variable Volume Terminal System: Replace existing furnaces with new furnaces with
variable volume recirculation and 36 new variable volume zones {Taylor Option3).

B. New Boiler and new air handling units each with Variable Air Volume boxes and hydronic reheat
(Taylor Option4).
C.

Variable Refrigerant Flow system.

D. Geothermal Ground loop with individual water-source heat pumps and Variable volume
distribution for 36 zones.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

modeled in .order to produce comparative life cycle cost estimates .

1Taylor Engineering. "Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report -Arcata City Hall", October 17, 2014
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Systems Description
•

Because of the age and condition of the existing systems, it is required to provide new systems.

•

Because the existing systems do not match the current building configuration, they do not
adequately condition the space. The number of thermostatic zones is inadequate to provide
comfort in areas with differing occupancy, exposure, and time-of-use schedules. Complaints
- about-temperature-and ventilation -are commen.-The new systems-should-adequately condition
the space and provide at least code-minimum ventilation to all areas.

•

Although mechank:al air-conditioning is not a requirement, at least some free -cooling should be
provided to improve occupant comfort and reduce the impression of "stuffy air".

•

Because of impending statewide movement and California Energy Commission direction
towards "Net Zero" energy use, electric energy may be preferred over natural gas. This allows_
on site solar or other site-generated energy; electric options also provide mechanical cooling
which would improve comfort conditions.

Scope of work: Options
Work to be completed under all options:
•

Remove multiple unneeded fans on

•

Remove unused thermostats

•

Repair all economizers or replace with new. Provide new or adjust existing direct-coupled

2nd

floor

actuators.
•

Add return air path for all portions of building

•

Clean up ductwork on HF-5 to remove dual air paths

•

Balance system to specification

•

Commission control system and add controls as appropriate for each option

Benefits:
•

Improve circulation and ventilation

•

~mprove

•

Energy savings from reduced fan use

•

Eliminate thermostat confusion

•

Insure proper airflow

temperature control

Option A - New Variable Volume Terminal System:
•

Replace existing furnaces HF-1 through HF-5 with variable speed and variable firing rate
condensing furnaces.

•

Add Variable Frequency Drive to AH-1

•

Replace duct furnaces DF-1 through DF-3 with modulating furnaces

•

Add variable volume terminals with thermostats for 36 zones.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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•

Improve gas heating efficiency

•

Reduce air volume and fan electrical energy

•

Further improve temperature control by adding temperature control zones

•

Insure adequate ventilation

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

Benefits:

Option B - New Boller and AH units with VAV boxes and reheat:
•

Add 500 MBH condensing boiler and pump

•

Add 5,000 cfm VAV air handler to replace HF-1 and HF-2

•

Add 10,000 cfm VAV air handler to replace HF-3, HF-4, and HF-4

•

Add VFD to AH-1 . Remove DH-1, DH-2, .and DH-3.

•

Add variabte votume terminats with thermostats for 36 zones.

•

Serve 911 room with AH-1 for free cooling

•

Seal all ductwork

Benefits:
•

Improve gas heating efficiency

•

Reduce air volume and fan electrical energy

•

Further improve temperature control by adding temperature control zones

•

Insure adequate ventilation

•

Centralize and simplify system

•

Save energy by reducing 911/computer cooling energy

Option C - Variable Refrigerant Flow system
•

Replace existing furnaces HF-1 through HF-5 with VRV air handlers and VAV boxes

•

Replace AH-1 and DF-1 through DF-3 with VRV air handlers and VAV boxes

•

Provide ductwork for 36 VAV zones

•

Provide VRF systems for 911 and computer center

Benefits:
•

Reduce air volume and fan electrical energy

•

further ~mprove temperature control by adding temperature control zones

•

Insure adequate ventilation

•

Cooling available - could be locked out to save energy (at the expense of comfort)

•

Centralize and simplify system

•

Save energy by recovering 911/computer heat

•

Eliminating gas heat expands possibility for solar/site or purchased renewable energy

Option Cl - Variable Refrigerant Flow system with Heat Recovery
•

Same as Option C above

pg. 3
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•

Three-pipe system enables Heat Recovery from air conditioned zones

•

Same as Option C above

•

Heat Recovery allows re<:-0very-0f Computer/911 air <:-0nditi-0ning heat t-0 heat other zones

Option D - Geothermal Ground loop with water-source heat pumps and variable volume distribution
for 36 zones:
•

Install water loop

•

Replace HF-1 through HF-5 and AH-1 and DF-1 through DF-3 with (8} water source heat pumps
with variable air volume and 2-speed compressors

•

Provide 36 VVT zones

•

Provide Water source heat pumps for 911 and computer center

•

35 ton vertical well ground loop in parking lot - 30 each 200-ft deep boreholes

•

Repave parking lot after loop installation

Benefits:
•

Reduce air volume and fan electrical energy

·•

Further improve temperature c-0ntr-0l by adding temperature <:-0ntr-0l zones

•

Insure adequate ventilation

•

Cooling available - could be locked out to save energy (at the expense of comfort)

•

Centralize and simplify system

•

Save energy by recovering 911/computer heat

•

Eliminating gas heat expands possibility for solar/site or purchased renewable energy

Life Cycle Costs (LLC)
On page 5 is a summary of life-cycle costs for the alternative measures. The Base Case is to replace the
existing furnaces with 80% efficient furnaces and tune up the system. Each of the other cases adds
features (e.g., Alt A provides improved gas heating efficiency, and adds VVT zoning for more occupant
comfort; options C and Dare all electric and can provide air conditioning).
If it is assumed that the Base case is Alt A, (upgrade the furnaces to hi efficiency, and add VVT zoning
control to improve comfort), then Life Cycle cost analysis is as shown on page 6.
The LCC summary on page 7 assumes that the base case is an all-electric system, which would allow NET
ZERO strategies such as solar or other site generated energy. These alternatives all use mechanical
refrigeration, so they have the added benefit of air conditioning.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING SUMMARY

LCC-1

I 412012016

Project Name

Date

Arcata City Hall-Existing as Base
ANNUAL ENERGY USE AND COST
Electricity

Opt ta - Base Replace 80% Furnaces

Demand
(kW)

219,440

Cos!

Consumption
(therms)

($)

53

$31,667

Simple
Payback
(years)

Cost
($)

5,6'14

$5,197

NIA

I

Opt A Replace w HiEff furnaces, VVT zoning

164,221

47

$25,856

1,430

$1,547

14.0

2

opt B Boiler, VAV

fB7,235

51

-$28, 193

-2,950

$2,9f8

66.8

c M!lltizone VRV

3

Opt

249,344

84

$45,790

0

$344

NIA

4

Opt c Multizone VRV No Cool

244,400

84

$35,01 7

0

$344

279.7

5

Opt Ct Multi VRV w Heat Recvry

230,687

81

$33,271

0

$344

148.2

6

Opt D Ground Loop Hear Pumps

186,851

53

$28, 154

0

$344

135.0

LIFE CYCLE COST PRESENT VALUE
Option

Initial
Cost

Annual
Recurring
Costs

Utility
Incentive

Electricity
Costs

Natural
Gas Costs

Non Annual
Recurring
OM&R Cost

Replacem.
Costs

Residual
Value

Total LCC

Savings

Base

$160,335

$0

$0

$600,848

$123,219

$0

$81,700

$0

$966, 101

$0

1

$293,250

$0

$0

$490,590

$36,687

$0

$136,000

$0

$956,527

$9,574

2

$544,700

$0

$0

$534,924

$69, 190

$0

$198,616

$0

$1,347,430

($381,328)

3

$581,000

$0

$0

$868,809

$8,158

$0

$118,000

so

$1,575,967

($609,866)

4

$581,000

$0

$0

$664,398

$8,158

$0

SI 18,000

$0

$1,371,556

($405,455)

5

$642,000

$0

$0

$631,270

$8, 158

$0

$·148,000

$0

$1,429,428

($463,327)

6

$1,290,250

$0

so

$534, 190

$8,149

$0

$329, 190

$322,563

$1,839,216

($873, 115)

Study Parameters

LIFE CYCLE COST SAVINGS

Study Period: 30

years

$0

Real Discount Rate: 3.0 %

0

DOE/FEMP Escalation Rates
Region:

Westem

us

Fuel Sector: Commercial

D

Uniform Escalation Rates
Electricity:

NIA

Natural Gas: NIA

$200,000

($200,000)
($400,000)
($600,000)

-·111~1

($800,000)
($1,000,000)

-1

'

2

3

--

4

-·5

n~
·-·

6

j

I

-

---- - -·-·
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING SUMMARY

LCC-1

Project Name

I

Arcata City Hall-HF and VVT as Base
ANNUALENERGYUSEANDCOST

412012016

Base

Consumption
(kWh)

Description
Opt A Replace

w HiEff furnaces,

Demand
(kW)

164,221

VVT zoni11g

Naturnl Gas
Cost

Consumption
(lherms)

($)

Simple
Payback
(yanrs)

Cost
($)

47

$25.856

1.430

$1.547

NIA

1

Opt B Boiler, VA V

187,235

51

$28, 193

2,950

$2,918

NIA

2

Opt C Multizone VRV No Cool

244,400

84

$35,017

0

$344

NIA

3

Opt C Mullizone VRV

210,920

78

$41.801

0

$344

NIA

4

Opt C1 Multizo11e VRV

230,687

Bl

$33,271

0

$344

NIA

5

Opt D Grou11d Loop Hear Pumps

186,851

53

$28, 154

0

$344

NIA

w Hear Recovef'f

LIFE CYCLE COST PRESENT VALUE
Option

Initial
Cost

Annual
Recurring
Costs

Utility
Incentive

Electricity
Costs

Natural
Gas Costs

Non Annual
Recurring
OM&R Cost

Replacem.
Costs

Residual
Value

Total LCC

Savings

Base

$293,250

$0

so

S490,590

$36,687

so

$135,625

$0

1

$544, 700

$0

$0

$534,924

$69, 190

$0

$198,916

$0

2

S581, 100

$0

so

S664,398

$8, 158

$0

S118,500

$0

$1,372, 156 ($416,004)

3

$581, 100

$0

$0

S793, 129

$8, 159

$0

S 118,500

$0

$1,500,888 ($544,736)

4

$642,720

so
so

$8, 158

$0

$142,200

$0

$1,424,348 ($468, 196)

$1 ,290,250

so
so

$631,270

5

$534, 190

$8, 149

$0

$329, 190

$322,563

$1,839,216 ($883,064)

Study Parameters

IZI

years

o%
Western

$0
($200,000)

DOE!FEMP Escalation Rates
Region:

$0

$1,347,730 ($391,578)

LIFE CYCLE COST SAVINGS

Study Period: 30
Real Discount Rate: 3

$956, 152

us

($400,000)
($600,000)

1111

Fuel Sector: Commerc1a1

D

'

($800,000)
Uniform Escalation Rates
Electricity:

NIA

Natural Gas: NIA

($1,000,000)
1

2

3

4

5

-- --
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING SUMMARY

LCC-1

I Date

Pcojecl Name

412012016

Arcata City Hall-Electric Systems Only

ANNUAL ENERGY USE AND COST

Option
Base

Consumption

Demand

(kWh)

(kW)

Description
Opt

c Mulrizone VRV No Cool

Natural Gas
Cost
($)

Consumption
(therms)

Cost
($)

244,400

84

$35,017

0

$344

Simple
Payback
(years)
NIA

1

Opt C Multizone VRV

249,344

84

$45,790

0

$344

0.0

2

Opt C 1 Multizone VRV w Heat Recoveiy

230,687

81

$33,271

0

$344

35.3

3

Opt D Ground Loop Heat Pumps

186,85 1

53

$28, 154

0

$344

103.3

LIFE CYCLE COST PRESENT VALUE
Option

Initial
Cost

Base

$581, 100

1

$581, 100

2

$642,720

3

$1,290,250

Annual
Recurring
Costs

Utility
Incentive

so
so
so
so

Study Period: 30

years

DOE/FEMP Escalation Rates
Region:

Natural Gas: NIA

Savings

$0

$118,500

$0

$1 ,372, 156

$0

so
so

$868,809

$8, 158

$118,500

$0

$1,576,567

($204,411)

$631.270

$8, 158

so
so

$142,200

$0

$1,424,348

($52, 192)

$0

$534, 190

$8,149

$0

$329, 190

$322, 563

$0

$1,839,216 ($467,061)

us

($200,000)

1- '~
~
.)

($300,000)
($400,000)

NIA

Total LCC

$8.158

Uniform Escalation Rates
Electricity:

Residual
Value

$664,398

Fuel Sector: Commercial

D

Replacem.
Costs

$0

($100,000)

Real Discount Rate : 3 o %

Western

Non Annual
Recurring
OM&RCost

Natural
Gas Costs

LIFE CYCLE COST SAVINGS

Study Parameters

0

Electricity
Costs

($500,000)

·:

I

~--

1

2

3

I

---

--

--
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Discussion
Based on simple payback, the only alternative that will pay for itself in a reasonable time is Alt A.
Each of the alternatives has costs associated with system improvements. A decision about which system
should be the deciding factor on choice of system.
Replacing the existing 80% efficient furnaces is not recommended: 80% efficient furnaces will probably
not even be allowed in the next code cycle. 90% condensing furnaces are the current standard.
The minimum acceptable system would be Option A: the existing system would be upgraded with new
94% efficient furnaces and controls modified and repaired to provide improved comfort and ventilation
for occupants for the next fifteen to twenty years. The current situation of overheating on warm days
would be somewhat improved by the addition of economizer ("free") cooling to most areas on most
days. Energy use would decrease somewhat.
The central boiler in Option B would provide benefits similar to Option A with simpler operation and
maintenance than Option A.
If it is desired to provide cooling or all-electric operation, then Options C and D should be considered.
According to the analysis, the amount of heat recoverable from cooling zones (911 call center and
computer room) would not be adequate to cover the increased cost of the heat recovery equipment.
If Options C or D (electric cooling) were implemented and the cooling equipment was locked out for all
zones except 911 and computer center, a life cycle cost savings of a little over $10,000 could be
achieved. Of course, there would probably be comfort complaints if this course were adopted.

Methodology
The building was modeled using EnergyPro, which uses the DOE2.1E for building energy analysis

calculations. The outer building shell was modeled as is. Existing systems as described in the Taylor
report were verified on site and modeled accordingly.
Replacement systems options were modeled with appropriate HVAC equipment. Zones were limited to
two per system to simplify modeling input.
Energy costs were approximated by using PG&E E-195 Electricity Rate Schedule and G-NRl Gas Rate
Schedule.
Construction costs were estimated using the Taylor report for those systems which were considered
there. Other costs were estimated by consultation with experienced contractors, professional

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

to choose depends on what improvements are desired. The benefits associated with each of these costs

judgement, and "RSMeans Mechanical Cost Data". Additional Costs to be included for budgeting
purposes but not included in life cycle cost analysis include Travel Premiums, Contingency for unknowns,
and Architectural and Engineering fees.
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Note that Skyline Technical Systems, like Taylor Engineering, is not a professional cost estimator or
contractor and that we base our numbers on our professional judgement and past experience.

Scope of Work:
Base Scope to include in options A, C, and D:
•

Replace HF-1, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, HF-5 and AH-1 economizer OSA dampers with Ruskin CD-50. Use
existing actuators that are all relatively new.

•

Commission all economizer and return air controls.

•

Add return air path for 6 rooms -0n second floor that do not <:urrent~y have return air paths.

•

Provide 3 rooms with new through-wall transfers with sidewall grilles on both sides.

•

Provide 3 rooms with new z-duct through the wall transfers that include a high and low sidewall
grilles and interconnecting duct in the wall. Include architectural repair work for the walls.

•

Allowance for supply diffusers and associated ductwork and balancing dampers to serve 8
rooms that are currently not served or need more airflow.

•

4 rooms, 150 cfm each, on second floor. Floor bar grilles. Include floor framing and architectural
repair work.

•

4 rooms, 150 cfm each on first floor. Lay-in ceiling registers.

•

Rebalance the entire building based on schedules provided by engineer.

Option A: Replace Old Furnaces and provide new Variable Volume Terminal System
•

Replace HF-1, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, and HF-5 with variable speed high-efficiency condensing
furnaces such as Lennox SLP series

•

Replace DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3 with modulating condensing duct furnaces.

•

Add a 5 hp variable speed drive to AH-1

•

Add controls to the new AH-1, DF-1, DF-2, DF-3 to function together as variable speed
modulating furnaces.

•

Add manufacturer's packaged change-over controls and pressure-controlled bypass dampers to
each furnace

•

Budget for36 zones

•

Zones will be pressure-independent

•

Preferred controls will interface with existing JCI Facility Explorer BAS for monitoring purposes

•

Zones will be added or cut into existing ductwork and downstream ductwork will be
reconfigured as necessary

•

Existing air terminals will remain and be re-used except for new diffusers where noted at lc,d

•

Note access conditions:

•

HF-1 supply and return ductwork is in a crawl space with about 36" clear height. New VVT

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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dampers will be installed in the crawl space.
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•

HF-3, HF-4, HF-5, DF2, and DF-3 ductwork is on the first floor with tight clearance. Some spaces
have only 16" clear below concrete slab and the rest of the space has 16" clear below joists and
an additional 12" between joists for crossovers. Assume tight working conditions and extra
fittings required on first floor.
DF-1 distribution on the second floor is overhead with a2x4 lay-in ceiling with ample working
space of about 26" clear.

Option B: New Boiler with Air Handlers and 36 VAV zones with hot water reheat
•

Replace HF-1 and HF-2 with a 5000 cfm VAV air handler with new economizer.

•

Existing relief fans to remain or be resized and replaced.

•

Replace HF-3 HF-4, and HF-5 with a single 10,000 cfm VAV air handler with economizer

•

AH-1 to remain and remove duct furnaces DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3.

•

Add a 500,000 Btu/hr condensing hot water boiler with a single pump and hot water distribution
throughout the building to serve 36 VAV boxes with reheat.

•

Prnv~de new gas

•

Reseal all existing ductwork and/or use Aeroseal to seal the ducts to reduce leakage at the

piping t-0 the new boiler l-0catfon. Assume 100 feet run ba<:k t-0 gas meter.

higher pressures that will be seen in the VAV with reheat system.
Option C: New Multi-zone Split System - (Daiken)
•

Remove HF-1, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, AH-1, DF-1, DF-2, DF-3

•

Adapt existing economizer systems to provide ventilation and economizer air to each zone.

•

Provide a new VRF unit for each existing zone.

•

Provide new manufacturer's zoning assembly dampers for 36 zones.

Option Cl:
•

Same as C, but with heat recovery system. Requires larger nominal outdoor unit because of
lower heat capacity for these units.

Option D: New Water Loop Heat Pump System with Ground Source Water Loop.
•

Remove HF-1, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, AH-1, DF-1, DF-2, DF-3

•

Provide a new variable speed super efficiency water-to-air heat pump for each existing zone.

•

Provide equipment and controls described in 2e,f,g,h above

•

Provide a ground source loop consisting of variable speed pumping package, vertical borehole
array at 200 linear feet per ton, 20 ft spacing o.c.

•

Grade and repave parking lot at conclusion
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OPTION:

Base

Opt A

Opt B

OptC

Opt Cl

Opt D

SYSTEM:

Rep] HFs

HF-VVT

BLR-VAV

MZVRV

MZVRV

GRD LP

Base Scope

42000

42000

42000

42000

42000

Replace Furnaces

81700

99000

99000

99000

277000

324400

Add 36 VVT terminals and controls

85000
99000

New VAV AH w/ Condensing Bir and HW Reheat

400000

VRF System
Water Source Heat Pump System
Additional scope items

822500
29000

29000

19000

29000

29000

29000

152700

255000

419000

447000

494400

992500

Work of other trades

5%

15%

30%

30%

30%

30%

Expected Initial Cost

$160,335

$293,250

$544,700

$581,100

$642,720

$1,290,250

Subtotal

Additional Costs to be included for budgeting purposes but not included in life cycle cost analysis include
Travel Premiums, Contingency for unknowns, and Architectural and Engineering fees.

Life Expectancies:
OPTION:

Base

Opt A

Opt B

OptC

Opt Cl

Opt D

SYSTEM:

Repl HFs

HF-VVT

BLR-VAV

MZVRV

MZVRV

GRD LP

Weighted Total

81700

135625

198916.7

118500

142200

329190.79

Weighted Years

15

17.5

27.5

19

19

19.5

Expected Life of Major Components:
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Aicata city hall is approximately 15,200 ft2 and houses the city hall, city manager,
public works, the building department, and a police station. The initial building
was designed by Trump & Sauble Architects in 1965 and housed the police
station on the lower level and city offices, city hall, and the city libra1y on the
upper level. A two story addition was added to the northeast in 1990 and the
carport was converted to police station offices at an tmknown date. The original
upper floor in 1965 was predominantly open office space that has subsequently
mostly been divided up into private offices and conference rooms with minimal
changes to the HVAC system.
Arcata City Hall and the adjacent City Library building are an Emergency
Operations Center that is served by a backup generator.
This report has three main sections:
•

Descriptions of existing systems based on a review of the original design
drawings (where available), review of the building automation system
(BAS), and site visits. Only readily visible systems and equipment were
observed in the field.

•

Assessment of the state-of-repair and adequacy of systems for the current
building usage based on visual inspections, conversations with the
building engineering staff, and our experience from other projects. No
pe.rfomlfillce or destructive testing was conducted.

•

Recommendations for system upgrades.

2 HVAC System Description
Arcata City Hall is served by multiple HVAC systems that are not well suited to
maintain comfort and are inefficient compared to modem HVAC systems.
Maintenance staff and occupants feel that the systems are unable to maintain
thermal comfort and good air quality in most areas of the building. In addition,
all-of the existing <:entral heating furnaces have passed their useful life and
should be budgeted for replaced.

2.1 System Zonln~ & Air Distribution

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

1 Introduction

The HVAC systems provide heating and ventilation using 6 air handlers that
serve 8 zones with gas fired furnaces. The 911 data room is served by a split
system and tlle 911 dispatch room is served by a heat pump. There is no active

Taylor Engineering
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cooling provided to the building except to the 911 dispatch room and data room.
More detail on HVAC equipment is in section 2.3.
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Over time City Hall has gone through retrofits that generally changed the
original open plan spaces into private offices and conference rooms.
A major 2 story addition was added to the nOl'theast comer of the building in
1991, highlighted in the image below.

~~
rr~li ~I .

Figure: Upper level floor plan highlighting 1991 addition in north east corner
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Figure: Original 1965 Floor Plan

'U-COIJNC IL

I.!>TORJ.16~
JANITOl
CONFERENCE
~OOH

C ITY
MAN AG.ER

Figure: Current Floor Plan

The image beow summarizes the air distribution and zoning on the upper level.
A mechanical room near the Finance offices contains two furnaces HF-1 and HF2, ai1d a second mechailical room near Community Development has a central air
handler (AH-1) that serves three duct furnaces, DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3. DF-1
serves Community Development on the second level and DF-2/3 serve the police
station on the lower level. The southern portion of the upper level is served by
two furnaces located on the lower level, HF-3 and HF-4.

Taylor Engineering
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The two figru·es below show the original 1965 HVAC system for the librai-y and
the current floor plan for the same area illustrating the large number of walls that
have been added over time.
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Figure: Upper Level Zoning and Air Distribution

The section shows the air distribution in the city manager area of the upper floor.
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Figure: Typical Window Sill Air Distribution

The image below summarizes the air distribution and zoning on the lower level
The northeast section of the floor that was added in the 1991 addition has two
AH-1 zones served by DF-1 and DF-2 (located on the upper level). The
remainder of the floor is one zone served by HF-5. HF-3 and HF-4 share a
mechanical room and both serve the floor above as described previously. For
clarity, the supply ducts from HF-5 are not illustrated on this sketch.
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Figure: Lower Level Floor Plan
Note: existing floor plans are 1iand drawn and not to scale

The southeast comer of the lower level used to be a car port that was converted
to offices and an interrogation room at an unknown date. These spaces are not
served by the central system and do not have mechanical ventilation. They have
electric baseboards for heating.
Air distribution on the 2.11d floor is from overhead in the 1991 addition and most
of the remaining spaces are served from floor grilles or window sill grilles from
the floor below. Air distribution on first floor is all from overhead.

2.2 Other System and Building Features
The building has a Johnson Controls Facility Explorer Building Automation
System (BAS) using a JCI-FX-60 controller. HF-1 through HF-5 are controlled by
standard factory controllers and interfaced to the BAS. Small exhaust fans on the
2,nd floor are controlled by local wall switches. Battery operated wireless

Taylor Engineering
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thermostats communicate back the BAS front end. Old pneumatic and electric
thermostats that are no longer in use remain in place.

The HVAC system is serviced annually by California Heating. The BAS is
serviced by Shafter Controls out or Redding.
A HVAC retrofit by LACO Associates dated 1993 appears to have never been
implemented. The design included a 7-1/2 ton packaged AC-unit that served
the "swamp" area of the police department and replaced HF-5. HF-5 still exists
although without a functioning furnace and clearly the 7-1/2 ton packaged unit
was never installed.

2.3 Major HVAC Equipment
A table of all major equipment is shown below.
All supply, relief, and exhaust fans are constant volume and all furnaces are
single stage. AH-1 and HF-1 through HF-5 have built up economizers and relief
fans. The furnaces are controlled from standard factory controllers. It is unclear
how the economizers and relief fans are controlled since the factory controllers
do not usually have this capability, but the presence of economizer status in the
Johnson Controls, Inc. UCI) BAS front end suggests that they are controlled
directly from JCI.

Taylor Engineering
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Most exterior windows are operable and some skylights can also be opened with
manual hand crank operators.
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Supply
u

Tag

""C
QJ

2::
~

I

1

Air Handler

DF-1

Serves

Make/model
Trane Climate
Changer Central
Station AHU

CFM
(or1g1na
., I

EXh QUS

design)

t CFM

5725

-

·

Hea t mg
•.
[kBtufhr}

notes

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

DF-1, D~-2, DF-3
Main Level
Commuhity
Development

1991

Trane GDNC,-C17

-

-

106

stainless HX
and burner

DF-Z

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

Lower Level
perimeter

1991

Trane GDNC,-C12

-

-

85

stainless HX
and burner

DF-3

Duct furnace

UL- NE Mech
room

Lower level
interior

1991

Trane GDNC,-C12

-

-

85

stainless HX
and burner

EF-1

Exhaust fan

AH-1

1991

Penn LC-30A

-

5725

EF2,3,6,7

Exhaust fans

2,3 LL toilets,
6,7ULoffices

1991

-

95

EF-4

Exhaust fan

Janitor Room,
Lower level

1991

-

40

EF-5

Exhaust fan

Shower Room,
Lower level

1991

-

365

<(

_6-

Location
UL- NE Mech
room

AH-1

M

Descriptior.

·
'ear
instalfed

HF-1

HF-Z

Taylor Engineering

Furnace

UL - NW Mech
Room

Furnace

UL - NW Mech
Room

Page 10

City Manager

Finance

1991

1994

Payne 376 CAV
060 135 AFJA

2570

100

1994

Payne 383 CAV
060 135 APJA

2100

100

10/17/2014

80%
Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated
80%
Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated
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Tag

HF-3

HF-4

Description

Location

Serves

Furnace

LL East Mech
room

UL
Environmental
Services

Furnace

LL East Mech
room

UL council
chambers &
recreation

YeQr
installed

1994

1995

Supply
CFM
Make/model

Lennox G2M43

Lennox G2M44

(original
design)

'Exhaus
tCFM

2570

2970

Heating
[kBtu/hr]

100

airflow
estimated

100

airflow
estimated

:

Furnace
abandoned
many years
ago
redundant
tag

I

LL West Mech
room
Room next to city
hall
UL NW Mech
Room
Roof above LL
Mech Room
UL NW Mech
Room

Police south

1965

Hayes SED-VF
#140

HF-4 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2170

HF-1 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2500

HF-3 relief

1965

Jenn Air 201 UCB

2300

HF-2 Relief

1965

Jenn Air 121 UCB

1100

HF-4 relief

1965

Jenn Air 121 UCB

800

1965

1991

Jenn Air
Sanyo 12KL11
(Fujitsu
installed?)

1991

Carrier 40DQ014
(Fujitsu ins~alled)

HF-5

Air Handler

EF-7

exhaust fan

EF-8

exhaust fan

EF-9

exhaust fan

EF-10

exhaust fan

EF-11
EF13,14,15

exhaust fan
misc small
exh fans

AC-1

Split AC unit

Outdoors at
grade

911 data room

Heat pump

Outdoors at
grade

911 dispatch
room

HP-1

Recreation roof

2780

1 ton cooling
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1.2 tons
cooling

676

Totals

!

18,715
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3 HVAC System Assessment

While the original design may have functioned satisfactory for the open library
and city hall spaces, it is now poorly suited to the cw-rent use. TI1e Q.ll'rent
zoning that combines orientations, conference rooms and private offices, and
covers large areas of the building limits the ability of the system to maintain
comfort.
The building is served by 6 separate supply fans and 6 separate economizers
which has both disadvantages and advantages. The main disadvantage is
increased maintenance cost compared to a single central system, especially with
small economizers. An advantage of smaller systems is that it allows zoning to
be added u-sing variable volume temperature -controls, -discussed in section 4 ,
whereas a large central system would require more expensive zone level reheat.
Given the site and budget constraints it is likely not feasible to centralize the
HVAC system.
Private offices and conference rooms on the 2nd floor lack return air paths,
particularly in the environmental services portion of the building. Return air can
easily travel to central return locations when doors are open, but when doors are
closed the following may be occurring:
• Exfiltration out the building envelope which increased energy use
• The offices may be over-pressurized which limits the delivered supply
air,
Most ducts on the first floor serving the upper floor appear to be un-insulated
and are not shown as insulated on the design drawings. This limits the heating
and cooling that can reach the upper floor and potentially over heats/ cools the
first floor spaces that the ducts run through. These ducts are generally either
above lav-in ceiling tiles or are exposed so adding insulation is viable.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

3.1 Design Review

The police department offices and interrogation room that were added in the
former car port space lack central heating, cooling and ventilation. Heat is
provided with electric heater baseboard heaters. Cooling is optional, but
Taylor Engineering
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HF-51965 drawings show a complicated dual path outside air intake that was
designed to switch between two different intake locations in emergency mode.
We did not confirm if this system still exists.

3.2 System Capacity
The installed heating capacity (excluding HF-5 that is no longer used for heating)
is 676 kBtu/hour, or about 45 kBtu/hour/ft2 which is much more than is likely
required. Based on past project experience we expect the peak heating load to be
in the 15-25 kBtu/hour/ft2 range.
Cooling is provided only with outside air free cooling and the capacity is low
which likely explains the common complaint of being too hot. Using rules of
thumb for internal loads and considering the Arcata climate, the total supply
CFM to the building would need to be 2.0 cfm/ sq .ft. to maintain comfort all but
175 hrs.fyear and 3.3 CFM/ sq.ft. to maintain comfort all but 44 hours per year.
The current design airflow is 1.23 dm/ sq.ft., much below either of these
numbers. The actual comfort conditions may be better than these numbers
suggest if people open their windows for natural ventilation or if loads are
reduced in response to hot days (lights and equipment turned off).
Much more airflow was provided in the original 1965 design compared to the
1991 addition. The 1965 design included about 1.4 cfm/ft2 and the 1990 addition
was sized for only 0.8 cfm/ft2. Part of this difference is likely because the1965
design served spaces with high occupant density (city hall, library), but the only
0.8 cfm/ ft2 provided in 1991 is surprisingly low for a building utilizing only
outside air for cooling.
It is also likely that most of the zones are not receiving the design capacity of

outside ail'. According to Ed Cushing, outside air dampers are chronically
broken, and we observed BAS overrides that lock the outside dampers in fixed
positions rather than modulating to maintain cooling supply air temperatures.
There is perception that exhaust volumes in the toilets are insufficient and that
ventilation could be improved in the building. This is likely associated with
generally warm conditions, which people perceive as stuffy, and is unlikely due
to insufficient outside air or exhaust fan capacity. We evaluated the exhaust fan
sizing for EF-2 through 5 and all of them meet or exceed the California
Mechanical Code (see below).

Taylor Engineering
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ventilation must be provided by code. If the operable windows have an open
area that is 5% of the floor area then they meet California Title 24 requirements
for ventilation. It appears that most spaces meet the operable window
requirement except the interrogation room that does not have a window.
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area
EF-2
EF-3
EF-4

EF-5

serves
Public toilet
Public toilet
Janitor
shower room

dm

(sf)

95
95

43

#

#

fixtures showers
1
1

43

40

24

0

365

145

1

California
Mechanical
Code
[cfm]

60
60
24

1

140

Figure: Sampling of Exhaust Fan Sizing Compared to Code

3.3 Site Survey
The site survey is based on interviews with Ed Cushing, visual inspection of
INAC equipment, and review of the Johnson Controls web based front end.
HF-5 is the origin.al 1965 furnace, and according to Ed Cushing the furnace was
long since abandoned. HF-5 only operates for cooling.
The economizers have many issues.
•

Ed Cushing stated that economizer dampers often stick due to corrosion
from salt ail: and fog.

•

Many actuators are linked by convoluted linkages such as the two
examples shown below (red at-rows are pointing to dampe1 linkages).
-="91.~

•

Taylor Engineering
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AHU-1 Economizer damper is overridden to 65% in the BAS. The
lrighlighted horizontal line at 65 %is labeled as the mixed air damper
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The City Manager and Finance portions of the building on the second level have
ducts in a crawl space. There is sufficient height for service and re-work to add
zone dampers if the city chooses to do a retrofit. If zone dampers are added to in
a retrofit we recommend adding a thin concrete rat slab to improve maintenance
access. Duct insulation is damaged in some places and should be repaired if a
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~. ~ _~::- ·.1~._..·--·
,

..

Floor bar grilles appear to be undersized (due to noise) in some places and they
also have opposed blade dampers just behind the grille. Excess noise from
diffusers will reduce if the system is converted to variable air volme as we
recommend because they system operates at reduced airflow most of the time.
Diffuser sizing should be evaluated as part of the engineering effort of a redesign. At peak airflow the diffusers will still be noisy so increased diffuser
sizing should be considered if based on the engineering analysis. Opposed blade
dampers should be removed to reduce noise and were possible replaced with
volume damoers in the uostream ductwork .

Taylor Engineering
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Many window sill grilles have been covered over or shielded by occupants,
presumably due to undesirable drafts, The window sill grilles are is a poor
location for supply air when person sits near the exterior wall because the grille
is very close to the occupant. It would be better to locate the supply grilles at the
floor level in away from occupants, but this will add significant cost to a retrofit
and we believe it is not be cost justified compared to other measures. The
.current issues with window sill grilles will be reduced if the system is upgrnded
to have zoning and is variable volume. With the current system the air
temperature discharged from these grilles is often not what the perimeter private
offices need (ie. Cooling provided when heating is needed and vice versa) and
the air volume is always at maximum flow which increases draft risk and noise.
A variable volume system will supply much less air most of the time and
additional zoning will provide heating or cooling matching the zone needs. At
eak desirn airflow the diffusers may_ still produce unwanted drafts.

Taylor Engineering
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Thermostats are not all responsive to user inputs (some worked and others did
not) and should be re-commissioned.
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The door of the mechanical room to HF-3 and HF-4 has a fire damper installed.
It is unclear why fire dampers are needed in this building. This should be
inve.li.Qated further.

There are a large number of skylighlights that contribute signilicant heating and
cooling load to the building and may also be causing glare since they are clear
and don't block or diffuse direct beam solar. Modem high performance glass has
significantly better thermal performance than the current bubble skylights and
can be selected with tinted or diffusing properties to control glare. Because
cooling comfort is an issue for this building and there is currently no active
moling, a skylight retrofit should be considered to improve comfort in warm

Taylor Engineering
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The 1991 addition to the building housing Community Development on the top
floor has lay-in c~.6 with sufficient plenwn space for HVAC re-work above.
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AH-1 is of higher quality than the rest of the air handlers (furnaces) in the
building and has more useful service. life.. It can likely remain in a Juture retofit,,
but the associated duct heaters DF-1, DF-2, DF-3 should be replaced as discussed
later in this reuort.
11.f?f{J

Taylor Engineering
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weather. Cold weather heat loss will also be decreased.
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~=

Exposed glu-lam beams that are 9' -0" above the floor make overhead ducting
difficult without significant architectural impact The space between the beams
and potentially 12" under the beams (for 8'--0" dear height) could be used for
ducting or transfer, assuming an architectural treatment was applied.

Police break room appears to not be getting supply air. A small residential style
ceiling diffuser had no discernable airflow and was the same temperatme as the
room.
HP-1 and AC-1 are not networked to the BAS. They will be easier to maintain
and monitor if they are connected to the BAS.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

Old thermostats that are no longer in use were not removed when the Johnson
Controls thermostats were added. These should be removed to avoid occupant
confusion and reduce clutter on the walls.

3.4 Energy use
Comparing City Hall historical gas and electricity use to benchmark data from
the California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS) shows that both gas and
electricity use are higher than 80-90% of similar buildings. Gas use is tightly
Taylor Engineering
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connected to the HVAC system operation and this data suggested that there is a
huge opportunity for reduced gas use with a HVAC retrofit and recommissioning of the building. The high electricity use cannot be explained
without further investigation and may be due to lighting and/ or plug (computer
room) loads that are necessary for the operation of this building. An HVAC
retrofit will reduce electricity loads by reducing fan energy and the magnitude
can be evaluate with energy simulations.
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Mothly gas use from 2009 through April 2013 is shown below and shows a
consistent seasonal pattern with moderate variation from year to year. In total,
2010 and 2011used8% more gas than 2009 and 2012.
City Hall Natural Gas Use
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Monthly electricity use from 2009 through April 2013 is shown below and a flat
seasonal pwfile. The mete.r data shown below is from the PG&E mete.r and
includes the production from the 12.1 kW PV array, so the actual profile of
building demand is a bit more peaked in summer. Our rough estimate of the PV
productions (no data was available) is about 16,000 kWh/yr which is only 7% of
the annual average use of 224,000 kWh.
Arcata City Hall Electricity Use
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Figure: California CEUS database benchmark for electricity use for all commercial
buildings in the north coast climate zones. Red star is Arcata City Hall.
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In this section we describe overall central system retrofit options in section 4.1.
The beginning of section 4.1 lists scope that is included for all major retrofit
options. Major retrofit options in order of increasing cost include:

•

Tune up existing system

•

Replace old furnaces and tune up existing system

•

Replace old furnaces and add zoning

•

New variable air volume air handlers with hot water reheat zoning

Sections 4.2 through 4.5 include recommendations and alternatives for specific
areas and features of the building that are not related to the central system
retrofit options.

4.1 Central System HVAC System Retrofit Options
This section covers retrofit options for the main fmnaces and air distribution.
Other targeted recommendations not related to the central systems are included
in later sections.
Scope to include in all central system retrofit options in sections 4.1.1 through
4.1.4:

•

A renovated INAV system will eliminate the need for the multiple small
exhaust fans on the 2nd floor. These fans are not controlled by the BAS,
are a sources of heat loss, and are an un-necessary maintenance item.

•

Remove all un-used pneumatic and electric thermostats. These aie a
visual nuisance and confuse occupants since they don't control anything.

•

Replace/Repair economizers to imprnve reliability and serviceability.
Replace dampers with stainless or almninum such as the Ruskin model
CDSO that resist corrosion in the Arcata fog and salt air environment.
Actuators should be direct coupled (no jack-shafts allowed), and
provision should be made for easy service access.

•

Add return air path for all spaces that currently do not have return air,
particularly the Environmental Services portion of the building. This can
be done with transfer grilles between rooms, with ducts, or by adding
floor grilles and ducts on level 1.

Taylor Engineering
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•

If the dual path outside air intake still exists on HF-5, consider removing
it to simplify the system and reduce rm-necessary pressure drop.

Tune up existing system

Most of the existing HVAC equipment has exceeded a useful service life and is
due for replacement, so we do not recommend this option. It is included as a
relatively low-cost option for improving the existing system to be performed in
the short term until there is a budget for replae.ement.
•

Repairing or replace economizer control dampers as necessa1y so that all
economizer function properly.

•

Add additional space temperature sensors and use average (or high limit)
of multiple sensors to control furnaces.

•

Re-balancing airflows based on a load calculation.

•

Improving control sequence of operation and re-commissioning existing
controls to eliminate faults.

All of this work is also included in more comprehensive retrofits described
below and will be much more valuable if combined with an HVAC upgrade. A
better cost option is to upgrade the HVAC system first followed by re-balancing
airflows and commissioning controls. Done the other way around, balancing
and commissioning would occur twice.
4.1.2

Replace old furnaces and tune up existing system

Most of the existing HVAC equipment has exceeded a useful service life and
should be .replaced. Residential style fumace.s like HF-1 through .HF-4 typically
have a 12-15 year life and have now been operating for 20-24 years. As this
equipment degrades the cost of service will increase and there is more risk of
cracked heat exchangers which can contaminate supply air with combustion
byproducts.
This option replaces equipment that has exceeded a useful service life and will
result in significant energy savings, but does little to address zoning issue and
improve comfort.
Include everything included in D above and replace HF-1 through HF-5 with
new variable speed condensing furnaces such as the Carrier Infinity or Trane
XC95m. Replace duct furnaces DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3 served by AH-1 with
modulating duct furnaces and add a VFD to AH-1 for variable speed control.
AH-1 is not replaced because it is a high quality air handler with more useful life.
4.1.3
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Replace old furnaces & add zoning

Scope includes:
Taylor Engineering
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Everything :included in section 4.1.1and4.1.2
o

•

Except additional temperature sensor which are not required
because this option adds zoning.

Add zoning using manufacturer zoning control packages that include
dampers and thermostats for each zone, a bypass damper at the furnace,
and a master controller that coordinates all the zones and bypass. The
control will be a "variable volume drange over" type control that is also
called "variable volume/variable temperature" or VVT.
o

It is preferable, but not necessary to network the manufacturer's

controllers with the existing BAS for monitoring and control.
Options for integration should be explored during design, such as
using the Johnson Control Commercial Comfort System
•
4.1.4

Add approximately 36 new zones

New Variable Air Volume (VAV) air handlers with hot water reheat zones

This would be a fully modernized system with the simplest controls and most
flexibility. It is an expensive retrofit for this building.
This option will last longer than the other options. Residential type furnaces last
10-15 years compared to commercial air handlers and VAV boxes that last 20-25
years. If the city is taking a long term outlook, replacement cost for the other
options should be included when comparing to tl-ris option.
Scope includes:
•

Replacing HF-1 and HF-2 with a 5,000 dm VAV air handler with
economizer,

•

Replacing HF-3, HF-4, and HF-5 with a 10,000 dm VAV air handler with
economizer. HF-5 is in a separate room that is adjacent to the mechanical
room with HF-3 and HF-4 so we assume that the two rooms can be
combined if required to fit the new air handler.

•

Keep AH-1 and remove the associated duct furnaces, DF-1, DF-2, and DF3.

•

Add a 400,000 Btu high efficiency condensing hot water boiler and hot
water distribution to serve VAV reheat boxes throughout the building. A
heat pump hot wate.r heating option is discussed below ill section 4.1.5.

•

Add approximately 36 VAV boxes to provide zoning.

•

For energy efficiency serve the 911 server room and dispatch room from
AH-1 for economizer free cooling as the first stage before enabling
compressors for cooling.

Taylor Engineering
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•

Alternatlves to Central System Retrofit Options

•

Use heat pump heaters instead of gas fired furnaces as an alternative to
options 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. This will cost significantly more because of the
added equipment cost and because it will require new electrical
infrastructure and outdoor condensing units, compared to gas-fired
furnaces that will use the existing gas piping. Cost effectiveness and C02
reduction from this option can be evaluated with energy simulations.
Advantages of heat pumps are
o Reduction in C02 emissions due to relatively clean PG&E
electrically and/ or city purchase of 100% renewable options
through a CCA or PG&E' s green option.

o Potential for the building to be zero net energy at the site. Havlilg
a 100% electric building allows for 100% of the use to be offset by
on site generntion from PV' s m other renewable sources sud1 as
wind.

The current PV array only supplies 7% of the building electricity,
so net zero may not be viable given site limitations for renewable
production.
o Potential to provide heating during an emergency event where
gas service is interrupted. We did not analyze the size of the
existing emergency generator, but staff opinion is that it is
oversized, in which case it could probably help power heat
pumps in addition to other critical building systems.
o Heat pumps add the potential for compressor cooling so could
improve comfort during heat waves when the outside air only
cooling system runs out of capacity. See section 3.2 for a
discussion of cooling capacity.
o Allows an option to use the abandoned well as a source for
heating and cooling using a water source heat pump. This
approach would use a variable refrigerant flow system with a
water cooled condenser. Use of well water was suggested as an
option by city council and staff, and while it may be viable, there
are numerous potential issues that are not addressed in this
report. Capacity, ground water flow/ redlarge, regulatory issues,
etc. would all need to be addressed.

Taylor Engineering
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4.2 Warm Weather Comfort
Because the building appears short on outside air cooling capacity, we
recommend the follow:i:ngJmprovements to improve the ability of the-building to
maintain comfort in warm weather without adding an active cooling system.
•

Add open windows indicator lights to enhance natuial ventilation.
Red/ green lights in select locations light up when the building is in
cooling mode and the outdoor climate is conducive to passive cooling.
We have used this strategy on a number of passive and mixed-model
buildings.

•

Provide ceiling fans. Air movement from ceiling fans keeps
occupants comfortable at temperatures 3-4"F higher than
without fans. The Gossamer Wind Industrial fan is a high
efficiency low cost fan that cost approximately $100 and
installed cost is approximately $300. An altemative is to
provide occupants the $17 Artie Breeze Pro desktop fan
(image to right) a highly effective and efficient product.

•

e,

)I'

I

Add a pre-cooling control sequence to the building controls that will precool the building to 68°F every moming to avoid overheating in the
afternoon.

Other improvements to consider that will also improve comfort in warm weather
include:
•

Add more airflow capacity to specific zones based on a load calculation,
particularly AH-1 that has much lower overall airflow than the rest of the
building. With a VAV control, individual zones can increase their airflow
without adding more airflow to the central fan. · To add capacity to a
zone, the supply diffuser will likely need to be up-sized to not create
excessive noise at higher airflow. This option is more practical if duct
modifications are already being made in retrofit options 4.1.3 or 4.1.4.
The existing furnaces HF-1 through HF-5 are the largest models available
so additional airflow cannot be added if the furnaces are replaced with
like-kind models. An option for increasing airflow for HF-1 through HF5 is to use a "twin" furnace setup where two smaller furnaces sit side by
side. Mostmanufactul'ershave a standard conLTol options that controls
the two units as one.

•

Taylor Engineering
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• Use a heat pump hot water heater instead of a condensing boiler for the
retrofit described in section 4.1.4. All of the discussion points related to
heat pump furnaces above also apply to this option.

Add occupancy sensors to control lighting. Reduced lighting load will
save energy and reduce over-heating. Occupancy sensors could also be
interfaced to the HVAC controls to reduce ventilation rates when spaces
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are unoccupied. The California ene1·gy code 2013 version (Title 24) now
allows reduction of ventilation to 25% when spaces are unoccupied.

All the rooms that were added in the car port conversion are not served by a
HVAC system. Most of these rooms have operable windows and likely meet
code for v_e yi@!tion (wind_o_w opening area is 5 % _0Lflo01· area served), but this
should be confirmed. The interview room does not have an operable window so
violates code. Forced ventilation should be added to this room to meeting code,
either 0.15 dm/ sq.ft. or 15 dm/ person whichever is greater.
The City may want to add full HVAC services to the rooms in the old car port as
part of an HVAC upgrade. There will likely be excess capacity from the existing
systems and ducts once they are operated as VAV systems if HVAC system
upgrad~s in sectfons 4.1.3 are 4.1.4 implem~nted..

4.4 Dispatch & IT room
These rooms can be cooled with outside air most of the time with the split
systems only acting as backup, resulting in large energy savings. Both rooms
have exterior walls so outside air can be accessed directly if architecturally
acceptable louver locations can be identified. A free cooling system would
include outside air louvers for supply and relief and a transfer fan located in each
room. The new fan and existing split systems should be connected to BAS and
then programmed to stage the free cooling system .first.

4.5 Other options
•

Skylight upgrade to reduce heat gain and glare as discussed in section
3.3. This option can be applied to any of the recommended HVAC
retrofits and cost effectiveness can be studies with energy simulations.

•

Control relief fans based on builidng pressure if they are not already.
Passive relief may be sufficient and can eliminate i·elief fan energy use
when utilized. With a variable volume system, the building will only
need active relief at peak cooling airflow. This is a low cost improvement
that should be included if retrofit options 4.1.3 are 4.1.4 are implemented.

• Aeroseal ducts (http://www.aeroseal.com/) to reduce leakage. Duct
sealing is required for the VAV reheat conversion option due to higher
pl'es.sm·e operation, but .is not absoluteJy necessary Jm the otheI options.
We recommend co11sidering duct sealhlg such as Aeroseal for any retrofit
if an Aeroseal rep se1vices th.is area.

Taylor Engineering
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5 Appendices

The HVAC cooling design temperahue in Arcata for 0.5% exceedance is 69°F and
for 2% exceedance is 65°F. 0.5% exceedance corresponds to 40 hours and 2%
exceedance conesponds to 175 hours.
The psychrometric chart below shows data for Monday tlu-ough Friday from 8
am to 6pm from the Arcata Airport Typical Meteorological Year weather file.
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5.2 Issues list from Ed Cushini
•

City Hall
o

Insufficient amount of Zone Controls

o Fresh Air in Dampers appear to freeze up
o

•

•

•

Taylor Engineering

HVAC system operates as 3 separate systems as opposed to one
system

City Managers Complex
o

North side offices cold

o

South side offices hot

o

Conference room always hot (south side w / lots of windows)

o

Complaints of 'musty air'

o

Numerous 'dead air' spaces

Finance Area
o

Drafty

o

Finance Mangers Office hot (north side) Dan:

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)

(Dry-Bulb Temperature - 7AM to 7PM)

Building Department
o

Hot

o

One exhaust fan - not enough
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•

•

•

Environmental Services
o

Always very warm

o

Only noticeable ail' movement when windows are open

o

All offices have supply ail:

o

Reception area has the only retwn air

Recreation Offices
o

Minimal air movement

o

Offices cool in winter - difficult to warm

o

Minimal ducting

Community Development/Public Works
o

Economizer does not seem to function properly

o

1 office has supply ail:/ 2 offices have return air

o

New design necessary for remodel of office space

Restrooms
o

•

Taylor Engineering
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•

Arcata Gty Hall

Needs more ail' flow/ exhaust

Police
o

Reception Area warm

o

Needs increased ail: movement/ turnover/ exhaust

o

Swamp area/back offices not part of system - hot/no air
movement

o

Locker rooms have minimal air movement/ exhaust

o

IT Area needs more air / cooler air?

o

Dispatch has AC but lacks air movement/ exhaust/ turn over
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Taylor Engineering
LLC

To:

Contractors for Pricing

From:

Gwelen Paliaga

Subject:

Arcata City Hall

Date:

October 17, 2014

See attached Arcata City Hall Mechanical Systems Report for a building and existing HVAC
system description. HVAC plans from the original 1965 construction and 1991 addition are also
included. The second floor has changed significantly over time and is now much more subdivided than the 1965 construction, so a floor plan of the current 2nd floor showing HVAC
zoning is also included.
The city is considering options for a major HV AC retrofit and would like budgetary pricing for
the retrofit options presented in the HV AC systems report.
Assume that the project is plan and spec so no engineering is required by the contractor. Assume
full turnkey services otherwise, including startup, commissioning, and controls.
The table below lists major equipment that will be replaced.

Supply
.Tag

I Description

AH-1

I Air Handler I Mech room

Location
UL- NE

"C

'7

QJ
V')

>
...a

I DF-1 DF-2
1

DF-1

Duct
furnace

UL- NE
Mech room

'
DF-3
Main Level
Community
Development

DF-2

Duct
furnace

UL- NE
Mech room

Lower Level
perimeter

Duct
DF-3 I furnace

Ul- NE
Mech room

I
~ <(

QJ

Serves

HF-1 I Furnace

UL- NW
Mech Room

HF-2 I Furnace

UL - NW
Mech Room

Make/model
Trane Climate
Changer Central
Station AHU

CFM

Heating
[kBtu/hr]

5725

Trane GDNC,C17

106

stainless HX
and burner

Trane GDNC,C12

85

stainless HX
and burner

85

stainless HX
and burner

100

80% Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated

ILower level ITrane GDNC,interior

I
I

City Manager

Finance

notes

C12

I

Payne 376 CAV
060 135 AFJA

2570

Payne 383 CAV
060 135 APJA

2100

100

80% Efficiency,
airflow is
estimated

I -Lennox GlM43

157D

100.

estimated

I
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UL

l l East

Hf-3 I Furnace

Mech wom

I Envkonmenta
lS.ervlces

airllow
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Tag

HF-4

HF-5

Description

Location

LL East
Mech room

Furnace

Air Handler

LL West
Mech room

Serves
UL council
chambers &
recreation

Police south

Make/model

Lennox G2M44

Hayes SED-VF
#140

Heating
{kBt u/ht}

2970

100

2780

notes

airflow
estimated
Furnace
abandoned
many years
ago

Access to existing duct work is as follows:
•

Upper level NE - crawl space with approximately 36" clear with only ducts and no other
services.

•

Lower level has the rest of the duct distribution for the building and has about 75% lay-in
2'x4' ceiling and the other 25% has exposed ducts (no ceiling). The lower level has only
1-6" clear below a concrete slab (shown on marked up floor plan) and the rest of the space
has 16" clear below joists and an additional 12" between joists for cross overs. Assume
tight working conditions and extra fittings on first floor.

Scope of work
1. Scope to include in all options
a. Replace the HF-I, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, HF-5, and AH-leconomizer OSA dampers
with Ruskin CD-50. Use existing actuators that are all relatively new.
b. Commission all economizer and return air controls.
c. Add return air path for 6 rooms on second floor that do not currently have return
air paths. Assume the following.
1.

Provide 3 rooms with new through the wall transfers with sidewall grilles
on both sides.

11.

Provide 3 rooms with new z-duct through the wall transfers that include a
high and low sidewall grilles and interconnecting duct in the wall. Include
architectural repair work for wall.

d. Allowance for supply diffusers and associated duct work and balancing dampers
to 8 serve rooms that are currently not served or need more airflow.
1.

Attachment: B. Study of Options for HVAC, Skyline Technical Systems, April 2016 (1507 : City Hall HVAC)
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4 rooms, 150 CFM each on second floor. Floor bar grilles. Include floor
framing & architectural repair work.
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ii. 4 rooms, 150 CFM each on first floor. Ceiling lay-in grilles.
e. Re-balance the entire building based on schedules provided by an engineer.

a. Replace HF-1 , HF-2, HF-3, HF-4 and HF-5 with variable speed condensing
furnaces. s.uch as. Carrier Infinity or Trane XC95m.
b. Replace DF-1, DF-2 and DF-3 with modulating condensing duct furnaces.
c. Add a 5HP VFD to AH-1
d. Add controls to the new AH-1 VFD, DF-1, DF-2 and DF-3 to function together
as variable speed modulating furnaces.
3. Alternative 2: Replace old Furnaces and add VVT zoning
a. All scope it Alternative 1
b. Add manufacturer's packaged change over controls and pressure controlled
bypass dampers to each furnace, such as Trane VariTrac or Carrier Infinity Zone
Control.
1.

Budget for 36 zones total,

u. Zones shall be pressure independent
iii. Preference for controls that can interface with the existing JCI Facility
Explorer BAS for monitoring purposes, but not required.
c. Duct work & new zone assumptions:
1.

11.

Zones shall be cut into existing duct work and downstream duct work reconfigured as necessary.
All existing air terminals shall remain and be re-used except for
allowance for new diffusers listed above.

iii. Note the following access conditions:
1. HF-1 supply and return duct work is in a crawl space with about
36" clear height. New VVT dampers will be in the crawl space.

2. HF-3, 4, 5 and DF-2, 3 duct work is on the first floor that has tight
clearance. Some of the space has only 16" clear below a concrete
slab and the rest of the space has 16" clear below joists and an
additional 12" between joists for cross overs. Assume tight
working conditions and extra fittings on first floor.
3. DF-1 distribution on the second floor is overhead and there is a
2x4 lay-in ceiling with ample working space of approximately 26"
clear.
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4. Alternative 3: New variable air volume Air Handlers with hot water reheat zones
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a. Replacing HF-1 and HF-2 with a 5,000 cfin VAV air handler with new
economizer.
i. Existing relief fans will remain.
b. ReplacingHF-3, HF-4, and HF-5 with a single 10,000 ctm VAV air handler with
economizer.
c. Keep AH-l and remove the associate d duct furnaces_, DF-1, DF-2, and DF-3.
d. Add a 400,000 Btu condensing hot water boiler with a single pump and hot water
distribution throughout the building to serve VAV reheat boxes.
i. Include budget for new gas piping to new boiler location. Assume 100
feet home run back to gas meter.
e. Add 36 VAV reheat boxes.
f.

Re-seal all existing duct work and/or use Aeroseal to seal the ducts to reduce
leakage at the higher pressures that will be seen in a VAV reheat system
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To:

City of Arcata

From:

Gwelen Paliaga

Subject:

Heat Pump System for City Hall

Date:

February 10, 2015

Advantages

All electric enables net zero site
energy/carbon and net zero source

Disadvantages

Same
Disadvantage
with eentral
beat pump
(option 2
below)?

Higher first costs

Yes

Higher maintenance cost

No

energy/carbon.
Net zero source energy can be achieved
with gas heat only by buying offsets or
producing exces.~ renewable electricity.
Ability to do heat recovery from spaces

that are cooled.
Limited in Arcata City Hall
Capability to provide heating with
backup generator (generator capacity

Expensive refrigeration
components
Higher outdoor noise level

Yes

Specialized contractor expertise
required for installation, service
and maintenance

No

needs to be confirmed) when building
operates as an Emergency Operation

Center
Can provide refrigerated cooling to
improve comfort.
This can increase energy use. Also
requires condensate management (pans.,
pumps, drains).

.

Suggest keeping economizers for city
hall and consider disabling cooling (use
in heating onry mode)

Energy Cost Savings

Ability to both heat and cool has

Our past simulations have shown only a

been shown to lead to energy
waste in multi-zone svstems due to

No

-
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minor savings for air source heat
pumps. The actual savings for this
building in this climate can be
determined with an energy model.

simultaneous heating in some
zones whHe cooling in adjacent
zones.

Eliminate combustion and risk of carbon
monoxide poisoning or other
combu1.1ion by-productions -in. occupied
space.

Risk of refrigerant leak. Need to
meet ASHRAE Standard 15
Safety Standards for Refrigeration
Systems.

No

Requires new l 20A electrical
service and 12' x 7' outdoor
location for condensing unit.

Yes

Proprietary system. Cannot mix
parts between manufacturers.

No

Heat pump options:
l. Variable refrigerant flow such as Daikin or Mitsubishi system with one indoor unit
replacing each existing furnace. Existing economizers are adapted to serve indoor VRF
units. Downstream zoning would be field built variable flow variable temperature, the
same approach that we proposed in the feasibility study.

2. Central heat pump boiler, hot water distribution and hot water fan coils to replace each
existing furnace. Economizers and zoning same as above.
a. This -option may be the best-Ohoice for the City because it eliminates many-of-the
disadvantages above and provides additional flexibility to upgrade/adapt in the

future. A central heat pump is easier to service using locally available expertise
and can be replaced easily in the future with another heat pump and/or boiler.
Backup heating can easily be instaDed with a temporary boiler in the case of
failure. With a VRF system, the City is locked into a proprietary technology
solution that can only be serviced with qualified contractors that most likely do
not exist in Humboldt County.
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March 27, 2017
Ms. Katie Marsolan
City of Arcata
736 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
Re:

City Hall HVAC Upgrade
Evaluation of Heat Pump Options

Katie,
Based on our discussions on-site and review of the existing plans, we understand that the mechanical
systems for the majority of the building have exceeded their useful life. In addition, several remodels have
been completed over the life of the building without consideration for the impacts to the air distribution
and zoning. The City Council has expressed interest in increasing the efficiency of the HVAC system and
moving to an all-electric system as well. Based on review of the report by Taylor Engineering and the
subsequent analysis by Skyline Technical Systems, we recommend two options for consideration for the
HVAC replacement:
Option 1 – Replace existing furnaces with high efficiency dual-fuel split system heat pumps.
Modify ductwork to meet new space requirements but do not provide zone control.
Option 2 – Replace existing systems with multiple VRF heat recovery systems and provide
additional zone control
Existing HVAC System Review
The October 2014 Mechanical Systems Due Diligence Report by Taylor Engineering provides an
excellent overview of the existing HVAC systems. It is not the intent of this report to repeat the
information provided in the 2014 report but rather to help the City of Arcata determine how to move
forward with an HVAC upgrade.
One of the key recommendations of the 2014 report is the addition of zone control to improve occupant
comfort. As discussed in this report, the building has been remodeled several times since the original
design and another remodel is currently in the planning stages. As a result, the existing HVAC systems do
not provide adequate zone control. Comfort complaints and hot/cold areas are the result.
Electrical Infrastructure Review
The existing electrical service for the City Hall is a 400A, 120/208V, 3-phase service. A 150 kW stand-by
generator provides emergency power to the building. In its current configuration, the generator is sized to
power all City Hall electrical loads in the event of a power outage. Based on the building area and
preliminary load calculations, it is estimated that the lighting load for the building is approximately 120A
and the receptacle load is approximately 100A. This leaves approximately 180A available for the HVAC
system.

P.O. Box 492174
Redding, CA 96049
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Option 1 – One-to-One Replacement with Heat Pumps
The most cost-effective method of moving towards an all-electric HVAC system would be to replace the
existing gas furnaces (HF-1, HF-2, HF-3, HF-4, and HF-5) with high efficiency split system heat pumps.
Each system would include an indoor air handler with variable speed blower and an outdoor heat pump
unit. The indoor air handler would connect to the existing air distribution, which would reduce cost but do
little to improve zone control. The existing economizer controls should be upgraded as well. The existing
air handling unit and duct furnaces from 1991 could be retrofit with new modulating duct furnaces, and
the associated ductwork upgraded to account for new space configurations.
Zone Control
The option of adding zone control to the split system heat pump option is not recommended due to lack of
physical space for damper controls and bypass ducts. In the areas served by HF-1 and HF-2, the zone
control dampers could be installed in the underfloor area but this is not recommended due to poor access
for maintenance. In the areas served by HF-3, HF-4, and HF-5, there is very limited space available for
ductwork modifications. In addition, the use of zone control dampers in this application does not provide
true independent temperature control, as it relies on shutting down airflow to zones that are not requiring
heating (or cooling). Ventilation and indoor air quality will be reduced as a result. For Option 1, the zone
control will not be improved compared to the existing system, although the air balance can be improved.
The area of the 1991 addition is currently served by a high-quality air handling unit and three (3) duct
furnaces. This configuration allows for three (3) zones, two for the lower level and one for the main floor.
Under this scenario, the system could be replaced with three split system heat pump air handlers, each
corresponding to one of the existing zones. However, the existing air handling unit has useful service life
remaining and could be reused. If the air handling unit is reused, then the 80% efficient duct furnaces can
be replaced with 90% efficient modulating duct furnaces. For the purposes of this report, it has been
assumed that the existing equipment will be removed entirely and three (3) new split system heat pumps
with gas supplemental heat will be installed in its place.
Electrical Service and Gas Use
Split system heat pumps require a supplemental heat source to provide additional heating on design
heating days and to offset unwanted cool air during defrost mode. The supplemental heat source is
typically an electric heater in the air handler, but the use of a gas furnace with a DX coil allows for gas
heat to be used a supplemental heat source. The building electrical service does not have adequate
capacity to convert all systems to heat pump with electric supplemental heat. But, based on preliminary
load calculations, it does have adequate capacity to power new air handlers and heat pumps, provided that
gas heat is used for supplemental heat source only. Therefore, Option 1 includes the use of gas furnaces
with DX coils and outdoor heat pumps. The gas heat will only be used on very cold days and during
defrost mode, when the heat pump switches into cooling to defrost the outdoor unit.
Maintenance
Split system heat pumps are a very common HVAC system in smaller towns, so there are many HVAC
contractors that would be able to service them. This is one advantage of this option compared to others.
Summary and First Cost
Option 1includes a total of seven new high efficiency split systems in place of the existing systems. Table
1 summarizes the design approach for Option 1 on a system-by-system basis. HF-5 is not included, as that
system is not currently in use. This would provide the City Hall with an HVAC system that is
predominately electric but would not improve zone control beyond the existing systems.
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A preliminary cost estimate for Option 1 is appended to this report. The total estimated cost for Option 1,
including general conditions, overhead and profit, and construction contingency, is $278,000.

Existing System

Area Served

Design Replacement Approach

HF-1

City Manager

Replace existing furnace with 5-ton high efficiency
dual-fuel heat pump / furnace combination, reuse
ducting. No changes to zoning.

HF-2

Finance

Replace existing furnace with 5-ton high efficiency
dual-fuel heat pump / furnace combination, reuse
ducting. No changes to zoning.

HF-3

Environmental Services

Replace existing furnace with 5-ton high efficiency
dual-fuel heat pump / furnace combination, reuse
ducting. No changes to zoning.

HF-4

Recreation / Council

Replace existing furnace with 5-ton high efficiency
dual-fuel heat pump / furnace combination, reuse
ducting. No changes to zoning.

HF-5

Lower Level

No work included. System is not in use.

AH-1 / DF-1

1991 Upper Level

Replace air handling unit and duct furnace with split
system heat pump / furnace combination. One system
for upper level.

AH-1 / DF-2,-3

1991 Lower Level

Replace air handling unit and duct furnace with split
system heat pump / furnace combination. Two systems
for lower level.

Option 2 – Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) System
Option 2 includes the evaluation of an all-electric solution that would provide improved zone control as
compared to Option 1. Initially, Option 2 was considered as either a variable refrigerant flow (VRF)
system or a heat pump boiler system with zone control. Of these two options, the VRF system was
selected for further evaluation because it lends itself more easily to a phased approach (discussed below).
In addition, although a VRF system is more sophisticated than Option 1, a heat pump boiler system would
require additional maintenance and chemical treatment for the hydronic system.
Zone Control
A heat recovery variable refrigerant flow (VRF) system would provide much more flexibility for zone
control while also moving towards an all-electric HVAC system. The VRF system would consist of
multiple indoor units connected to a single outdoor unit. Due to project phasing requirements (see below),
redundancy, and refrigerant volume concerns, it is recommended to split the building into multiple VRF
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systems. One system could be installed in each phase of the HVAC upgrade. The end result would be two
or three outdoor condensing units connected to multiple indoor units. The indoor units would be a
combination of ducted air handling units and ductless terminal units. There are several options for
ductless terminal units, but the only two that would likely fit into the aesthetic of the existing building are
floor standing console units or concealed ceiling units that could be located in a new soffit. In some areas,
ceiling cassette or wall-mount units may also be acceptable.
The area of the 1991 addition is currently served by a high-quality air handling unit and three (3) duct
furnaces. This configuration allows for three (3) zones, two for the lower level and one for the main floor.
It is anticipated that only one zone for the upper level will not be adequate for the upcoming remodel
work. As a result, this option assumes the removal of the existing system (similar to Option 1) and the
installation of new equipment. The new equipment includes six (6) individually zoned systems for the
private offices on the north side of the upper level and four (4) ducted air handling units for the larger
office areas, including two for the first floor and two for the second floor.
Electrical Service and Gas Use
One advantage of the VRF system is that it does not require a supplemental heat source for defrost or
additional heating on design days. As a result, it would be feasible to convert the building to all-electric
without relying on gas for supplemental heating or upgrading the electrical service. Based on preliminary
load calculations, the existing electrical service does have adequate capacity to power a VRF system for
the building. As a result, it is feasible to convert the building to all-electric under the VRF system
scenario.
Ventilation Systems
In the areas where ducted air handling units are proposed, the systems would reuse the existing fresh air
systems. However, in the areas where individual console units are proposed, such as the City Manager
offices and the Environmental Services offices, it is recommended to provide a new mechanical means of
ventilation. This could be accomplished by reusing the existing duct systems and providing a new heat
recovery ventilator in the existing mechanical spaces. The heat recovery ventilator would run
continuously to provide tempered fresh air to the occupied spaces. This system would be designed to
handle the code-required ventilation rates. As a result, it would not be sized to provide complete fresh air
cooling, although a bypass could be installed to provide some cooling capacity by means of outdoor air.
Maintenance
VRF systems do require more specialized maintenance, but they are becoming more common in the area.
However, the pool of contractors familiar with them will be smaller than with conventional split system
heat pumps.
Summary and First Cost
Option 2 includes a total of three (3) new VRF systems, each with approximately ten (10) independently
controlled zones. Table 2 summarizes the design approach for Option 2 on a system-by-system basis. HF5 is not included, as that system is not currently in use. This would provide the City Hall with an HVAC
system that is entirely electric and would improve zone control significantly by increasing from seven (7)
zones up to approximately 30 zones.
A preliminary cost estimate for Option 2 is appended to this report. The total estimated cost for Option 2,
including general conditions, overhead and profit, and construction contingency, is $553,000.
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Table 2, Option 2 Design Approach by System
Area
Served

HF-1

City
Manager

Proposed
System

VRF
System #1
HF-2

Design Replacement Approach
Provide floor-standing VRF console units in each room,
assumed 10 zones. Reuse ductwork for ventilation and
economizer cooling. Replace furnace new ventilation
only unit.
Replace existing furnace with new ducted VRF air
handling unit. No changes to system zoning.

Finance

Provide floor-standing VRF console units in each
exterior office. Provide ducted VRF air handler for
interior spaces in new closet on upper level. Assumed
eight (8) zones. Reuse ductwork for ventilation and
economizer cooling. Replace furnace new ventilation
only unit.
Split HF-4 into two VRF ducted air handling systems,
one for Recreation and one for Council Chambers.
Remove abandoned equipment in lower level
mechanical room to make space for new equipment.

HF-3

Environment
al Services

HF-4

Recreation /
Council

HF-5

Lower Level

No work included. System is not in use.

AH-1 / DF-1

1991 Upper
Level

Remove duct furnace and air handling unit. Provide six
(6) ceiling cassette VRF units for individual offices.
Provide two (2) ducted VRF air handling units – one for
Engineering and one for ES/GIS.

VRF
System #2

VRF
System #3
AH-1 / DF2,-3

1991 Lower
Level

Remove duct furnaces and air handling unit. Provide
two (2) VRF air handling units, one per zone. Connect
to existing ductwork.

Project Phasing Recommendations
In either Option 1 or Option 2, it is recommended that the HVAC upgrades be split into two or three
phases. The phases shown in Table 3 have been determined based on equipment locations and feasibility
of combining work. However, the upcoming remodel includes work that is served by both Phase 1 and
Phase 2 systems. These phases may need to be adjusted based on feedback from the City and budget
constraints.
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Phase

Description

Phase 1

Replace HVAC for City Manager (HF-1)
Replace HVAC for Finance (HF-2)

Phase 2

Replace HVAC for Environmental Services (HF-3)
Replace HVAC for Council Chambers and Recreation (HF-4)

Phase 3

Upgrade HVAC for 1991 Addition (AH-1, DF-1, DF-2, DF-3)

Comparison of Options
Table 4 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the two options presented. The option of a heat
pump boiler was also briefly discussed, but it was not evaluated in detail due to concerns about system
complexity and difficulty of service.
Table 4, Option 1 and 2 Summary Table
Option 1 – High Efficiency, Dual-Fuel
Split System Heat Pumps
First Cost

Option 2 – Multiple VRF Systems

$ 275,000 - $ 300,000

$ 550,000 - $ 575,000

Energy Efficiency

High efficiency equipment

High efficiency equipment + heat
transfer between spaces

Maintenance

Standard service required

Specialized service required

Zone Control

Same as existing, 7-8 zones

Improved, approx. 30 zones

Electric Conversion

Partial, gas supplemental required

Complete, no supplemental gas

Outdoor Equipment

Seven heat pumps

Two or three larger heat pumps

12-15 years

15-20 years

Service Life

As shown in Table 4, there is a significant cost increase associated with Option 2. The primary
advantages that Option 2 provides are improved zone control, improved energy efficiency, and a complete
elimination of natural gas as a heat source. The primary advantages of Option 1 are the lower first cost,
and the simplicity of servicing the equipment.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
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Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Description
Removal of existing furnaces
Remove AH-1 and duct furnaces
New split system heating/cooling units
Installing indoor units
Ductwork connections
Economizer repairs
Setting outdoor units
Concrete pads for outdoor units
Refrigerant linesets for each split system
Gas connections for supplemental heat
Condensate piping
Electrical connections - indoor units
Electrical connections - outdoor units
Outdoor air intakes
Equipment Startup
Controls Upgrade
Air Balancing

Quantity
4
1
40
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
35
15,000

Unit
ea
ea
tons
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
pts
sf

Subtotal
General Conditions
Overhead and Profit
Contingency
Total (Rounded)

Unit Cost
$800.00
$3,000.00
$1,600.00
$2,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,200.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$800.00
$800.00
$600.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$1.00

12%
8%
10%

Total Cost
$3,200
$3,000
$64,000
$14,000
$10,500
$8,400
$7,000
$3,500
$10,500
$5,600
$5,600
$4,200
$10,500
$10,500
$3,500
$35,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$214,000
$25,680
$17,120
$21,400
$278,200
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Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Description
Removal of existing furnaces
Remove AH-1 and duct furnaces
New VRF equipment
Installing indoor units
Ductwork connections, modifications
Economizer repairs
Setting outdoor units
Concrete pads for outdoor units
Refrigerant pipe - 3-pipe
Refrigerant pipe - 2-pipe
Condensate piping
Electrical connections - indoor units
Electrical connections - outdoor units
Ventilation System
Equipment Startup
Controls Upgrade
Air Balancing

Quantity
4
1
40
30
7
7
3
3
3
30
30
30
3
3
3
60
15,000

Unit
ea
ea
tons
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
pts
sf

Subtotal
General Conditions
Overhead and Profit
Contingency
Total (Rounded)

Unit Cost
$800.00
$3,000.00
$3,500.00
$1,280.00
$3,000.00
$1,200.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$5,000.00
$800.00
$600.00
$800.00
$2,000.00
$10,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,000.00
$1.00

12%
8%
10%

Total Cost
$3,200
$3,000
$140,000
$38,400
$21,000
$8,400
$7,500
$3,000
$15,000
$24,000
$18,000
$24,000
$6,000
$30,000
$9,000
$60,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$425,500
$51,060
$34,040
$42,550
$553,150
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Figure: Upper Level Zoning and Air Distribution

The section shows the air distribution in the city manager area of the upper floor.
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Figure: Lower Level Floor Plan
Note: existing floor plans are hand drawn and not to scale
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